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BASE PROSPECTUS FOR WARRANTS AND CERTIFICATES DATED 

1 JULY 2022 

MORGAN STANLEY & CO. INTERNATIONAL PLC 

as issuer 

(incorporated with limited liability in England and Wales) 

PROGRAM FOR THE ISSUANCE OF EXCHANGE TRADED WARRANTS 

AND CERTIFICATES 

This Base Prospectus 

This document is a base prospectus ("Base Prospectus") prepared for purposes of Article 8 of Regulation 

(EU) 2017/1129) (as amended, the "Prospectus Regulation") for the purpose 

of the offering of Securities (as described below) from time to time. It should be read together with (i) any 

supplements to it from time to time (available on the website of the Issuer at 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en or any successor thereto and the 

Luxembourg Stock Exchange at www.bourse.lu), (ii) the information incorporated by reference into it (see 

"Incorporation by Reference" below) and (iii) in relation to a Tranche of Securities, the Final Terms or (in 

the case of Exempt Securities) the Pricing Supplement (described below) relating to that Tranche of 

Securities. Any Securities issued under the Program (defined below) on or after the date of this Base 

Prospectus are issued subject to the provisions described herein. This does not affect any Securities already 

in issue. References in this Base Prospectus to "Exempt Securities" are to Securities issued under the 

Program for which no prospectus is required to be published under the Prospectus Regulation or the 

Prospectus Regulation as it forms part of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (the "EUWA") (the 

"UK Prospectus Regulation"). The Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier ("CSSF") has 

neither approved nor reviewed information contained in this Base Prospectus in connection with Exempt 

Securities. 

The information on any websites referred to herein does not form part of this Base Prospectus unless that 

information is incorporated by reference into the Base Prospectus and has not been scrutinised or approved 

by the competent authority. 

The Program 

Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (the "Issuer" or "MSI plc") has established the Program for the 

Issuance of Exchange Traded Warrants and Certificates (the "Program"). Under the Program, the Issuer 

may issue from time to time Warrants (the "Warrants") and Certificates (the "Certificates", and together 

with the Warrants, the "Securities"). 

The Securities 

Under this Base Prospectus, securities in the form of Warrants and Certificates may be offered by the Issuer 

or any affiliate of the Issuer acting as a distributor, dealer or offeror, as the case may be. The terms and 

conditions applicable to a Series of Securities (the "Conditions") are the General Terms and Conditions 

(set out in the section entitled "Part 1: General Terms and Conditions" below) and the applicable provisions 

of the Additional Terms and Conditions (set out in the section entitled "Part 2: Additional Terms and 

Conditions" below) as completed by the Final Terms or (in the case of Exempt Securities) the Pricing 

Supplement (described below). Alternatively, a Series of Securities may be issued on the terms set forth in 

a separate prospectus specific to such Series (a 'Drawdown Prospectus') as described under "Final Terms 

and Drawdown Prospectus" below. 

Final Terms, Drawdown Prospectuses and Pricing Supplements 

A "final terms" document (the "Final Terms") or a "drawdown prospectus" document (the "Drawdown 

Prospectus") or (in the case of Exempt Securities) a "pricing supplement" document (the "Pricing 

Supplement") will be prepared in respect of each Tranche of Securities. The Final Terms or (in the case of 

Exempt Securities) the Pricing Supplement will complete the General Terms and Conditions and specify 

the Additional Terms and Conditions, if any, applicable in relation to such Securities. The Drawdown 

Prospectus will supplement, amend and/or replace the Conditions in the manner as set forth in the 

Drawdown Prospectus and will also set out or incorporate by reference the necessary information relating 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en
http://www.bourse.lu/
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to the Issuer. The Final Terms, the Drawdown Prospectus or the Pricing Supplement (as applicable) 

therefore contain vital information in regard to the Securities. Each Final Terms and Drawdown Prospectus 

will be available on the website of the Issuer (https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/home) or any 

successor thereto. 

Status of the Securities 

The Securities are unsecured and unsubordinated general obligations of the Issuer and not of any affiliate 

of the Issuer. The Securities are not deposits or savings accounts and are not insured by the U.S. Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation, the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme or any other 

governmental agency or instrumentality or deposit protection scheme anywhere, nor are they obligations 

of, or guaranteed by, a bank. 

Relevant Underlying 

The return on the Securities will depend on the performance of one of the following types of underlying 

reference asset (referred to as the "Relevant Underlying" in the Conditions): share, index, commodity, 

commodity futures contract, commodity index, currency pair or bond futures contract, where relevant 

issued by an entity which is not MSI plc or any legal entity belonging to the same group as MSI plc. The 

Relevant Underlying in relation to any Securities will be set out in the Final Terms or Drawdown 

Prospectuses or (in the case of Exempt Securities) Pricing Supplements applicable to such Securities. 

Securityholders will have no beneficial interest in any Relevant Underlying. 

Risk Factors 

Securities offered from time to time under this Base Prospectus do not provide for repayment in full of the 

amount paid for them, and you could therefore lose some and up to all of your investment, depending on 

the performance of the Relevant Underlying. Also, in any event, payments under the Securities are subject 

to the credit risk of the Issuer. Investing in the Securities involves risks. Before purchasing the Securities, 

you should carefully consider, in particular, "Risk Factors" below. 

Risk Warning 

The Securities are not capital protected and, except in the case of Tracker Securities, are leveraged 

investments where relatively small movements in the Relevant Underlying could cause you to lose some 

and up to all of your investment. 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/home
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IMPORTANT NOTICES 

Risk Warning 

The Securities may not be a suitable investment for all investors 

An investment in the Securities entails certain risks, which vary depending on the specification and type or 

structure of the Securities. 

Each potential investor should determine whether an investment in the Securities is appropriate in such 

potential investor's particular circumstances. An investment in the Securities requires a thorough 

understanding of the nature of the relevant transaction. Potential investors should be experienced with 

respect to an investment in the Securities and be aware of the related risks. 

An investment in the Securities is only appropriate for potential investors who: 

• have the requisite knowledge, sophistication and experience in financial and business matters to 

evaluate the merits and risks of an investment in the Securities and the information contained in, 

or incorporated by reference into, this document; 

• have access to, and knowledge of, appropriate analytical tools to evaluate such merits and risks in 

the context of the potential investor's particular financial situation and to evaluate the impact the 

Securities will have on their overall investment portfolio; 

• understand thoroughly the terms of the Securities and are familiar with the behaviour of the 

Relevant Underlying and financial markets; 

• are capable of bearing the economic risk of an investment in the Securities, including the loss of 

the entire amount invested in the Securities; and 

• are familiar with the behaviour of the Relevant Underlying and relevant financial markets and are 

able to evaluate (either alone or with the help of a financial and legal adviser) possible scenarios 

for economic, interest rate and other factors that may affect the potential investor's investment and 

its ability to bear the applicable risks. 

The Securities are complex financial instruments. Sophisticated institutional investors generally do not 

purchase complex financial instruments as stand-alone investments. They purchase complex financial 

instruments as a way to reduce risk or enhance yield with an understood, measured, appropriate addition of 

risk to their overall portfolios. A potential investor should not invest in any Securities unless such potential 

investor has the expertise (either alone or with a financial and legal adviser) to evaluate how the Securities 

will perform under changing conditions, the resulting effects on the value of the Securities and the impact 

this investment will have on the potential investor's overall investment portfolio. The Issuer and any affiliate 

of the Issuer acting as a distributor, dealer or offeror, as the case may be, in respect of the Securities 

disclaims any responsibility to advise prospective investors of any matters arising under the law of the 

country in which they reside that may affect the purchase of, or holding of, or the receipt of payments from 

the Securities. 

Investing in the Securities involves risks. See the section entitled "Risk Factors Relating to the 

Securities" below. 

Each investor must comply with all applicable laws and regulations in each country or jurisdiction 

in or from which the investor purchases, offers, sells or delivers the Securities or has in the investor's 

possession or distributes this Base Prospectus or any accompanying Final Terms, or any Drawdown 

Prospectus. 

Important U.S. securities and tax law considerations 

THE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED UNDER THE 

UNITED STATES SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED (THE "SECURITIES ACT"), OR 

THE SECURITIES LAWS OF ANY STATE OR OTHER JURISDICTION OF THE UNITED 

STATES. THE SECURITIES MAY NOT BE OFFERED, SOLD OR DELIVERED AT ANY TIME, 

DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, WITHIN THE UNITED STATES OR TO, OR FOR THE 

ACCOUNT OR BENEFIT OF, U.S. PERSONS (IN THIS BASE PROSPECTUS REFERENCES TO 
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"U.S. PERSONS" INCLUDE ANY PERSON OR ENTITY THAT IS EITHER A U.S. PERSON AS 

DEFINED IN RULE 902(K) OF REGULATION S UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OR A UNITED 

STATES PERSON AS DEFINED IN SECTION 7701(A)(30) OF THE U.S. INTERNAL REVENUE 

CODE OF 1986, AS AMENDED). 

MiFID II product governance / target market 

The Final Terms or the Pricing Supplement, as applicable, in respect of any Securities may include a legend 

entitled "MiFID II Product Governance" which will outline the target market assessment in respect of 

the Securities and which channels for distribution of the Securities are appropriate. Any person not affiliated 

to the Issuer subsequently offering, selling or recommending the Securities (a "distributor") should take 

into consideration the target market assessment; however, a distributor subject to MiFID II is responsible 

for undertaking its own target market assessment in respect of the Securities (by either adopting or refining 

the target market assessment) and determining appropriate distribution channels. 

A determination will be made in relation to each issue about whether, for the purpose of the MiFID Product 

Governance rules under EU Delegated Directive 2017/593 (the "MiFID Product Governance Rules"), 

any dealer subscribing for any Securities is a manufacturer in respect of such Securities, but otherwise 

neither dealer(s) nor any of its respective affiliates will be a manufacturer for the purpose of the MIFiD 

Product Governance Rules. 

Product Governance under UK MiFIR / target market 

The Final Terms or the Pricing Supplement, as applicable, in respect of any Securities may include a legend 

entitled "UK MiFIR Product Governance" which will outline the target market assessment in respect of 

the Securities and which channels for distribution of the Securities are appropriate. Any distributor should 

take into consideration the target market assessment; however, a distributor subject to the UK MiFIR 

Product Governance Rules is responsible for undertaking its own target market assessment in respect of the 

Securities (by either adopting or refining the target market assessment) and determining appropriate 

distribution channels. 

A determination will be made in relation to each issue about whether, for the purpose of the UK MiFIR 

product governance rules set out in the FCA Handbook Product Intervention and Product Governance 

Sourcebook (the "UK MiFIR Product Governance Rules"), any Dealer subscribing for any Securities is 

a manufacturer in respect of such Securities, but otherwise neither the Arranger nor the Dealers nor any of 

their respective affiliates will be a manufacturer for the purpose of the UK MIFIR Product Governance 

Rules. 

PRIIPs / Important – EEA retail investors 

If the Final Terms in respect of any Securities includes a legend entitled "Prohibition of Sales to EEA Retail 

Investors", the Securities are not intended to be offered, sold or otherwise made available to and should not 

be offered, sold or otherwise made available to any retail investor in the European Economic Area ("EEA"). 

For these purposes, a retail investor means a person who is one (or more) of: 

(A)  a retail client as defined in point (11) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2014/65/EU, (as amended, 

"MiFID II"); 

(B)  a customer within the meaning of Directive (EU) 2016/97 where that customer would not qualify 

as a professional client as defined in point (10) of Article 4(1) of MiFID II; or 

(C)  not a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Regulation. 

Consequently, if the Final Terms in respect of any Securities include a legend entitled "Prohibition of Sales 

to EEA Retail Investors", no key information document required by Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014, (as 

amended the "PRIIPs Regulation") for offering or selling the Securities or otherwise making them 

available to retail investors in the EEA has been or will be prepared and therefore offering or selling the 

Securities or otherwise making them available to any retail investor in the EEA may be unlawful under the 

PRIIPs Regulation. 
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PRIIPs / Important – UK retail investors 

If the Final Terms in respect of any Securities includes a legend entitled "Prohibition of Sales to UK Retail 

Investors", the Securities are not intended to be offered, sold or otherwise made available to and should not 

be offered, sold or otherwise made available to any retail investor in the United Kingdom ("UK"). For these 

purposes, a retail investor means a person who is one (or more) of: 

(A)  a retail client, as defined in point (8) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 2017/565 as it forms part 

of domestic law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018; or 

(B)  a customer within the meaning of the provisions of the FSMA and any rules or regulations made 

under the FSMA to implement Directive (EU) 2016/97, where that customer would not qualify as 

a professional client, as defined in point (8) of Article 2(1) of Regulation (EU) No 600/2014 as it 

forms part of domestic law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018. 

Consequently no key information document required by Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 as it forms part of 

domestic law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (the "UK PRIIPs Regulation") for 

offering or selling the Securities or otherwise making them available to retail investors in the UK has been 

prepared and therefore offering or selling the Securities or otherwise making them available to any retail 

investor in the UK may be unlawful under the UK PRIIPs Regulation. 

BENCHMARK REGULATION 

Amounts payable under the Securities may be calculated by reference to certain indices or price sources. 

Any such index or price source may constitute a benchmark for the purposes of Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 

(the "Benchmark Regulation"). If any such index or price source does constitute such a benchmark, the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement will indicate the name of such index or price source 

so referenced, the legal name of the administrator of such index or price sources; and whether or not the 

benchmark is provided by an administrator included in the register of administrators and benchmarks 

established and maintained by the European Securities and Markets Authority ("ESMA") pursuant to 

Article 36 (Register of administrators and benchmarks) of the Benchmark Regulation. Transitional 

provisions in the Benchmark Regulation may have the result that the administrator of a particular 

benchmark is not required to appear in the register of administrators and benchmarks (or, if located outside 

the European Union (the "EU"), recognition, endorsement or equivalence) at the date of the Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. The registration status of any administrator under the Benchmark 

Regulation is a matter of public record and, save where required by applicable law, the Issuer does not 

intend to update the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement to reflect any change in the 

registration status of the administrator. 

No deposits and no deposit protection insurance 

THE SECURITIES ARE NOT DEPOSITS OR SAVINGS ACCOUNTS AND ARE NOT INSURED 

BY THE U.S. FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, THE UK FINANCIAL 

SERVICES COMPENSATION SCHEME, OR ANY OTHER GOVERNMENTAL AGENCY OR 

INSTRUMENTALITY OR DEPOSIT PROTECTION SCHEME ANYWHERE, NOR ARE THEY 

OBLIGATIONS OF, OR GUARANTEED BY, A BANK. 

Currency definitions 

All references in this Base Prospectus to "U.S. dollars", "U.S.$ " and "$" are to the lawful currency 

of the United States of America, all references to "Japanese Yen" are to the lawful currency of Japan, 

all references to "Australian dollars" are to the lawful currency of the Commonwealth of Australia, 

all references to "SEK" are to the lawful currency of Sweden, and all references to "euro", "€" and 

"EUR" are to the lawful single currency of the member states of the European Union (each a 

"Member State") who have adopted and continue to retain a common single currency through 

monetary union in accordance with European Union treaty law (as amended from time to time). 

Language 

The language of this Base Prospectus is English. Certain legislative references and technical terms 

have been cited in their original language in order that the correct technical meaning may be ascribed 

to them under applicable law. 
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U.S. Securities disclosures 

IN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION, INVESTORS MUST RELY ON THEIR OWN 

EXAMINATION OF THE ISSUER AND THE TERMS OF THE OFFERING, INCLUDING THE 

MERITS AND RISKS INVOLVED. THE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN RECOMMENDED BY 

ANY UNITED STATES FEDERAL OR STATE SECURITIES COMMISSION OR 

REGULATORY AUTHORITY. FURTHERMORE, THE FOREGOING AUTHORITIES HAVE 

NOT CONFIRMED THE ACCURACY OR DETERMINED THE ADEQUACY OF THIS 

DOCUMENT. ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE IN 

THE UNITED STATES. 

Defined Terms 

See the "Index of Defined Terms" at the end of this document for a list of defined terms and where they are 

defined in this Base Prospectus. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMME  

The following overview describes the key features of the Programme and the Securities that the Issuer is 

offering under this Base Prospectus in general terms only. Investors should read this overview together 

with the more detailed information that is contained in this Base Prospectus and in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

Issuer: MSI plc 

Swedish Programme Agent 

and Swedish Issuing and 

Paying Agent: 

Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (Publ) 

Principal Securities Agent: If applicable, as shall be specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement of the particular Securities 

Securities Registrar: If applicable, as shall be specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement of the particular Securities 

Securities Transfer Agent: If applicable, as shall be specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement of the particular Securities 

Issuance in Series and 

Tranches: 

The Securities are issued in series (each a "Series") and each Series 

may comprise one or more tranches (each a "Tranche") of 

Securities. 

Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement: 

Each Tranche of Securities is the subject of a set of Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. Each reference in the 

Conditions to the "Final Terms" or "Pricing Supplement" shall 

mean, in relation to a Tranche of Securities, the particular set of 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement which relates 

to such Tranche of Securities, provided that the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement in respect of each Tranche of 

Securities after the first Tranche of Securities in a Series (each such 

subsequent Tranche of Securities, a "Subsequent Tranche") shall 

specify only the aggregate number of Securities in the relevant 

Series (inclusive of such Subsequent Tranche). Notwithstanding the 

above, the Issue Date indicated in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement in respect of such Subsequent Tranche shall 

apply only in respect of the Securities of such Subsequent Tranche 

and not the Securities of the entire Series. 

Terms and Conditions: Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement will be 

prepared in respect of each Series of Securities. The terms and 

conditions applicable to each Series will be those set out herein 

under the heading "Terms and Conditions of the Securities", as 

completed by the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. The Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement will also specify which of the provisions set out in Part 

1 of the Terms and Conditions (the "General Terms and 

Conditions" or "General Conditions") and Part 2 of the Terms and 

Conditions (the "Additional Terms and Conditions" or 

"Additional Conditions") are applicable in respect of a particular 

Series of Securities. 

Relevant Underlying: The return on the Securities may be dependent on the performance 

of the Relevant Underlying. The Relevant Underlying may be a 

share, index, commodity, commodity futures contract, commodity 

index, currency pair or bond futures contract. 

Forms of Securities: The Issuer will issue Securities in dematerialised and uncertificated 

book-entry form with the Swedish central securities depositary 
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("Swedish Securities"). The Issuer may also issue Securities under 

the Program which are in registered form ("Registered 

Securities"). 

 

Description of the products, key product features and how the value of the securities is affected by 

the value of the relevant underlying 

Types of products: The Securities may be: 

 "Mini Future Securities" or 

 "Constant Leverage Securities" or 

 "Tracker Securities" or 

 "Turbo Securities" 

No fixed maturity: The Securities do not have a fixed maturity or expiration date, and 

can either be terminated by the Issuer or exercised by the 

Securityholder, and in the case of Mini Future Securities or Turbo 

Securities, may automatically terminate if the value of the Relevant 

Underlying reaches a pre-determined level (see " Stop loss feature 

in respect of Mini Future Securities and Turbo Securities" below). 

Long or short: Each Security may be long or short, provided that a Tracker 

Security will only be long.  

Long securities: Long securities enable the investor to profit from rising markets. If 

the value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value of a long 

security will rise (see also "Certain Securities are leveraged 

investments" below in relation to Securities which are Mini Future 

Securities, Constant Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities), 

subject to the cost of financing provided by the Issuer (if applicable) 

and the effect of any applicable foreign exchange rate (see "Current 

Financing Level in respect of Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities" and "Foreign exchange 

rates" respectively below). If the value of the Relevant Underlying 

falls, the value of a long security will fall, subject to the cost of 

financing provided by the Issuer (if applicable) and the effect of any 

applicable foreign exchange rate. 

Short securities: Short securities enable the investor to profit from declining markets 

as they track the value of the Relevant Underlying in an inverse 

manner. If the value of the Relevant Underlying falls (see also 

"Certain Securities are leveraged investments" below), the value of 

a short security will rise, subject to the cost of financing provided 

by the Issuer (if applicable) and the effect of any applicable foreign 

exchange rate (see "Current Financing Level in respect of Mini 

Future Securities, Constant Leverage Securities and Turbo 

Securities" and "Foreign exchange rates" respectively below). If the 

value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value of a short security 

will fall, subject to the cost of financing provided by the Issuer (if 

applicable) and the effect of any applicable foreign exchange rate. 

Certain Securities are 

leveraged investments: 

Securities which are Mini Future Securities, Constant Leverage 

Securities or Turbo Securities enable investors to participate in any 

gains or falls in the value of the Relevant Underlying by investing 

only part of the value of the Relevant Underlying with the remaining 

portion financed by the Issuer. This creates leverage. The size of the 

leverage depends on the purchase price of the Securities compared 
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to the value of the Relevant Underlying at the time of purchase. The 

lower the purchase price of the Securities is compared to the value 

of the Relevant Underlying, the higher the leverage will be. The 

leverage for Mini Future Securities and Turbo Securities is not fixed 

and will vary from day to day. The leverage for Constant Leverage 

Securities is reset daily to the Target Leverage Factor (see "Constant 

Leverage Securities" below). 

 Due to this leverage feature, the percentage gain if the value of the 

Relevant Underlying rises (in the case of long securities) or falls (in 

the case of short securities) and the percentage loss if the Relevant 

Underlying falls (in the case of long securities) or rises (in the case 

of short securities) will be much higher in the Securities compared 

to a direct investment in the Relevant Underlying. Accordingly, a 

small movement in the value of the Relevant Underlying can have 

a significant effect on the value of the Securities. The higher the 

leverage, the more sensitive the Securities will be to any changes in 

the value of the Relevant Underlying. 

 Due to such leverage feature, investors should be aware that an 

investment in Securities which are Mini Future Securities, 

Constant Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities is more 

speculative than a direct investment in the Relevant Underlying, 

and there is an increased risk that investors could lose up to the 

entire value of their investment. 

Constant Leverage Securities: Constant Leverage Securities are designed to achieve their stated 

objectives on a daily basis. Unlike Mini Future Securities or Turbo 

Securities where the leverage is not fixed, the leverage for Constant 

Leverage Securities is reset daily to the Target Leverage Factor 

(based on daily observations of certain inputs, including the value 

of the Relevant Underlying and the Securities). As a result of the 

daily adjustment of the Current Financing Level and simultaneous 

adjustment of the Current Ratio, the relationship between the value 

of the Relevant Underlying and the value of Securities will remain 

unchanged through the life of the Securities. 

 Constant Leverage Securities are exchange traded financial 

products for investors with a short-term investment horizon. 

They are not intended for investors who plan to buy and hold 

products over an intermediate or long time period. Investors 

who hold Constant Leverage Securities for longer than one 

trading day may see their results vary significantly from the 

performance of the Relevant Underlying. 

Key product features:  

Stop loss feature in respect of 

Mini Future Securities and 

Turbo Securities: 

The stop loss feature in respect of Mini Future Securities and Turbo 

Securities ensures that the value of the Securities will never be 

negative. If the value of the Relevant Underlying reaches the 

Current Stop Loss Level (such event is called a "Stop Loss Event"), 

the Securities will terminate automatically and: (i) in the case of 

Mini Future Securities the Securities will pay an amount which is 

determined by reference to (a) the average value of the Relevant 

Underlying at which the Issuer's hedging position in the Relevant 

Underlying is unwound in the period including the day on which 

such Stop Loss Event occurs and the following trading days in the 

stop loss valuation period, (b) the Current Financing Level, and (c) 

the Ratio. The average value of the Relevant Underlying will be at 

least equal to the lowest (in the case of long securities) or highest 

(in the case of short securities) value of the Relevant Underlying 
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during the relevant period over which the Issuer's hedging position 

in the Relevant Underlying is unwound; and (ii) in the case of Turbo 

Securities no amount will be payable in respect of the Securities and 

the relevant Settlement Amount will be zero.  

 The maximum loss to an investor in respect of Mini Future 

Securities upon termination for a Stop Loss Event is the initial 

amount invested. 

 The loss to an investor in respect of Turbo Securities upon 

termination for a Stop Loss Event will be the initial amount 

invested. 

Reset feature in respect of 

Constant Leverage Securities: 

The reset feature ensures that investors can continue to hold the 

Securities even if the value of the Relevant Underlying reaches the 

reset level. If the value of the Relevant Underlying reaches the Reset 

Event Level (such event is called a "Reset Event"), the value of a 

Constant Leverage Security will be reset to the fair market value of 

such Constant Leverage Security on such day, which will be 

determined by reference to the unwinding of the Issuer's hedging 

arrangements in respect of the Relevant Underlying immediately 

following the occurrence of such Reset Event. This may have an 

adverse impact on the value of the Securities. 

Current Financing Level in 

respect of Mini Future 

Securities, Constant Leverage 

Securities and Turbo Securities: 

As mentioned above, Securities which are Mini Future Securities, 

Constant Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities enable investors 

to participate in any gains or falls in the value of the Relevant 

Underlying by investing only part of the value of the Relevant 

Underlying. The remaining portion is financed by the Issuer, and is 

called the "Current Financing Level". Investors will generally pay 

interest on the Current Financing Level (or for short Mini Future 

Securities or Turbo Securities, where the Relevant Underlying is not 

a commodity futures contract, a commodity index or a bond futures 

contract, investors may even receive interest if market interest rates 

are high). 

 If the Relevant Underlying is an index or a share, the Current 

Financing Level may be adjusted if such Relevant Underlying (or, 

for an index, a component share included in such index) goes ex-

dividend, by deducting any cash dividends and/or other cash 

distributions (other than extraordinary dividends) declared (after 

deduction of taxes) from the Current Financing Level. 

 If the Relevant Underlying is a commodity futures contract or a 

bond futures contract, the Current Financing Level may be adjusted 

on dates (if any) on which such futures contract is rolled forward, 

by deducting the rollover spread. If the rollover spread is positive, 

this will reduce the Current Financing Level and the value of the 

Securities will rise (in the case of long securities) or fall (in the case 

of short securities). If the rollover spread is negative, this will 

increase the Current Financing Level and the value of the Securities 

will fall (in the case of long securities) or rise (in the case of short 

securities). 

Funding Cost in respect of Mini 

Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities and Turbo 

Securities: 

The Funding Cost is the interest (or income) payable (or received) 

by investors on the Current Financing Level. The Funding Cost will 

increase the Current Financing Level on a daily basis. The Funding 

Cost is determined by reference to (a) the Current Financing Level, 

(b) the Current Financing Spread, and (c) if the Relevant Underlying 
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is not a commodity futures contract, a commodity index or a bond 

futures contract, the Reference Interest Rate. 

Current Financing Spread in 

respect of Mini Future 

Securities, Constant Leverage 

Securities and Turbo Securities: 

The Current Financing Spread is a spread determined by the 

Determination Agent by reference to the Financing Level Currency, 

the prevailing market conditions and any other factors that the 

Determination Agent determines to be relevant. A rise in the Current 

Financing Spread will increase the Funding Cost and have a 

negative impact on the value of the Securities. 

Reference Interest Rate: The Reference Interest Rate is the rate for deposits in the Relevant 

Currency in the interbank market for a designated maturity of either 

three months, one month or overnight. A rise in the prevailing rate 

will increase the Funding Cost. 

Foreign exchange rates: If the Relevant Underlying is denominated in a currency different to 

the Settlement Currency of the Securities, a rise in the currency of 

the Relevant Underlying against the Settlement Currency will have 

a positive effect on the value of the Securities, whereas a fall in the 

currency of the Relevant Underlying against the Settlement 

Currency will have a negative effect on the value of the Securities. 

Ratio: The ratio of the value of a Security to the value of the Relevant 

Underlying. For most Securities, the ratio will be equal to one. 

However, if the value of the Relevant Underlying is very large or 

small, the ratio may be less than or more than one accordingly. 

Settlement of Securities: The Securities will entitle the Securityholder to receive from the 

Issuer on the Settlement Date the Settlement Amount (as specified 

or calculated in accordance with the Conditions and as completed 

by the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

Minimum Exercise Amount: Securities are exercisable in the minimum number (or, if so 

specified, integral multiples thereof) specified in the Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

GENERAL 

Status: The Securities will be direct and general obligations of the Issuer. 

Taxation: The relevant Securityholders, Accountholders or owners of the 

Securities, as the case may be, shall be liable for any applicable 

taxes, duties and other charges due in relation to, inter alia, the 

issue, transfer, exercise and/or settlement of the Securities. The 

Issuer shall be entitled to withhold or deduct from any amounts 

otherwise payable to the Securityholders such amount as is 

necessary for the payment of such taxes, duties and other charges. 

Listing and admission to 

trading 

Application may be made for the Securities (other than Exempt 

Securities) to be admitted to the Official List of the Luxembourg 

Stock Exchange and to trading on the Luxembourg Regulated 

Market, which is a regulated market for the purposes of Directive 

2014/65/EU (the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive). 

Application may also be made for the Securities (which may include 

Exempt Securities) to be admitted to listing and/or trading by such 

other listing authority, stock exchange (including, without 

limitation, Nordic MTF of Nordic Growth Market NGM AB, 

Nasdaq First North Stockholm of Nasdaq Stockholm AB) or 

quotation system as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 
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Clearing Systems: Euroclear Sweden, Euroclear, Clearstream Luxembourg and/or any 

other clearing systems as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

Governing Law: The Securities shall be governed by and construed in accordance 

with English law. 

Selling Restrictions: The Securities may not be offered, sold or delivered at any time, 

directly or indirectly, within the United States or to, or for the 

account or benefit of, U.S. Persons (as defined in this Base 

Prospectus). For a description of certain restrictions on offers, sales 

and deliveries of the Securities and on the distribution of offering 

material in the United States and in certain other countries, see 

"Subscription and Sale" and "No Ownership by U.S. Persons" 

hereof. 

Benefit Plan Investors: The Securities may not be acquired or held by, or acquired with the 

assets of, any employee benefit plan subject to Title I of the United 

States Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as 

amended ("ERISA"), any individual retirement account or plan 

subject to Section 4975 of the United States Internal Revenue Code 

of 1986, as amended, or any entity whose underlying assets include 

"plan assets" within the meaning of Section 3(42) of ERISA by 

reason of any such employee benefit plan's, account's or plan's 

investment therein. 
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RISK FACTORS 

Prospective investors should read the entire Base Prospectus (and where appropriate, any relevant final 

terms). Words and expressions defined elsewhere in this Base Prospectus have the same meanings in this 

section. 

Prospective investors should consider the risk factors under the sections entitled "Risks relating to the 

financial situation of Morgan Stanley", "Risks relating to the operation of Morgan Stanley's business 

activities", "Legal, regulatory and compliance risk" and "Other risks relating to Morgan Stanley's business 

activities" on pages 3 to 22 in the Registration Document dated 10 December 2021 (the "Registration 

Document") in respect of MSI plc referred to in the section entitled "Incorporation by Reference" in this 

Base Prospectus, and each supplement thereto referred to in the section entitled "Incorporation by 

Reference" in this Base Prospectus, and the factors described below and consult with their own professional 

advisers if they consider it necessary. The Issuer believes that such factors represent the principal risks 

inherent in investing in Securities but the inability of the Issuer to pay the settlement amount or other 

amounts on or in connection with any Securities may occur for other reasons, which may not be considered 

significant risks by the Issuer based on information currently available to it or which it may not currently 

be able to anticipate. 

This section describes generally the most significant risks of investing in the Securities. Each investor 

should carefully consider whether the Securities, as described herein and in the applicable Final 

Terms or Pricing Supplement, are suited to its particular circumstances before deciding to purchase 

the Securities. 

 

1. Risks relating to the financial situation of Morgan Stanley ........................................................... 9 

2. Risks relating to the operation of Morgan Stanley's business activities ....................................... 9 

3. Legal, regulatory and compliance risk ............................................................................................. 9 

4. Other risks relating to Morgan Stanley's business activities ......................................................... 9 

5. Risks relating to MSI plc, MSBV and MSFL .................................................................................. 9 

6. Risk Factors relating to the financial position of the Issuer ........................................................... 9 

6.1 Credit risk .................................................................................................................................... 9 

6.2 Morgan Stanley's results of operations may be adversely affected by the impacts of the 

COVID-19 pandemic ............................................................................................................................. 10 

7. Legal and Regulatory risks in relation to the Issuer ..................................................................... 10 

7.1 Risks in relation to the exercise of potential resolution powers ............................................... 10 

7.2 Conflicts of interest ................................................................................................................... 12 

8. Special Risk Factors relating to the payout terms of the Securities ............................................ 12 

8.1 The Securities are not capital protected and you may lose some and up to all of your 

investment .............................................................................................................................................. 12 

8.2 "Leveraged" securities are more speculative than a direct investment in the Relevant 

Underlying: depending on the degree of leverage, even a relatively small movement in the Relevant 

Underlying could cause you to lose some or all of your investment .................................................... 12 

8.3 If the value of the Relevant Underlying does not move in the anticipated direction, you may 

lose some or all of your investment ....................................................................................................... 13 

8.4 Mini Future Securities may be automatically terminated on the occurrence of a stop loss 

event and this entails particular risks ................................................................................................... 13 

8.5 Turbo Securities may be automatically terminated on the occurrence of a stop loss event and 

this entails particular risks .................................................................................................................... 14 

8.6 The Securities are open-ended Securities ................................................................................. 14 

8.7 Constant Leverage Securities are short-term investment products, and their performance can 

differ significantly from the performance of the Relevant Underlying over longer periods of time, 

particularly in volatile market conditions ............................................................................................. 14 

8.8 The Securities may be terminated at any time by the Issuer at its option ................................ 15 
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8.9 In respect of Mini Future Securities, Constant Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities, 
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9.10 The Issuer may amend the terms and conditions of the Securities without Securityholder 

consent if, in its opinion, such amendments are not materially prejudicial to Securityholders ......... 22 
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1. Risks relating to the financial situation of Morgan Stanley 

A description of the risks relating to the financial situation of Morgan Stanley that may affect the 

ability of the Issuer to fulfil its obligations under the Securities are set out in the section entitled 

"Risks relating to the financial situation of Morgan Stanley" on pages 3-7 of the Registration 

Document, as supplemented by each supplement thereto set out in the section headed 

"Incorporation by Reference" below. 

2. Risks relating to the operation of Morgan Stanley's business activities 

A description of the risks relating to the operation of Morgan Stanley's business activities that may 

affect the ability of the Issuer to fulfil its obligations under the Securities are set out in the section 

entitled "Risks relating to the operation of Morgan Stanley's business activities" on pages 7 -11 of 

the Registration Document, as supplemented by each supplement thereto set out in the section 

headed "Incorporation by Reference" below. 

3. Legal, regulatory and compliance risk 

A description of Legal, regulatory and compliance risks that may affect the ability of the Issuer to 

fulfil its obligations under the Securities are set out in the section entitled "Legal, regulatory and 

compliance risk" on pages 11 - 15 of the Registration Document, as supplemented by each 

supplement thereto set out in the section headed "Incorporation by Reference" below. 

4. Other risks relating to Morgan Stanley's business activities 

A description of Legal, regulatory and compliance risks that may affect the ability of the Issuer to 

fulfil its obligations under the Securities are set out in the section entitled "Legal, regulatory and 

compliance risk" on pages 15 - 18 of the Registration Document, as supplemented by each 

supplement thereto set out in the section headed "Incorporation by Reference" below. 

5. Risks relating to MSI plc, MSBV and MSFL 

A description of risks relating to MSI plc, MSBV and MSFL that may affect the ability of the 

Issuer to fulfil its obligations under the Securities are set out in the section entitled "risks relating 

to MSI plc, MSBV and MSFL" on pages 18 - 22 of the Registration Document, as supplemented by 

each supplement thereto set out in the section headed "Incorporation by Reference" below. 

6. Risk Factors relating to the financial position of the Issuer 

6.1 Credit risk 

The obligations of the Issuer under the Securities are unsecured. Holders of Securities bear the 

credit risk of the Issuer that is the risk that the Issuer is not able to meet its obligations under such 

Securities, and in the worst case they may lose their entire investment. Any rating of the Issuer 

reflects the independent opinion of the relevant rating agency and is not a guarantee of the credit 

quality of the Issuer. If an event of default occurs in respect of the Issuer, investors would have an 

unsecured claim against the Issuer for the amount due on the early settlement of the relevant 

Securities. If the Issuer is not able to meet its obligations under the Securities, then that would have 

a significant negative impact on the investor's return on the Securities and an investor may lose up 

to its entire investment. 

The Securities are not deposits or savings accounts and are not insured by the U.S. Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation, the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme or any other 

governmental agency or instrumentality or deposit protection scheme anywhere, nor are they 

obligations of, or guaranteed by, a bank. 
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6.2 Morgan Stanley's results of operations may be adversely affected by the impacts of the 

COVID-19 pandemic  

Although the global economy has begun to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic, as many health 

and safety restrictions have been lifted and vaccine distribution continues to increase, certain 

adverse consequences of the pandemic continue to impact the global economy and may persist for 

some time, including labour shortages and disruptions of global supply chains. The growth in 

economic activity and demand for goods and services, alongside labour shortages and supply chain 

complications, has also contributed to rising inflationary pressures. Should these ongoing effects 

of the pandemic continue for an extended period or worsen, we could experience reduced client 

activity and demand for Morgan Stanley's products and services. 

Morgan Stanley continues to be fully operational and, recognizing that local conditions vary for 

Morgan Stanley's offices around the world and that the trajectory of the virus continues to be 

uncertain, Morgan Stanley's employees are able to work from home and in Morgan Stanley's 

offices as deemed necessary. If significant portions of Morgan Stanley's workforce, including key 

personnel, are unable to work effectively because of illness, government actions, or other 

restrictions in connection with the pandemic, the impact of the pandemic on Morgan Stanley's 

businesses could be exacerbated. 

The extent to which the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic affect Morgan Stanley's 

businesses, results of operations and financial condition, as well as Morgan Stanley's regulatory 

capital and liquidity ratios and Morgan Stanley's ability to take capital actions, will depend on 

future developments that remain uncertain, including the rate of distribution and administration of 

vaccines globally, the severity and duration of any resurgence of COVID-19 variants, future 

actions taken by governmental authorities, central banks and other third parties in response to the 

pandemic, and the effects on Morgan Stanley's customers, counterparties, employees and third-

party service providers. Moreover, the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic will heighten many of 

the other risks described throughout this section. 

7. Legal and Regulatory risks in relation to the Issuer 

7.1 Risks in relation to the exercise of potential resolution powers 

MSI plc, as an investment firm for the purposes of the Banking Act 2009 (the "Banking Act"), is 

subject to provisions of that Act which give wide powers in respect of UK banks and investment 

firms (such as MSI plc) to HM Treasury, the Bank of England, the Prudential Regulation Authority 

and the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") (each a "relevant UK Regulatory 

Authority") in circumstances where the relevant UK bank or investment firm (a "relevant 

financial institution") is failing or is likely to fail. The Banking Act implements the provisions of 

Directive 2014/59/EU (the "Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive" or "BRRD"). 

These powers include powers to: (a) transfer all or some of the liability in respect of the securities 

issued by a relevant financial institution, or all or some of the property, rights and liabilities of a 

relevant financial institution (which could include instruments issued by MSI plc), to a commercial 

purchaser or, in the case of securities, to HM Treasury or an HM Treasury nominee, or, in the case 

of property, rights or liabilities, to an entity owned by the Bank of England; (b) override any default 

provisions in contracts or other agreements, including provisions that would otherwise allow a 

party to terminate a contract or accelerate the payment of an obligation; (c) commence certain 

insolvency procedures in relation to a relevant financial institution; and (d) override, vary or 

impose contractual obligations, for reasonable consideration, between a relevant financial 

institution and its parent, in order to enable any transferee or successor of the relevant financial 

institution to operate effectively. The Banking Act also gives power to HM Treasury to make 

further amendments to the law for the purpose of enabling it to use the special resolution regime 

powers effectively, potentially with retrospective effect. 

By reason of its group relationship with certain other Morgan Stanley Group companies (including 

companies incorporated outside the UK) which are banks, investment firms, EU institutions or 

third–country institutions for the purposes of the Banking Act, MSI plc is a banking group company 

within the meaning of the Banking Act. Accordingly, the relevant UK Regulatory Authority can 
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exercise substantially similar special resolution powers in respect of MSI plc in its capacity as a 

banking group company where the Prudential Regulation Authority, an EU resolution authority or 

third country authority having jurisdiction over the relevant Morgan Stanley Group company is 

satisfied that such Morgan Stanley Group company meets the relevant conditions for resolution 

action (including that it is failing or likely to fail, that it is not reasonably likely that other 

measures would prevent its failure, and that it is in the public interest to exercise those 

powers) or that it satisfies an equivalent test in the relevant jurisdiction (irrespective of 

whether at that time MSI plc is failing or likely to fail). Additionally, where a relevant third 

country Morgan Stanley Group company becomes subject to resolution or similar measures, 

the relevant UK Regulatory Authority may recognise the application of some of those 

measures to MSI plc (irrespective of whether at that time MSI plc is failing or likely to fail). 

The powers granted to the relevant UK Regulatory Authority include (but are not limited to) a 

"bail-in" power. 

The "bail-in" power gives the relevant UK Regulatory Authority the power, in relation to a failing 

relevant financial institution or a banking group company in respect of a bank, investment firm, 

EU institution or third-country institution (whether or not incorporated in the UK) which is failing 

or likely to fail, to cancel all or a portion of certain of its unsecured liabilities and/or to convert 

certain of its liabilities into another security, including ordinary shares of the surviving 

entity, if any. Under the Banking Act, such power could be utilised in relation to MSI plc 

were it to be failing or likely to fail, or were a bank, investment firm, EU institution or third-

country institution (whether or not incorporated in the UK) in respect of which MSI plc is a 

banking group company to be failing or likely to fail. Were such power to be utilised in 

relation to MSI plc, it could be utilised in relation to securities issued by MSI plc. 

The Banking Act requires the relevant UK Regulatory Authority to apply the "bail-in" power in 

accordance with a specified preference order which differs from the ordinary insolvency order.  In 

particular, the relevant UK Regulatory Authority must write-down or convert debts in the 

following order: (i) additional tier 1, (ii) tier 2, (iii) other subordinated claims and (iv) eligible 

senior claims. 

Although the exercise of the bail-in power under the Banking Act is subject to certain pre-

conditions, there remains uncertainty regarding the specific factors (including, but not limited to, 

factors outside the control of MSI plc or not directly related to MSI plc) which the relevant UK 

Regulatory Authority would consider in deciding whether to exercise such power with respect to 

MSI plc and its securities or other liabilities. Moreover, as the relevant UK Regulatory Authority 

may have considerable discretion in relation to how and when it may exercise such power, holders 

of securities issued by MSI plc may not be able to refer to publicly available criteria in order to 

anticipate a potential exercise of such power and consequently its potential effect on MSI plc and 

securities issued by MSI plc. 

As well as a "bail-in" power, the powers of the relevant UK Regulatory Authority under the 

Banking Act include broad powers to (i) direct the sale of the relevant financial institution or the 

whole or part of its business on commercial terms without requiring the consent of the shareholders 

or complying with the procedural requirements that would otherwise apply, (ii) transfer all or part 

of the business of the relevant financial institution to a "bridge institution" (an entity created for 

such purpose that is wholly or partially in public control) and (iii) separate assets by transferring 

impaired or problem assets to one or more publicly owned asset management vehicles to allow 

them to be managed with a view to maximising their value through eventual sale or orderly wind-

down (this can be used together with another resolution tool only). The Bank of England has broad 

powers to make one or more share transfer instruments (in the case of a transfer to a private sector 

purchaser described in (i) or a transfer to a "bridge institution" in the case of (ii)) or one or more 

property transfer instruments (in all three cases). A transfer pursuant to a share transfer instrument 

or a property transfer instrument will take effect despite any restriction arising by virtue of contract 

or legislation or in any other way. 

In addition, the Banking Act gives the relevant UK Regulatory Authority power to amend the 

maturity date and/or any interest payment date of debt instruments or other eligible liabilities of 
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the relevant financial institution and/or impose a temporary suspension of payments and/or 

discontinue the listing and admission to trading of debt instruments. 

The Banking Act provides that HM Treasury must, in making regulations about compensation 

arrangements in the case of the exercise of a bail-in power, have regard to the "no creditor worse 

off" principle, and HM Treasury has made regulations governing compensation arrangements upon 

the exercise of a bail-in power. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the exercise by the relevant UK 

Regulatory Authority of any of the above powers under the Banking Act (including especially the 

bail-in power) could lead to the holders of securities issued by MSI plc losing some or all of their 

investment.  Moreover, trading behaviour in relation to the securities issued by MSI plc, including 

market prices and volatility, may be affected by the use or any suggestion of the use of these powers 

and accordingly, in such circumstances, such securities are not necessarily expected to follow the 

trading behaviour associated with other types of securities. There can be no assurance that the 

taking of any actions under the Banking Act by the relevant UK Regulatory Authority or the 

manner in which its powers under the Banking Act are exercised will not materially adversely 

affect the rights of holders of securities issued by MSI plc, the market value of an investment in 

such securities and/or MSI plc's ability to satisfy its obligations under such securities. 

7.2 Conflicts of interest 

The Issuer and its affiliates may act in a number of capacities in connection with the Securities and 

need not take into account the specific interests of any individual Securityholder. Such a party may 

also enter into business dealings relating to the Securities or the Relevant Underlying or any asset 

to which the Securities or Relevant Underlying are exposed, from which such party may derive 

revenues and profits in addition to any fees stated in the various documents, without any duty to 

account therefor, or act in a way that is adverse to the interests of the Securityholder generally. 

For further information, see the section of this Base Prospectus titled "Conflicts of Interest". 

8. Special Risk Factors relating to the payout terms of the Securities 

8.1 The Securities are not capital protected and you may lose some and up to all of your 

investment 

The Securities do not include a 'capital protection' feature. Depending on the performance of the 

Relevant Underlying (for which, see the Risk Factor 8.3 below), you may lose some and up to all 

of your investment. 

8.2 "Leveraged" securities are more speculative than a direct investment in the Relevant Underlying: 

depending on the degree of leverage, even a relatively small movement in the Relevant 

Underlying could cause you to lose some or all of your investment 

The Mini Future Securities, Constant Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities enable investors to 

participate in any gains or falls in the value of the Relevant Underlying by investing only part of 

the value of the Relevant Underlying, with the remaining portion financed by the Issuer. This 

creates "leverage". The size of the leverage depends on the purchase price of the Securities 

compared to the value of the Relevant Underlying at the time of purchase. The lower the purchase 

price of the Securities is compared to the value of the Relevant Underlying, the higher the leverage 

will be. The leverage for Mini Future Securities and Turbo Securities is not fixed and will vary 

from day to day. The leverage for Constant Leverage Securities is reset daily to the Target Leverage 

Factor, as a result, the relationship between the value of the Relevant Underlying and the value of 

the Constant Leverage Securities will remain unchanged through the life of such Securities. 

Due to this leverage feature, the percentage gain if the value of the Relevant Underlying rises (in 

the case of long securities) or falls (in the case of short securities) and the percentage loss if the 

Relevant Underlying falls (in the case of long securities) or rises (in the case of short securities) is 

much higher in the Securities compared to a direct investment in the Relevant Underlying. You 

should be aware that, due to the leverage effect, even a small movement in the value of the Relevant 

Underlying can have a significant effect on the value of the Securities. The higher the leverage, the 

more sensitive the Securities will be to any changes in the value of the Relevant Underlying. 
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Due to the leverage feature, your investment will be more exposed than otherwise to the 

performance of the Relevant Underlying, and depending on the degree of leverage, even a 

relatively small change in the value of the Relevant Underlying could cause you to lose some or 

all of your investment. 

8.3 If the value of the Relevant Underlying does not move in the anticipated direction, you may 

lose some or all of your investment 

(a) "Long" securities: if the value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value of Mini Future 

Long Securities, Constant Leverage Long Securities, Turbo Long Securities and Tracker 

Securities ("long securities") will rise, taking into account any applicable foreign 

exchange rate and subject to the degree of leverage. However, if the value of the Relevant 

Underlying falls, the value of a "long" security will also fall. Investors in Securities which 

are "long" securities must expect to suffer a loss if the value of the Relevant Underlying 

falls. Depending on how far the value of the Relevant Underlying falls (and taking into 

account any applicable foreign exchange rate and subject to the degree of leverage), an 

investor could lose up to the entire value of the investment. 

(b) "Short" securities: if the value of the Relevant Underlying falls, the value of Mini Future 

Short Securities, Constant Leverage Short Securities and Turbo Short Securities ("short 

securities") will rise, taking into account any applicable foreign exchange rate and subject 

to the degree of leverage. However, if the value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value 

of a "short" security will fall. Investors in Securities which are "short" securities must 

expect to suffer a loss if the value of the Relevant Underlying rises. Depending on how far 

the value of the Relevant Underlying rises (and taking into account any applicable foreign 

exchange rate and subject to the degree of leverage), an investor could lose up to the entire 

value of the investment. 

You should be aware that if the value of the Relevant Underlying does not move in the anticipated 

direction, you may lose some or all of your investment. 

8.4 Mini Future Securities may be automatically terminated on the occurrence of a stop loss event 

and this entails particular risks 

In the case of Mini Future Securities, a "stop loss event" occurs if the value of the Relevant 

Underlying is less than or equal to the current stop loss level (in the case of Mini Future Long 

Securities) or greater than or equal to the current stop loss level (in the case of Mini Future Short 

Securities). The "current stop loss level" is the sum of (a) the current financing level and (b) the 

product of the current stop loss buffer rate and the current financing level. A stop loss event can 

occur at any time during the term of the Securities. On the occurrence of a stop loss event, the 

Securities will be automatically terminated, and: 

(a) investors will not benefit from any further movement in the Relevant Underlying; 

(b) investors will lose the right to exercise the Securities and receive the Settlement Amount 

due on such exercise. Instead, investors will be paid the "stop loss settlement amount" 

which will be calculated by the Determination Agent on the basis of the average value for 

the Relevant Underlying determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, at which 

the Issuer's hedging position in the Relevant Underlying is unwound, in the period 

including the day on which such stop loss event occurs and the following trading days in 

the stop loss valuation period; 

(c) investors may suffer a total loss of investment if the Issuer is unsuccessful in unwinding 

its hedging position at a level of the Relevant Underlying exceeding the current financing 

level on the day on which the stop loss event occurs (in case of Mini Future Long 

Securities) and, respectively, below the current financing level on the day on which the 

stop loss event occurs (in case of Mini Future Short Securities). This risk exists especially 

in situations when the value of the Relevant Underlying decreases considerably (in case 

of Mini Future Long Securities) or increases considerably (in case of Mini Future Short 

Securities) between close of the trading session on one trading day and beginning of the 

trading session on the following trading day; 
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(d) investors may not rely on being able to exercise their Securities at all times prior to the 

occurrence of a stop loss event. Even if all other conditions precedent for effective exercise 

are being fulfilled the exercise is excluded on the day when a stop loss event occurs. All 

exercise notices that have been delivered but not yet executed are automatically void upon 

occurrence of the stop loss event; and 

(e) the stop loss event may occur outside the hours during which the Securities may be traded. 

For example, if the Relevant Underlying trades on a U.S. market and the Securities trade 

on a non-U.S. market, the value of the Relevant Underlying may move in the direction 

approaching the stop loss level at the time when trading on the Securities is closed. In such 

event, an investor will not be able to trade the Securities when the Relevant Underlying 

approaches the stop loss level. 

8.5 Turbo Securities may be automatically terminated on the occurrence of a stop loss event and 

this entails particular risks 

In the case of Turbo Securities, a "stop loss event" occurs if the value of the Relevant Underlying 

is less than or equal to the current stop loss level (in the case of Turbo Long Securities) or greater 

than or equal to the current stop loss level (in the case of Turbo Short Securities). The "current stop 

loss level" on each Reset Date is the Current Financing Level at the Stop Loss Reset Time on such 

Reset Date. A stop loss event can occur at any time during the term of the Securities. On the 

occurrence of a stop loss event, the Securities will be automatically terminated, and: 

(a) investors will not benefit from any further movement in the Relevant Underlying; 

(b) investors will lose the right to exercise the Securities and receive the Settlement Amount 

due on such exercise; 

(c) investors will suffer a total loss of investment and the Securities will settle at an amount 

equal to zero; 

(d) investors may not rely on being able to exercise their Securities at all times prior to the 

occurrence of a stop loss event. Even if all other conditions precedent for effective exercise 

are being fulfilled the exercise is excluded on the day when a stop loss event occurs. All 

exercise notices that have been delivered but not yet executed are automatically void upon 

occurrence of the stop loss event; and 

(e) the stop loss event may occur outside the hours during which the Securities may be traded. 

For example, if the Relevant Underlying trades on a U.S. market and the Securities trade 

on a non-U.S. market, the value of the Relevant Underlying may move in the direction 

approaching the stop loss level at the time when trading on the Securities is closed. In such 

event, an investor will not be able to trade the Securities when the Relevant Underlying 

approaches the stop loss level. 

8.6 The Securities are open-ended Securities 

The Securities are open-ended Securities. Securityholders must monitor the value of the Securities 

regularly and should exercise or sell their investment in a timely manner to avoid losing the initial 

investment. 

8.7 Constant Leverage Securities are short-term investment products, and their performance can 

differ significantly from the performance of the Relevant Underlying over longer periods of time, 

particularly in volatile market conditions 

Constant Leverage Securities use leverage to attempt to multiply the performance of the Relevant 

Underlying they track. Constant Leverage Long Securities attempt to allow investors to profit from 

short-term rises in the value of the Relevant Underlying, while Constant Leverage Short Securities 

attempt to allow investors to profit from short-term decreases in the value of the Relevant 

Underlying. Constant Leverage Securities are designed to achieve its stated objective on a daily 

basis; as a result, the leverage level is reset to its target level on a daily basis. Due to this daily reset 

feature, the performance of a Constant Leverage Security can differ significantly from the 
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performance of the Relevant Underlying over longer periods of time. In volatile market conditions, 

these effects can be magnified. 

An investor holding a Constant Leverage Long Security for longer than one trading day could incur 

significant losses over intermediate and long terms even if the value of the Relevant Underlying 

increases during that period. An investor holding a Constant Leverage Short Security for longer 

than one trading day could incur significant losses over intermediate and long terms even if the 

value of the Relevant Underlying decreases during that period. 

For these reasons, Constant Leverage Securities are designed for investors with short-term 

investment horizons. Buy-and-hold investors with intermediate and long-term investment horizons 

should carefully consider whether Constant Leverage Securities are appropriate for their 

investment needs as they are not designed for intermediate and long-term investment. 

8.8 The Securities may be terminated at any time by the Issuer at its option 

The Securities may be terminated by the Issuer in its discretion at any time by giving the 

Securityholders notice of its intention to terminate the Securities. Accordingly, the Securities may 

be terminated by the Issuer in circumstances in which the investor would otherwise have realised 

a greater return on the Securities if they had not been so terminated. In particular, investors should 

note that upon the exercise of an Issuer Call Option, the Optional Settlement Amount payable in 

respect of the Securities will be calculated with reference to the value of the Relevant Underlying 

on the Termination Valuation Date of the Securities, and the value of the Relevant Underlying may 

change substantially to the detriment of the investors before such date. 

Also, the investor may be unable to reinvest the Optional Settlement Amount in an investment that 

provides an equivalent return. 

8.9 In respect of Mini Future Securities, Constant Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities, 

interest will accrue on the Current Financing Level and will generally reduce the Settlement 

Amount payable to investors 

Mini Future Securities, Constant Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities enable investors to 

participate in any gains or falls in the value of the Relevant Underlying by investing only part of 

the value of the Relevant Underlying with the remaining portion financed by the Issuer (this is 

represented by the Current Financing Level). Interest will accrue daily on the Current Financing 

Level at market interest rates, and this will generally reduce the Settlement Amount payable to 

investors (or for Mini Future Short Securities, Constant Leverage Short Securities or Turbo Short 

Securities, where the Relevant Underlying is not a commodity futures contract, a commodity index 

or a bond futures contract, this may increase the Settlement Amount payable to investors if market 

interest rates are high) as well as the secondary market price of the Securities. 

If the Relevant Underlying is an index or a share, the Current Financing Level may be adjusted if 

such Relevant Underlying (or for an index, a component share included in such index) goes ex-

dividend, by deducting any cash dividends declared (after deduction of taxes) from the Current 

Financing Level. 

If the Relevant Underlying is a commodity futures contract or a bond futures contract, the Current 

Financing Level may be adjusted on dates (if any) on which such futures contract is rolled forward, 

by deducting the Rollover Spread. If the Rollover Spread is positive, this will reduce the Current 

Financing Level and the value of the Securities will rise (in the case of "long" Securities) or fall 

(in the case of "short" Securities). If the Rollover Spread is negative, this will increase the Current 

Financing Level and the value of the Securities will fall (in the case of "long" Securities) or rise 

(in the case of "short" Securities). 

8.10 In respect of Tracker Securities and Constant Leverage Securities, Certificate Fees will accrue 

and will generally reduce the Settlement Amount payable to the investors 

Investors should carefully consider Part 2 – Additional Terms and Conditions, Section 1 

(Additional Terms and Conditions for Mini Future Securities), Section 2 (Additional Terms and 

Conditions for Constant Leverage Securities), Section 3 (Additional Terms and Conditions for 
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Tracker Securities) or Section 4 (Additional Terms and Conditions for Turbo Securities), as 

applicable to a relevant Type of Security, for details on how any such fees accrue. 

In respect of Tracker Securities and Constant Leverage Securities, Certificate Fees will accrue 

daily on a rate determined by the Determination Agent and this will generally reduce the Settlement 

Amount payable to investors as well as the secondary market price of the Securities. 

8.11 Certain costs or expenses may be deducted from the Settlement Amount payable to the investors 

If taxes, duties and/or other costs arise in connection with the exercise of any Security or if any 

payment is due following the exercise or otherwise in respect of any such Security, the Issuer will 

reflect such costs as Expenses, and this may reduce the Settlement Amount payable to the investors. 

9. Other Risk Factors in relation to features and other factors in relation to the Securities 

9.1 Risk Factors relating to currencies and exchange rates 

(a) Exchange rates and exchange controls may affect the value or return of the Securities 

(i) Exchange rate risk for a Security on a Relevant Underlying quoted in a different 

currency or where the currency of the Security is different than the investor's 

home currency. If the currency of the Relevant Underlying is different than that 

of the Securities, the value of the Securities will be partly determined by the 

exchange rate between such currencies. Therefore, an investor will be exposed to 

the risk of foreign exchange movements. Similarly, an investment in a Security 

denominated in, or the payment of which is linked to the value of, currencies other 

than the investor's home currency entails significant risks. These risks include the 

possibility of significant changes in rates of exchange between its home currency 

and the other relevant currencies and the possibility of the imposition or 

modification of exchange controls by the relevant governmental authorities. 

These risks generally depend on economic and political events over which the 

Issuer has no control. Investors should consult their financial and legal advisers 

as to any specific risks entailed by an investment in Securities that are 

denominated or payable in, or the payment of which is linked to the value of, a 

currency other than the currency of the country in which such investor resides or 

in which such investor conducts its business, which is referred to as their home 

currency. Such Securities are not appropriate investments for investors who are 

not sophisticated in foreign currency transactions. 

(ii) Exchange Rates Will Affect the Investor's Investment. In recent years, rates of 

exchange between some currencies have been highly volatile and this volatility 

may continue in the future. Fluctuations in any particular exchange rate that have 

occurred in the past are not necessarily indicative, however, of fluctuations that 

may occur during the term of any Security. Depreciation against the investor's 

home currency or the currency in which a Security is payable would result in a 

decrease in the effective yield of the Security below its coupon rate and could 

result in an overall loss to an investor on the basis of the investor's home currency. 

In addition, depending on the specific terms of a Currency-Linked Security, 

changes in exchange rates relating to any of the relevant currencies could result 

in a decrease in its effective yield and in the investor's loss of all or a substantial 

portion of the value of that Security. 

(iii) The Issuer Has No Control Over Exchange Rates. Currency exchange rates can 

either float or be fixed. Exchange rates of most economically developed nations 

are permitted to fluctuate in value relative to each other. However, from time to 

time governments may use a variety of techniques, such as intervention by a 

country's central bank, the imposition of regulatory controls or taxes, or changes 

in interest rate to influence the exchange rates of their currencies. Governments 

may also issue a new currency to replace an existing currency or alter the 

exchange rate or relative exchange characteristics by a devaluation or revaluation 

of a currency. These governmental actions could change or interfere with 
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currency valuations and currency fluctuations that would otherwise occur in 

response to economic forces, as well as in response to the movement of currencies 

across borders. As a consequence, these government actions could adversely 

affect yields or payouts (i) in the investor's home currency for Securities 

denominated or payable in currencies other than the investor's home currency and 

(ii) the Securities. The Issuer will not make any adjustment or change in the terms 

of the Securities in the event that exchange rates should become fixed, or in the 

event of any devaluation or revaluation or imposition of exchange or other 

regulatory controls or taxes, or in the event of other developments affecting any 

currency. Therefore the investor will bear those risks, which may adversely 

impact the return on and value of the Securities.  

(iv) Some Currencies May Become Unavailable. Governments have imposed from 

time to time, and may in the future impose, exchange controls that could also 

affect the availability of a Settlement Currency (as defined herein). Even if there 

are no actual exchange controls, it is possible that the applicable currency for any 

security would not be available when payments on that security are due. 

Prospective investors in Securities should be aware that the Determination Agent 

may determine that a Currency Disruption Event has occurred or exists on a 

relevant date of valuation, and any consequential determination of the Settlement 

Rate by the Determination Agent in accordance with the Currency Disruption 

Fallbacks may have an adverse effect on the return on and value of the Securities. 

(b) Emerging markets currencies 

Where the Securities are denominated in an emerging market currency or linked to one or 

more emerging market currencies, such emerging market currencies can be significantly 

more volatile than currencies of more developed markets. Emerging markets currencies 

are highly exposed to the risk of a currency crisis happening in the future and this could 

trigger the need for the Determination Agent to make adjustments to the terms and 

conditions of the Securities. 

(c) Exchange rates may affect the value of a judgment 

The Securities and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with 

them shall be governed by English law. Although an English court has the power to grant 

judgment in the currency in which a Security is denominated, it may decline to do so in 

its discretion. If judgment were granted in a currency other than that in which a Security 

is denominated, the investor will bear the relevant currency risk. 

9.2 The value of the Securities may be influenced by unpredictable factors 

After the Issue Date, the Issuer or its Affiliates may make an application for the admission to listing 

and/or trading of the Securities on one or more exchanges and the Securities will be available for 

purchase at the official price quoted on the exchange. After the Issue Date, the value of the 

Securities may be influenced by several factors beyond the control of the Issuer or its Affiliates, 

including but not limited to the following: 

(a) Valuation of the Relevant Underlying. The market price or value of a Security at any time 

is expected to be affected primarily by changes in the level of the Relevant Underlying to 

which the Securities are linked. It is impossible to predict how the level of the Relevant 

Underlying will vary over time. The historical performance value (if any) of the Relevant 

Underlying does not indicate the future performance of the Relevant Underlying. Factors 

which may have an effect on the value of the Relevant Underlying include the rate of 

return of the Relevant Underlying and, where relevant, the financial position and prospects 

of the issuer of the Relevant Underlying, the market price or value of the applicable 

underlying security, index, commodity, commodity futures contract, commodity index, 

currency pair or bond futures contract. In addition, the level of the Relevant Underlying 

may depend on a number of inter-related factors, including economic, financial and 

political events and their effect on the capital markets generally and relevant stock 

exchanges. Potential investors should also note that whilst the market value of the 
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Securities is linked to the Relevant Underlying and will be influenced (positively or 

negatively) by the Relevant Underlying, any change may not be comparable or may be 

disproportionate, particularly given that, in the case of Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities, the Securities are leveraged (see Risk Factor 

8.2 ("Leveraged" securities are more speculative than a direct investment in the Relevant 

Underlying: depending on the degree of leverage, even a relatively small movement in the 

Relevant Underlying could cause you to lose some or all of your investment")). Further, 

the Conditions of the Securities will allow the Determination Agent to make adjustments 

or take any other appropriate action if circumstances occur where the Securities or any 

exchanges or price sources are affected by market disruption, adjustment events or 

circumstances affecting normal activities; 

(b) Interest Rates. Investments in the Securities may involve interest rate risk with respect to 

the currency of denomination of the Relevant Underlying and/or the Securities. A variety 

of factors influence interest rates such as macroeconomic, governmental, speculative and 

market sentiment factors. Such fluctuations may have an impact on the value of the 

Securities at any time prior to valuation of the Underlying relating to the Securities; 

(c) Volatility. The term "volatility" refers to the actual and anticipated frequency and 

magnitude of changes of the market price with respect to the Relevant Underlying. 

Volatility is affected by a number of factors such as macroeconomic factors (i.e. those 

economic factors which have broad economic effects), speculative trading and supply and 

demand in the options, futures and other derivatives markets. Volatility of the Relevant 

Underlying will move up and down over time (sometimes more sharply than at other 

times); 

(d) Dividend Rates and other Distributions. The value of certain Securities linked to a Share 

or an Index could, in certain circumstances, be affected by fluctuations in the actual or 

anticipated rates of dividend (if any) or other distributions on the Relevant Underlying; 

(e) Creditworthiness. Any prospective investor who purchases the Securities is relying upon 

the creditworthiness of the Issuer and has no rights against any other person. If the Issuer 

becomes insolvent, investors may suffer the loss of their entire investment irrespective of 

any favourable development of the other value determining factors, such as the Relevant 

Underlying; and 

(f) Exchange Rates. Even where payments in respect of the Securities are not expressly linked 

to a rate or rates of exchange between currencies, the value of the Securities could, in 

certain circumstances, be affected by such factors as fluctuations in the rates of exchange 

between any currency in which any payment in respect of the Securities is to be made and 

any currency in which the Relevant Underlying is traded, appreciation or depreciation of 

any such currencies and any existing or future or governmental or other restrictions on the 

exchangeability of such currencies. There can be no assurance that rates of exchange 

between any relevant currencies which are current rates at the date of issue of the 

Securities will be representative of the relevant rates of exchange used in computing the 

value of the Securities at any time thereafter. 

9.3 The Determination Agent has discretion to make a number of determinations which could 

have a material adverse effect on the value of your Securities 

Under the terms and conditions of the Securities, the Determination Agent has discretion to make 

determinations in relation to a number of potential features of the Securities, including in relation 

to certain inputs used to calculate the Settlement Amount payable on the Securities, such as the 

current financing level (if applicable), the funding cost (if applicable), the current spread (if 

applicable), fees and the exchange rate (if any). In exercising such discretion, the Determination 

Agent acts solely as agent of the Issuer and does not assume any obligation or duty to, or any 

relationship of agency or trust for or with, the Securityholders. Potential investors should be aware 

that any determination made by the Determination Agent may have a material adverse effect on 

the value of the Securities. 
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9.4 If the Securities are offered on a regulated exchange, they may be offered at a price that may 

be more or less than their issue price 

The Securities may be offered on a regulated exchange, where potential investors will purchase the 

Securities on such regulated exchange at a price which will be the official trading price as quoted 

on such regulated exchange from time to time. The price at which investors can purchase the 

Securities on such regulated exchange and the price at which they will be able to sell the Securities 

on such regulated exchange at any time will be subject to fluctuations and can be higher or lower 

than the issue price of the Securities. 

Subject to any brokerage fee or commission that can be charged to the investors by their own 

intermediary and without taking into account the impact of taxation on the investors, 

Securityholders will realize a profit if the price of the Securities, as quoted on such regulated 

exchange increases during the period of time in which the investor holds its investment and if the 

investor is able to sell the Securities at such price. 

However, Securityholders will realise a loss if the price of the Securities, as quoted on such 

regulated exchange decreases during the period of time in which the investor holds its investment 

and if the investor sells the Securities at such price. 

Investors might not be able to sell the Securities at a price that is higher than the price at which 

they originally purchased the Securities. This is because, even if the Securities are traded on an 

exchange, there might be little or no secondary market and therefore it might be impossible or very 

difficult to sell the Securities at the desired price. 

9.5 There may not be a secondary market in the Securities 

It is intended that the Securities will be admitted to listing and/or trading on one or more exchanges. 

Although it is expected that a secondary market will be available for the Securities on the relevant 

exchange, the nature and extent of any secondary market in the Securities cannot be predicted and 

there may be little or no secondary market in the Securities. As a consequence any person intending 

to hold the Securities should consider liquidity in the Securities as a risk. If the Securities are listed 

or quoted on an exchange or quotation system this does not imply greater or lesser liquidity than if 

equivalent Securities were not so listed or quoted. If the Issuer or one of its Affiliates is the sole 

market maker for a Series of Securities on an exchange, then the liquidity and pricing of such 

Securities may be different than what the liquidity and pricing would be if there were multiple 

parties providing such market making services. 

Liquidity may also be affected by legal restrictions on offers for sale in certain jurisdictions. The 

Issuer may affect the liquidity of the Securities by purchasing and holding the Securities for its 

own account during trading in the secondary market. Any such Securities may be resold at any 

time into the market. 

The Issuer and its Affiliates may determine a secondary market price in a different manner than 

other market participants, and prices can vary. Sometimes this variance may be substantial. The 

secondary market price of Securities will depend on a variety of factors including, but not limited 

to, the creditworthiness of the Issuer and the value of the Relevant Underlying. 

Any bid/offer spread will be subject to discretion of the Issuer and its Affiliates. Any market 

making activity commenced may be discontinued at any time subject to any exchange 

requirements. 

Potential investors therefore should not rely on the ability to sell Securities at a specific time 

or at a specific price. 

9.6 Modification and waiver 

The Conditions of the Securities contain provisions for calling meetings of Securityholders to 

consider matters affecting their interests generally. These provisions permit defined majorities to 

bind all holders of the relevant Securities, including holders who did not attend and vote at the 

relevant meeting and holders who voted in a manner contrary to the majority. Securityholders 
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should be aware that if they are not part of the defined majority, including if such holder did not 

attend the relevant meeting, they will be bound by the decision of the defined majority on matters 

which may negatively affect the interests of such holder. 

9.7 Restricted secondary trading if the electronic trading system is unavailable 

Trading in the Securities may be conducted via one or more electronic trading systems so that 

"buy" and "sell" prices can be quoted for exchange and off-exchange trading. If an electronic 

trading system used by the Issuer and/or its Affiliates were to become partially or completely 

unavailable, such a development would have a corresponding effect on the ability of investors to 

trade the Securities. 

9.8 Payments on certain Securities may be subject to U.S. withholding tax 

FATCA 

Legislation commonly referred to as "FATCA" generally imposes a withholding tax of 30 per cent. 

on payments to certain non-U.S. entities (including financial intermediaries) with respect to certain 

financial instruments that are treated as paying U.S.-source interest or dividends (including 

dividend equivalents, as discussed below under "—Possible Application of Section 871(m) of the 

Code" or other U.S.-source "fixed or determinable annual or periodical" income ("FDAP 

income"), unless various U.S. information reporting and due diligence requirements have been 

satisfied. An intergovernmental agreement between the United States and the non-U.S. entity's 

jurisdiction may modify these requirements. Withholding (if applicable) applies to any payment of 

amounts treated as U.S.-source interest or dividend equivalents on Securities and to any payment 

of gross proceeds of a disposition (including upon retirement) of Securities treated as providing for 

U.S.-source interest or dividends equivalents. However, proposed regulations (the preamble to 

which specifies that taxpayers are permitted to rely on them pending finalization) eliminate the 

withholding requirement on payments of such gross proceeds (other than amounts treated as FDAP 

income). Although, under current law, withholding under FATCA does not apply to payments of 

non-U.S.-source income, such withholding could apply under future U.S. Treasury regulations 

with respect to certain "foreign passthru payments." If withholding applies to the Securities, the 

Issuer will not be required to pay any additional amounts with respect to amounts withheld under 

FATCA. Prospective investors should consult their tax advisers regarding the potential application 

of FATCA to the Securities. 

Possible Application of Section 871(m) of the Code 

Section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code") and Treasury 

regulations promulgated thereunder ("Section 871(m)") impose a withholding tax of 30 per cent. 

(or lower treaty rate applicable to dividends) on certain "dividend equivalents" paid or deemed paid 

to non-U.S. investors with respect to certain financial instruments linked to U.S. equities or indices 

that include U.S. equities. Subject to the discussions below concerning Securities issued before 1 

January 2023, a Security linked to U.S. equities or indices that include U.S. equities (a "U.S. equity 

linked Security") will generally be subject to the Section 871(m) withholding regime if at issuance 

it (i) has a "delta" of 0.80 or higher with respect to the underlying U.S. equity or (ii) substantially 

replicates the economic performance of the underlying U.S. equity, as determined by a "substantial 

equivalence" test that, among other factors, takes into account the initial number of shares of the 

underlying U.S. equity needed to hedge the transaction fully. The tests described above are set 

forth in the Treasury regulations, and the applicable test will depend on the terms of the relevant 

U.S. equity linked Security. Under these rules, withholding may apply even where the relevant 

U.S. equity linked Security does not provide for any payment that is explicitly linked to a dividend. 

The Treasury regulations provide for certain exceptions to the withholding requirements, in 

particular for instruments linked to certain broad-based indices (a "qualified index") that meet 

standards set forth in the Treasury regulations as well as certain securities that track qualified 

indices. 

Under a notice issued by the United States Internal Revenue Service ("IRS"), Section 871(m) will 

not apply to securities issued before 1 January 2023 that do not have a "delta" of one with respect 

to any U.S. equity. If the terms of a U.S. equity linked Security are significantly modified and if 

such modification or substitution results in a deemed exchange of the Securities for U.S. federal 
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income tax purposes, the U.S. equity linked Security will generally be treated as reissued at the 

time of the significant modification. Under Treasury regulations, certain "benchmark" rate 

replacements would not give rise to deemed exchanges for U.S. federal income tax purposes, 

provided that certain conditions set forth in the Treasury regulations are met. 

The calculations of "delta" are generally made at the "calculation date," which is the earlier of (i) 

the time of pricing of the Security, i.e., when all material terms have been agreed on, and (ii) the 

issuance of the Security. However, if the time of pricing is more than 14 calendar days before the 

issuance of the Security, the calculation date is the date of the issuance of the Security. In those 

circumstances, information regarding our final determinations for purposes of Section 871(m) may 

be available only after the issuance of the Security. As a result, a non-U.S. investor should acquire 

such a Security only if it is willing to accept the risk that the Security is treated as subject to 

withholding. 

The amount of a "dividend equivalent" is equal to, for a "simple" contract, the product of (a) the 

per-share dividend amount, (b) the number of shares of the underlying U.S. stock referenced in 

each U.S. equity linked Security and (c) the delta, and for a "complex" contract, the product of (x) 

the per-share dividend amount and (y) the initial hedge. 

The dividend equivalent amount will be determined on the earlier of (a) the record date of the 

dividend and (b) the day prior to the ex-dividend date. Withholding will be imposed on the dividend 

equivalent amount on the later of (a) the determination date of the dividend equivalent amount and 

(b) the next date on which a payment on the U.S. equity linked Security is made to the non-U.S. 

investor (including any disposition or redemption of the security). 

The Issuer will determine whether a U.S. equity linked Security is subject to withholding 

under Section 871(m). If withholding is required, the Issuer will not be required to pay any 

additional amounts with respect to the amounts so withheld. 

Our determination is not binding on the IRS, and the IRS may disagree with this determination. 

Section 871(m) is complex and its application may depend on the non-U.S. investor's particular 

circumstances. For example, the application of Section 871(m) may be affected if a non-U.S. 

investor enters into another transaction in connection with the acquisition of a U.S. equity linked 

Security. Accordingly, non-U.S. investors should consult their tax advisers regarding the potential 

application of Section 871(m) to the Securities in their particular circumstances. 

Central securities depositories in Sweden, Finland, Norway and Denmark do not provide 

identifying information regarding the beneficial owners of any U.S. equity linked Security, and it 

is not clear whether other Clearing Systems will provide such information. Where the Clearing 

System does not provide the identifying information, the Issuer will not be able to reliably associate 

these payments with valid documentation. In such event, the Issuer will report payments using the 

pooled reporting method and will not issue individual Forms 1042-S, and will be required to 

presume that the payments are made to undocumented foreign persons and, accordingly, withhold 

from the payments at a rate of 30 per cent. If the beneficial owner of a payment is entitled to a 

reduced rate of withholding under a treaty, this may result in over-withholding and the beneficial 

owner will not be able to obtain a refund. Non-U.S. investors entitled to a reduced rate of 

withholding should consult their tax advisers regarding an investment in the Securities. 

9.9 Over-Issuance 

As part of its issuing, market-making (if any) and/or trading arrangements, the Issuer may issue 

more Securities than those which are to be subscribed or purchased by third party investors. The 

Issuer (or any of its Affiliates) may hold such Securities for the purpose of meeting any investor 

interest in the future or to satisfy market making requirements. Prospective investors in the 

Securities should therefore not regard the issue size of any Series as indicative of the depth or 

liquidity of the market for such Series, or of the demand for such Series. In the event that a 

secondary market does not develop, it is unlikely that an investor in the Securities will be able to 

sell his Securities or at prices that will provide him with a yield comparable to similar investments 

that have a developed secondary market. 
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9.10 The Issuer may amend the terms and conditions of the Securities without Securityholder 

consent if, in its opinion, such amendments are not materially prejudicial to Securityholders 

General Condition 23.3 (Modification) of the "Terms and Conditions of the Securities" below 

allows the Issuer to amend the terms and conditions of the Securities without the consent of the 

Securityholders if, in the Issuer's opinion, the amendment is to correct a manifest error, where the 

effect of the amendment is of a formal, minor or technical nature or the amendment is not materially 

prejudicial to Securityholders. Prospective investors should be aware that the Issuer is not required 

to consult with any other party, including the Securityholders, prior to amending the terms and 

conditions of the Securities pursuant to this Condition. The Issuer is entitled to exercise its 

discretion in making these determinations and Securityholders will be bound by any such 

amendments made pursuant to Condition 23.3. 

9.11 United Kingdom stamp duty and stamp duty reserve tax 

Potential purchasers should also note that UK stamp duty or stamp duty reserve tax may be payable 

on the transfer and / or exercise of the Securities depending on the nature of the Relevant 

Underlying and the precise terms of the Securities. 

9.12 Transposition of the anti-tax avoidance EU Directive in Luxembourg law 

Luxembourg transposed the EU anti-tax avoidance rules laid down in the Council Directive (EU) 

2016/1164 of 12 July 2016, as amended by Council Directive (EU) 2017/952 of 29 May 2018 (the 

"ATAD Law"). This law may have an impact on the tax position of the Issuer (including on its 

performance) in certain limited circumstances. According to the ATAD Law, the tax deduction of 

interest payments made by the Issuer may be denied if (i) the Issuer has exceeding borrowings 

costs (i.e. tax-deductible borrowing costs that are in excess of the taxable interest income and other 

economically equivalent taxable income of the Issuer) and (ii) such exceeding borrowing costs are 

higher than (a) 30% of the Issuer's EBITDA and (b) EUR 3 million. This rule would however not 

apply to, notably, an Alternative Investment Fund ("AIF"). It should be noted however that the 

latter exemption would not apply to the subsidiaries of the AIF. In addition, it should be kept in 

mind that the exemption for EU securitisation vehicles as foreseen by the current law has recently 

been challenged by the EU Commission and the exemption will be removed following a bill of law 

filed before the Luxembourg parliament recently (the amendment of the law is expected to apply 

to financial years commencing after 1 January 2023). 

Furthermore, taking into consideration the modifications made to the ATAD Law transposing 

Council Directive (EU) 2017/952, the tax deduction of payments made by the Issuer may also be 

denied if (i) such payments are not included in the taxable base of the ultimate recipient/beneficiary 

as a result of a hybrid mismatch and (ii) (a) the ultimate recipient/beneficiary of the payment and 

the Issuer are associated enterprises or (b) the ultimate recipient/beneficiary and the Issuer have 

concluded a structured arrangement which entails this hybrid mismatch. The exact impact of the 

above-mentioned new rules would need to be monitored on a regular basis, notably in the light of 

any future guidance from the Luxembourg tax authorities. 

9.13 Luxembourg law  

According to the Luxembourg law of 10 February 2021 and applicable as from 1 March 2021, the 

tax deduction of interest due by the Issuer on the Notes may be denied if the following conditions 

are simultaneously met: 

• The beneficiary of the interest is a collective entity, as defined by Article 159 of the 

Luxembourg income tax law ("LITL"). If the beneficiary of the interest is not the 

beneficial owner, the actual beneficial owner will have to be considered. 

• The collective entity, which is the beneficial owner of the interest, is an affiliated 

enterprise of the Issuer, within the meaning of Article 56 LITL. 

• The collective entity, which is the beneficial owner of the interest, is established in a 

country included in the EU list of non-cooperative countries and territories (the "EU 

blacklist"). Subject to subsequent updates, the EU blacklist currently includes the 
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American Samoa, Fiji, Guam, Palau, Panama, Samoa, Trinidad and Tobago, US Virgin 

Islands and Vanuatu. 

However, this rule would not apply if it can be supported that the interest due are linked to a 

transaction implemented for valid commercial reasons that reflect the economic reality (which is 

subject to the interpretation of the tax authorities/courts and would be assessed on a case-by-case 

basis). 

Furthermore, the EU Commission published a proposal for a Council Directive laying down rules 

to prevent the misuse of shell entities for tax purposes and amending Directive 2011/16/EU on 22 

December 2021 (the so-called "Unshell Proposal", also known as "ATAD 3"). These new rules 

would mainly apply to EU entities (i) deriving passive income, (ii) engaged in cross-border 

transactions and (iii) which outsourced the administration of day-to-day operations and the 

decision-making on significant functions. EU entities that meet these three conditions would need 

to declare in their annual tax returns whether they meet indicators of minimum substance and 

provide related documentary evidence (unless they benefit from an automatic exemption). Entities 

not meeting those indicators of minimum substance and that cannot rely on an automatic exemption 

will be presumed not to have sufficient substance for tax purposes (unless they can rebut this 

presumption by providing evidence (i) of the business activities which they perform to generate 

their passive income or (ii) that they do not serve the objective of obtaining a tax advantage). In 

this case and in the absence of rebuttal of the presumption, such EU entities would not be allowed 

to benefit from the provisions of double tax treaties or certain EU Directives (such as the Interest 

and Royalties EU Directive). In addition, they would not be entitled to a certificate of tax residence 

to the extent that such certificate serves to obtain the benefit of the aforementioned provisions. 

Based on the current wording of the Unshell Proposal, securitisation entities within the meaning 

of article 2(2) of Regulation (EU) No 2017/2402 would be automatically excluded from the scope 

of these rules. 

9.14 Multilateral Instrument  

In addition, the "Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty Related Measures to Prevent 

Base Erosion and Profit Shifting" ("MLI") was published by the OECD on 24 November 2016. 

MLI aims to update international tax rules and reduce opportunities for tax avoidance by 

transposing results from BEPS into more than 2,000 double tax treaties worldwide. A number of 

jurisdictions (including the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg) have signed the MLI. The Grand Duchy 

of Luxembourg ratified the MLI through the law dated 7 March 2019 and deposited its instrument 

of ratification with the OECD on 9 April 2019. As a result, the MLI entered into force in 

Luxembourg on 1 August 2019. 

9.15 Common Reporting Standard 

The OECD launched a Common Reporting Standard ("CRS") to establish the automatic exchange 

of tax information. Luxembourg has transposed the CRS into national law by means of bill of law 

n. 6858, enacted on 18 December 2015. The financial institutions covered by CRS include 

custodial institutions, depository institutions, investment entities and specified insurance 

companies, with some institutions being eligible to be excluded due to presenting a low risk of 

being used for tax evasion. It might be that an investor is under the obligation to provide 

documentation as required by such CRS laws. 

9.16 Financial Transaction Tax 

The European Commission has published a proposal for a Directive for a common financial 

transactions tax (the "FTT") in Belgium, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Austria, 

Portugal, Slovenia and Slovakia (the "participating Member States"). However, Estonia has 

stated that it will not participate. 

The proposed FTT has very broad scope and could, if introduced in its current form, apply to 

certain dealings in the Securities (including secondary market transactions) in certain 

circumstances. The issuance and subscription of Securities should, however, be exempt. 
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Under current proposals, the FTT could apply in certain circumstances to persons both within and 

outside of the participating Member States. Generally, it would apply to certain dealings in the 

Securities where at least one party is a financial institution, and at least one party is established in 

a participating Member State. A financial institution may be, or be deemed to be, "established" in 

a participating Member State in a broad range of circumstances, including (a) by transacting with 

a person established in a participating Member State or (b) where the financial instrument which 

is subject to the dealings is issued in a participating Member State. 

The FTT proposal remains subject to negotiation between the participating Member States and is 

the subject of legal challenge. It may therefore be altered prior to any implementation, the timing 

of which remains unclear. Additional EU Member States may decide to participate and/or 

participating Member States may decide to discard the proposed FTT. Prospective holders of the 

Securities are advised to seek their own professional advice in relation to the FTT. 

If, on or after the Strike Date in relation to any Securities, due to the implementation of the 

proposed Financial Transaction Tax or otherwise by the adoption of or any change in any 

applicable law or regulation (including, without limitation, any law or regulation implementing a 

system of financial transaction tax in any jurisdiction, including the European Union, relating to 

any tax payable in respect of the transfer of, or entry into or modification or unwind of, any 

financial instruments), the Issuer determines that it (directly or through an Affiliate) would incur 

or has incurred a materially increased amount of tax, transfer tax, duty, stamp duty, stamp duty 

reserve tax, expense or fee (other than brokerage commissions) in relation to its obligations under 

such Securities or its related hedge positions ("Additional Tax"), the Issuer may (if the Conditions 

of such Securities so allow) adjust the Conditions of the Securities to reduce the amount otherwise 

payable under the Securities to holders of such Securities in order to pass on to the holders of such 

Securities the full amount of such Additional Tax incurred by the Issuer directly or through such 

Affiliate. 

10. Risk Factors relating to the type of Relevant Underlying 

10.1 Securities linked to a share, index, commodity, commodity futures contract, commodity index, 

currency pair or bond futures contract 

The Issuer may issue Securities with return determined by reference to share, index, commodity, 

commodity futures contract, commodity index, currency pair or bond futures contract (the 

"Relevant Underlying"). Potential investors should be aware that: 

(a) they may lose all or a substantial portion of their amount invested or investment, 

depending on the performance of the Relevant Underlying; 

(b) payment may occur at a different time or in a different currency than expected; 

(c) the Relevant Underlying may be subject to significant fluctuations that may not correlate 

with changes in interest rates, currencies or other indices; and 

(d) the timing of changes in the Relevant Underlying may affect the actual yield to investors, 

even if the average level is consistent with their expectations. In general, the earlier the 

change in the Relevant Underlying the greater the effect on yield. 

10.2 Risks relating to a Share as the Relevant Underlying 

(a) Factors affecting the performance of Shares may adversely affect the value of the 

Securities 

The performance of Shares is dependent upon macroeconomic factors, such as interest and 

price levels on the capital markets, currency developments, political factors and company-

specific factors such as earnings position, market position, risk situation, shareholder 

structure and distribution policy. These factors are not within the control of the Issuer or 

any of its Affiliates and may result in a decline in the value of the Securities. 
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(b) Determinations made by the Determination Agent in respect of Potential Adjustment 

Events, Merger Events, Tender Offers, De-listing, Nationalisations, Insolvencies and 

Additional Disruption Events may have an adverse effect on the value of the Securities 

Upon determining that a Potential Adjustment Event, Merger Event, Tender Offer, De-

listing, Nationalisation, Insolvency or Additional Disruption Event has occurred in 

relation to an underlying Share or Share Company, the Determination Agent has broad 

discretion to make certain determinations to account for such event including to (i) make 

adjustments to the terms of the Securities and/or (ii) (in the case of a Merger Event, Tender 

Offer, De-listing, Nationalisation, Insolvency or an Additional Disruption Event) cause 

early settlement of the Securities, any of which determinations may have an adverse effect 

on the value of the Securities. In particular, in the event that the Securities are early settled, 

the amount payable to Securityholders may be significantly less than the investor's initial 

investment, and may be as low as zero. 

Potential Adjustment Events include (a) a sub-division, consolidation or re-classification 

of the Shares, (b) an extraordinary dividend, (c) a call of the Shares that are not fully paid, 

(d) a repurchase by the Share Company, or an affiliate thereof, of the Shares, (e) a 

separation of rights from the Shares or (f) any event having a dilutive or concentrative 

effect on the value of the Shares. Additional Disruption Events include (1) a change in 

applicable law since the Strike Date that makes it illegal to hold, acquire or dispose of the 

Shares or more expensive for the Issuer to hedge its obligations under the relevant 

Securities, (2) an insolvency filing by or on behalf of any issuer of the Share, (3) Increased 

Cost of Hedging and (4) Hedging Disruption. 

(c) No issuer of the Share will have participated in the preparation of the applicable Final 

Terms or Pricing Supplement or in establishing the terms of the Securities 

No Share Issuer will have participated in the preparation of the applicable Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement or in establishing the terms of the Securities and 

none of the Issuer or any of its Affiliates will make any investigation or enquiry in 

connection with such offering with respect to any information concerning any such Share 

Issuer contained in such Final Terms or Pricing Supplement or in the documents from 

which such information was extracted. Neither the Issuer nor any of its Affiliates controls 

the Share Issuer or is responsible for any disclosure made by the Share Issuer. 

Consequently, there can be no assurance that all events occurring prior to the relevant 

issue date (including events that would affect the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of 

the publicly available information described in this paragraph or in any applicable Final 

Terms or Pricing Supplement) that would affect the trading price of the Share will have 

been publicly disclosed. Subsequent disclosure of any such events or the disclosure of or 

failure to disclose material future events concerning such Share Issuer could affect the 

trading price of the Share and therefore the trading price of the Securities. 

(d) Securityholders have no claim against the Share Issuer or recourse to the Shares 

Securities do not represent a claim against or an investment in any Share Issuer and 

investors will not have any right of recourse under the Securities to any such company or 

the Shares. Securities are not in any way sponsored, endorsed or promoted by any Share 

Issuer and such companies have no obligation to take into account the consequences of 

their actions for any Securityholders. Accordingly, the Share Issuer may take any actions 

in respect of such Share without regard to the interests of the investors in the Securities, 

and any of these actions could adversely affect the market value of the Securities. 

10.3 Risks relating to an Index as the Relevant Underlying 

(a) Factors affecting the performance of Indices may adversely affect the value of the 

Securities 

Indices are comprised of a synthetic portfolio of shares, bonds, currency exchange rates, 

commodities, property or other assets, and as such, the performance of an Index is 

dependent upon the performance of components of such Index, which may include interest 
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rates, currency developments, political factors, market factors such as the general trends 

in capital markets or broad based indices and (in the case of shares) company-specific 

factors such as earnings position, market position, risk situation, shareholder structure and 

distribution policy. If an Index does not perform as expected, this will materially and 

adversely affect the value of Securities. 

(b) Returns on the Securities do not reflect a direct investment in underlying shares or other 

assets comprising the Index 

The return payable on Securities that reference Indices may not reflect the return a 

potential investor would realise if it actually owned the relevant assets comprising the 

components of the Index or owned a different form of interest in the relevant Index. For 

example, if the components of the Indices are shares, Securityholders will not receive any 

dividends paid or distributions made on those shares and will not participate in the return 

on those dividends or distributions unless the relevant Index takes such dividends into 

account for purposes of calculating the relevant level. Similarly, holders will not have any 

voting rights in the underlying shares or any other assets which may comprise the 

components of the relevant Index. Accordingly, holders of Securities that reference 

Indices as Relevant Underlying may receive a lower payment upon settlement of such 

Securities than such Securityholder would have received if it had invested in the 

components of the Index directly or other comparable instruments linked to the Index. 

(c) A change in the composition or discontinuance of an Index could adversely affect the 

market value of the Securities 

The sponsor of any Index can add, delete or substitute the components of such Index or 

make other methodological changes that could change the level of one or more 

components. The changing of components of any Index may affect the level of such Index 

as a newly added component may perform significantly worse or better than the 

component it replaces, which in turn may affect the payments made by the Issuer to the 

holders of the Securities. The sponsor of any such Index may also alter, discontinue or 

suspend calculation or dissemination of such Index. The sponsor of an Index will have no 

involvement in the offer and sale of the Securities and will have no obligation to any holder 

of such Securities. Accordingly, the sponsor of an Index may take any actions in respect 

of such Index without regard to the interests of the holder of the Securities, and any of 

these actions could adversely affect the market value of the Securities. 

(d) Exposure to Index Modification, Index Cancellation, Index Disruption, 

Administrator/Benchmark Event and correction of Index levels 

The Determination Agent has broad discretion in the circumstances specified in the Terms 

and Conditions to make certain determinations and adjustments, to replace the original 

Relevant Underlying with another and/or to cause early settlement of the Securities, any 

of which may be adverse to Securityholders in connection with Index Modification, Index 

Cancellation, Index Disruption, and Administrator/Benchmark Event. The Determination 

Agent may determine that the consequence of any such event is to make adjustments to 

the Securities, or to replace such Index with another or to cause early settlement of the 

Securities. The Determination Agent may (subject to the terms and conditions of the 

relevant Securities) also amend the relevant Index level due to corrections in the level 

reported by the Index Sponsor. The consequences of such amendments could adversely 

affect the market value of the Securities. 

(e) Reform of LIBOR and EURIBOR and Other Interest Rate Index and Equity, Commodity 

and Foreign Exchange Rate Index "Benchmarks" 

The London Interbank Offered Rate ("LIBOR"), the Euro Interbank Offered Rate 

("EURIBOR") and other indices which are deemed "benchmarks" are the subject of recent 

national, international and other regulatory guidance and proposals for reform. Some of 

these reforms are already effective while others are still to be implemented. These reforms 

may cause such "benchmarks" to perform differently than in the past, or to disappear 
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entirely, or have other consequences which cannot be predicted. Any such consequence 

could have a material adverse effect on any securities linked to a "benchmark". 

Any of the international, national or other proposals for reform or the general increased 

regulatory scrutiny of "benchmarks" could increase the costs and risks of administering or 

otherwise participating in the setting of a "benchmark" and complying with any such 

regulations or requirements. Such factors may have the effect of discouraging market 

participants from continuing to administer or participate in certain "benchmarks", trigger 

changes in the rules or methodologies used in certain "benchmarks" or lead to the 

disappearance of certain "benchmarks". The disappearance of a "benchmark" or changes 

in the manner of administration of a "benchmark" could have materially adverse 

consequences in relation to securities linked to such "benchmark". Under certain base 

rates, the final alternative method sets the interest rate for an interest period at the same 

rate as the immediately preceding reset period, or, if there was no interest reset period, the 

rate of the interest payable will be the initial interest rate. Any such consequence could 

have a material adverse effect on the value of and return on any such securities. 

(f) Planned Replacement of LIBOR May Adversely Affect the Return on Any Securities Linked 

to LIBOR and their Secondary Market Prices 

Central banks around the world, including the U.S. Federal Reserve, have commissioned 

working groups that include market participants (the "Alternative Rate Committees") 

with the goal of finding suitable replacements for their currency's LIBOR that are based 

on observable market transactions. The search for replacements accelerated after the 

Financial Stability Board reported that uncertainty surrounding the integrity of LIBOR 

represents a potentially serious systemic vulnerability and risk due to limited transactions 

in the underlying inter-bank lending market. In July 2017, the Chief Executive of the 

United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority (the "FCA"), which regulates LIBOR, 

called for an orderly transition over a 4-5 year period from LIBOR to the reference rates 

selected by the Alternative Rate Committees. The FCA's announcement stated that it 

expects that it would not be in a position to sustain LIBOR through its influence or legal 

compulsion powers after the end of 2021. Any transition away from LIBOR, as well as 

the uncertainty surrounding the future of LIBOR and future regulatory and market 

developments, could have a materially adverse effect on the return on any securities linked 

to LIBOR and their secondary market prices. See also 10.3(e) (Risk Factors—Reform of 

LIBOR and EURIBOR and Other Interest Rate Index and Equity, Commodity and Foreign 

Exchange Rate Index "Benchmarks") above. 

10.4 Securities linked to an emerging market Relevant Underlying 

Fluctuations in the trading prices of the emerging market Relevant Underlying will affect the value 

of Securities linked to such emerging market Relevant Underlying. Changes may result over time 

from the interaction of many factors directly or indirectly affecting economic and political 

conditions in the related countries or member nations, including economic and political 

developments in other countries. Of particular importance to potential risks are (i) rates of inflation; 

(ii) interest rate levels; (iii) balance of payments; and (iv) the extent of governmental surpluses or 

deficits in the relevant country. All of these factors are, in turn, sensitive to the monetary, fiscal 

and trade policies pursued by the related countries, the governments of the related countries and 

member nations (if any), and other countries important to international trade and finance. 

Government intervention could materially and adversely affect the value of such Securities. 

Governments use a variety of techniques, such as intervention by their central bank or imposition 

of regulatory controls or taxes to affect the trading of the underlying equity. Thus, a special risk in 

purchasing such Securities is that their trading value and amount payable could be affected by the 

actions of governments, fluctuations in response to other market forces and the movement of 

currencies across borders. An emerging market Relevant Underlying may be more volatile than 

the Relevant Underlying in more developed markets. 
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10.5 Risks relating to a Commodity as the Relevant Underlying 

Commodities are volatile and values may be affected by many factors. Commodity markets are 

influenced by, among other things, changing supply and demand relationships, weather, 

governmental, agricultural, commercial and trade programs and policies designed to influence 

commodity prices, world political and economic events, changes in interest rates and factors 

affecting the exchange(s) or quotation system(s) on which any such commodities may be traded. 

Where a Security linked to a commodity references a futures contract, this reference should be 

taken as if the futures contract had the specified commodity as the underlying commodity. 

Investments in futures and options contracts involve additional risks including, without limitation, 

leverage (margin is usually a percentage of the face value of the contract and exposure can be 

nearly unlimited). 

A holder of a futures position may find such positions become illiquid because certain commodity 

exchanges limit fluctuations in certain futures contract prices during a single day by regulations 

referred to as "daily price fluctuation limits" or "daily limits". Under such daily limits during a 

single trading day no trades may be executed at prices beyond the daily limits. Once the price of a 

contract for a particular future has increased or decreased by an amount equal to the daily limit, 

positions in the future can neither be taken nor liquidated unless traders are willing to effect trades 

at or within the limit. This could prevent a holder from promptly liquidating unfavourable positions 

and subject it to substantial losses. Futures contract prices in various commodities occasionally 

have exceeded the daily limit for several consecutive days with little or no trading. Similar 

occurrences could prevent the liquidation of unfavourable positions and subject an investor in a 

Security linked to such contract prices to substantial losses. 

10.6 There are particular risk factors in relation to Securities with futures contracts as Relevant 

Underlying 

Since futures contracts always have a fixed expiry date, if the Securities are linked to a Relevant 

Underlying which is a futures contract, the Determination Agent will on the relevant "Rollover 

Date" replace the relevant underlying future contract with a financially equivalent reference asset 

selected by the Determination Agent ("Rollover"). 

On the Rollover Date the Issuer, or the Determination Agent on the Issuer's behalf, will, therefore, 

unwind the hedges that it had entered into to cover the positions created by the original futures 

contracts, which are due to expire, and create corresponding positions in futures contracts with 

identical features but expiring at a later date. 

Once the Rollover has been completed, in respect of Mini Future Securities or Turbo Securities the 

Current Financing Level shall be adjusted on the basis of the prices for the new future contract. If 

the price of the next futures contract being rolled into is higher than the price of the expiring futures 

contract (referred to as a "contango" market), only a correspondingly smaller share in the new 

futures contract can be purchased with the proceeds of the terminated position. Accordingly, this 

is disadvantageous for investors of "long" securities. If the price of the next futures contract being 

rolled into is lower than the price of the expiring futures contract (referred to as a "backwardation" 

market), a correspondingly greater share of the new futures contract can be purchased. 

Accordingly, this is disadvantageous for investors of "short" securities. 

10.7 Risks relating to a Currency Pair as the Relevant Underlying 

See 9.1 (Risk Factors relating to currencies and exchange rates) above. 

10.8 Risks relating to a Bond Futures Contract as the Relevant Underlying 

Factors affecting the performance of the relevant Bond Futures Contract may adversely affect the 

value of the Securities. 

Where the Securities reference Bond Futures Contracts on a bond, the purchasers of such Securities 

are exposed to the performance of the Bond Futures Contracts in respect of such bond. 
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A cash settled futures contract linked to a bond is one where, depending on the value of the bond, 

the buyer of the futures contract either has a right to receive a payment (known as the settlement 

amount) from the seller of the futures contract or an obligation to make a payment to the seller of 

the futures contract. If the value of the bond on one or more specified dates (the "settlement price") 

is greater than a specified value in the contract (the "forward price"), then the seller shall pay to 

the buyer the difference between the settlement price and the forward price. If the settlement price 

is less than the forward price, the buyer of the futures contract will make a payment to the seller of 

the futures contract equal to such difference. 

Bond Futures Contracts may be traded on the relevant futures exchanges and may be standardised 

with respect to the number of futures covered by one Bond Futures Contract, the term of each Bond 

Futures Contract, the dates on which various Bond Futures Contracts expire and the manner in 

which the settlement amount is calculated. 

There may be a correlation between the day to day change in the value of a bond and the price at 

which a Bond Futures Contract trades on the relevant futures exchange. However, the expectations 

of dealers in Bond Futures Contracts of the value of the bond on the date(s) on which the settlement 

amount of a Bond Futures Contract is determined may also have an impact on the price of a Bond 

Futures Contract. For example, if the expectation of dealers in futures contracts is that the value of 

the bond on the date(s) on which the settlement amount of the futures contract is determined will 

be lower than the forward price of the bond specified in the contract, this may result in the price of 

the futures contract falling (in the case of buyers of the futures contract) or rising (in the case of 

sellers of the futures contract) even where the current value of the bond is rising. Moreover, because 

the settlement amount of many futures contracts is a multiple of the difference between the 

settlement price and the forward price, a relatively small change in the value of a bond may result 

in a proportionately much larger change in the price of the futures contract. 

The value of a bond may be volatile and is subject to market conditions. Sovereign bond values 

are influenced, among other things, by the ability of a government to repay its debts, inflation, 

currency depreciation and prevailing interest rates. The positive or negative level of a country's 

economic output may also have a material effect on the perception of that country's solvency. 

Investors sometimes assume that sovereign debt instruments are safer assets as compared to debt 

instruments issued by a corporate entity, which may not be the case. 

10.9 Risks relating to having a Commodities Futures Contract as a Relevant Underlying where the 

Commodities Futures Contract relates to EU Allowances (as defined in Directive 2003/87/EC 

(the "Allowances Directive")) 

(a) The Emissions Trading Scheme ("ETS") is exposed to political changes 

The ETS is a policy driven cap and trade scheme established by the EU to reduce the 

emission of greenhouse gases within the EU. In its third phase, the current trading period 

is expected to run until 31 December 2020. However, being policy driven, the ETS is 

exposed to political changes. As such there is a possibility that, at any time before the 

Valuation Date, the ETS may, as a result of official written public pronouncement by the 

relevant institutions of the EU, no longer be scheduled to proceed or be discontinued. This 

may result in a Commodity Disruption Event or Additional Disruption Event and, among 

other things, may result in the termination of the Securities. Investors should carefully 

consider the impact this may have on the price of the Relevant Underlying and therefore 

the value of the Securities. 

(b) The ETS has previously been exposed to fraud and cyber crime 

EU Allowances have been exposed to a risk of "phishing" and other cyber-hacking scams 

where fraudsters have stolen EU Allowances and sold them on the spot market (being a 

public financial market in which financial instruments or commodities are traded for 

immediate delivery) on various exchanges. Reports show that hackers and fraudulent 

traders have sold the same carbon credits to multiple parties and various offset projects 

have sold rights to credits without ever carrying out the corresponding offset activities. 

Such attacks and the resulting negative publicity may affect the market price of EU 
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Allowances and therefore may affect the value of the Relevant Underlying and the 

Securities. 

Additionally, disruptions to the ETS may be caused by the relevant authorities taking steps 

to prevent further security breaches to registries and accounts by suspending the trading 

and delivery of EU Allowances. For example, following a 2011 cyber-attack on EU 

Member States' national ETS registries, the registries of all 25 Member States were 

suspended for three months. Investors should carefully consider an investment in the 

Securities in light of such risks relating to the commodity to which the Relevant 

Underlying relates. 

10.10 Fluctuations in value of a component of the Relevant Underlying  

Fluctuations in the value of any one component of the Relevant Underlying may, where applicable, 

be offset or intensified by fluctuations in the value of other components, which could adversely 

affect the value of the Securities, the return on the Securities and the price at which the 

Securityholders can sell such Securities. 

10.11 Effect of the liquidity of the Relevant Underlying on Security pricing 

The Issuer's and/or its Affiliates' hedging costs tend to be higher the less liquidity the Relevant 

Underlying has or the greater the difference between the "buy" and "sell" prices for the Relevant 

Underlying or derivatives contracts referenced to the Relevant Underlying. When quoting prices 

for the Securities, the Issuer and/or its Affiliates will factor in such hedging costs and will pass 

them on to the Securityholders by incorporating them into the "buy" and "sell" prices. Thus, 

Securityholders selling their Securities on an exchange may be doing so at a price that is 

substantially lower than the actual value of the Securities at the time of sale. 

10.12 Historical value of the Relevant Underlying 

The historical value (if any) of the Relevant Underlying or the components of the Relevant 

Underlying does not indicate their future performance. Holders of the Securities should be aware 

that the Relevant Underlying or the components of the Relevant Underlying may perform 

differently than they have historically, which could adversely affect the value of the Securities, the 

return on the Securities and the price at which the Securityholders can sell such Securities. 

10.13 No affiliation with underlying companies 

The issuer or sponsor for the Relevant Underlying will not be an Affiliate of MSI plc unless 

otherwise specified in the applicable Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

Morgan Stanley or its subsidiaries, including the Issuer and any affiliates of the Issuer acting as 

distributors in respect of the Securities, may presently or from time to time engage in business with 

any underlying company, including entering into loans with, or making equity investments in, the 

underlying company or its affiliates or subsidiaries, or providing investment advisory services to 

the underlying company, including merger and acquisition advisory services. Moreover, the Issuer 

has no ability to control or predict the actions of the underlying company, including any actions, 

or reconstitution of index components, of the type that would require the Determination Agent to 

adjust the payout to the investor. No underlying company for any issuance of Securities is involved 

in the offering of the Securities in any way or has any obligation to consider the investor's interest 

as an owner of the Securities in taking any corporate actions that might affect the value of the 

Securities. None of the money an investor pays for the Securities will go to the underlying company 

for such Securities. However, the Issuer or any affiliate may purchase the Relevant Underlying (or 

any securities or other assets comprising the Relevant Underlying) for hedging purposes. 

Fluctuations in the value of any one component of the Relevant Underlying may, where applicable, 

be offset or intensified by fluctuations in the value of other components. The historical value (if 

any) of the Relevant Underlying or the components of the Relevant Underlying does not indicate 

their future performance. Where the value of the components is determined in a different currency 

to the value of the Relevant Underlying, investors may be exposed to exchange rate risk. 
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10.14 Investors have no shareholder rights 

As an owner of Securities, investors will not have voting rights or rights to receive dividends, 

interest or other distributions, as applicable, or any other rights with respect to any Relevant 

Underlying. If the Relevant Underlying is an index or a share, the Current Financing Level in 

respect of Mini Future Securities, Constant Leverage Securities and Turbo Securities, or the 

Current Ratio in respect of Tracker Securities, may be adjusted if such Relevant Underlying (or, 

for an index, a component share included in such index) goes ex-dividend, by deducting any cash 

dividends and/or other cash distributions (other than extraordinary dividends) declared (after 

deduction of taxes) from the Current Financing Level in the case of Mini Future Securities, 

Constant Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities or by an adjustment to the Current Ratio in the 

case of Tracker Securities. 

10.15 In certain circumstances the Determination Agent might estimate the price of the Relevant 

Underlying by reference to an alternative "reference instrument" 

If the Relevant Underlying is traded on its domestic market during the opening hours for secondary 

trading in the Securities by the Issuer or its Affiliates or any stock exchange on which the Securities 

are listed, the price of the Relevant Underlying is incorporated into the price calculation for the 

Securities. In certain cases, however, the price of the Relevant Underlying may need to be 

estimated or calculated by reference to an available reference instrument for the Relevant 

Underlying if the Securities are traded at a time or on a day when no price for the Relevant 

Underlying is published, other than circumstances that constitute as a Disrupted Day. In general, 

this problem could apply to the Securities irrespective of the time at which they are traded because 

the Issuer and/or its Affiliates currently offer off-exchange trading in the Securities at times when 

the Relevant Underlying is not traded on the local markets or stock exchanges. This problem 

applies in particular to the Relevant Underlying that is traded in time zones different from European 

time zones. The same problem arises if the Securities are traded on days on which the domestic 

market for the Relevant Underlying is closed because of a public holiday. If the Issuer and/or any 

of its Affiliates estimates the price of the Relevant Underlying when the domestic market is closed, 

its estimate may prove to be accurate, too high or too low within just a few hours of the domestic 

market re-opening for trade in the Relevant Underlying. Correspondingly, the prices used by the 

Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates for the Securities prior to the opening of business on the domestic 

market may subsequently prove to be too high or too low. However, no adjustments will be made 

to previously published prices. 

For the purposes of daily rebalancing of Constant Leverage Securities, the Determination Agent 

will make reference to the last published official closing value of the Relevant Underlying. 

Rebalancing will not occur using a value inferred from a "reference instrument". 

10.16 Market Disruption Event, Disrupted Day, Adjustments and Early Termination of Securities 

The Determination Agent may determine that a Market Disruption Event or a failure to open of an 

Exchange or Related Exchange has occurred or exists on a relevant date of valuation, and any 

consequential postponement of such date of valuation may have an adverse effect on the value of 

the Securities. 

In addition, the Determination Agent may make adjustments to the Securities to account for 

relevant adjustments or events in relation to the Relevant Underlying including, but not limited to, 

determining a successor to the Relevant Underlying or its sponsor (in the case of an Index). Further, 

in certain circumstances, the Issuer may terminate the Securities early following any such event. 

In this case, in relation to each Security, the Issuer will pay an amount, if any, determined as 

provided in the Conditions. 

Prospective investors should review the Conditions to ascertain whether and how such provisions 

apply to the Securities and what constitutes a Market Disruption Event or relevant adjustment or 

early termination event. 

In making these determinations or adjustments the Determination Agent is entitled to exercise 

substantial discretion and may be subject to conflicts of interest, including the conflicts of interest 
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highlighted above. The Determination Agent is not required but has the discretion to make 

adjustments (or to early terminate the Securities) with respect to each and every corporate action. 

10.17 Administrator/Benchmark Events 

Where the Relevant Underlying is an index, benchmark or price source, the administrator or 

sponsor may be required to be authorised, registered, recognised, endorsed or otherwise included 

in an official register in order for the Issuer or the Determination Agent to be permitted to use the 

Relevant Benchmark and perform their respective obligations under the Securities. In the case 

where the Relevant Underlying is a "Relevant Benchmark" and the Determination Agent 

determines that any authorisation, registration, recognition, endorsement, equivalence decision, 

approval or inclusion in any official register of the Relevant Benchmark or its administrator or 

sponsor has not been obtained with the effect that any of the Issuer or the Determination Agent is 

not or will not be permitted to use the Relevant Benchmark in respect of the Securities, an 

"Administrator/ Benchmark Event" will occur. In such a case the Determination Agent will apply 

certain fallbacks. These may include one or more of replacing the Relevant Benchmark with any 

"Alternative Pre-nominated Index" which has been specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement making adjustments to the amounts payable by the Issuer under the 

Securities, adjusting the other terms and conditions of the Securities or terminating the Securities. 

The application of any of these fallbacks may adversely affect the value of the Securityholder's 

investment in the Securities. 

Prospective investors should review the Conditions to ascertain whether and how such provisions 

apply to the Securities and what constitutes an Administrator/ Benchmark Event. 
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DISCLAIMERS 

The Issuer disclaims any responsibility to advise prospective purchasers of any matters arising under 

the laws of the country in which they reside that may affect the purchase of, or holding of, or the 

receipt of payments on the Securities. These persons should consult their own legal and financial 

advisers concerning these matters. General Disclaimers 

1.1 Issuer's credit ratings may not reflect all risks 

One or more independent credit rating agencies may assign credit ratings to the Issuer. The ratings 

may not reflect the potential impact of all risks related to structure, market, additional factors 

discussed herein, and other factors that may affect the value of the Securities. A credit rating is 

not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold Securities and may be revised or withdrawn by the 

rating agency at any time. 

1.2 Change of law 

The Conditions of the Securities are based on English law in effect as at the date of this Base 

Prospectus. No assurance can be given as to the impact of any possible judicial decision or change 

to English law or administrative practice in England after the date of this Base Prospectus. 

1.3 Independent review and advice 

Each prospective investor must determine, based on its own independent review and such 

professional advice as it deems appropriate under the circumstances, that its acquisition of the 

Securities is (i) fully consistent with its (or if it is acquiring the Securities in a fiduciary capacity, 

the beneficiary's) financial needs, objectives and condition, (ii) complies and is fully consistent 

with all investment policies, guidelines and restrictions applicable to it (whether acquiring the 

Securities as principal or in a fiduciary capacity) and (iii) is a fit, proper and suitable investment 

for it (or if it is acquiring the Securities in a fiduciary capacity, for the beneficiary), notwithstanding 

the clear and substantial risks inherent in investing in or holding the Securities. Each of the Issuer 

and its affiliates disclaims any responsibility to advise prospective investors of any matters arising 

under the law of the country in which they reside that may affect the purchase of, or holding of, or 

the receipt of payments on the Securities. 

1.4 Securities in Global Form 

Because the Global Registered Security (as defined below) may be held by or on behalf of 

Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. ("Euroclear") and Clearstream Banking, S.A. ("Clearstream 

Luxembourg"), and/or any other clearing system as may be specified in the applicable Final Terms 

or Pricing Supplement (such system or systems hereinafter referred to as the "Clearing System"), 

investors will have to rely on their procedures for transfer, payment and communication with the 

Issuer. 

Securities issued under the Program may be represented by, in the case of Registered Securities, 

interests in a global registered security (a "Global Registered Security" or "Global Instrument"). 

Such Global Instruments may be deposited with a common depositary for the Clearing System. 

Except in the circumstances described in the relevant Global Instrument, investors will not be 

entitled to receive definitive Securities. The Clearing System will maintain records of the beneficial 

interests in the Global Instruments. While the Securities are represented by one or more Global 

Instruments, investors will be able to trade their beneficial interests only through the Clearing 

System. 

While the Securities are represented by one or more Global Instruments, the Issuer will discharge 

its payment obligations under the Securities by making payments through the Clearing System for 

distribution to their account holders. A holder of an interest in a Global Instrument must rely on 

the procedures of the Clearing System to receive payments under the relevant Securities. The Issuer 

has no responsibility or liability for the records relating to, or payments made in respect of, 

beneficial interests in the Global Instruments. 
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Holders of beneficial interests in the Global Instruments will not have a direct right to vote in 

respect of the relevant Securities. Instead, such holders will be permitted to act only to the extent 

that they are enabled by the Clearing System to appoint appropriate proxies. 

1.5 Legal investment considerations may restrict certain investments 

The investment activities of certain investors are subject to legal investment laws and regulations, 

or review or regulation by certain authorities. Each potential investor should consult its legal 

advisers to determine whether and to what extent (i) Securities are appropriate legal investments 

for it, (ii) Securities can be used as collateral for various types of borrowing and (iii) other 

restrictions apply to its purchase or pledge of any Securities. Financial institutions should consult 

their legal advisers or the appropriate regulators to determine the appropriate treatment of 

Securities under any applicable risk-based capital or similar rules. 

2. Disclaimers linked with the Relevant Underlying 

2.1 Provision of information 

None of the Issuer or any of its Affiliates makes any representation as to the issuer for any security 

or the publisher of an underlying index. Any of such persons may have acquired, or during the 

term of the Securities may acquire, non-public information with respect to any such issuer, 

publisher, their respective affiliates or any guarantors that is or may be material in the context of 

the Securities. The issue of Securities will not create any obligation on the part of any such persons 

to disclose to the Securityholders or any other party such information (whether or not confidential). 

2.2 Disclosure 

Neither the issuer of any security nor the publisher of an underlying index has participated in the 

preparation of this document or in establishing the Conditions of the Securities and neither the 

Issuer nor any of its Affiliates will make any investigation or enquiry in connection with such 

offering with respect to any information concerning any such issuer or publisher contained in this 

document or in the documents from which such information was extracted. Consequently, there 

can be no assurance that all events occurring prior to the issue date (including events that would 

affect the accuracy or completeness of any publicly available information described in this 

document) that would affect the trading price and/or level of the Relevant Underlying will have 

been publicly disclosed. Subsequent disclosure of any such events or the disclosure of or failure to 

disclose material future events concerning such issuer or publisher could affect the trading price 

and/or level of the Relevant Underlying and therefore the trading price of the Securities. 

3. Disclaimers for Index as the Relevant Underlying 

3.1 Securities are not sold or promoted by an Index or the sponsor of such Index 

Securities linked to an Index are not sponsored, endorsed, sold, or promoted by such Index or the 

sponsor of such Index. The sponsor of an Index makes no representation whatsoever, whether 

express or implied, either as to the results to be obtained from the use of such Index or the levels 

at which such Index stands at any particular time on any particular date. Neither an Index nor 

sponsor of such Index shall be liable (whether in negligence or otherwise) to any person for any 

error in such Index. A sponsor of an Index is under no obligation to advise any person of any error 

in such Index. A sponsor of an Index does not make any representation whatsoever, whether 

express or implied, as to the advisability of investing or assuming any risk in connection with the 

Securities linked to such Index. 

3.2 None of the Issuer, the Determination Agent or any of their Affiliates are liable for the 

actions or omissions of the sponsor of an Index, any information concerning an Index, the 

performance of such Index or use thereof in connection with the Securities 

None of the Issuer, the Determination Agent or any of their Affiliates are liable to the 

Securityholders for any act or failure to act by a sponsor of an Index in connection with the 

calculation, adjustment, or maintenance of such Index. Although the Determination Agent, as 

applicable, will obtain information concerning an Index from publicly available sources it believes 

reliable, it will not independently verify this information. Accordingly, no representation, 
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warranty, or undertaking (express or implied) is made and no responsibility is accepted by the 

Issuer, the Determination Agent or any of their Affiliates as to the accuracy, completeness, and 

timeliness of information concerning such Index. In addition, none of the Issuer, the Determination 

Agent or any of their Affiliates makes any representation whatsoever, whether express or implied, 

as to the performance of any Index which is linked to the Securities, any data included in, or 

omitted from, such Index, or the use of such Index in connection with the Securities. 

4. Representations and acknowledgements by Securityholders 

Each Securityholder shall be deemed to represent and acknowledge to the Issuer and its Affiliates 

on acquiring any Security that: 

(a) none of the Issuer or any of its Affiliates or any of their respective agents is acting as a 

fiduciary for it or provides investment, tax, accounting, legal or other advice in respect of 

the Securities and that such holder and its advisers are not relying on any communication 

(written or oral and including, without limitation, opinions of third party advisers) of the 

Issuer or any of its Affiliates as (i) legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial, 

accounting or other advice, (ii) a recommendation to invest in any Securities or (c) an 

assurance or guarantee as to the expected results of an investment in the Securities (it being 

understood that information and explanations related to the terms and conditions of the 

Securities shall not be considered to be any such advice, recommendation, assurance or 

guarantee and should be independently confirmed by the recipient and its advisers prior to 

making any such investment); 

(b) such Securityholder (i) has consulted with its own legal, regulatory, tax, business, 

investments, financial and accounting advisers to the extent that it has deemed necessary, 

and has made its own investment, hedging, and trading decisions based upon its own 

judgment and upon any advice from such advisers as it has deemed necessary and not 

upon any view expressed by the Issuer or any of its Affiliates or any of their respective 

agents and (ii) is acquiring Securities with a full understanding of the terms, conditions 

and risks thereof and it is capable of and willing to assume those risks; and 

(c) the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates may have banking or other commercial relationships 

with issuers of any securities or the Relevant Underlying to which the Securities relate and 

may engage in proprietary trading in any equity securities, indices or the Relevant 

Underlying to which the Securities relate or options, futures, derivatives or other 

instruments relating thereto (including such trading as the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates 

deem appropriate in their sole discretion to hedge the market risk on the Securities and 

other transactions between the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates and any third parties), and 

that such trading (i) may affect the price or level thereof and consequently the amounts 

payable under the Securities and (ii) may be effected at any time. 
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

1.1 Determinations by the Determination Agent 

MSI plc is both the Issuer and the Determination Agent and there may be a conflict of interest 

between the role of the Issuer and the role of Determination Agent. The Determination Agent in 

its discretion determines the (among other matters) timing of the closure of the positions in the 

Relevant Underlying at the occurrence of a stop loss event in relation to Mini Future Securities. 

This will impact on the residual value and therefore the Stop Loss Settlement Amount under such 

Securities. 

As Determination Agent, MSI plc may make determinations under the Securities based on its 

determination of the performance of the Relevant Underlying or of the impact of certain events in 

relation to the Relevant Underlying, including potential adjustments to the terms and conditions, 

potential early termination, and the determination of the payout on the Securities. Certain 

determinations made by the Determination Agent may require it to exercise discretion and make 

subjective judgments. The Determination Agent (or its affiliates) may also carry out hedging 

activities related to the Securities. The Determination Agent (or its affiliates) may also trade in the 

Relevant Underlying (or the applicable underlying securities or other assets comprised in the 

Relevant Underlying) on a regular basis as part of their general broker-dealer and other businesses. 

Any of these hedging or trading activities could influence the Determination Agent's potentially 

subjective determination of whether and/or which adjustments should be made to the Securities, 

and any such hedging or trading activities could potentially affect the price, rate, level or other 

value of the Relevant Underlying, and, accordingly, could have a significant negative (or positive) 

impact on the investor's return on the Securities. 

1.2 Hedging transactions by the Issuer or Affiliates 

The Issuer may use a portion of the total proceeds from the sale of the Securities for transactions 

to hedge the risks of the Issuer relating to the Securities. In such case, the Issuer or any of its 

Affiliates may conclude transactions that correspond to the obligations of the Issuer under the 

Securities. As a rule, such transactions are concluded prior to or on the Issue Date, but it is also 

possible to conclude such transactions after issue of the Securities. On or before a valuation date 

the Issuer or any of its Affiliates may take the steps necessary for closing out any hedging 

transactions. It cannot, however, be ruled out that the price of the Relevant Underlying will be 

influenced by such transactions. Entering into or closing out these hedging transactions may 

influence the probability of occurrence or non-occurrence of determining events in the case of the 

Securities. Also, as noted above, these hedging activities could affect the price, rate, level or other 

value of the Relevant Underlying. Accordingly, the hedging activities of the Issuer and its affiliates 

could have a significant negative (or positive) impact on the investor's return on the Securities. 

1.3 Market-making by the Issuer or an Affiliate 

See risk factor 9.5 (There may not be a secondary market in the Securities) in the section entitled: 

Risk Factors above. 
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INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE  

The following documents and/or information shall be deemed to be incorporated by reference in, and to 

form part of, this Base Prospectus: 

 Document filed Information incorporated by reference Page 

1.  
Registration Document of Morgan 

Stanley, Morgan Stanley & Co. 

International plc, Morgan Stanley B.V. 

and Morgan Stanley Finance LLC dated 

10 December 2021 

 

https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=7fe

5ffd3-b65d-4f26-a459-0beda333d9a4 

 

(a) Risk Factors, excluding the last 

paragraph of the risk factor 

headed "Morgan Stanley may be 

unable to fully capture the 

expected value from acquisitions, 

divestitures, joint ventures, 

minority stakes or strategic 

alliances" on page 18 and the risk 

factors headed "All material 

assets of Morgan Stanley B.V. 

(MSBV) are obligations of one or 

more companies in the Morgan 

Stanley Group and MSBV's ability 

to perform its obligations is 

dependent upon such companies 

fulfilling their obligations to 

MSBV", "Risks relating to 

insolvency proceedings in the 

Netherlands" and "As a finance 

subsidiary, Morgan Stanley 

Finance LLC has no independent 

operations and is expected to have 

no independent assets" on pages 

18 - 19. 

3-22 

  (b) Description of Morgan Stanley  35-61 

  (c) Description of MSI plc 62-66 

  (d) Index of Defined Terms 75 

 the First Supplement to the Registration 

Document dated 8 February 2022 

(a) Amendments to the "Description 

of Morgan Stanley" Section 

6-12 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=f5c

8f8d3-70fc-45d2-8844-c6da84727e4e 

  

 the Second Supplement to the 

Registration Document dated 3 March 

2022 

 

(a) Amendments to the "Description 

of Morgan Stanley" Section 

 

8-18 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=7e6

b2c6f-520a-41a5-8bf2-a38ac039180c 

(b) Amendments to the "Description 

of Morgan Stanley & Co. 

International plc" Section 

18 

 the Third Supplement to the Registration 

Document dated 21 March 2022 

 

(a) Amendments to the "Risk 

Factors" Section  

5-19 

https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=7fe5ffd3-b65d-4f26-a459-0beda333d9a4
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=7fe5ffd3-b65d-4f26-a459-0beda333d9a4
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=7fe5ffd3-b65d-4f26-a459-0beda333d9a4
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=f5c8f8d3-70fc-45d2-8844-c6da84727e4e
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=f5c8f8d3-70fc-45d2-8844-c6da84727e4e
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=f5c8f8d3-70fc-45d2-8844-c6da84727e4e
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=7e6b2c6f-520a-41a5-8bf2-a38ac039180c
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=7e6b2c6f-520a-41a5-8bf2-a38ac039180c
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=7e6b2c6f-520a-41a5-8bf2-a38ac039180c
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 Document filed Information incorporated by reference Page 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=61c

aad2b-1db6-4439-a9f1-11c6f6d8dc42 

(b) Amendments to the "Description 

of Morgan Stanley" Section 

20 

 the Fifth Supplement to the Registration 

Document dated 20 May 2022 

(a) Amendments to the "Description 

of Morgan Stanley" Section 

 

9 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=cba

98b1e-4f17-411c-965e-c1fabffdac36 

(b) Amendments to the "Description 

of Morgan Stanley & Co. 

International plc" Section 

10 

 Morgan Stanley & Co. International 

plc 

  

2.  Report and Financial Statements for the 

year ended 31 December 2021 

(a) Independent Auditor's Report 41-48 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=deb

4bb5b-28f7-4e8d-bad4-c506299f78e9 

(b)  Consolidated Income Statement 49 

  (c)  Consolidated Statement of 

Comprehensive Income 

50 

  (d)  Consolidated and Company 

Statement of Changes in Equity 

51-52 

  (e)  Consolidated and Company 

Statement of Financial Position 

53-54 

  (f)  Consolidated Statement of Cash 

Flows 

55 

  (g)  Notes to the Consolidated and 

Company Financial Statements 

56-148 

  (h)  Appendix to the Financial 

Statements 

149-150 

3.  Report and Financial Statements for the 

year ended 31 December 2020 

(a) Independent Auditor's Report 46-53 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=630

29194-34c7-4960-a2b3-48b10eff8241 

(b)  Consolidated Income Statement 54 

  (c)  Consolidated Statement of 

Comprehensive Income 

55 

  (d)  Consolidated and Company 

Statement of Changes in Equity 

56-57 

  (e)  Consolidated and Company 

Statement of Financial Position 

58-59 

  (f)  Consolidated Statement of Cash 

Flows 

60 
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https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=deb4bb5b-28f7-4e8d-bad4-c506299f78e9
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=deb4bb5b-28f7-4e8d-bad4-c506299f78e9
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=deb4bb5b-28f7-4e8d-bad4-c506299f78e9
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=63029194-34c7-4960-a2b3-48b10eff8241
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=63029194-34c7-4960-a2b3-48b10eff8241
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=63029194-34c7-4960-a2b3-48b10eff8241
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  (g)  Notes to the Consolidated and 

Company Financial Statements 

61-145 

  (h)  Appendix to the Financial 

Statements 

146-147 

4.  The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 16 April 2015 relating to 

the Program (the "16 April 2015 Base 

Prospectus") 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities  

55-135 

 https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/sv-

SE/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/4c960955-a62d-4b0f-8d47-

1bf6a2cb18f7/Base%20Prospectus%20fo

r%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%

2016-04-2015.PDF 

(b) Form of Final Terms* 136-157 

5.  Supplement dated 18 May 2015 to the 16 

April 2015 Base Prospectus 

https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/817b5e4b-2208-4f6d-9329-

b3c1a45933d3/First%20Supplement%20

Base%20Prospectus%2018-05-2015.pdf 

(a) Part C - Amendments to the 

Terms and Conditions 

9 

6.  Supplement dated 4 June 2015 to the 16 

April 2015 Base Prospectus 

https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/7655ae4f-faec-47b8-b427-

d21b2c889b6c/Second%20Supplement%

20Base%20Prospectus%2004-06-

2015.pdf 

(a) Part B - Amendments to the 

Terms and Conditions 

4 

7.  The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 2 December 2015 

relating to the Program (the "2 December 

2015 Base Prospectus") 

https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-

0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20f

or%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrant

s%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-

2015.pdf 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities  

72-167 

8.  Supplement dated 10 December 2015 to 

the 2 December 2015 Base Prospectus 

https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/de65bca9-e10b-463e-aba4-

1efea2cc85f8/First%20Supplement%20B

ase%20Prospectus%2010-12-2015.pdf 

(a) Part C - Amendments to the Pro 

Forma Final Terms* 

6-26 

https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/sv-SE/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/4c960955-a62d-4b0f-8d47-1bf6a2cb18f7/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2016-04-2015.PDF
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/sv-SE/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/4c960955-a62d-4b0f-8d47-1bf6a2cb18f7/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2016-04-2015.PDF
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/sv-SE/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/4c960955-a62d-4b0f-8d47-1bf6a2cb18f7/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2016-04-2015.PDF
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/sv-SE/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/4c960955-a62d-4b0f-8d47-1bf6a2cb18f7/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2016-04-2015.PDF
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/sv-SE/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/4c960955-a62d-4b0f-8d47-1bf6a2cb18f7/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2016-04-2015.PDF
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/sv-SE/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/4c960955-a62d-4b0f-8d47-1bf6a2cb18f7/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2016-04-2015.PDF
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/817b5e4b-2208-4f6d-9329-b3c1a45933d3/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2018-05-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/817b5e4b-2208-4f6d-9329-b3c1a45933d3/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2018-05-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/817b5e4b-2208-4f6d-9329-b3c1a45933d3/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2018-05-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/817b5e4b-2208-4f6d-9329-b3c1a45933d3/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2018-05-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/817b5e4b-2208-4f6d-9329-b3c1a45933d3/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2018-05-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/7655ae4f-faec-47b8-b427-d21b2c889b6c/Second%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2004-06-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/7655ae4f-faec-47b8-b427-d21b2c889b6c/Second%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2004-06-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/7655ae4f-faec-47b8-b427-d21b2c889b6c/Second%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2004-06-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/7655ae4f-faec-47b8-b427-d21b2c889b6c/Second%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2004-06-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/7655ae4f-faec-47b8-b427-d21b2c889b6c/Second%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2004-06-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/7655ae4f-faec-47b8-b427-d21b2c889b6c/Second%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2004-06-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/39d0ca2f-39c7-468d-8c9d-0b3c6d5221b0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/de65bca9-e10b-463e-aba4-1efea2cc85f8/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2010-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/de65bca9-e10b-463e-aba4-1efea2cc85f8/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2010-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/de65bca9-e10b-463e-aba4-1efea2cc85f8/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2010-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/de65bca9-e10b-463e-aba4-1efea2cc85f8/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2010-12-2015.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/de65bca9-e10b-463e-aba4-1efea2cc85f8/First%20Supplement%20Base%20Prospectus%2010-12-2015.pdf
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9.  The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 2 December 2016 

relating to the Program (the "2 December 

2016 Base Prospectus") 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities  

67-168 

 https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-

ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20f

or%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrant

s%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-

2016.pdf 

(b) Form of Final Terms* 169-191 

10.  The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 1 December 2017 

relating to the Program (the "1 December 

2017 Base Prospectus") 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities  

67-171 

 https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-

38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20fo

r%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants

%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-

2017.pdf 

 

(b) Form of Final Terms* 172-194 

11.  The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 30 November 2018 

relating to the Program (the "30 

November 2018 Base Prospectus") 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities  

71-182 

 https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-

17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20f

or%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrant

s%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-

2018.pdf 

 

(b) Form of Final Terms* 183-205 

12.  The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 5 July 2019 relating to 

the Program (the "5 July 2019 Base 

Prospectus") 

 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities  

71-145 

 https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-

GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDoc

ument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-

d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20f

or%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrant

s%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-

2019.pdf 

(b) Form of Final Terms* 186-208 

13. The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 3 July 2020 relating to 

the Program (the "3 July 2020 Base 

Prospectus") 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities 

42-155 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=c47

24db1-72fe-422a-a435-a97385654275  

(b) Form of Final Terms* 156-178 

https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2016.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2016.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2016.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2016.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2016.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2016.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/54fc9464-3cf5-4e29-9a93-ca7a94a98d21/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2002-12-2016.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-2017.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-2017.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-2017.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-2017.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-2017.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-2017.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/2c61264d-a36c-4158-9d05-38bcf8ac1af0/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2001-12-2017.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-2018.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-2018.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-2018.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-2018.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-2018.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-2018.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/f55ac6fc-9845-4873-9540-17c7a4e3533a/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2030-11-2018.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-2019.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-2019.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-2019.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-2019.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-2019.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-2019.pdf
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/en-GB/UnitedDocumentSection/GeneralDocument/d8b80f2f-e154-41f4-b0b2-d6709756527d/Base%20Prospectus%20for%20Exchange%20Traded%20Warrants%20and%20Certificates%2005-07-2019.pdf
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=c4724db1-72fe-422a-a435-a97385654275
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=c4724db1-72fe-422a-a435-a97385654275
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=c4724db1-72fe-422a-a435-a97385654275
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14. The base prospectus for warrants and 

certificates dated 2 July 2021 relating to 

the Program (the "2 July 2021 Base 

Prospectus") 

(a) Terms and conditions of the 

Securities 

42-155 

 https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Downl

oad/GeneralDocument?documentID=d6a

64861-4163-467c-963d-d0e71da6736e 

(b) Form of Final Terms* 156-179 

 

* Subject as provided in Paragraph 9 in the section entitled "Important Legal Information" of this Base 

Prospectus. 

Any statement contained in this Base Prospectus or any documents incorporated by reference herein, shall 

be deemed to be modified or superseded for the purpose of this Base Prospectus to the extent that a 

statement contained in any document subsequently incorporated by reference and in respect of which a 

supplement to this Base Prospectus is prepared modifies or supersedes such statement. 

The information about the Issuer incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus (the "Incorporated 

Information") is considered to be part of this Base Prospectus. Following the publication of this Base 

Prospectus a supplement may be prepared by the Issuer and approved by the CSSF in accordance with 

Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation. Statements contained in any such supplement (or contained in any 

document incorporated by reference therein) shall, to the extent applicable (whether expressly, by 

implication or otherwise), be deemed to modify or supersede statements contained in this Base Prospectus 

or in a document which is incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus. Any statement so modified or 

superseded shall not, except as so modified or superseded, constitute a part of this Base Prospectus. 

Any documents incorporated by reference into the documents listed above or information that is not listed 

in the cross-reference list, does not form part of this Base Prospectus. Such documents or information are 

either deemed not relevant for an investor or are otherwise covered elsewhere in this Base Prospectus. 

https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=d6a64861-4163-467c-963d-d0e71da6736e
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=d6a64861-4163-467c-963d-d0e71da6736e
https://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Download/GeneralDocument?documentID=d6a64861-4163-467c-963d-d0e71da6736e
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE SECURITIES 

The following is the text of the terms and conditions (the "Terms and Conditions" or "Conditions") of the 

Securities (as defined in General Condition 1.2 below) which shall comprise the general terms and 

conditions set out in Part 1 (General Terms and Conditions) (the "General Terms and Conditions" or 

"General Conditions") and the additional terms and conditions set out in Part 2 (Additional Terms and 

Conditions) (the "Additional Terms and Conditions" or "Additional Conditions"), completed by the Final 

Terms (as defined in General Condition 1.5 below) or the Pricing Supplement (as defined in General 

Condition 1.6 below), as applicable, in relation to the relevant Tranche of Securities. In the case of any 

Tranche of Securities which are being (a) offered to the public in a Member State (other than pursuant to 

one or more exemptions set out in Article 1.4 of the Prospectus Regulation) or (b) admitted to trading on a 

regulated market in a Member State, the Final Terms shall not amend or replace any information in this 

Base Prospectus. The Terms and Conditions of a Tranche of Securities are (i) incorporated by reference 

into each Global Registered Security (if any) representing such Securities (save that the Final Terms or the 

Pricing Supplement, as applicable is endorsed directly thereon) and (ii) endorsed on each Individual 

Registered Security (if any) representing such Securities. Save for this paragraph, italicised text below 

(other than to denote the relevant term in its original language) is provided for ease of reference only and 

is not legally binding. 

PART 1: GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

CONTENTS 

1. INTRODUCTION 43 

2. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 44 

3. FORM, TITLE AND OWNERSHIP OF SECURITIES 51 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Program: Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc ("MSI plc" or the "Issuer") has established the 

Program for the Issuance of Exchange Traded Warrants and Certificates (the "Program"), inter 

alia, of Warrants and Certificates which are expressed to be governed by English law. 

1.2 The Securities: The warrants and certificates issued under the Program shall be the "Warrants" 

and "Certificates" respectively, and together, shall be the "Securities". The Securities are issued 

in series (each a "Series") and each Series may comprise one or more tranches (each a "Tranche") 

of Securities. In the General Conditions: 

(i) any reference to "Securities" are to the Securities of the relevant Series; and 

(ii) in relation to a Series of Securities, the term "Securities" shall, unless the context otherwise 

requires, include any further Securities issued pursuant to General Condition 24 (Further 

Issues) and forming a single series with such Series. 

The relevant Final Terms (as defined in General Condition 1.5 (Final Terms) below) or Pricing 

Supplement (as defined in General Condition 1.6 (Pricing Supplement) below), will specify the 

number of Securities of each Series which have been issued, as set out in General Condition 1.5 

(Final Terms) below or, as applicable, General Condition 1.6 (Pricing Supplement) below. 

1.3 Issuing and Paying Agent Agreement: The Swedish Securities are the subject of an issuing and 

paying agent agreement (the "Issuing and Paying Agent Agreement") dated 11 April 2016 

between inter alios MSI plc and Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (Publ) as Swedish 

programme agent (the "Swedish Programme Agent") as amended from time to time. 

1.4 Securities Agency Agreement: Registered Securities will be issued pursuant to a securities agency 

agreement to be entered into prior to the issuance of such Registered Securities (the "Securities 

Agency Agreement", which expression shall include any further amendments or supplements 

thereto or replacement Securities Agency Agreement under the Program up to and including the 

issue date of the Securities) between the Issuer and, in relation to a Tranche of Securities (other 

than Swedish Securities), each of the parties specified in the Final Terms or (in the case of Exempt 

Securities) Pricing Supplement as the Principal Securities Agent (the "Principal Securities 

Agent"). The other parties to the Securities Agency Agreement as "Securities Registrar" (the 

"Securities Registrar" and as "Securities Transfer Agent" (the "Securities Transfer Agent"), 

which expressions includes any successor or substitute Principal Securities Agent, Securities 

Registrar or Securities Transfer Agent, as the case may be, appointed in accordance with the 

Securities Agency Agreement), and any other Securities Agents appointed under the Securities 

Agency Agreement (in the case of Securities other than Swedish Securities) and the Swedish 

Issuing and Paying Agent (in the case of Swedish Securities) (the "Securities Agents" and together 

with the Principal Securities Agent and the Securities Registrar, the Securities Transfer Agent and 

any other agents appointed pursuant to the Securities Agency Agreement (in the case of Securities 

other than Swedish Securities) and the Swedish Programme Agent and Swedish Issuing and Paying 

Agent (in respect of Swedish Securities) (the "Agents"). 

1.5 Final Terms: Each Tranche of Securities is the subject of a set of Final Terms. Each reference in 

these Conditions to the "Final Terms" (other than Exempt Securities) shall mean, in relation to a 

Tranche of Securities (other than Exempt Securities), the particular set of Final Terms which relates 

to such Tranche of Securities, provided that the Final Terms in respect of each Tranche of 

Securities after the first Tranche of Securities in a Series (each such subsequent Tranche of 

Securities in the same Series, a "Subsequent Tranche") shall specify only the aggregate number 

of Securities in the relevant Series (inclusive of the Subsequent Tranche, and each prior Tranche 

of such Series). The number of Securities in such Subsequent Tranche will not be specified as such 
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in the Final Terms of such Subsequent Tranche but will be part of the aggregate number of 

Securities of that Series as specified in the Final Terms. Notwithstanding the above, the Issue Date 

indicated in the Final Terms in respect of such Subsequent Tranche shall apply only in respect of 

the Securities of such Subsequent Tranche and not the Securities of the entire Series. 

1.6 Pricing Supplement: Each Tranche of Securities is the subject of a Pricing Supplement. Each 

reference in these Conditions to the "Pricing Supplement" (in the case of Exempt Securities) shall 

mean, in relation to a Tranche of Securities (in the case of Exempt Securities), the particular Pricing 

Supplement which relates to such Tranche of Securities, provided that the Pricing Supplement in 

respect of each Tranche of Securities after the first Tranche of Securities in a Series (each such 

subsequent Tranche of Securities in the same Series, a "Subsequent Tranche") shall specify only 

the aggregate number of Securities in the relevant Series (inclusive of the Subsequent Tranche, and 

each prior Tranche of such Series). The number of Securities in such Subsequent Tranche will not 

be specified as such in the Pricing Supplement of such Subsequent Tranche but will be part of the 

aggregate number of Securities of that Series as specified in the Pricing Supplement. 

Notwithstanding the above, the Issue Date indicated in the Pricing Supplement in respect of such 

Subsequent Tranche shall apply only in respect of the Securities of such Subsequent Tranche and 

not the Securities of the entire Series. 

1.7 Deed of Covenant: Securities issued by MSI plc in global form or in dematerialised form are 

constituted by a deed of covenant entered into by MSI plc dated 16 April 2015 (the "Deed of 

Covenant", which term includes any amendments or supplements thereto or replacements thereof 

under the Program, up to and including the issue date of the Securities). 

1.8 Deemed notice to holders: The Securityholders (as defined below) are entitled to the benefit of, 

and are bound by and are deemed to have notice of, all the provisions of the Securities Agency 

Agreement (in relation to any issued and outstanding Securities other than Swedish Securities), the 

Issue and Paying Agent Agreement (in relation to Swedish Securities) and the Deed of Covenant 

as are applicable to them relating to the Securities. Copies of the Securities Agency Agreement, 

the Issue and Paying Agent Agreement and the Deed of Covenant will be available for inspection 

by Securityholders during normal business hours at the Specified Offices of each of the Agents, 

the initial Specified Offices of which are set out below. Certain provisions of these Conditions are 

summaries of those documents. 

2. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

2.1 Definitions: As used in the General Conditions, the following expressions shall have the following 

meanings: 

"Accountholder" has the meaning given in General Condition 3 (Form, Title and Ownership of 

Securities); 

"Additional Business Centre" means the city or cities specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Additional Terms and Conditions" or "Additional Conditions" has the meaning given to it in 

the introductory italicised paragraph to these Terms and Conditions; 

"Administrator/Benchmark Event" means, in respect of any Securities, delivery of a notice by 

the Determination Agent to the Issuer specifying that any authorisation, registration, recognition, 

endorsement, equivalence decision, approval or inclusion in any official register in respect of the 

Relevant Benchmark or the administrator or sponsor of the Relevant Benchmark has not been, or 

will not be, obtained or has been, or will be, rejected, refused, suspended or withdrawn by the 

relevant competent authority or other relevant official body, in each case with the effect that any 

of the Issuer or the Determination Agent is not, or will not be, permitted under any applicable law 

or regulation to use the Relevant Benchmark to perform its of their respective obligations in respect 

of the Securities; 

"Administrator/Benchmark Event Date" means, in respect of any Securities and an 

Administrator/Benchmark Event, the date on which the authorisation, registration, recognition, 

endorsement, equivalence decision, approval or inclusion in any official register is: 
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(a) required under any applicable law or regulation; or 

(b) rejected, refused, suspended or withdrawn, if the applicable law or regulation provides 

that the Relevant Benchmark is not permitted to be used under the Securities following 

rejection, refusal, suspension or withdrawal, 

or, in each case, if such date occurs before the Issue Date, the Issue Date; 

"Affiliate" means, in relation to the Issuer, any entity which is (a) an entity controlled, directly or 

indirectly, by the Issuer, (b) an entity that controls, directly or indirectly, the Issuer or (c) an entity 

directly or indirectly under common control with the Issuer; 

"Alternative Pre-nominated Index" means in respect of a Relevant Benchmark, the first of the 

indices, benchmarks or other price sources specified in the applicable Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement as an "Alternative Pre-nominated Index" that is not subject to 

an Administrator/ Benchmark Event or (in the case of Equity-Linked Securities) an Index 

Cancellation or an Index Modification or (in the case of Commodity-Linked Securities which 

reference a Commodity Index) a Commodity Index Cancellation or a Commodity Index 

Modification; 

"Business Day" means any day, other than a Saturday or Sunday, 

(a) that is neither a legal holiday nor a day on which banking institutions are authorised or 

required by law or regulation to close in London; and 

(b) for Securities denominated in: 

(i) a Settlement Currency other than euro or Australian dollars, in the principal 

financial centre of the country of the Settlement Currency, and in each (if any) 

Additional Business Centre; 

(ii) Australian dollars, in Sydney, and in each (if any) Additional Business Centre; 

and 

(iii) euro, that is also a TARGET Settlement Day and a day that is neither a legal 

holiday nor a day on which banking institutions are authorised or required by law 

or regulation to close in each (if any) Additional Business Centre; 

"CEA" means the United States Commodity Exchange Act, as amended; 

"Clearing System Business Day" means, in respect of a Clearing System, any day on which such 

Clearing System is open for the acceptance and execution of settlement instructions; 

"Clearing Systems" means Euroclear Sweden, Euroclear, Clearstream Luxembourg and/or any 

other clearing systems as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; 

"Clearstream Luxembourg" means Clearstream Banking, société anonyme of 42 av. J.-F 

Kennedy, 1855 Luxembourg; 

"Deed of Covenant" has the meaning given to it in General Condition 1.7 (Deed of Covenant); 

"Determination Agent" means Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc of 25 Cabot Square, 

Canary Wharf, London, E14 4QA, United Kingdom; 

"Early Settlement Amount" means, in the case of General Condition 19 (Events of Default) or 

General Condition 28 (Inconvertibility Events), an amount determined by the Determination Agent 

as at such date as is selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion 

(provided that such day is not more than 15 Business Days prior to the date fixed for settlement of 

the Securities) to be the amount that a Qualified Financial Institution would charge to assume all 

of the Issuer's payment and other obligations with respect to such Securities as if no such Event of 

Default had occurred or to undertake obligations that would have the effect of preserving the 
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economic equivalent of any payment by the Issuer to the Securityholder with respect to the 

Securities; 

"EC Treaty" means the Treaty establishing the European Community (signed in Rome on 25 

March 1957), as amended by the Treaty on European Union (signed in Maastricht on 7 February 

1992) and as amended by the Treaty of Amsterdam (signed in Amsterdam on 2 October 1997), as 

further amended from time to time; 

"euro", "€" and "EUR" each means the lawful single currency of the member states of the 

European Union that have adopted and continue to retain a common single currency through 

monetary union in accordance with European Union treaty law (as amended from time to time); 

"Euroclear" means Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. of 1 Boulevard du Roi Albert II, 1210 Brussels, 

Belgium; 

"Euroclear Sweden" means Euroclear Sweden AB, Klarabergsviadukten 63, Box 191, SE 101 23, 

Stockholm, Sweden; 

"European Economic and Monetary Union" means economic and monetary union pursuant to 

the EC Treaty; 

"Exempt Securities" means Securities for which no prospectus is required to be published under 

the Prospectus Regulation; 

"Exercise Date" means, in respect of any Security, the day on which an Exercise Notice relating 

to that Security is delivered in accordance with the provisions of General Condition 8.7 (Form of 

Exercise Notice) or such other date as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; 

"Exercise Notice" means any notice in the form scheduled to the Securities Agency Agreement 

(or such other form as may from time to time be agreed by the Issuer and the Securities Registrar) 

which is delivered by a Securityholder in accordance with General Condition 8.7 (Form of Exercise 

Notice); 

"Exercise Receipt" means a receipt issued by an Agent to a depositing Securityholder upon deposit 

of a Security with such Agent by any Securityholder wanting to exercise a Security; 

"Extraordinary Resolution" has the meaning given in the Securities Agency Agreement; 

"Fitch" means Fitch Ratings, Inc.; 

"General Terms and Conditions" or "General Conditions" has the meaning given to it in the 

introductory italicised paragraph to these Terms and Conditions; 

"Global Registered Security" means a Security in global certificate form; 

"holder" has, in respect of: 

(a) Registered Securities, the meaning given in General Condition 3.2 (Registered Securities); 

and 

(b) Swedish Securities, the meaning given in General Condition 3.3 (Swedish Securities); 

"Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax" means that, on or after the Strike Date of any 

Securities due to the adoption of or any change in any applicable law or regulation (including 

without limitation any law or regulation implementing a system of financial transaction taxes in 

any jurisdiction, including the European Union relating to any tax, payable in respect of the transfer 

of, or issue or modification or settlement of, any financial instruments), the Issuer determines 

(acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner) that either it or any of its Affiliates 

would incur or has incurred a materially increased amount of tax, transfer tax, duty, stamp duty, 

stamp duty reserve tax, expense or fee (other than brokerage commissions) to (A) enter into, 

modify or unwind the Securities or any part thereof, or perform its obligations under such 
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Securities, including for the avoidance of doubt any obligation or exercise of any right to deliver 

Shares or any other asset or (B) acquire, establish, re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind or 

dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) it deems necessary to hedge the risk of entering into and 

performing its obligations with respect to the relevant Securities or (C) realize, recover or remit 

the proceeds of any such transaction(s) or asset(s), provided that the Issuer has determined that the 

nature of the adoption of or any change in law or regulation is such that it is applicable to investors 

generally when carrying out similar trading or hedging activities in the relevant jurisdiction; 

"Individual Registered Securities" has the meaning given to it in General Condition 3.2 

(Registered Securities); 

"Issuer Call Option" has the meaning given in the Additional Conditions; 

"Issue Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; 

"Latest Exercise Time" means 10:00 a.m. (local time in the place where the Specified Office of 

the relevant Agent is located), unless specified otherwise in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement; 

"Minimum Transfer Amount" has the meaning given in General Condition 4.3 (Minimum 

Transfer Amount); 

"Moody's" means Moody's Investors Service, Inc.; 

"Participating Member State" means a Member State of the European Community which adopts 

the euro as its lawful currency in accordance with the Treaty; 

"Payment Business Day" means: 

(a) if the currency of payment is euro, any day which is: 

(i) a day on which banks in the relevant place of presentation are open for 

presentation and payment of bearer debt securities and for dealings in foreign 

currencies; and 

(ii) in the case of payment by transfer to an account, a TARGET Settlement Day and 

a day on which dealings in foreign currencies may be carried on in each (if any) 

Additional Business Centre; or 

(b) if the currency of payment is not euro, any day which is: 

(i) a day on which banks in the relevant place of presentation are open for 

presentation and payment of bearer debt securities and for dealings in foreign 

currencies; and 

(ii) in the case of payment by transfer to an account, a day on which dealings in 

foreign currencies may be carried on in the Principal Financial Centre of the 

currency of payment and in each (if any) Additional Business Centre; 

"Principal Financial Centre" means, in respect of any Securities and any currency, the financial 

centre(s) for that currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement or, if none is specified, the financial centre or centres determined by the Determination 

Agent in its sole and absolute discretion; 

"Prospectus Regulation" means Regulation (EU) 2017/1129, as amended; 

"Qualified Financial Institution" means a financial institution organized under the laws of any 

jurisdiction in the United States of America, the European Union or Japan, which, as at the date 

the Determination Agent selects to determine the Early Settlement Amount, has outstanding debt 

obligations with a stated maturity of one year or less from the date of issue of such outstanding 

debt obligations, and such financial institution is rated either: 
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(a) A2 or higher by Standard & Poor's Ratings Services or any successor, or any other 

comparable rating then used by that rating agency, or 

(b) P-2 or higher by Moody's Investors Service, Inc. or any successor, or any other comparable 

rating then used by that rating agency, 

provided that, if no Qualified Financial Institutional is reasonably available, then the 

Determination Agent shall select a financial institution of reputable standing organized under the 

laws of any jurisdiction in the United States of America, the European Union or Japan as a 

Qualified Financial Institution; 

"Reference Dealers" means, in respect of any Securities, the dealers specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Register" shall have the meaning given to it in the Securities Agency Agreement; 

"Registered Certificate Form" has the meaning given in General Condition 3.2 (Registered 

Securities); 

"Registered Certificates" has the meaning given in General Condition 3 (Form, Title and 

Ownership of Securities); 

"Registered Securities" has the meaning given in General Condition 3 (Form, Title and 

Ownership of Securities); 

"Registered Warrants" has the meaning given in General Condition 3 (Form, Title and 

Ownership of Securities); 

"Regulation S" means Regulation S under the Securities Act; 

"Relevant Benchmark" means a Relevant Commodity Benchmark, a Relevant Equity Index 

Benchmark or a Relevant FX Benchmark; 

"Relevant Underlying Value" means: 

(a) for the purposes of determining the Final Reference Price of the Relevant Underlying on 

the Exercise Valuation Date or the Termination Price of the Relevant Underlying on the 

Termination Valuation Date, as the case may be, if the Relevant Underlying is: 

(i) a Share, the official closing price of such Share on the relevant Exchange at the 

Determination Time on such day; 

(ii) an Index, the official closing level of the Index published by the Index Sponsor at 

the Determination Time on such day; 

(iii) a Commodity or a Commodity Futures Contract, the Commodity Reference Price 

on such day; 

(iv) a Commodity Index, the official closing level of the Index published by the 

Sponsor on such day; 

(v) a Currency Pair, the Specified Rate on such day; 

(vi) a Bond Futures Contract, the Official Settlement Price of the Bond Futures 

Contract on such day; 

(vii) if different, as otherwise specified in the relevant Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; or 
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(b) for the purposes of any other determination in these Conditions on any day (including 

without limitation, for the purposes of determining the Stop Loss Event Price or the Reset 

Event Price of the Relevant Underlying on any day), if the Relevant Underlying is: 

(i) a Share, the price of such Share on the relevant Exchange at the relevant time on 

such day; 

(ii) an Index, the level of the Index published by the Index Sponsor at the relevant 

time on such day; 

(iii) a Commodity or a Commodity Futures Contract, the Commodity Reference Price 

on such day; 

(iv) a Commodity Index, the level of the Commodity Index published by the Sponsor 

at the relevant time on such day; 

(v) a Currency Pair, the Specified Rate on such day; 

(vi) a Bond Futures Contract, the price of the Bond Futures Contract on the relevant 

Exchange at the relevant time on such day; or 

(vii) if different, as otherwise specified in the relevant Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; 

"Reserved Matter" means any proposal to change any date fixed for payment in respect of the 

Securities, to reduce the amount of any payment payable on any date in respect of the Securities, 

to alter the method of calculating the amount of any payment in respect of the Securities or the date 

for any such payment, to change the currency of any payment under the Securities or to change the 

quorum requirements relating to meetings or the majority required to pass an Extraordinary 

Resolution; 

"S&P" means Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC through its business unit S&P Global 

Ratings; 

"Securities Act" means the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended; 

"Securityholder" has, in respect of: 

(a) Registered Securities, the meaning given in General Condition 3.2 (Registered Securities); 

and 

(b) Swedish Securities, the meaning given in General Condition 3.3 (Swedish Securities); 

"Settlement Amount" means an amount determined in accordance with the Additional 

Conditions; 

"Settlement Currency" means, in respect of any Securities, the currency specified as such in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Settlement Cycle" means, in respect of an Underlying Security or Index, the period of Settlement 

Cycle Days following a trade in such Underlying Security, the securities or other property 

underlying such Index, as the case may be, on the Exchange in which settlement will customarily 

occur according to the rules of such Exchange (or, if there are multiple Exchanges in respect of an 

Index, the longest such period) and for this purpose "Settlement Cycle Day" means a day on which 

the relevant Exchange at the relevant time is open for the acceptance and execution of settlement 

instructions or, if none, a day selected by the Determination Agent; 

"Settlement Date" has the meaning given to it in the Additional Conditions; 

"Specified Office" means, in respect of any Securities, in the case of a Reference Dealer, any office 

or branch of the Reference Dealer located in the city specified for such purpose in the Final Terms 

or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement and, in the case of an Agent, has the meaning given to 

such term in the Securities Agency Agreement or the office specified in the Issue and Paying Agent 
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Agreement, as applicable. If a city is not so specified in respect of a Reference Dealer, the Specified 

Office will be deemed to be an office or branch of such Reference Dealer located in the Principal 

Financial Centre of the Reference Currency unless no quotations are available from the relevant 

office or branch of such Reference Dealer in which case, the Specified Office of the relevant 

Reference Dealer shall be the office or branch of such Reference Dealer located in any major 

financial market for the purchase and sale of the Reference Currency and the Settlement Currency 

outside the country where the Reference Currency is the lawful currency, as selected by the 

Determination Agent; 

"Strike Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; 

"Substitution Date" has the meaning given to it in General Condition 29.6 (Right to require 

repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities); 

"Substitution Repurchase Right" has the meaning given to it in General Condition 29.6 (Right 

to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities); 

"Swedish CSD" means a duly authorised Swedish central securities depository (Sw.: central 

värdepappersförvarare) under the Swedish Central Securities Depositaries and Financial 

Instruments Accounts Act (Sw.: lag (1998:1479) om centrala värdepappersförvarare och 

kontoföring av finansiella instrument), which is expected to be Euroclear Sweden; 

"Swedish CSD Register" means, in respect of any Swedish Securities, the book entry register 

maintained by the Swedish CSD on behalf of the Issuer in respect of such Swedish Securities; 

"Swedish CSD Rules" means the Swedish legislation, regulations, rules and operating procedures 

applicable to and/or issued by the Swedish CSD (including, but not limited to, the Swedish Central 

Securities Depositaries and Financial Instruments Accounts Act (Sw.: lag (1998:1479) om centrala 

värdepappersförvarare och kontoföring av finansiella instrument)); 

"Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent" means Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (Publ) or any 

other duly authorised issuing and paying agent under the Swedish CSD Rules and designated as 

such in Part B of the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Swedish Securities" means any Tranche of Securities issued by the Issuer, and which are 

specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"TARGET Settlement Day" means any day on which TARGET2 is open for the settlement of 

payments in euro; 

"TARGET2" means the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross Settlement Express Transfer 

payment system which utilises a single shared platform and which was launched on 19 November 

2007; 

"Taxes" mean all applicable stamp tax, stamp duty reserve tax, financial transaction tax, estate, 

inheritance, gift, transfer, capital gains, corporation, income, property, withholding, other taxes, 

duties and charges; and 

"Warrant Certificate" has the meaning given in General Condition 3.2 (Registered Securities). 

2.2 Interpretation: 

In the General Conditions: 

(a) capitalised terms used but not defined shall have the meanings given to them in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement the absence of any such meaning 

indicating that such term is not applicable to the Securities; 

(b) any reference to the Issuer, the Securities Registrar, the Securities Transfer Agent, the 

Determination Agent, the Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent, the Swedish Programme 
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Agent (in each such case, if any), any holder or the Securityholders are to those persons 

in relation to the Securities; 

(c) a reference to a "Person" in the General Conditions includes any person, firm, company, 

corporation, government, state or agency of a state or any association, trust or partnership 

(whether or not having separate legal personality) of two or more of the foregoing; 

(d) words importing the plural shall include the singular and vice versa, unless the context 

requires otherwise; 

(e) a reference to a provision of law is a reference to that provision as amended or re-enacted; 

and 

(f) references to a company or entity shall be deemed to include a reference to any successor 

or replacement thereto. 

3. FORM, TITLE AND OWNERSHIP OF SECURITIES 

3.1 Forms of Securities: 

MSI plc may issue Warrants in registered form ("Registered Warrants") and Certificates in 

registered form ("Registered Certificates", and together with the Registered Warrants, the 

"Registered Securities") or Swedish Securities (as defined in General Condition 2 (Definitions 

and Interpretation) as "Swedish Securities") which Securities would be in dematerialised and 

uncertificated book-entry form with the Swedish central securities depositary. 

3.2 Registered Securities: 

(a) Form: 

(i) General: 

Registered Securities will be either in global registered form ("Global Registered 

Securities") or individual certificate form ("Individual Registered Securities"), 

in each case as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. In respect of Registered Securities represented by: 

(A) a Global Registered Security: the Global Registered Security will be 

registered in the name of a common depositary (or its nominee) for the 

Clearing System and be deposited on or about the issue date with the 

common depositary and will be exchangeable in accordance with the 

terms of such Global Registered Security; and 

(B) Individual Registered Securities: a certificate (a "Warrant Certificate") 

will be issued to each holder of Registered Warrants in respect of its 

registered holding and a certificate (a "Registered Certificate Form") 

will be issued to each holder of Registered Certificates in respect of its 

registered holding. For the purpose of the General Conditions only, the 

Warrant Certificates and Registered Certificate Forms shall together be 

the "Registered Security Certificates". Each Registered Security 

Certificate will be numbered serially with an identifying number which 

will be recorded in the Register. 

In respect of Registered Securities, "holder" or "Securityholder" means the 

person in whose name such Registered Securities is for the time being registered 

in the Register (or, in the case of a joint holding, the first named thereof). Where 

the Registered Securities are represented by a Global Registered Security, (I) 

"holder" or "Securityholder" means the person in whose name such Global 

Registered Security is for the time being registered which, for as long as the 

Global Registered Security is held by the common depositary (or its nominee) for 

the Clearing System, will be that common depositary (or its nominee) and (II) 

"Accountholder" means each person shown in the records of the Clearing System 
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as being entitled to an interest in a Global Registered Security. For the avoidance 

of doubt, an Accountholder is not a "holder" or a "Securityholder", 

notwithstanding that the Accountholder has certain rights under the General 

Conditions as to the exercise of the Securities and pursuant to the Deed of 

Covenant. 

(ii) Exchange of Global Registered Security to Individual Registered Securities: 

A Global Registered Security may be exchanged in whole (but not in part) for 

Individual Registered Securities in accordance with the terms of the Securities 

Agency Agreement and the Global Registered Security. 

See "Description of provisions relating to the Securities in global form - 

Exchange of a Global Registered Security for Individual Registered Securities" 

below. 

(b) Title: 

The holder of the Registered Securities will have title to the Registered Securities, and in 

respect of Securities represented by a Global Registered Security, will have title to the 

aggregate number of Securities represented by the Global Registered Security. 

(c) Ownership: 

In respect of Registered Securities are represented by: 

(i) a Global Registered Security, for as long as the common depositary (or its 

nominee) for the Clearing System is the registered holder of a Global Registered 

Security, such common depositary shall be considered the legal owner of the 

Securities represented by such Global Registered Security for all purposes under 

the Securities Agency Agreement and such Registered Securities (except to the 

extent that in accordance with the Clearing System's published rules and 

procedures any ownership rights may be exercised by its participants or beneficial 

owners through participants) and the Accountholders shall be considered 

beneficial owners of the Securities represented by such Global Registered 

Security; and 

(ii) Individual Registered Securities, the holder of the Registered Securities shall 

(except as otherwise required by law) be treated as the absolute owner for all 

purposes, whether or not it is overdue and regardless of any notice of ownership, 

trust or any other interest in it, any writing on the Registered Security Certificate 

(other than the endorsed form of transfer) or its loss or theft and no person shall 

be liable for so treating such holder. 

3.3 Swedish Securities: 

(a) Form: Swedish Securities will be issued in uncertificated and dematerialised book entry 

form in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules. 

(b) Title: In respect of Swedish Securities, "holder" and "Securityholder" mean the person 

in whose name a Swedish Security is registered in the Swedish CSD Register and the 

reference to a person in whose name a Swedish Security is registered shall include also 

any person duly authorised to act as a nominee (Sw. Förvaltare) and so registered for the 

Swedish Security. 

(c) Ownership: Except as ordered by a court of competent jurisdiction or as required by law, 

the holder (as defined above) of any Swedish Security shall be deemed to be and may be 

treated as its absolute owner for all purposes, whether or not it is overdue and regardless 

of any notice of ownership, trust or an interest in it and no person shall be liable for so 

treating the holder. The Issuer shall be entitled to obtain information from the Swedish 

CSD Register in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules. As the Swedish Securities will 

be in uncertificated and dematerialised book-entry form, the Conditions as so amended 
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shall be deemed to be incorporated by reference in, and to form part of the Deed of 

Covenant, by which the Swedish Securities are constituted. No physical global or 

definitive warrants or certificates will be issued in respect of Swedish Securities. 

4. TRANSFERS OF SECURITIES 

4.1 Registered Securities: 

(a) Transfers: Title to the Registered Securities passes by registration in the Register. Subject 

to General Conditions 4.1(b) (Closed Periods) and 4.1(c) (Regulations concerning 

transfers and registration), a Registered Security may be transferred upon surrender of 

the Global Registered Security certificate or the relevant Registered Security Certificate 

(as applicable), with the endorsed form of transfer duly completed, at the Specified Office 

of the Securities Registrar or any Securities Transfer Agent, together with such evidence 

as the Securities Registrar or (as the case may be) such Securities Transfer Agent may 

reasonably require to prove the title of the transferor and the authority of the individuals 

who have executed the form of transfer. In the case where not all the Securities represented 

by the surrendered Registered Security Certificate are the subject of the transfer, a new 

Global Registered Security certificate or Registered Security Certificate (as applicable) in 

respect of the balance of the Registered Securities will be issued to the transferor. 

(b) Closed Periods: Holders of Registered Securities may not require transfers to be registered 

during the period of 15 days ending on the due date for any payment in respect of the 

Registered Securities. 

(c) Regulations concerning transfers and registration: All transfers of Registered Securities 

and entries on the Register are subject to the detailed regulations concerning the transfer 

of Registered Securities scheduled to the Securities Agency Agreement. The regulations 

may be changed by the Issuer with the prior written approval of the Securities Registrar. 

A copy of the current regulations will be mailed (free of charge) by the Securities Registrar 

to any holder of Registered Securities who requests in writing a copy of such regulations. 

(d) Transfers of the interest of an Accountholder: Transfers of the interest of an Accountholder 

of an indirect interest in any Securities that are represented by a Global Registered Security 

must be effected through the relevant Accountholder's account with the Clearing System 

and in accordance with the rules of the Clearing System. 

4.2 Swedish Securities: 

Transfers of Swedish Securities may be effected only through the Clearing System(s) in which the 

Swedish Securities to be transferred are held. Title to Swedish Securities shall pass by registration 

in the Swedish CSD Register and in accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules. 

4.3 Minimum Transfer Amount: 

Interests in any Securities will be transferable in a minimum aggregate number of Securities (the 

"Minimum Transfer Amount") as is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. Securities may not be offered, sold, delivered or otherwise transferred at any time 

within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. Persons (as defined in this Base 

Prospectus) and each Security will have a legend to such effect. 

5. STATUS OF SECURITIES 

The Securities of each Series constitute direct and general obligations of the Issuer which rank pari 

passu among themselves. 

6. REPLACEMENT OF SECURITIES 

If any Security is lost, stolen, mutilated, defaced or destroyed, it may be replaced at the Specified 

Office of the Securities Registrar, during normal business hours (and, if the Securities are then 

admitted to listing, trading and/or quotation by any listing authority, stock exchange and/or 

quotation system which requires the appointment of an Agent in any particular place, the Agent 
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having its Specified Office in the place required by such listing authority, stock exchange and/or 

quotation system), subject to all applicable laws and stock exchange requirements, upon payment 

by the claimant of the expenses incurred in connection with such replacement and on such terms 

as to evidence, security, indemnity and otherwise as the Issuer may reasonably require. Mutilated 

or defaced Securities must be surrendered before replacements will be issued. 

7. PURCHASE OF SECURITIES BY ISSUER OR AFFILIATE 

The Issuer or any of its Affiliates may at any time and from time to time purchase Securities at any 

price in the open market or otherwise and such Securities may, at the option of the relevant 

purchasers, be held, resold, re-issued or cancelled or otherwise dealt with. No Security which has 

been exercised, or purchased and cancelled, may be re-issued. 

8. EXERCISE OF SECURITIES 

8.1 Delivery outside the United States: 

Notwithstanding anything else in the Conditions, no cash, securities or other property shall be 

delivered in the United States (as defined in Regulation S and in the CEA) in connection with the 

settlement of, or exercise of, Securities. 

8.2 Exercise: 

Subject to prior termination of the Securities as provided in the General Conditions, the Securities 

may be exercised by, if the Securities are represented by: 

(a) a Global Registered Security: 

an Accountholder (at his own expense) at such time and on such day(s) as provided in the 

Conditions, in respect of some or all of the Securities held by the Accountholder in its 

account with the clearing system (and notwithstanding that an Accountholder is not a 

"holder" of the Securities under the Conditions), by delivery of a duly completed and 

signed Exercise Notice to (i) the Clearing System and (ii) the Securities Registrar, with 

copy to the Determination Agent. Any such exercise shall be subject to the rules and 

procedures of the Clearing System and any Exercise Notice shall be irrevocable and may 

not be withdrawn by the Accountholder. The holder of the Global Registered Security 

upon the exercise of the Securities in full must, within the period specified therein for the 

deposit of the Securities, deposit such Global Registered Security with the Securities 

Registrar; or 

(b) Individual Registered Securities: 

a holder (at his own expense) at such time and on such day(s) as provided in Conditions 

by depositing from a location outside the United States the Registered Security Certificate 

and delivering from a location outside the United States a duly completed and signed 

Exercise Notice to the Securities Registrar and (ii) delivering a copy of such Exercise 

Notice to the Determination Agent. 

8.3 Voidable Exercise: 

Any Exercise Notice delivered after the Latest Exercise Time on any day shall be void. 

8.4 Clearing System Business Day: 

Exercise of Securities represented by a Global Registered Security may only be effected on a day 

that is a Clearing System Business Day in addition to any other relevant day as provided in the 

General Conditions and must be exercised as provided in the General Conditions by 10 a.m. in the 

place where Euroclear and/or Clearstream Luxembourg and/or any other Clearing System through 

which the Securities are exercised. 
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8.5 Exercise Receipt: 

In respect of Securities represented by Individual Registered Securities, the Securities Registrar 

with which a Registered Security Certificate is deposited shall deliver a duly completed Exercise 

Receipt to the depositing holder. 

8.6 No withdrawal of deposited Registered Security Certificate: 

In respect of Securities represented by Individual Registered Securities, no Registered Security 

Certificate, once deposited with a duly completed Exercise Notice in accordance with this General 

Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities), may be withdrawn; provided however that if, following due 

presentation of any Registered Security Certificate, payment of the moneys falling due is 

improperly withheld or refused by the Issuer, the Securities Registrar shall mail notification thereof 

to the depositing holder at such address as may have been given by such holder in the Exercise 

Notice and shall hold such Registered Security Certificate at its Specified Office for collection by 

the depositing holder against surrender of the Exercise Receipt. 

8.7 Form of Exercise Notice: 

Each Exercise Notice shall be in the form (for the time being current) available from the Securities 

Registrar, and must, if the Securities are represented by: 

(a) a Global Registered Security: 

(i) specify the name, address, telephone, facsimile and telex details of the 

Accountholder in respect of the Securities being exercised; 

(ii) specify the aggregate number of Securities being exercised by the Accountholder 

(which must not be less than the Minimum Exercise Amount); 

(iii) specify the number of the Accountholder's account at the Clearing System to be 

debited with the Securities being exercised and irrevocably instruct, or, as the case 

may be, confirm that the Accountholder has irrevocably instructed, the Clearing 

System to debit the Accountholder's account with the Securities being exercised 

and credit the same to the account of the Securities Registrar (for the account of 

the Issuer); 

(iv) where applicable, specify the number of the Accountholder's account at the 

Clearing System to be credited with the Settlement Amount for the Securities 

being exercised; 

(v) include an irrevocable undertaking to pay any applicable Taxes due by reason of 

exercise of and an authority to the Issuer and the Clearing System to deduct an 

amount in respect thereof from any Settlement Amount due to such 

Accountholder or otherwise (on, or at any time after, the Settlement Date) and to 

debit a specified account of the Accountholder at the Clearing System with an 

amount or amounts in respect thereof; and 

(vi) authorise the production of such certification in any applicable administrative or 

legal proceedings. 

(b) Individual Registered Securities: 

(i) specify the name, address, telephone and facsimile details of the holder in respect 

of the Securities being exercised; 

(ii) specify the details of Series and Tranche of Securities being exercised; 

(iii) specify the aggregate number of Securities being exercised by the holder (which 

must not be less than the Minimum Exercise Amount); 
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(iv) specify the details of the account of the holder to be credited with the Settlement 

Amount; 

(v) include an irrevocable undertaking to pay any applicable Taxes due by reason of 

exercise of the Securities and, if such amounts have not been paid prior to the 

Settlement Date, an authority to the Issuer to deduct an amount in respect thereof 

from the Settlement Amount due to such holder (on the Settlement Date) and to 

credit the specified account of the Securities Registrar (for the account of the 

Issuer) with an amount or amounts in respect thereof; and 

(vi) contain a representation and warranty from the holder to the effect that the 

Securities to which the Exercise Notice relates are free from all liens, charges, 

encumbrances and other third party rights. 

8.8 Verification of holder: 

To exercise any Securities if the Securities are represented by: 

(a) a Global Registered Security: 

(i) the Accountholder must duly complete an Exercise Notice. The Issuer 

understands that the Clearing System shall, in accordance with its normal 

operating procedures, verify that each person exercising Securities is the 

Accountholder according to the records of such Clearing System and that such 

Accountholder has an account at the Clearing System which contains Securities 

in an amount being exercised and funds equal to any applicable Taxes in respect 

of the Securities being exercised. 

(ii) If, in the determination of the Clearing System or the Securities Registrar: 

(A) the Exercise Notice is not complete or not in proper form; 

(B) the person submitting an Exercise Notice is not validly entitled to 

exercise the Securities or not validly entitled to deliver such Exercise 

Notice; or 

(C) sufficient Securities and funds equal to any applicable Taxes are not 

available in the specified account(s) with the Clearing System on the 

Exercise Date, 

that Exercise Notice will be treated as void and a new duly completed Exercise 

Notice must be submitted if exercise of the Accountholder's Securities is still 

desired. Any determination by the Clearing System, the Securities Registrar as to 

any of the matters set out above shall, in the absence of manifest error, be 

conclusive and binding upon the Issuer, the Accountholder and the beneficial 

owner of the Securities exercised. 

(b) Individual Registered Securities: 

(i) the holder must duly complete an Exercise Notice. The Securities Registrar shall, 

in accordance with its normal operating procedures, verify that each person 

exercising the Securities is the holder. 

(ii) If, in the determination of the Securities Registrar: 

(A) the Exercise Notice is not complete or not in proper form; 

(B) the person submitting an Exercise Notice is not validly entitled to 

exercise the Securities or not validly entitled to deliver such Exercise 

Notice; 
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(C) the holder does not provide evidence, at the reasonable request of the 

Securities Registrar, that sufficient funds equal to any applicable Taxes 

will be available on the Exercise Date, 

that Exercise Notice will be treated as void and a new duly completed Exercise 

Notice must be submitted if exercise of the holder's Securities is still desired. Any 

determination by the Securities Registrar as to any of the matters set out above 

shall, in the absence of manifest error, be conclusive and binding upon the Issuer 

and the holder of the Securities exercised. 

8.9 Notification to the Securities Registrar: 

Subject to the verification set out in General Condition 8.8 (Verification of holder) above, if the 

Securities are represented by, 

(a) a Global Registered Security: 

(i) the Issuer shall procure that the Clearing System will: 

(A) confirm to the Securities Registrar (copied to the Issuer and the 

Determination Agent) the aggregate number of Securities being 

exercised and the number of the account to be credited with the 

Settlement Amount; and 

(B) promptly notify the common depositary of receipt of the Exercise Notice 

and the aggregate number of Securities to be exercised. 

Upon exercise of less than all of the Securities represented by the Global 

Registered Security, the Securities Registrar will note such exercise in the 

Register relating to such Global Registered Security and the aggregate number of 

Securities so exercised as represented by the Global Registered Security shall be 

cancelled pro tanto. 

(b) Individual Registered Securities: 

Upon the exercise in part of the aggregate number of the Securities represented by an 

Individual Registered Security, the Securities Registrar will note such exercise and the 

Securities Registrar shall cancel the Individual Registered Security (as applicable) 

deposited and issue the holder of the Security with a new Individual Registered Security 

(as applicable) representing the number of the holder's Securities not exercised. 

8.10 Debit of Accountholder's Account: 

The Issuer shall procure that the Clearing System will on or before the Settlement Date debit the 

account of the Accountholder and credit the account of the Principal Securities Agent (in favour 

of the Issuer) with: 

(a) the Securities being exercised; 

(b) any applicable Taxes (if any) in respect of the Securities being exercised; and 

(c) any other amounts as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

If any of such items are not so credited to the account of the Principal Securities Agent (in favour 

of the Issuer), then the Issuer shall be under no obligation to make any payment of any nature to 

the Accountholder in respect of the Securities being exercised, and the Exercise Notice delivered 

in respect of such Securities shall thereafter be void for all purposes. 
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8.11 Irrevocable election and undertaking: If the Securities are represented by: 

(a) a Global Registered Security: 

delivery of an Exercise Notice shall constitute an irrevocable election and undertaking by 

the Accountholder to exercise the Securities specified therein, provided that the person 

exercising and delivering such Exercise Notice is the person then appearing in the records 

of the Clearing System as the holder of the Securities. If the person exercising and 

delivering the Exercise Notice is not the person so appearing, such Exercise Notice shall 

for all purposes become void and shall be deemed not to have been so delivered. 

(b) Individual Registered Securities: 

delivery of an Exercise Notice shall constitute an irrevocable election and undertaking by 

the holder to exercise the Securities specified therein, provided that the person exercising 

and delivering such Exercise Notice is the person then appearing in the Register as the 

holder of the Registered Security. If the person exercising and delivering the Exercise 

Notice is not the person so appearing, such Exercise Notice shall for all purposes become 

void and shall be deemed not to have been so delivered. 

8.12 No transfer of legal or beneficial ownership after delivery of an Exercise Notice: If the Securities 

are represented by: 

(a) a Global Registered Security: 

after the delivery of an Exercise Notice (other than an Exercise Notice which shall become 

void) by an Accountholder, such Accountholder shall not be permitted to transfer either 

legal or beneficial ownership of the Securities exercised thereby. Notwithstanding this, if 

any Accountholder does so transfer or attempt to transfer such Securities, the 

Accountholder will be liable to the Issuer for any losses, costs and expenses suffered or 

incurred by the Issuer including those suffered or incurred as a consequence of it having 

terminated any related hedging operations in reliance on the Exercise Notice and 

subsequently: (i) entering into replacement hedging operations in respect of such 

Securities; or (ii) paying any amount on the subsequent exercise of such Securities without 

having entered into any replacement hedging operations. 

(b) Individual Registered Securities: 

after the delivery of an Exercise Notice (other than an Exercise Notice which shall become 

void pursuant to General Conditions 8.3 (Voidable Exercise) and 8.8 (Verification of 

holder), such holder shall not be permitted to transfer either legal or beneficial ownership 

of the Securities exercised thereby. Notwithstanding this, if any holder does so transfer or 

attempt to transfer such Securities, the holder will be liable to the Issuer for any losses, 

costs and expenses suffered or incurred by the Issuer including those suffered or incurred 

as a consequence of it having terminated any related hedging operations in reliance on the 

Exercise Notice and subsequently: (i) entering into replacement hedging operations in 

respect of such Securities; or (ii) paying any amount on the subsequent exercise of such 

Securities without having entered into any replacement hedging operations. 

8.13 Depositor as deemed holder: 

For so long as any outstanding Security is held by the Securities Registrar or Securities Transfer 

Agent in accordance with this General Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities), the depositor of the 

Registered Security Certificate and not the Securities Registrar or Securities Transfer Agent (as 

applicable) shall be deemed to be the holder for all purposes. 

8.14 Swedish Securities: 

Swedish Securities may only be exercised by delivery of a duly completed Exercise Notice to the 

Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent in respect of such Swedish Securities and these Conditions shall 

be construed accordingly. The Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent (or such other person designated 

by the then applicable Swedish CSD Rules as responsible for such actions) shall perform the 
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verification and debiting of the relevant securities accounts referred to in General Conditions 8.8 

(Verification of holder), 9 (Payment) (or, as the case may be under the then applicable Swedish 

CSD Rules and request and/or effect the transfer by the holder of such Swedish Securities to an 

account blocked for further transfers until such debiting may occur). Settlement will occur in 

accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules and payments will be effected to the holder recorded as 

such on the record date (as specified in the then applicable Swedish CSD Rules), or such other 

business day falling closer to the due date as may then be stipulated in said Swedish CSD Rules 

(such date being the "Record Date" for the purposes of the Swedish Securities). Claims for any 

amount payable in respect of the Swedish Securities shall become void unless made within a period 

of ten years after the relevant due date. 

8.15 Minimum Number of Securities Exercisable 

The Securities are exercisable in the minimum number (the "Minimum Exercise Amount") 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement (or, if a "Permitted 

Multiple" is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement higher integral 

multiples of the Minimum Exercise Amount) on any particular occasion or such lesser Minimum 

Exercise Amount or other Permitted Multiple as the Issuer may from time to time notify to the 

holders in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). 

9. PAYMENTS 

9.1 Registered Securities: 

(a) Payments: 

In respect of Securities represented by: 

(i) a Global Registered Security: shall only be made against presentation and (in the 

case of payment in full) and/or surrender of the Global Registered Security at the 

Specified Office of the Securities Registrar and will be effective to satisfy and 

discharge the corresponding liabilities of the Issuer in respect of the Securities. 

On each occasion on which a payment is made in respect of the Global Registered 

Security, the Issuer shall procure that the same is entered pro rata in the records 

of the Clearing System. Any payments to Accountholders will be made in 

accordance with the rules and procedures of the Clearing System. None of 

the Issuer, the Securities Registrar or the Securities Transfer Agent, shall be 

liable, under any circumstance, for any acts or defaults of any Clearing 

System in the performance of the Clearing System's duties in relation to the 

Securities; and 

(ii) Individual Registered Securities: shall be made only following surrender of the 

Registered Security Certificate at the Specified Office of the Securities Registrar 

outside the United States by cheque drawn in the currency in which the payment 

is due on, or, upon application of a holder of a Security, by transfer to the account 

specified by the holder in the Exercise Notice denominated in that currency (or, 

if that currency is euro, any other account to which euro may be credited or 

transferred) and maintained by the payee with, a bank in the Principal Financial 

Centre of that currency not later than the Payment Business Day that is not later 

than the Record Date in respect of such Securities. 

(b) Payment Business Day: 

Where payment is to be made by transfer to an account, payment instructions (for value 

the due date, or, if the due date is not a Payment Business Day, for value the next 

succeeding Payment Business Day) will be initiated and, where payment is to be made by 

cheque, the cheque will be mailed, on the later of the due date for payment and the day on 

which the Registered Security Certificate is surrendered at the Specified Office of the 

Securities Registrar. A holder of a Registered Security shall not be entitled to any payment 

in respect of any delay in payment resulting from (A) the due date for a payment not being 
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a Payment Business Day or (B) a cheque mailed in accordance with this General Condition 

8 (Exercise of Securities) arriving after the due date for payment or being lost in the mail. 

(c) Record Date: 

Each payment made in respect of Securities represented by: 

(i) a Global Registered Security: will be made to the person shown as the holder of 

such Global Registered Security in the Register at the close of business in the 

Clearing System on the Clearing System Business Day before the due date for 

such payment (the "Record Date" in respect of such Registered Securities); and 

(ii) Individual Registered Securities: will be made to the person shown as the holder 

in the Register at the opening of business in the place of the Securities Registrar's 

Specified Office on the fifteenth day before the due date for such payment (the 

"Record Date" in respect of such Securities). Where the payment in respect of a 

Registered Security is to be made by cheque, the cheque will be mailed to the 

address of the holder in the Register at the opening of business on the Record 

Date. 

9.2 Swedish Securities 

Payments of any amount payable under the Conditions in respect of Swedish Securities shall be 

made to the Securityholders recorded as such on the record date (as specified in the then applicable 

Swedish CSD Rules), or such other business day falling closer to the due date as may then be 

stipulated in said Swedish CSD Rules. Such day shall be the Record Date in respect of the Swedish 

Securities. 

9.3 Payments subject to law: 

Exercise of the Securities and payments by the Issuer and the Securities Agents will be subject in 

all cases to all applicable fiscal and other laws, regulations and practices in force at the relevant 

time (including, without limitation, any relevant exchange control laws or regulations) and none 

of the Issuer or any Securities Agent shall incur any liability whatsoever if it is unable to effect the 

transactions contemplated, after using all reasonable efforts, as a result of any such laws, 

regulations and practices. 

10. SECURITIES LINKED TO THE RELEVANT UNDERLYING 

10.1 The Issuer may issue Securities: 

(a) Equity-Linked Securities: 

the payment of the Settlement Amount to be linked: 

(i) to the shares of an entity not affiliated with the Issuer (the "Share-Linked 

Securities") 

(ii) to an index (which, for the avoidance of doubt, may not be an index composed by 

the Issuer nor by any legal entity belonging to the group) (the "Index-Linked 

Securities"). 

Share-Linked Securities and Index-Linked Securities shall together be referred to 

as the "Equity-Linked Securities". 

(b) Commodity-Linked Securities: 

the payment of the Settlement Amount to be determined by reference to a commodity 

price, commodity, commodity index or commodity futures contract ("Commodity-

Linked Securities"). 
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(c) Currency-Linked Securities: 

the payment of the Settlement Amount to be determined by reference to a currency in 

comparison with another currency ("Currency-Linked Securities"). 

(d) Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities: 

the payment of the Settlement Amount to be determined by reference to the price of a bond 

futures contract ("Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities"). 

11. CONDITIONS RELATING TO EQUITY-LINKED SECURITIES 

This General Condition 11 (Conditions relating to Equity-Linked Securities) is applicable only in 

relation to Securities specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement as 

being Share-Linked Securities or Index-Linked Securities. 

11.1 Valuation and Market Disruption: 

"Valuation Date" means each date specified as such in the Additional Terms and 

Conditions (or, if such date is not a Scheduled Trading Day, the next following Scheduled 

Trading Day), subject to the provisions of this General Condition 11.1 (Valuation and 

Market Disruption). If any Valuation Date is a Disrupted Day, then: 

(i) in the case of an Index Security or Share Security, the Valuation Date shall be the 

first succeeding Scheduled Trading Day that is not a Disrupted Day, unless each 

of the eight Scheduled Trading Days immediately following the Scheduled 

Valuation Date is a Disrupted Day. In that case: 

(A) that eighth Scheduled Trading Day shall be deemed to be the Valuation 

Date, notwithstanding the fact that such day is a Disrupted Day, and 

(B) the Determination Agent shall determine in its sole and absolute 

discretion: 

(1) in respect of an Index Security, the level of the Index as of the 

Determination Time on that eighth Scheduled Trading Day in 

accordance with the formula for and method of calculating the 

Index last in effect prior to the occurrence of the first Disrupted 

Day using the Exchange traded or quoted price as of the 

Determination Time on that eighth Scheduled Trading Day of 

each security or other property comprised in the Index (or, if an 

event giving rise to a Disrupted Day has occurred in respect of 

the relevant security on that eighth Scheduled Trading Day, its 

good faith estimate of the value for the relevant security as of 

the Determination Time on that eighth Scheduled Trading Day); 

and 

(2) in respect of a Share Security, its good faith estimate of the value 

for the Share as of the Determination Time on that eighth 

Scheduled Trading Day. 

For the purposes hereof: 

"Scheduled Valuation Date" means any original date that, but for the occurrence of an event 

causing a Disrupted Day, would have been a Valuation Date. 

11.2 Adjustments to the Index: 

This General Condition 11.2 (Adjustments to the Index) is applicable only in relation to Securities 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement as being Index-Linked 

Securities. 
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(a) Successor Index 

If the Index is (i) not calculated and announced by the Index Sponsor, but is calculated 

and announced by a successor sponsor acceptable to the Determination Agent in its sole 

and absolute discretion or (ii) replaced by a Successor Index using, in the determination 

of the Determination Agent (such determination to be at the Determination Agent's sole 

and absolute discretion), the same or a substantially similar formula for and method of 

calculation as used in the calculation of the Index, then in each case that index (the 

"Successor Index") will be deemed to be the Index. 

(b) Index Cancellation or Administrator/Benchmark Event 

If on or prior to any Valuation Date, either (1) the Index Sponsor permanently cancels the 

Index and no Successor Index exists (an "Index Cancellation"); or (2) the applicable Final 

Terms or Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are 

applicable and an Administrator/Benchmark Event and an Administrator/Benchmark 

Event Date occur in respect of such Index, then: 

(i) if the applicable Final Terms or Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark 

Trigger Provisions are applicable and if an Alternative Pre-nominated Index has 

been specified in relation to such Index in the applicable Final Terms or Pricing 

Supplement, then: 

(A) the Determination Agent shall attempt to determine an Adjustment 

Payment; 

(B) if the Determination Agent determines an Adjustment Payment, 

(1) it shall notify the Issuer of the Adjustment Payment and, if the 

Adjustment Payment is an amount that the Securityholder would 

(but for General Condition 11.2(b)(i)(B)(3)(y)) be required to 

pay to the Issuer in respect of each Security, request the Issuer 

to notify the Determination Agent whether it intends to 

terminate the Securities pursuant to General Condition 11.2(d). 

If the Issuer does not intend to terminate the Securities pursuant 

to General Condition 11.2(d) then the following provisions of 

this General Condition 11.2(b)(i) shall apply; 

(2) the terms of the Securities shall be amended so that references 

to the Index are replaced by references to the Alternative Pre-

nominated Index; 

(3) the Conditions shall be adjusted to implement the Adjustment 

Payment as follows: 

(x) if the Adjustment Payment is an amount the Issuer is 

required to pay in respect of each Security, the 

Determination Agent shall adjust the Conditions to 

provide for the payment of the Adjustment Payment on 

the Settlement Date or other date when the Securities 

are terminated in whole; or 

(y) if the Adjustment Payment is an amount that the 

Securityholder would (but for this General Condition 

11.2(b)(i)(B)(3)(y)) be required to pay to the Issuer in 

respect of each Security, the Determination Agent shall 

adjust the Conditions to provide for the reduction of the 

amounts due by the Issuer until the aggregate amount 

of such reductions is equal to the Adjustment Payment, 

(subject, in the determination of the Determination 

Agent, to any minimum redemption amount of the 

Securities which the Determination Agent determines 
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is required pursuant to any applicable law or regulation 

(including, without limitation, any tax law) and the 

rules of each listing authority, stock exchange and/or 

quotation system by which the Securities have then 

been admitted to listing, trading and/or quotation); 

(4) the Determination Agent shall make such other adjustments to 

the Conditions as it determines necessary or appropriate in order 

to account for the effect of the replacement of the Index with the 

Alternative Pre-nominated Index and/or to preserve as nearly as 

practicable the economic equivalence of the Securities before 

and after the replacement of the Index with the Alternative Pre-

nominated Index; and 

(5) the Determination Agent shall notify the Issuer of any the 

replacement of the Index by the Alternative Pre-nominated 

Index, the Adjustment Payment and any other adjustments to the 

Conditions. The Issuer shall provide notice to the 

Securityholders of the replacement of the Index by the 

Alternative Pre-nominated Index, the Adjustment Payment and 

any other adjustments to the Conditions in accordance with 

General Condition 25 (Notices), giving summary details of the 

adjustment, provided that any failure to give such notice shall 

not affect the validity of the foregoing. 

(C) If the Determination Agent is unable to determine an Adjustment 

Payment, then General Condition 11.2(d) shall apply. 

(ii) If the applicable Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement do not 

specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable or, if the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark 

Trigger Provisions are applicable but do not specify an Alternative Pre-nominated 

Index in relation to the Relevant Equity Benchmark, then Condition 11.2(d) shall 

apply. 

(c) Index Modification and Index Disruption 

If on or prior to any Valuation Date, the Index Sponsor announces that it will make a 

material change in the formula for or the method of calculating the Index or in any other 

way materially modifies the Index (other than a modification prescribed in that formula or 

method to maintain the Index in the event of changes in constituent securities and 

capitalisation and other routine events) (an "Index Modification") or on any Valuation 

Date, the Index Sponsor fails to calculate and announce a relevant Index (provided that 

the Determination Agent may, in its sole and absolute discretion, determine that, in respect 

of a Multi-exchange Index, such failure to calculate and announce such Index shall instead 

be a Disrupted Day in respect of such Index) (an "Index Disruption"), then the 

Determination Agent shall determine if such Index Modification or Index Disruption has 

a material effect on the Securities and, if so, subject to General Condition 11.2(d), shall 

calculate in its sole and absolute discretion the Relevant Underlying Value using, in lieu 

of a published level for the Index, the level for the Index as at that Valuation Date as 

determined by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion in accordance 

with the formula for and method of calculating the Index last in effect prior to that change, 

failure or cancellation, but using only those securities that comprised the Index 

immediately prior to that Index Adjustment Event. 

(d) Termination for Index Adjustment Event 

If: 

(i) an Index Cancellation occurs and the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement do not specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable; 
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(ii) an Index Cancellation or an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date occurs, the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark 

Trigger Provisions are applicable but do not specify an Alternative Pre-nominated 

Index; 

(iii) an Index Cancellation or an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date occurs, the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, specify that the 

Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable and specify an Alternative Pre-

nominated Index but the Determination Agent is unable to determine the 

Adjustment Payment; 

(iv) an Index Cancellation or an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date occurs, the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, specify that the 

Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable and specify an Alternative Pre-

nominated Index and the Determination Agent determines that the Adjustment 

Payment would be an amount that the Securityholder would (but for General 

Condition 11.2(b)(i)(B)(3)(y)) be required to pay to the Issuer in respect of each 

Security; or 

(v) an Index Modification or an Index Disruption occurs and it (a) would be unlawful 

at any time under any applicable law or regulation or (b) would contravene any 

applicable licensing requirements, in each case for the Determination Agent to 

calculate the Relevant Underlying Value in accordance with General Condition 

11.2(c), 

then the Issuer may, at any time thereafter and in its sole and absolute discretion, determine 

that the Securities shall be terminated as of any later date. 

If the Issuer so determines that the Securities shall be terminated, then the Issuer shall give 

not less than five Business Days' notice to terminate the Securities. The Issuer's obligations 

under the Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment of each Security of an amount 

equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such day as is selected by the 

Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion, less the proportion attributable to 

that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or the loss realised 

by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging arrangements, all as 

calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion. 

If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall continue, the Determination Agent may 

make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its sole and absolute discretion, 

considers appropriate (if any) to the formula and other provisions for determining the 

Settlement Amount or the Relevant Underlying Value, and any other variable relevant to 

the settlement or payment terms of the Securities, which change or adjustment shall be 

effective on such date as the Determination Agent shall determine. The Determination 

Agent shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances notify the Issuer of 

the occurrence of an Index Adjustment Event and of any action taken as a consequence. 

The Issuer shall provide notice to the Securityholders of any such change or adjustment, 

giving summary details of the relevant change or adjustment, in accordance with General 

Condition 25 (Notices), provided that any failure to give such notice shall not affect the 

validity of any such change or adjustment. 

(e) Correction of Index Levels: 

If the level of an Index published by the Index Sponsor and which is utilised by the 

Determination Agent for any calculation or determination (the "Original 

Determination") under the Securities is subsequently corrected and the correction (the 

"Corrected Value") is published by the Index Sponsor by such time (the "Correction 

Cut-Off Time") as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement (or, if none is so specified, within one Settlement Cycle after the original 

publication and prior to the Settlement Date), then the Determination Agent will notify the 

Issuer and the Securities Registrar of the Corrected Value as soon as reasonably 

practicable and shall determine the relevant value (the "Replacement Determination") 
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using the Corrected Value. If the result of the Replacement Determination is different from 

the result of the Original Determination, to the extent that it determines to be necessary 

and practicable, the Determination Agent may adjust any relevant terms accordingly. 

11.3 Adjustments affecting Shares: 

This General Condition 11.3 (Adjustments affecting Shares) is applicable only in relation to Share-

Linked Securities. 

(a) Adjustments for Potential Adjustment Events: 

Following the declaration by the Share Issuer of the terms of a Potential Adjustment Event, 

the Determination Agent will determine whether such Potential Adjustment Event has a 

diluting or concentrative effect on the theoretical value of the Share and, if so, will: 

(i) make such adjustment as it in its sole and absolute discretion considers 

appropriate (if any) to the formula or other provisions for determining the 

Settlement Amount and/or the Relevant Underlying Value, the number of Shares 

to which each Security relates, the amount, the number of or type of shares, fund 

interests or other securities which may be delivered in respect of such Securities 

and/or any other adjustment and, in any case, to any other variable relevant to the 

exercise, settlement, payment or other terms of the Securities as the 

Determination Agent determines, in its sole and absolute discretion, to be 

appropriate to account for that diluting or concentrative effect; and 

(ii) determine, in its sole and absolute discretion, the effective date(s) of such 

adjustment(s). 

(b) Correction of Share Prices: 

If any price published on the Exchange and which is utilised by the Determination Agent 

for any calculation or determination (the "Original Determination") under the Securities 

is subsequently corrected and the correction (the "Corrected Value") is published by the 

Exchange by such time as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement (the "Correction Cut-Off Time") (or, if none is so specified, within 

one Settlement Cycle after the original publication and prior to the Settlement Date), then 

the Determination Agent will notify the Issuer and the Securities Registrar of the Corrected 

Value as soon as reasonably practicable and shall determine the relevant value (the 

"Replacement Determination") using the Corrected Value. If the result of the 

Replacement Determination is different from the result of the Original Determination, to 

the extent that it determines to be necessary and practicable, the Determination Agent may 

adjust any relevant terms accordingly. 

11.4 Extraordinary Events: 

This General Condition 11.4 (Extraordinary Events) is applicable only in relation to Securities 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement as being Share-Linked 

Securities. 

(a) Merger Event or Tender Offer: 

(i) Following the occurrence of any Merger Event or Tender Offer, the Issuer will, 

in its sole and absolute discretion, determine whether the Securities shall continue 

or shall be terminated early. 

(ii) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall continue, the Determination 

Agent may make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its sole and 

absolute discretion, considers appropriate (if any) to the formula or other 

provisions for determining the Settlement Amount and/or the Relevant 

Underlying Value, the number of Shares to which each Security relates, the 

amount, the number of or type of shares or other securities which may be 

delivered under such Securities and, in any case, any other variable relevant to 
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the exercise, settlement, or payment terms of the Securities and/or any other 

adjustment which adjustment shall be effective on such date as the Determination 

Agent shall determine. 

(iii) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall be terminated early, then the 

Issuer shall give not less than five Business Days' notice to the Securityholders to 

terminate the Securities and the Issuer's obligations under the Securities shall be 

satisfied in full upon payment of the Merger Event Settlement Amount (as defined 

below) (in the case of a Merger Event) or Tender Offer Settlement Amount (in 

the case of a Tender Offer). 

(iv) For the purposes hereof: 

"Merger Date" means the closing date of a Merger Event or, where a closing date 

cannot be determined under the local law applicable to such Merger Event, such 

other date as determined by the Determination Agent, in its sole discretion; 

"Merger Event" means, in respect of any Share, as determined by the 

Determination Agent, acting in a commercially reasonable manner, any: (i) 

reclassification or change of such Shares that results in a transfer of or an 

irrevocable commitment to transfer all of such Shares outstanding to another 

entity or person, (ii) consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding share 

exchange of the Share Issuer with or into another entity or person (other than a 

consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding share exchange in which such 

Share Issuer is the continuing entity and which does not result in a reclassification 

or change of all such Shares outstanding), (iii) takeover offer, tender offer, 

exchange offer, solicitation, proposal or other event by any entity or person to 

purchase or otherwise obtain 90 per cent. of the outstanding Shares of the Share 

Issuer that results in a transfer of or an irrevocable commitment to transfer all 

such Shares (other than such Shares owned or controlled by such other entity or 

person), or (iv) consolidation, amalgamation, merger or binding share exchange 

of the Share Issuer or its subsidiaries or its sub-funds with or into another entity 

in which the Share Issuer is the continuing entity and which does not result in a 

reclassification or change of all such Shares outstanding but results in the 

outstanding Shares (other than Shares owned or controlled by such other entity) 

immediately prior to such event collectively representing less than 50 per cent. of 

the outstanding Shares immediately following such event (a "Reverse Merger"), 

in each case if the Merger Date is on or before the final date for determining the 

Relevant Underlying Value in respect of the Share. 

"Merger Event Settlement Amount" means in respect of each Security, an 

amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such day as is selected 

by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion, less the proportion 

attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any 

Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding 

any related hedging arrangements, all as calculated by the Determination Agent 

in its sole and absolute discretion. 

"Tender Offer" means, in respect of any Shares, as determined by the 

Determination Agent, acting in a commercially reasonable manner, a takeover 

offer, tender offer, exchange offer, solicitation, proposal or other event by any 

entity or person that results in such entity or person purchasing, or otherwise 

obtaining or having the right to obtain, by conversion or other means, greater than 

9 per cent. and less than 90 per cent. of the outstanding voting shares of the Share 

Issuer, as determined by the Determination Agent, based upon the making of 

filings with governmental or self-regulatory agencies or such other information 

as the Determination Agent deems relevant. 

"Tender Offer Date" means, in respect of a Tender Offer, the date on which 

voting shares in the amount of the applicable percentage threshold are actually 
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purchased or otherwise obtained, as determined by the Determination Agent in its 

sole and absolute discretion. 

"Tender Offer Settlement Amount" means, in respect of each Security, an 

amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such day as is selected 

by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion, less the proportion 

attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any 

Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding 

any related hedging arrangements, all as calculated by the Determination Agent 

in its sole and absolute discretion. 

(b) Nationalisation, Insolvency and Delisting: 

(i) If in the determination of the Determination Agent, acting in a commercially 

reasonable manner: 

(A) all the Shares or all or substantially all the assets of a Share Issuer are 

nationalised, expropriated or are otherwise required to be transferred to 

any governmental agency, authority, entity or instrumentality thereof 

("Nationalisation"); or 

(B) by reason of the voluntary or involuntary liquidation, bankruptcy, 

insolvency, dissolution or winding-up of, or any analogous proceeding 

affecting, a Share Issuer, (1) all the Shares of that Share Issuer are 

required to be transferred to a trustee, liquidator or other similar official 

or (2) holders of the Shares of that Share Issuer become legally prohibited 

from transferring them ("Insolvency"); or 

(C) the Exchange announces that pursuant to the rules of such Exchange, the 

Shares cease (or will cease) to be listed, traded or publicly quoted on the 

Exchange for any reason (other than a Merger Event or Tender Offer) 

and are not immediately re-listed, re-traded or re-quoted on an exchange 

or quotation system located in the same country as the Exchange (or, 

where the Exchange is within the European Union, in any Member State 

of the European Union) ("Delisting"), 

then the Issuer will, in its sole and absolute discretion, determine whether 

or not the Securities shall continue. 

(ii) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall continue, the Determination 

Agent may make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its sole and 

absolute discretion, considers appropriate (if any) to the formula or other 

provisions for determining the Settlement Amount and/or the Relevant 

Underlying Value, the number of Shares to which each Security relates, the 

amount, the number of or type of shares or other securities which may be 

delivered under such Securities and, in any case, any other variable relevant to 

the settlement or payment terms of the Securities and/or any other adjustment 

which change or adjustment shall be effective on such date as the Determination 

Agent shall determine. 

(iii) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall be terminated early, then the 

Issuer shall give not less than five Business Days' notice to terminate the 

Securities. The Issuer's obligations under the Securities shall be satisfied in full 

upon payment of, in respect of each Security, an amount equal to the fair market 

value of such Security, on such day as is selected by the Determination Agent in 

its sole and absolute discretion, less the proportion attributable to that Security of 

the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the 

Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging arrangements, all 

as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion. 
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11.5 Additional Disruption Events: 

(a) Following the occurrence of an Additional Disruption Event, the Issuer will, in its sole 

and absolute discretion, determine whether or not the Securities shall continue or be 

terminated early. 

(b) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall continue, the Determination Agent may 

make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its sole and absolute discretion, 

considers appropriate (if any) to the formula or other provisions for determining the 

Settlement Amount and/or the Relevant Underlying Value, the number of Shares to which 

each Security relates, the amount, the number of or type of shares, fund interests or other 

securities or assets which may be delivered under such Securities and, in any case, any 

other variable relevant to the termination, settlement, or payment terms of the Securities 

and/or any other adjustment which change or adjustment shall be effective on such date 

as the Determination Agent shall determine. 

(c) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall be terminated early, then the Issuer shall 

give not less than five Business Days' notice to terminate the Securities and the Issuer's 

obligations under the Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment in respect of each 

Security of an amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such day as is 

selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion, less the proportion 

attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or 

the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging 

arrangements, all as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute 

discretion. 

(d) The Issuer shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances notify the 

Securities Registrar and the Determination Agent of the occurrence of an Additional 

Disruption Event. 

(e) For the purposes hereof: 

"Additional Disruption Event" means with respect to any Securities, any or all of (i) a 

Change in Law, (ii) Hedging Disruption, (iii) Increased Cost of Hedging and (iv) Loss of 

Stock Borrow as have been specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement as an applicable Additional Disruption Event with respect to such Securities. 

11.6 Partial Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions: 

(a) Where the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify that the "Partial 

Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions" shall apply to a Share, then the provisions 

set out in this General Condition 11.6 (Partial Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions) 

shall apply, and, in relation to such Share, the other provisions of this General Condition 

11.6 (Partial Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions) shall be deemed to be amended 

and modified as set out in this General Condition 11.6 (Partial Lookthrough Depositary 

Receipt Provisions). 

(b) The definition of "Potential Adjustment Event" shall be amended so that it reads as 

follows: 

"Potential Adjustment Event" means any of the following: 

(i) a subdivision, consolidation or reclassification of the Share and/or Underlying 

Share (unless resulting in a Merger Event), or a free distribution or dividend of 

any such Shares and/or Underlying Share to existing holders by way of bonus, 

capitalisation or similar issue; 

(ii) a distribution, issue or dividend to existing holders of the Share and/or Underlying 

Share specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement of 

(A) such Shares and/or Underlying Share, (B) other share capital or securities 

granting the right to payment of dividends and/or the proceeds of liquidation of a 

Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, equally or 
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proportionately with such payments to holders of such Shares and/or Underlying 

Share, (C) share capital or other securities of another issuer acquired or owned 

(directly or indirectly) by the Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as 

appropriate, as a result of a spin-off or other similar transaction or (D) any other 

type of securities, rights or warrants or other assets, in any case for payment (cash 

or other consideration) at less than the prevailing market price as determined by 

the Determination Agent; 

(iii) an Extraordinary Dividend; 

(iv) a call by a Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, in respect of 

the Share and/or Underlying Share that are not fully paid; 

(v) a repurchase by a Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, or any 

of its subsidiaries of the Share and/or Underlying Share whether out of profits or 

capital and whether the consideration for such repurchase is cash, securities or 

otherwise; 

(vi) in respect of a Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, an event 

that results in any shareholder rights being distributed or becoming separated 

from shares of common stock or other shares of the capital stock of such Share 

Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, pursuant to a shareholder rights 

plan or arrangement directed against hostile takeovers that provides upon the 

occurrence of certain events for a distribution of preferred stock, warrants, debt 

instruments or stock rights at a price below their market value as determined by 

the Determination Agent, provided that any adjustment effected as a result of such 

an event shall be readjusted upon any redemption of such rights; 

(vii) any other event having, in the opinion of the Determination Agent, a diluting, 

concentrative or other effect on the theoretical value of the Share and/or 

Underlying Share; and 

(viii) the making of any amendment or supplement to the terms of the Deposit 

Agreement, provided that an event under (i) to (vii) (inclusive) above in respect 

of Underlying Share shall not constitute a Potential Adjustment Event unless, in 

the opinion of the Determination Agent, such event has a diluting or concentrative 

effect on the theoretical value of the Shares. 

(c) If the Determination Agent determines that: 

(i) an event under (i) to (vii) (inclusive) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment 

Event" has occurred in respect of any Underlying Share; or 

(ii) an event under (viii) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment Event" has 

occurred, the Determination Agent will determine whether such Potential 

Adjustment Event has an economic effect on the Securities, 

and, in each case, the Determination Agent will make the corresponding adjustment(s), if 

any, to one or more of any variable relevant to the exercise, settlement, payment or other 

terms of these Conditions and/or the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

as the Determination Agent determines appropriate to account for (A) in respect of an 

event under (i) to (vii) (inclusive) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment Event", the 

diluting or concentrative effect on the theoretical value of the Shares, and (B) in respect 

of an event under (viii) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment Event", such economic 

effect on the Securities, as the case may be (provided that no adjustments will be made to 

account solely for changes in volatility, expected dividends, stock loan rate or liquidity 

relative to the relevant Share), following the Potential Adjustment Event. The 

Determination Agent may (among other factors) have reference to any adjustment made 

by the Depositary under the Deposit Agreement. 

If the Determination Agent determines that no adjustment that it could make will produce 

a commercially reasonable result, it shall notify the Issuer and the Securityholders that the 
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relevant consequence shall be the early settlement of the Securities, in which case, on such 

date as selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion, the Issuer 

shall terminate the Securities upon prior notice made to the Securityholders, and the Issuer 

will cause to be paid to each Securityholder in respect of each Security held by it an 

amount equal to the Early Settlement Amount of such Securities. 

(d) The definitions of "Merger Event" and "Tender Offer" shall be amended in accordance 

with the DR Amendment. 

(e) If the Determination Agent determines that a Merger Event or Tender Offer has occurred 

in respect of any Underlying Share, then, where the Determination Agent makes an 

adjustment to these Conditions and/or the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement in connection with a Merger Event or Tender Offer, the Determination Agent 

may (among other factors) have reference to any adjustment made by the Depositary under 

the Deposit Agreement. 

(f) The definitions of "Nationalisation", "Insolvency" and "Delisting" shall be amended in 

accordance with the DR Amendment. 

(g) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the definition of "Delisting", a Delisting shall 

not occur in respect of any Underlying Share if such Underlying Share are immediately 

relisted, re-traded or re-quoted on an exchange or quotation system regardless of the 

location of such exchange or quotation system. 

(h) If the Determination Agent determines that a Nationalisation or Insolvency has occurred 

in respect of a Share or the Depositary, then, notwithstanding anything to the contrary 

herein, the Determination Agent may determine that the affected Share be substituted with 

Replacement DRs and may make any appropriate adjustments to the terms of these 

Conditions and/or the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. In such case, 

the Issuer shall not terminate the Securities early and, following such replacement, 

references to Shares herein shall be replaced by references to such Replacement DRs and 

the Determination Agent will determine the effective date of any adjustments. 

(i) If the Determination Agent determines that a Delisting of Shares has occurred or if the 

Depositary announces that the Deposit Agreement is (or will be) terminated, then, 

notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Determination Agent may determine 

that the affected Share be substituted with Replacement DRs or the Underlying Share and 

may make any appropriate adjustments to the terms of these Conditions and/or Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. In such case, the Issuer shall not 

terminate the Securities early and, following such replacement, references to Shares herein 

shall be replaced by references to such Replacement DRs or the Underlying Share, as 

applicable, and the Determination Agent will determine the effective date of any 

adjustments. 

(j) The definition of "Insolvency" shall be amended in accordance with the DR Amendment. 

(k) The definition of "Change in Law" shall be amended in accordance with the DR 

Amendment. 

For the avoidance of doubt, where a provision is amended pursuant to this General 

Condition 11.6 (Partial Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions) in accordance with 

the DR Amendment, if the event described in such provision occurs in respect of the 

Underlying Share or the Underlying Share Issuer, then the consequence of such event shall 

be interpreted consistently with the DR Amendment and such event. 

11.7 Full Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions: 

(a) Where the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that the "Full 

Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions" shall apply to a Share, then the provisions 

set out in this General Condition 11.7 (Full Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions) 

shall apply, and, in relation to such Share, the other provisions of this General Condition 

11 (Provisions Relating to Equity-Linked Securities) shall be deemed to be amended and 
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modified as set out in this General Condition 11.7 (Full Lookthrough Depositary Receipt 

Provisions). 

(b) The definition of "Potential Adjustment Event" shall be amended so that it reads as 

follows: 

"Potential Adjustment Event" means any of the following: 

(i) a subdivision, consolidation or reclassification of the Share and/or Underlying 

Share (unless resulting in a Merger Event), or a free distribution or dividend of 

any such Shares and/or Underlying Share to existing holders by way of bonus, 

capitalisation or similar issue; 

(ii) a distribution, issue or dividend to existing holders of the Share and/or Underlying 

Share specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement of 

(A) such Shares and/or Underlying Share, (B) other share capital or securities 

granting the right to payment of dividends and/or the proceeds of liquidation of a 

Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, equally or 

proportionately with such payments to holders of such Shares and/or Underlying 

Share, (C) share capital or other securities of another issuer acquired or owned 

(directly or indirectly) by the Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as 

appropriate, as a result of a spin-off or other similar transaction or (D) any other 

type of securities, rights or warrants or other assets, in any case for payment (cash 

or other consideration) at less than the prevailing market price as determined by 

the Determination Agent; 

(iii) an Extraordinary Dividend; 

(iv) a call by a Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, in respect of 

the Share and/or Underlying Share that are not fully paid; 

(v) a repurchase by a Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, or any 

of its subsidiaries of the Share and/or Underlying Share whether out of profits or 

capital and whether the consideration for such repurchase is cash, securities or 

otherwise; 

(vi) in respect of a Share Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, an event 

that results in any shareholder rights being distributed or becoming separated 

from shares of common stock or other shares of the capital stock of such Share 

Issuer or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate, pursuant to a shareholder rights 

plan or arrangement directed against hostile takeovers that provides upon the 

occurrence of certain events for a distribution of preferred stock, warrants, debt 

instruments or stock rights at a price below their market value as determined by 

the Determination Agent, provided that any adjustment effected as a result of such 

an event shall be readjusted upon any redemption of such rights; 

(vii) any other event having, in the opinion of the Determination Agent, a diluting, 

concentrative or other effect on the theoretical value of the Share and/or 

Underlying Share; and 

(viii) the making of any amendment or supplement to the terms of the Deposit 

Agreement, provided that an event under (i) to (vii) (inclusive) above in respect 

of Underlying Share shall not constitute a Potential Adjustment Event unless, in 

the opinion of the Determination Agent, such event has a diluting or concentrative 

effect on the theoretical value of the Shares. 

(c) If the Determination Agent determines that: 

(i) an event under (i) to (vii) (inclusive) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment 

Event" has occurred in respect of any Underlying Share; or 
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(ii) an event under (viii) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment Event" has 

occurred, the Determination Agent will determine whether such Potential 

Adjustment Event has an economic effect on the Securities, 

and, in each case, the Determination Agent will make the corresponding adjustment(s), if 

any, to one or more of any variable relevant to the exercise, settlement, payment or other 

terms of these Conditions and/or the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

as the Determination Agent determines appropriate to account for (A) in respect of an 

event under (i) to (vii) (inclusive) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment Event", the 

diluting or concentrative effect on the theoretical value of the Shares, and (B) in respect 

of an event under (viii) of the definition of "Potential Adjustment Event", such economic 

effect on the Securities, as the case may be (provided that no adjustments will be made to 

account solely for changes in volatility, expected dividends, stock loan rate or liquidity 

relative to the relevant Share), following the Potential Adjustment Event. The 

Determination Agent may (among other factors) have reference to any adjustment made 

by the Depositary under the Deposit Agreement. 

If the Determination Agent determines that no adjustment that it could make will produce 

a commercially reasonable result, it shall notify the Issuer and the Securityholders that the 

relevant consequence shall be the early settlement of the Securities, in which case, on such 

date as selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion, the Issuer 

shall terminate the Securities upon prior notice made to the Securityholders, and the Issuer 

will cause to be paid to each Securityholder in respect of each Security held by it an 

amount equal to the Early Settlement Amount of such Securities. 

(d) The definitions of "Merger Event" and "Tender Offer" shall be amended in accordance 

with the DR Amendment. 

(e) If the Determination Agent determines that a Merger Event or Tender Offer has occurred 

in respect of an Underlying Share, then, where the Determination Agent makes an 

adjustment to these Conditions and/or the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement in connection with a Merger Event or Tender Offer, the Determination Agent 

may (among other factors) have reference to any adjustment made by the Depositary under 

the Deposit Agreement. 

(f) The definitions of "Nationalisation", "Insolvency" and "Delisting" shall be amended in 

accordance with the DR Amendment. 

(g) If the Determination Agent determines that a Nationalisation or Insolvency has occurred 

in respect of a Share or the Depositary, then, notwithstanding anything to the contrary 

herein, the Determination Agent may determine that the affected Share be substituted with 

Replacement DRs and may make any appropriate adjustments to the terms of these 

Conditions and/or the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. In such case, 

the Issuer shall not terminate the Securities early and, following such replacement, 

references to Shares herein shall be replaced by references to such Replacement DRs, and 

the Determination Agent will determine the effective date of any adjustments. 

(h) If the Determination Agent determines that a Delisting of Shares has occurred or if the 

Depositary announces that the Deposit Agreement is (or will be) terminated, then, 

notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Determination Agent may determine 

that the affected Share be substituted with Replacement DRs or the Underlying Share and 

may make any appropriate adjustments to the terms of these Conditions and/or the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. In such case, the Issuer shall not 

terminate the Securities early and, following such replacement, references to Shares herein 

shall be replaced by references to such Replacement DRs or the Underlying Share, as 

applicable, and the Determination Agent will determine the effective date of any 

adjustments. 

(i) The definition of any Additional Disruption Event specified as applicable in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement shall be amended in accordance with the 

DR Amendment. 
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(j) The definitions of "Exchange Business Day", "Scheduled Closing Time", "Scheduled 

Trading Day", "Trading Disruption", "Exchange Disruption", "Early Closure" and 

"Disrupted Day" which relate to the Exchange shall be deemed to include a reference to 

the primary exchange on which the Underlying Share are traded, as determined by the 

Determination Agent. 

(k) The definitions of "Exchange Disruption", "Market Disruption Event" and "Trading 

Disruption" shall be amended in accordance with the DR Amendment. 

For the avoidance of doubt, where a provision is amended pursuant to this General 

Condition 11.7 (Full Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions) in accordance with the 

DR Amendment, if the event described in such provision occurs in respect of the 

Underlying Share or the Underlying Share Issuer, then the consequence of such event shall 

be interpreted consistently with the DR Amendment and such event. 

11.8 Definitions applicable to Equity-Linked Securities: 

In relation to Equity-Linked Securities, the following expressions have the meanings set out below: 

"Change in Law" means that, on or after the Strike Date: 

(a) due to the adoption of or any change in any applicable law or regulation (including, 

without limitation, any tax law); or 

(b) due to the promulgation of or any change in the interpretation by any court, tribunal or 

regulatory authority with competent jurisdiction of any applicable law or regulation 

(including any action taken by a taxing authority), 

the Determination Agent determines that (i), in the case of Share-Linked Securities or Index-

Linked Securities, it has become illegal for the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates to hold, acquire 

or dispose of any Hedge Position or (ii) the Issuer will incur a materially increased cost in 

performing its obligations with respect to the Securities (including, without limitation, due to any 

increase in tax liability, decrease in tax benefit or other adverse effect on the tax position of the 

Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates); 

"Component" means, in relation to an Index, any security which comprises such Index; 

"Deposit Agreement" means, in relation to the Shares, the agreements or other instruments 

constituting the Shares, as from time to time amended or supplemented in accordance with their 

terms. 

"Depositary" means, where the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies 

that either the "Partial Lookthrough Depositary Receipt Provisions" or the "Full Lookthrough 

Depositary Receipt Provisions" shall apply to a Share, the issuer of the Shares or any successor 

issuer of the Shares from time to time; 

"Determination Time" means the time specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement, or if no such time is specified: 

(a) save with respect to a Multi-exchange Index, the Scheduled Closing Time on the relevant 

Exchange in relation to the Index or Share to be valued. If the relevant Exchange closes 

prior to its Scheduled Closing Time and the specified Determination Time is after the 

actual closing time for its regular trading session, then the Determination Time shall be 

such actual closing time; and 

(b) with respect to any Multi-exchange Index: 

(i) for the purposes of determining whether a Market Disruption Event has occurred: 

(A) in respect of any Component, the Scheduled Closing Time on the Exchange 

in respect of such Component and (B) in respect of any option contracts or futures 

contracts on the Index, the close of trading on the Related Exchange; and 
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(ii) in all other circumstances, the time at which the official closing level of the Index 

is calculated and published by the Index Sponsor; 

"Disrupted Day" means: 

(a) except with respect to a Multi-exchange Index, any Scheduled Trading Day on which a 

relevant Exchange or any Related Exchange fails to open for trading during its regular 

trading session or on which a Market Disruption Event has occurred, and 

(b) with respect to any Multi-exchange Index, any Scheduled Trading Day on which (i) the 

Index Sponsor fails to publish the level of the Index; (ii) the Related Exchange fails to 

open for trading during its regular trading session or (iii) a Market Disruption Event has 

occurred; 

"DR Amendment" means, in respect of the definitions of Merger Event, Tender Offer, 

Nationalisation, Insolvency, Delisting, Insolvency, Change in Law, any other Additional 

Disruption Event specified as applicable in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement, Exchange Disruption, Market Disruption Event and Trading Disruption, that the 

following changes shall be made to such definition or provision where provided for in General 

Condition 10 (Securities Linked to the Relevant Underlying): 

(a) all references to "Shares" shall be deleted and replaced with the words "Shares and/or the 

Underlying Share"; and 

(b) all references to "Share Issuer" shall be deleted and replaced with the words "Share Issuer 

or Underlying Share Issuer, as appropriate"; 

"Early Closure" means: 

(a) except with respect to a Multi-exchange Index, the closure on any Exchange Business Day 

of the relevant Exchange (or in the case of an Index Security, any relevant Exchange(s) 

relating to securities that comprise 20 per cent. or more of the level of the relevant Index) 

or any Related Exchange(s) prior to its Scheduled Closing Time unless such earlier closing 

time is announced by such Exchange(s) or Related Exchange(s) at least one hour prior to 

the earlier of (i) the actual closing time for the regular trading session on such Exchange(s) 

or Related Exchange(s) on such Exchange Business Day and (ii) the submission deadline 

for orders to be entered into the Exchange or Related Exchange system for execution at 

the Determination Time on such Exchange Business Day; and 

(b) with respect to any Multi-exchange Index, the closure on any Exchange Business Day of 

the Exchange in respect of any Component or the Related Exchange prior to its Scheduled 

Closing Time unless such earlier closing is announced by such Exchange or Related 

Exchange (as the case may be) at least one hour prior to the earlier of: (i) the actual closing 

time for the regular trading session on such Exchange or Related Exchange (as the case 

may be) on such Exchange Business Day; and (ii) the submission deadline for orders to 

be entered into such Exchange or Related Exchange system for execution at the relevant 

Determination Time on such Exchange Business Day; 

"Exchange" means: 

(a) in respect of: 

(i) an Index relating to Index-Linked Securities other than a Multi-exchange Index, 

each exchange or quotation system specified as such for such Index in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement or, if none is specified, the 

principal exchange or quotation system for trading in such Index, as determined 

by the Determination Agent, any successor to such exchange or quotation system 

or any substitute exchange or quotation system to which trading in the shares 

underlying such Index has temporarily relocated, provided that the 

Determination Agent has determined that there is comparable liquidity relative to 

the shares underlying such Index on such temporary substitute exchange or 

quotation system as on the original Exchange, and 
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(ii) any Multi-exchange Index, and in respect of each Component, the principal stock 

exchange on which such Component is principally traded, as determined by the 

Determination Agent; 

(b) in respect of a Share relating to Share-Linked Securities, each exchange or quotation 

system specified as such for such Share in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement or, if none is specified, the principal exchange or quotation system for trading 

in such Share, as determined by the Determination Agent, any successor to such Exchange 

or quotation system or any substitute exchange or quotation system to which trading in the 

Share has temporarily relocated, provided that the Determination Agent has determined 

that there is comparable liquidity relative to such Share on such temporary substitute 

exchange or quotation system as on the original Exchange; 

"Exchange Business Day" means: 

(a) except with respect to a Multi-exchange Index, any Scheduled Trading Day on which each 

Exchange and Related Exchange are open for trading during their respective regular 

trading sessions, notwithstanding any such Exchange or Related Exchange closing prior 

to its Scheduled Closing Time; and 

(b) with respect to any Multi-exchange Index, any Scheduled Trading Day on which (i) the 

Index Sponsor publishes the level of the Index and (ii) the Related Exchange is open for 

trading during its regular trading session, notwithstanding any Exchange or the Related 

Exchange closing prior to its Scheduled Closing Time; 

"Exchange Disruption" means 

(a) except with respect to a Multi-exchange Index, any event (other than an Early Closure) 

that disrupts or impairs (as determined by the Determination Agent) the ability of market 

participants in general (i) to effect transactions in, or obtain market values for, the Shares 

on the Exchange (or in the case of Index-Linked Securities, on any relevant Exchange(s) 

relating to securities that comprise 20 per cent. or more of the level of the relevant Index), 

or (ii) to effect transactions in, or obtain market values for, futures or options contracts 

relating to the Shares, the relevant Index on any relevant Related Exchange; and 

(b) with respect to any Multi-exchange Index, any event (other than an Early Closure) that 

disrupts or impairs (as determined by the Determination Agent) the ability of market 

participants in general to effect transactions in, or obtain market values for, (i) any 

Component on the Exchange in respect of such Component, or (ii) futures or options 

contracts relating to the Index on the Related Exchange; 

"Extraordinary Dividend" means the dividend per Share, or portion thereof, to be characterised 

as an Extraordinary Dividend as determined by the Determination Agent; 

"Extraordinary Event" means a Merger Event, Tender Offer, Nationalisation, Insolvency or 

Delisting; 

"Hedge Position" means any purchase, sale, entry into or maintenance of one or more (i) positions 

or contracts in securities, commodities, options, futures, derivatives or foreign exchange, (ii) stock 

loan transactions or (iii) other instruments or arrangements (howsoever described) by the Issuer 

and/or any of its Affiliates in order to hedge, individually or on a portfolio basis, the Securities; 

"Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates are unable, after using 

commercially reasonable efforts, to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind 

or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that they deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of 

entering into and performing the Issuer's obligations under the Securities, or (b) realise, recover or 

remit the proceeds of any such transactions or asset(s); 

"Increased Cost of Hedging" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates would incur a 

materially increased (as compared with circumstances existing on the Strike Date) amount of tax, 

duty, expense or fee (other than brokerage commissions) to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, 

substitute, maintain, unwind or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that the Issuer and/or any 
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of its Affiliates deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of entering into and performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities or (b) realise, recover or remit the proceeds of any such 

transaction(s) or asset(s) provided that any such materially increased amount that is incurred 

solely due to the deterioration of the creditworthiness of the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates shall 

not be deemed an Increased Cost of Hedging; 

"Index" means any index specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement, subject to General Condition 11.2 (Adjustments to the Index); 

"Index Adjustment Event" means, in respect of an Index, an Administrator/Benchmark Event, an 

Index Cancellation, an Index Disruption or an Index Modification; 

"Index Sponsor" means, in respect of an Index, the corporation or other entity that (a) is 

responsible for setting and reviewing the rules and procedures and methods of calculation and 

adjustments (if any) related to the relevant Index and (b) announces (directly or through an agent) 

the level of the relevant Index on a regular basis during each Scheduled Trading Day; 

"Loss of Stock Borrow" means that the Issuer is unable, after using commercially reasonable 

efforts, to borrow (or maintain a borrowing of) the Shares with respect to the Securities in an 

amount which the Issuer deems necessary to hedge the risk of entering into and performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities (not to exceed the number of shares underlying the 

Securities) at a rate determined by the Issuer; 

"Market Disruption Event" means, in respect of: 

(a) a Share, an Index other than a Multi-exchange Index, the occurrence or existence of: 

(i) a Trading Disruption, 

(ii) an Exchange Disruption, which in either case the Determination Agent 

determines is material, at any time during the one-hour period that ends at the 

relevant Determination Time, or 

(iii) an Early Closure. 

For the purpose of determining whether a Market Disruption Event exists in respect of an 

Index at any time, if a Market Disruption Event occurs in respect of a security included in 

the Index at any time, then the relevant percentage contribution of that security to the level 

of the Index shall be based on a comparison of (A) the portion of the level of the Index 

attributable to that security and (B) the overall level of the Index, in each case immediately 

before the Market Disruption Event occurred; and 

(b) any Multi-exchange Index, either: 

(i) (A) the occurrence or existence, in respect of any Component, of (1) a Trading 

Disruption, (2) an Exchange Disruption, which in either case the Determination 

Agent determines is material, at any time during the one hour period that ends at 

the relevant Determination Time in respect of the Exchange on which such 

Component is principally traded, OR (3) an Early Closure; AND (B) the 

aggregate of all Components in respect of which a Trading Disruption, an 

Exchange Disruption or an Early Closure occurs or exists comprises 20 per cent. 

or more of the level of the Index; or 

(ii) the occurrence or existence, in respect of futures or options contracts relating to 

the Index, of: (A) a Trading Disruption, (B) an Exchange Disruption, which in 

either case the Determination Agent determines is material, at any time during the 

one hour period that ends at the relevant Determination Time in respect of the 

Related Exchange; or (C) an Early Closure. 

For the purposes of determining whether a Market Disruption Event exists in respect of a 

Component at any time, if a Market Disruption Event occurs in respect of such Component at that 

time, then the relevant percentage contribution of that Component to the level of the Index shall be 
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based on a comparison of (x) the portion of the level of the Index attributable to that Component 

to (y) the overall level of the Index, in each case using the official opening weightings as published 

by the Index Sponsor as part of the market "opening data"; 

"Multi-exchange Index" means any Index specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; 

"Potential Adjustment Event" means, in respect of Share-Linked Securities: 

(a) a subdivision, consolidation or reclassification of a Share (unless resulting in a Merger 

Event), or a free distribution or dividend of Shares to existing holders by way of bonus, 

capitalisation or similar issue; 

(b) a distribution, issue or dividend to existing holders of the Share of: 

(i) such Shares; 

(ii) other share capital or securities granting the right to payment of dividends and/or 

the proceeds of liquidation of the Share Issuer equally or proportionately with 

such payments to holders of such a Share; 

(iii) share capital or other securities of another issuer acquired or owned (directly or 

indirectly) by the Share Issuer as a result of a spin-off or other similar transaction; 

or 

(iv) any other type of securities, rights or warrants or other assets, in any case for 

payment (cash or other consideration) at less than the prevailing market price as 

determined by the Determination Agent; 

(c) an Extraordinary Dividend; 

(d) a call by the Share Issuer in respect of the Share that are not fully paid; 

(e) a repurchase by a Share Issuer or any of its subsidiaries of Shares, whether out of profits 

or capital and whether the consideration for such repurchase is cash, securities or 

otherwise; 

(f) in respect of a Share Issuer, an event that results in any shareholder rights being distributed 

or becoming separated from shares of common stock or other shares of the capital stock 

of the Share Issuer pursuant to a shareholder rights plan or arrangement directed against 

hostile takeovers that provides, upon the occurrence of certain events, for a distribution of 

preferred stock, warrants, debt instruments or stock rights at a price below their market 

value, as determined by the Determination Agent, provided that any adjustment effected 

as a result of such an event shall be readjusted upon any redemption of such rights; or 

(g) any other event that may have a diluting or concentrative effect on the theoretical value of 

the Share; 

"Related Exchange", in respect of an Index relating to Index-Linked Securities, a Share relating 

to Share-Linked Securities, means the Exchange specified as the Relevant Exchange in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, any successor to such exchange or quotation 

system or any substitute exchange or quotation system to which trading in futures and options 

contracts relating to such Index or Shares has temporarily relocated (provided that the 

Determination Agent has determined that there is comparable liquidity relative to the futures or 

options contracts relating to such Index or Shares on such temporary substitute exchange or 

quotation system as on the original Related Exchange) or, if "All Exchanges" is specified in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, each exchange or quotation system where 

trading has a material effect (as determined by the Determination Agent) on the overall market for 

futures or options contracts relating to such Index or Share (as the case may be); 

"Relevant Equity Index Benchmark" means the Index; 
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"Replacement DRs" means depositary receipts other than the Shares over the same Underlying 

Share; 

"Scheduled Closing Time" means in respect of an Exchange or Related Exchange and a Scheduled 

Trading Day, the scheduled weekday closing time of such Exchange or Related Exchange on such 

Scheduled Trading Day, without regard to after-hours or any other trading outside of regular 

trading session hours; 

"Scheduled Trading Day" means: 

(a) except with respect to a Multi-exchange Index, any day on which each Exchange and each 

Related Exchange are scheduled to be open for trading for their respective regular trading 

session; and 

(b) with respect to any Multi-exchange Index, any day on which (i) the Index Sponsor is 

scheduled to publish the level of the Index and (ii) the Related Exchange is scheduled to 

be open for trading for its regular trading session; 

"Settlement Cycle" means, in respect of a Share or Index, the period of Settlement Cycle Days 

following a trade in such Share, the securities underlying such Index on the Exchange in which 

settlement will customarily occur according to the rules of such exchange (or, in respect of any 

Multi-exchange Index, the longest such period) and for this purpose "Settlement Cycle Day" 

means, in relation to a clearing system any day on which such clearing system is (or but for the 

occurrence of a Settlement Disruption Event would have been) open for acceptance and executions 

of settlement instructions; 

"Share" means, in relation to the Securities, a share specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Share Issuer" means the entity that is the issuer of the Share specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Trading Disruption" means: 

(a) except with respect to a Multi-exchange Index, any suspension of or limitation imposed 

on trading by the Exchange or Related Exchange or otherwise and whether by reason of 

movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the Exchange, Related Exchange or 

otherwise (i) relating to the Share on the Exchange, or, in the case of an Index Security, 

on any relevant Exchange(s) relating to securities that comprise 20 per cent. or more of 

the level of the relevant Index or (ii) in futures or options contracts relating to the Share, 

the relevant Index on any relevant Related Exchange; and 

(b) with respect to any Multi-exchange Index, any suspension of or limitation imposed on 

trading by the Exchange or Related Exchange or otherwise and whether by reason of 

movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the Exchange or Related Exchange or 

otherwise (i) relating to any Component on the Exchange in respect of such Component; 

or (ii) in futures or options contracts relating to the Index on the Related Exchange; 

"Underlying Share" means, the share or other security which is the subject of the Deposit 

Agreement; and 

"Underlying Share Issuer" means the entity that is the issuer of the Underlying Share specified 

in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

12. CONDITIONS RELATING TO COMMODITY-LINKED SECURITIES 

This General Condition 12 (Conditions relating to Commodity-Linked Securities) is applicable 

only in relation to Securities specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

as being Commodity-Linked Securities. 
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12.1 Corrections to Published Prices 

For the purposes of determining the Relevant Underlying Value for any Valuation Date, if 

applicable, for the purposes of calculating the Settlement Amount or any other amount in respect 

of a Commodity-Linked Security, if the price published or announced on a given day and used or 

to be used by the Determination Agent to determine such Relevant Underlying Value is 

subsequently corrected and the correction is published or announced by the person responsible for 

that publication or announcement by such time as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement (the "Correction Cut-Off Time") (or, if none is so specified, 

within thirty calendar days after the original publication or announcement) and in any event prior 

to the Settlement Date for the Securities the Determination Agent shall determine (in its sole and 

absolute discretion) the adjustment to the Relevant Underlying Value so calculated and will adjust 

the terms of the Securities to account for such correction to the extent that it determines to be 

necessary and practicable. 

12.2 Commodity Disruption Events 

(a) If so specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement relating to any 

Commodity-Linked Securities, the following shall constitute "Commodity Disruption 

Events" for the purposes of such Securities: 

(i) "Price Source Disruption", which means (i) the failure of the Price Source to 

announce or publish the Specified Price (or the information necessary for 

determining the Specified Price) for the relevant Commodity Reference Price, (ii) 

the temporary or permanent discontinuance or unavailability of the Price Source, 

(iii) if the Commodity Reference Price is "Commodity Reference Dealers", the 

failure to obtain at least three quotations from the relevant Reference Dealers or 

(iv) if Price Materiality Percentage is specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, the Specified Price for the relevant 

Commodity Reference Price differs from the Specified Price determined in 

accordance with the Commodity Reference Price "Commodity Reference 

Dealers" by such Price Materiality Percentage; 

(ii) "Trading Disruption", which means the material suspension of, or the material 

limitation imposed on, trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity on the 

Exchange or in any additional futures contract, options contract or commodity on 

any Exchange as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. The determination of whether a suspension of or limitation on 

trading is material shall be made by the Determination Agent in accordance with 

the following: 

(A) a suspension of trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity on any 

Commodity Business Day shall be deemed to be material only if: (1) all 

trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity is suspended for the 

entire Valuation Date; or (2) all trading in the Futures Contract or the 

Commodity is suspended subsequent to the opening of trading on the 

Valuation Date, trading does not recommence prior to the regularly 

scheduled close of trading in such Futures Contract or such Commodity 

on such Valuation Date and such suspension is announced less than one 

hour preceding its commencement; and 

(B) a limitation of trading in the Futures Contract or the Commodity on any 

Commodity Business Day shall be deemed to be material only if the 

relevant Exchange establishes limits on the range within which the price 

of the Futures Contract or the Commodity may fluctuate and the closing 

or settlement price of the Futures Contract or Commodity on such day is 

at the upper or lower limit of that range. 

(iii) "Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price", which means (i) the 

permanent discontinuation of trading in the relevant Futures Contract on the 

relevant Exchange, (ii) the disappearance of, or of trading in, the relevant 
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Commodity, or (iii) the disappearance or permanent discontinuance or 

unavailability of a Commodity Reference Price, notwithstanding the availability 

of the related Price Source or the status of trading in the relevant Futures Contract 

or the relevant Commodity; 

(iv) "Material Change in Formula", which means the occurrence since the Strike 

Date of a material change in the formula for or method of calculating the relevant 

Commodity Reference Price; 

(v) "Material Change in Content", which means the occurrence since the Strike 

Date of a material change in the content, composition or constitution of the 

relevant Commodity or relevant Futures Contract; and 

(vi) "Tax Disruption", which means the imposition of, change in or removal of an 

excise, severance, sales, use, value added, transfer, stamp, documentary, 

recording or similar tax on, or measured by reference to, the relevant Commodity 

(other than a tax on, or measured by reference to, overall gross or net income) by 

any government or taxation authority after the Strike Date, if the direct effect of 

such imposition, change or removal is to raise or lower the Relevant Underlying 

Value on the day that would otherwise be a Valuation Date from what it would 

have been without that imposition, change or removal. 

(b) If the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement for any Commodity-Linked 

Securities specifies that any Commodity Disruption Event shall be applicable to such 

Securities, then, where the Determination Agent determines, acting in a commercially 

reasonable manner, that such Commodity Disruption Event has occurred and is continuing 

in respect of such Securities on a Valuation Date in respect of such Securities (or, if 

different, the day on which prices for that Valuation Date would, in the ordinary course, 

be published or announced by the Price Source), or on any other day as may be specified 

for this purpose in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, then the 

Relevant Underlying Value will be determined in accordance with the terms of the 

Commodity Disruption Fallback applicable pursuant to General Condition 12.3 

(Commodity Disruption Fallbacks). 

12.3 Commodity Disruption Fallbacks 

(a) If so specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement relating to any 

Securities, the following shall constitute "Commodity Disruption Fallbacks" for the 

purposes of such Securities, and the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

shall specify which Commodity Disruption Fallback(s) shall apply to such Securities, to 

which Commodity Disruption Event each such Commodity Disruption Fallback shall 

apply and, where more than one Commodity Disruption Fallback may apply to a 

Commodity Disruption Event, the order in which such Commodity Disruption Fallback(s) 

shall apply to such Commodity Disruption Event. 

(i) "Fallback Reference Price" means that the Determination Agent shall determine 

the Relevant Underlying Value using the Commodity Reference Price specified 

in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement as an alternative 

Commodity Reference Price provided it is not subject to a Commodity Disruption 

Event. If such alternative Commodity Reference Price is subject to a Commodity 

Disruption Event, the next Commodity Disruption Fallback (if any) specified in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement will apply; 

(ii) "Postponement" means that the Valuation Date will be deemed, for purposes of 

the application of this Commodity Disruption Fallback only, to be the first 

succeeding Commodity Business Day on which the Commodity Disruption Event 

ceases to exist, unless that Commodity Disruption Event continues to exist 

(measured from and including the original day that would otherwise have been 

the Valuation Date) for consecutive Commodity Business Days equal in number 

to the Specified Maximum Days of Disruption. In that case, the next Commodity 
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Disruption Fallback (if any) specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement will apply; 

(iii) "Commodity Fallback Value" means the arithmetic mean of the quotations 

provided to the Determination Agent by each of the Reference Dealers as its 

Commodity Reference Price for the relevant Valuation Date of the relevant 

Commodity, provided that if only three such quotations are so provided, the 

Commodity Fallback Value shall be the Commodity Reference Price remaining 

after disregarding the Commodity Reference Prices having the highest and lowest 

values (or if more than one such highest or lowest, one only of them). If fewer 

than three such quotations are so provided, it will be deemed that such value 

cannot be determined and the next Commodity Disruption Fallback specified in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement (if any) will apply; and 

(iv) "Determination Agent Determination" means that the Determination Agent 

will determine, in its sole and absolute discretion, the Relevant Underlying Value 

(or a method for determining the Relevant Underlying Value), taking into 

consideration the latest available quotation for the relevant Commodity Reference 

Price and any other information that it deems relevant, 

provided however that unless the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

specify that any other Commodity Disruption Fallback(s) shall apply in respect of any 

Commodity Disruption Event, Determination Agent Determination alone shall apply. 

(b) Where one or more Commodity Disruption Events have been specified as applicable in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement and (i) more than one of such 

Commodity Disruption Events occur or exist, and (ii) a different Commodity Disruption 

Fallback is elected with respect to each such Commodity Disruption Event, then, unless 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that any other 

Commodity Disruption Fallback shall apply, "Determination Agent Determination" shall 

apply. 

12.4 Administrator/Benchmark Events 

If the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are specified in the applicable Final Terms or Pricing 

Supplement as being applicable and an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date occurs in respect of 

any Relevant Commodity Benchmark (other than a Commodity Index): 

(a) the Commodity Disruption Fallbacks specified in the applicable Final Terms or Pricing 

Supplement to apply with respect to an Administrator/Benchmark Event will apply, or if 

none is so specified, the Commodity Disruption Fallbacks specified in the applicable Final 

Terms or Pricing Supplement to apply with respect to Disappearance of Commodity 

Reference Price shall be deemed to apply in accordance with General Condition 12.3 

(Commodity Disruption Fallbacks) provided that if the Relevant Commodity Benchmark 

is not a Commodity Reference Price (or the index, benchmark or other price source that is 

referred to in the Commodity Reference Price) then references to the "Commodity 

Reference Price" in the applicable Commodity Disruption Fallbacks and related 

definitions and provisions of these Conditions shall be deemed to be references to the 

"Relevant Commodity Benchmark"; 

(b) if it (i) is or would be unlawful at any time under any applicable law or regulation or (ii) 

would contravene any applicable licensing requirements, in each case for the Issuer or the 

Determination Agent to perform the actions prescribed in an applicable Commodity 

Disruption Fallback (or it would be unlawful or would contravene those licensing 

requirements were a determination to be made at such time), the next applicable 

Commodity Disruption Fallback will apply; and 

(c) if the Determination Agent determines that the last applicable Commodity Disruption 

Fallback does not provide the Relevant Underlying Value (including due to the 

applicability of paragraph (b) above in relation to the last applicable Commodity 

Disruption Fallback), then the Issuer shall give not less than five Business Days' notice to 
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terminate the Securities and the Issuer's obligations under the Securities shall be satisfied 

in full upon payment in respect of each Security of an amount equal to the fair market 

value of such Security, on such day as is selected by the Determination Agent in its sole 

and absolute discretion), less the proportion attributable to that Security of the reasonable 

cost to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any 

Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging arrangements, all as calculated by the 

Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion. 

(d) The Determination Agent shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances 

notify the Issuer of the occurrence of an Administrator/Benchmark Event and of any action 

taken as a consequence. The Issuer shall provide notice to the Securityholders of any the 

Administrator/Benchmark Event and of any action taken as a consequence in accordance 

with General Condition 25 (Notices), provided that any failure to give such notice shall 

not affect the validity of the foregoing. 

12.5 Commodity Index Disruption Events 

(a) The following shall constitute "Commodity Index Disruption Events" for the purposes 

of any Securities with respect to a Commodity Index: 

(i) a temporary or permanent failure by the applicable exchange or other price source 

to announce or publish the relevant Specified Price; or 

(ii) the occurrence in respect of any Component of the relevant Commodity Index of 

a Commodity Disruption Event (as defined in General Condition 12.2 

(Commodity Disruption Events)). 

(b) Where the Determination Agent determines, acting in a commercially reasonable manner, 

that a Commodity Index Disruption Event has occurred and is continuing in respect of the 

Securities on a Valuation Date (or, if different, the day on which prices for that Valuation 

Date would, in the ordinary course, be published or announced by the Price Source), or on 

any other day as may be specified for this purpose in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement, then the following provisions shall apply: 

(i) with respect to each Component which is not affected by the Commodity Index 

Disruption Event, the Relevant Underlying Value will be determined by the 

Determination Agent based on the closing prices of each such Component on the 

applicable Valuation Date; 

(ii) with respect to each Component which is affected by the Commodity Index 

Disruption Event, the Relevant Underlying Value will be determined by the 

Determination Agent (in the case of any Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index) as 

set out in the DJ UBSCI Manual or (in the case of any S&P Commodity Index) 

as set out in the Index Methodology in each case based on the closing prices of 

each such Component on the first day following the applicable Valuation Date on 

which no Commodity Index Disruption Event occurs with respect to such 

Component; 

(iii) subject to paragraph (iv) below, the Determination Agent shall determine the 

Relevant Underlying Value by reference to the closing prices determined in 

paragraphs (i) and (ii) above using the then current method for calculating the 

relevant Commodity Index; and 

(iv) where a Commodity Index Disruption Event with respect to one or more 

Components continues to exist (measured from and including the first day 

following the applicable determination date) for five consecutive Trading Days, 

the Determination Agent shall determine the Relevant Underlying Value acting 

in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. In calculating the 

Relevant Underlying Value as set out in this paragraph, the Determination Agent 

shall use the formula for calculating the relevant Commodity Index last in effect 

prior to the Commodity Index Disruption Event. 
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(c) If it (a) is or would be unlawful at any time under any applicable law or regulation or (b) 

would contravene any applicable licensing requirements, for the Determination Agent to 

perform the actions prescribed in General Condition 12.5(b), then the Issuer shall give not 

less than five Business Days' notice to terminate the Securities and the Issuer's obligations 

under the Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment in respect of each Security of 

an amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such day as is selected by 

the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion), less the proportion 

attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or 

the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging 

arrangements, all as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute 

discretion. 

(d) The Determination Agent shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances 

notify the Issuer of the occurrence of a Commodity Index Disruption Event and of any 

action taken as a consequence. The Issuer shall provide notice to the Securityholders of 

any the Commodity Index Disruption Event and of any action taken as a consequence in 

accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices), provided that any failure to give such 

notice shall not affect the validity of the foregoing. 

12.6 Adjustments to Commodity Index 

(a) If a Commodity Index is permanently cancelled or is not calculated and announced by the 

sponsor of such Commodity Index or any of its affiliates (together the "Sponsor") but (i) 

is calculated and announced by a successor sponsor (the "Successor Sponsor") acceptable 

to the Determination Agent, or (ii) replaced by a successor index (the "Successor Index") 

using, in the determination of the Determination Agent, the same or a substantially similar 

formula for and method of calculation as used in the calculation of such Commodity Index, 

then the Commodity Reference Price will be determined by reference to the Commodity 

Index as so calculated and announced by that Successor Sponsor or that Successor Index, 

as the case may be. 

(b) Commodity Index Cancellation or Administrator/Benchmark Event Date 

If, for a Commodity Index with respect to a Commodity Reference Price, on or prior to 

the Settlement Date, either (1) the Sponsor permanently cancels the Commodity Index and 

no Successor Index exists (a "Commodity Index Cancellation") or (2) the applicable 

Final Terms or Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are 

applicable and an Administrator/ Benchmark Event and an Administrator/ Benchmark 

Event Date occurs in respect of such Commodity Index, then: 

(i) if the applicable Final Terms or Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark 

Trigger Provisions are applicable and if an Alternative Pre-nominated Index has 

been specified in relation to such relevant Commodity Index in the applicable 

Final Terms or Pricing Supplement, then: 

(A) the Determination Agent shall attempt to determine an Adjustment 

Payment; 

(B) if the Determination Agent determines an Adjustment Payment, 

(1) it shall notify the Issuer of the Adjustment Payment and, if the 

Adjustment Payment is an amount that the Securityholder would 

(but for General Condition 12.6(b)(i)(B)(3)(y) be required to pay 

to the Issuer in respect of each Security, request the Issuer to 

notify the Determination Agent whether it intends to terminate 

the Securities pursuant to General Condition 12.6(b)(i)(B)(3)(y). 

If the Issuer does not intend to terminate the Securities pursuant 

to General Condition 12.6(d) then the following provisions of 

this General Condition 12.6(b)(i) shall apply; 
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(2) the terms of the Securities shall be amended so that references 

to the Commodity Index are replaced by references to the 

Alternative Pre-nominated Index; 

(3) the Conditions shall be adjusted to implement the Adjustment 

Payment as follows: 

(x) if the Adjustment Payment is an amount that the Issuer 

is required to pay in respect of each Security, the 

Determination Agent shall adjust the Conditions to 

provide for the payment of the Adjustment Payment on 

the Settlement Date or other date when the Securities 

are terminated in whole; or 

(y) if the Adjustment Payment is an amount that the 

Securityholder would (but for this General Condition 

12.6(b)(i)(B)(3)(y)) be required to pay to the Issuer in 

respect of each Security, the Determination Agent shall 

adjust the Conditions to provide for the reduction of the 

amounts due by the Issuer until the aggregate amount 

of such reductions is equal to the Adjustment Payment, 

(subject, in the determination of the Determination 

Agent, to any minimum redemption amount of the 

Securities which the Determination Agent determines 

is required pursuant to any applicable law or regulation 

(including, without limitation, any tax law) and the 

rules of each listing authority, stock exchange and/or 

quotation system by which the Securities have then 

been admitted to listing, trading and/or quotation); 

(4) the Determination Agent shall make such other adjustments to 

the Conditions as it determines necessary or appropriate in order 

to account for the effect of the replacement of the Commodity 

Index with the Alternative Pre-nominated Index and/or to 

preserve as nearly as practicable the economic equivalence of 

the Securities before and after the replacement of the 

Commodity Index with the Alternative Pre-nominated Index; 

and 

(5) the Determination Agent shall notify the Issuer of any such 

Adjustment Payment and adjustments to the Conditions. 

(C) If the Determination Agent is unable to determine an Adjustment 

Payment then General Condition 12.6(d) shall apply. 

(ii) If the applicable Final Terms or Pricing Supplement do not specify that the 

Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable or, if the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark Trigger 

Provisions are applicable but do not specify an Alternative Pre-nominated Index 

in relation to the Relevant Equity Benchmark, then General Condition 12.6(d) 

shall apply. 

(c) If, for a Commodity Index on or prior to the Settlement Date, (i) the Sponsor makes a 

material change in the formula for or the method of calculating such Commodity Index or 

in any other way materially modifies such Commodity Index (other than a modification 

prescribed in that formula or method to maintain the Commodity Index in the event of 

changes in constituent commodities and weightings and other routine events) (a 

"Commodity Index Modification"), (ii) the Sponsor fails to calculate and announce the 

Commodity Index for a continuous period of three Trading Days and the Determination 

Agent determines that there is no Successor Sponsor or Successor Index (a "Commodity 

Index Disruption"), then the Determination Agent may at its option (in the case of (i)) 
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and shall (in the case of (ii)) calculate the Relevant Underlying Value using in lieu of the 

published level for that Commodity Index (if any), the level for that Commodity Index as 

at the relevant determination date as determined by the Determination Agent in accordance 

with the formula for and method of calculating that Commodity Index last in effect prior 

to the relevant Commodity Index Adjustment Event, but using only those Futures 

Contracts that comprised the Index immediately prior to the relevant Commodity Index 

Adjustment Event (other than those futures contracts that have ceased to be listed on any 

relevant exchange). 

(d) Termination for Commodity Index Adjustment Event 

If: 

(i) a Commodity Index Cancellation occurs and the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement do not specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are 

applicable; 

(ii) a Commodity Index Cancellation or an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date 

occurs in respect of a Commodity Index, the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable 

but do not specify an Alternative Pre-nominated Index; 

(iii) a Commodity Index Cancellation or an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date 

occurs in respect of a Commodity Index, the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable 

and specify an Alternative Pre-nominated Index but the Determination Agent is 

unable to determine the Adjustment Payment; 

(iv) a Commodity Index Cancellation or an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date 

occurs in respect of a Commodity Index, the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement specify that the Benchmark Trigger Provisions are applicable 

and specify an Alternative Pre-nominated Index and the Determination Agent 

determines that the Adjustment Payment would be an amount that the 

Securityholder would (but for General Condition 12.6(b)(i)(B)(3)(y)) be required 

to pay to the Issuer in respect of each Security; or 

(v) a Commodity Index Modification or a Commodity Index Disruption occurs and 

it (a) would be unlawful at any time under any applicable law or regulation or (b) 

would contravene any applicable licensing requirements, in each case for the 

Determination Agent to calculate the Relevant Underlying Value in accordance 

with General Condition 12.6(c), 

then the Issuer may, at any time thereafter and in its reasonable discretion, determine that 

the Securities shall be terminated as of any later date. 

If the Issuer so determines that the Securities shall be terminated, then the Issuer shall give 

not less than five Business Days' notice to the Securityholders to terminate the Securities 

and the Issuer's obligations under the Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment in 

respect of each Security an amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such 

day as is selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion), less the 

proportion attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any 

Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding any related 

hedging arrangements, all as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and 

absolute discretion. 

If the Issuer determines that the relevant Securities shall continue, the Determination 

Agent may make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its reasonable discretion, 

considers appropriate, if any, to the formula and other provisions for determining the 

Settlement Amount or the Relevant Underlying Value and any other variable relevant to 

the settlement or payment terms of the Securities, which change or adjustment shall be 

effective on such date as the Determination Agent shall determine. The Issuer shall 
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provide notice to the Securityholders of any such change or adjustment, giving summary 

details of the relevant change or adjustment, in accordance with General Condition 25 

(Notices), provided that any failure to give such notice shall not affect the validity of any 

such change or adjustment. 

(e) The Determination Agent shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances 

notify the Issuer of the occurrence of a Commodity Index Adjustment Event and of any 

action taken as a consequence. The Issuer Agent shall provide notice to the 

Securityholders of any the Commodity Index Adjustment Event and of any action taken 

as a consequence in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices), provided that any 

failure to give such notice shall not affect the validity of the foregoing. 

12.7 Additional Disruption Events 

Following the occurrence of an Additional Disruption Event, the Issuer will, in its sole and absolute 

discretion, determine whether or not the Securities shall continue or be terminated early. 

(a) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall continue, the Determination Agent may 

make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its sole and absolute discretion, 

considers appropriate, if any, to any variable relevant to the termination, settlement, or 

payment terms of the Securities and/or any other adjustment which change or adjustment 

shall be effective on such date as the Determination Agent shall determine. 

(b) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall be terminated early, then the Issuer shall 

give not less than five Business Days' notice to terminate the Securities and the Issuer's 

obligations under the Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment in respect of each 

Security of an amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such day as is 

selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion), less the proportion 

attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or 

the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging 

arrangements, all as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute 

discretion. 

(c) The Issuer shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances notify the 

Securities Registrar and the Determination Agent of the occurrence of an Additional 

Disruption Event. 

For the purposes hereof: 

"Additional Disruption Event" means, with respect to any Securities, any of Change in 

Law, Hedging Disruption and Increased Cost of Hedging as are specified as applicable in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

12.8 Commodity-Linked Security Inconvertibility Event 

If "Commodity-Linked Security Inconvertibility Provisions" are applicable as specified the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement in relation to any Securities, then the 

provisions of General Condition 28 (Inconvertibility Events) shall not apply and the following 

provisions shall apply instead: 

(a) Inconvertibility Event 

"Inconvertibility Event" means, with respect to any Securities, the occurrence of any 

event that makes it impossible, unlawful or commercially impracticable for the Issuer to 

(i) convert the Relevant Currency into the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency in the 

Relevant Jurisdiction, or (ii) deliver the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency into or 

between accounts in the Relevant Jurisdiction, in either case on the Settlement Date, other 

than where (x) such impossibility is due solely to the failure by the Issuer to comply with 

any law, rule or regulation enacted by the government (or any other body with the power 

to make laws, rules and regulations in the Relevant Jurisdiction) of the Relevant 

Jurisdiction (unless such law, rule or regulation is enacted after the Strike Date and it is 

impossible for Issuer, due to an event beyond its control, to comply with such law, rule or 
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regulation, (y) after using commercially reasonable efforts, the Issuer would be able to 

effect such conversion or transfer, or (z) the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency has been 

replaced by the euro. 

If the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency is unavailable because it has been replaced by 

the euro, the Issuer may at its option (or will, if required by applicable law) without the 

consent of the holders of the affected Securities, pay any amount in respect of the 

Securities in euro instead of the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency, in conformity with 

legally applicable measures taken pursuant to, or by virtue of, the Treaty establishing the 

European Community. Any payment made in euro where the required payment is in an 

unavailable Inconvertibility Settlement Currency, will not constitute an Event of Default. 

If at any time during the term of the Securities the Determination Agent determines that 

an Inconvertibility Event has occurred, it will inform the Issuer of such event. Following 

the determination of an Inconvertibility Event, the Issuer will make any payments due 

under the Securities by converting any amount due under the Securities from the 

Inconvertibility Settlement Currency into the Relevant Currency at the Fallback FX Spot 

Rate determined by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion. 

(b) Fallback FX Spot Rate 

"Fallback FX Spot Rate", means in relation to any Securities, in relation to a payment 

date, the exchange rate (expressed as a number of the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency 

per one unit of the Relevant Currency) equal to the arithmetic mean, as determined by the 

Determination Agent, of the firm offer quotes obtained for settlement on or about such 

payment date, after eliminating the highest quotation (or, in the event of equality, one of 

the highest) and the lowest quotation (or, in the event of equality, one of the lowest) of 

exchange rates for conversion of the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency into the 

Relevant Currency determined by at least five leading dealers selected by the 

Determination Agent (the "Reference Dealers"), dealing in the market for the 

Inconvertibility Settlement Currency, taking into consideration the latest available offer 

quotation for such exchange rate and any other information deemed relevant by such 

reference dealers; provided further that if the Determination Agent is unable to obtain five 

such quotes from the Reference Dealers on such date for any reason, the exchange rate 

shall be the exchange rate for settlement as determined by the Determination Agent on 

such date taking into account any information deemed relevant by the Determination 

Agent. A quotation of the Issuer or its affiliate may be included in the calculation described 

above. 

12.9 Definitions applicable to Commodity-Linked Securities 

In relation to Commodity-Linked Securities, the following expressions have the meanings set out 

below: 

"Change in Law" means that, on or after the Strike Date: 

(a) due to the adoption of or any change in any applicable law or regulation (including, 

without limitation, any tax law); or 

(b) due to the promulgation of or any change in the interpretation by any court, tribunal or 

regulatory authority with competent jurisdiction of any applicable law or regulation 

(including any action taken by a taxing authority), the Determination Agent determines 

that (i), in the case of Share-Linked Securities or Index-Linked Securities, it has become 

illegal for the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates to hold, acquire or dispose of any Hedge 

Position or (ii) the Issuer will incur a materially increased cost in performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities (including, without limitation, due to any 

increase in tax liability, decrease in tax benefit or other adverse effect on the tax position 

of the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates); 

"Commodity" means each commodity specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement; 
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"Commodity Business Day" means: 

(a) in the case where the Commodity Reference Price is a price announced or published by an 

Exchange, a day that is (or, but for the occurrence of a Commodity Disruption Event, 

would have been) a day on which that Exchange is open for trading during its regular 

trading session, notwithstanding any such Exchange closing prior to its scheduled closing 

time; and 

(b) in the case where the Commodity Reference Price is not a price announced or published 

by an Exchange, a day in respect of which the relevant Price Source published (or, but for 

the occurrence of a Commodity Disruption Event, would have published) a price; 

"Commodity Index" means an index comprising commodities specified as such in the Final Terms 

or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Commodity Index Adjustment Event" means, in respect of a Commodity Index, a Commodity 

Index Cancellation, a Commodity Index Disruption or a Commodity Index Modification; 

"Commodity Reference Price" means, in respect of any Valuation Date or other relevant date and 

the Commodity that is: 

(a) Cocoa, that day's Specified Price per metric tonne of deliverable grade cocoa beans on the 

ICE of the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, or in the event that such day falls after 

the last day on which trading may take place for the relevant options contract (or if there 

is more than one options contract, then the options contract with the latest expiry date) 

relating to the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, then the Second Nearby Month 

Futures Contract, as stated in U.S. dollars, as made public by the ICE on that day; 

(b) Coffee, that day's Specified Price per pound of deliverable grade washed arabica coffee 

on the ICE of the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, or in the event that such day falls 

after the last day on which trading may take place for the relevant options contract (or if 

there is more than one options contract, then the options contract with the latest expiry 

date) relating to the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, then the Second Nearby Month 

Futures Contract, as stated in U.S. cents, as made public by the ICE on that day; 

(c) Corn, that day's Specified Price per bushel of deliverable grade corn on the CBOT of the 

First Nearby Month Futures Contract, or in the event that such day falls after the last day 

on which trading may take place for the relevant options contract (or if there is more 

than one options contract, then the options contract with the latest expiry date) relating to 

the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, then the Second Nearby Month Futures Contract, 

as stated in U.S. cents, as made public by the CBOT on that day; 

(d) Cotton, that day's Specified Price per pound of deliverable grade cotton No. 2 on the ICE 

of the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, or in the event that such day falls after the 

last day on which trading may take place for the relevant options contract (or if there 

is more than one options contract, then the options contract with the latest expiry date) 

relating to the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, then the Second Nearby Month 

Futures Contract, as stated in U.S. cents, as made public by the ICE on that day; 

(e) Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice, that day's Specified Price per pound of deliverable 

grade orange solids on the ICE of the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, or in the event 

that such day falls after the last day on which trading may take place for the relevant 

options contract (or if there is more than one options contract, then the options contract 

with the latest expiry date) relating to the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, then the 

Second Nearby Month Futures Contract, as stated in U.S. cents, as made public by the ICE 

on that day; 

(f) Gold, that day's Gold Specified Price per troy ounce of Gold for delivery in London 

through a member of the LBMA authorised to effect such delivery, stated in U.S. dollars, 

as calculated and administered by independent service provider(s), pursuant to an 

agreement with the LBMA and published by the LBMA on its website that displays prices 

effective on that day; 
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(g) Natural Gas, that day's Specified Price per Million British Thermal Units (MMBTU) of 

natural gas on the NYMEX of the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, stated in U.S. 

dollars, as made public by the NYMEX on that day; 

(h) Oil-Brent, that day's Specified Price per barrel of Brent blend crude oil on the ICE of the 

First Nearby Month Futures Contract, stated in U.S. dollars, as made public by the ICE on 

that day; 

(i) Oil–WTI, that day's Specified Price per barrel of West Texas Intermediate light sweet 

crude oil on the NYMEX of the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, stated in U.S. 

dollars, as made public by the NYMEX on that day; 

(j) Palladium, that day's Palladium Specified Price per troy ounce gross of palladium for 

delivery in London through a member of the LPPM authorised to effect such delivery, 

stated in U.S. dollars, as calculated and administered by the LME, and published by the 

LME on its website that displays prices effective on that day; 

(k) Platinum, that day's Platinum Specified Price per troy ounce gross of Platinum for delivery 

in London through a member of the LPPM authorised to effect such delivery, stated in 

U.S. dollars, as calculated and administered by the LME, and published by the LME on 

its website that displays prices effective on that day; 

(l) Silver, that day's Silver Specified Price per troy ounce of silver for delivery in London 

through a member of the LBMA authorised to effect such delivery, stated in U.S. dollars, 

as calculated and administered by independent service provider(s), pursuant to an 

agreement with the LBMA and published by the LBMA on its website that displays prices 

effective on that day; 

(m) Sugar, that day's Specified Price per pound of deliverable grade sugar on the ICE of the 

First Nearby Month Futures Contract, or in the event that such day falls after the last day 

on which trading may take place for the relevant options contract (or if there is more 

than one options contract, then the options contract with the latest expiry date) relating to 

the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, then the Second Nearby Month Futures Contract, 

as stated in U.S. cents, as made public by the ICE on that day; 

(n) Wheat, that day's Specified Price per bushel of deliverable grade corn on the CBOT of the 

First Nearby Month Futures Contract, or in the event that such day falls after the last day 

on which trading may take place for the relevant options contract (or if there is more 

than one options contract, then the options contract with the latest expiry date) relating to 

the First Nearby Month Futures Contract, then the Second Nearby Month Futures Contract, 

as stated in U.S. cents, as made public by the CBOT on that day; or 

(o) any Commodity (mentioned in (a) to (n) above or otherwise) where a reference price is 

specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, such 

reference price for such date, 

provided that if "Commodity Reference Dealers" is specified as applicable in the Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, the Commodity Reference Price will be determined on the 

basis of quotations provided by Reference Dealers on that Valuation Date or other relevant date of 

that day's Specified Price for a unit of the relevant Commodity for delivery on the month of expiry 

of the relevant Futures Contract, if applicable. If four quotations are provided as requested, the 

price for that day will be the arithmetic mean of the Specified Prices for that Commodity provided 

by each Reference Dealer, without regard to the Specified Prices having the highest and lowest 

values. If exactly three quotations are provided as requested, the price for that day will be the 

Specified Price provided by the relevant Reference Dealer that remains after disregarding the 

Specified Prices having the highest and lowest values. For this purpose, if more than one quotation 

has the same highest value or lowest value, then the Specified Price of one such quotation shall be 

disregarded. If fewer than three quotations are provided, it will be deemed that the price for that 

day cannot be determined; 

"CBOT" means the Chicago Board of Trade or its successor; 
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"Component" means in relation to a Commodity Index, any commodity or Futures Contract the 

price of which is included in such Commodity Index; 

"DJ UBS Commodity Index" means the Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index and any other 

Commodity Index, in each case which is calculated and sponsored by Dow Jones Inc, or any 

successor to such sponsor; 

"DJ UBSCI Manual" means the manual or handbook in respect of a DJ UBS Commodity Index 

published by the sponsor of the relevant Commodity Index and in effect from time to time; 

"Exchange" means each exchange or principal trading market specified as such in relation to a 

Commodity in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement or in the applicable 

Commodity Reference Price; 

"First Nearby Month Futures Contract" means, in respect of any day, the first Futures Contract 

to expire following such day; 

"Futures Contract" means either (a) the contract for future delivery in respect of the relevant 

delivery date relating to the relevant Commodity referred to in the relevant Commodity Reference 

Price or (b) each futures contract underlying or included in a Commodity Index; 

"Hedge Position" means any purchase, sale, entry into or maintenance of one or more (i) positions 

or contracts in securities, commodities, options, futures, derivatives or foreign exchange, (ii) stock 

loan transactions or (iii) other instruments or arrangements (howsoever described) by the Issuer 

and/or any of its Affiliates in order to hedge, individually or on a portfolio basis, the Securities; 

"Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates are unable, after using 

commercially reasonable efforts, to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind 

or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that they deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of 

entering into and performing the Issuer's obligations under the Securities, or (b) realise, recover or 

remit the proceeds of any such transactions or asset(s); 

"ICE" means the Intercontinental ExchangeTM or its successor; 

"Inconvertibility Settlement Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms 

or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Increased Cost of Hedging" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates would incur a 

materially increased (as compared with circumstances existing on the Strike Date) amount of tax, 

duty, expense or fee (other than brokerage commissions) to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, 

substitute, maintain, unwind or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that the Issuer and/or any 

of its Affiliates deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of entering into and performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities or (b) realise, recover or remit the proceeds of any such 

transaction(s) or asset(s) provided that any such materially increased amount that is incurred 

solely due to the deterioration of the creditworthiness of the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates shall 

not be deemed an Increased Cost of Hedging; 

"Index Methodology" means the manual or handbook in respect of a Commodity Index published 

by the sponsor of the relevant Commodity Index and in effect from time to time; 

"Latest Determination Date" means, in respect of a Commodity Index and a Valuation Date, if 

(a) no Commodity Index Disruption Event has occurred for any Component on such Valuation 

Date, such Valuation Date, or (b) if a Commodity Index Disruption Event has occurred for one or 

more Components on such Valuation Date, the latest date on which the settlement price of such 

affected Components are determined; 

"LBMA" means The London Bullion Market Association or its successor; 

"LPPM" means The London Platinum and Palladium Market in London on which members quote 

prices for the buying and selling of Platinum and Palladium or its successor; 
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"NYMEX" means the NYMEX Division, or its successor, of the New York Mercantile Exchange, 

Inc. or its successor; 

"Price Source" means, in respect of a Commodity Reference Price, the publication, trading 

facility, exchange or such other reference source reporting or calculating the Specified Price (or 

prices from which the Specified Price is calculated); 

"Reference Dealers" means four leading dealers in the relevant Commodities market selected by 

the Determination Agent; 

"Relevant Commodity Benchmark" means: 

(a) the Commodity Reference Price (or, if applicable, the index, benchmark or other price 

source that is referred to in the Commodity Reference Price); 

(b) the Commodity Index; and 

(c) any other index, benchmark or price source specified as such in the applicable Final Terms 

or Pricing Supplement. 

To the extent that a Fallback Reference Price is used, such Fallback Reference Price shall be a 

"Relevant Benchmark" from the day on which it is used; 

"Relevant Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement, and, if none is so specified (i) if the Relevant Underlying is/or comprises 

a Commodity Index, the currency in which any of the securities which comprise any relevant 

Commodity Index is denominated, or (ii) in all other cases, the currency in which the Relevant 

Underlying is denominated; 

"Second Nearby Month Futures Contract" means, in respect of any day, the second Futures 

Contract to expire following such day; 

"S&P Commodity Index" means the S&P GSCI Commodity Index and any other Commodity 

Index, in each case which is calculated and sponsored by Standard & Poor's, or any successor to 

such sponsor; 

"Specified Maximum Days of Disruption" means three (3) Commodity Business Days or any 

other number of Specified Maximum Days of Disruption specified as such in the Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Specified Price" means, in respect of a Commodity Reference Price, any of the following prices 

(which must be a price reported in or by, or capable of being determined from information reported 

in or by, the relevant Price Source), as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement (and, if applicable, as of the time so specified): (a) the high price, (b) the low price, 

(c) the average of the high price and the low price, (d) the closing price, (e) the opening price, (f) 

the bid price, (g) the ask price, (h) the average of the bid price and the ask price, (i) the settlement 

price, (j) the official settlement price, (k) the official price, (l) the morning fixing, (m) the afternoon 

fixing, (n) the fixing, (o) the spot price, (p) the ask low, (q) the ask high, (r) the bid low, (s) the bid 

high, or (t) any other price specified in the relevant Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; 

"Trading Day" means a day when the exchanges for all Components included in the relevant 

Commodity Index are scheduled to be open for trading; and 

"Valuation Date" means, subject as provided in this General Condition 12 (Conditions relating to 

Commodity-Linked Securities), each date specified as such in the Additional Terms and 

Conditions, or if any such date is not a Commodity Business Day, the following Commodity 

Business Day. 
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13. CONDITIONS RELATING TO CURRENCY-LINKED SECURITIES 

This General Condition 13 (Conditions relating to Currency-Linked Securities) is applicable only 

in relation to Securities specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement as 

being Currency-Linked Securities. 

13.1 Valuation Date: 

In this General Condition 13: 

(a) "Valuation Date" means, in respect of any Currency-Linked Securities, each date 

specified as such in the Additional Terms and Conditions, provided that where any such 

date is not a Currency Business Day then the Valuation Date shall be the first preceding 

day that is a Currency Business Day; and 

(b) "Relevant Date" means each Valuation Date. 

13.2 Currency Disruption Events 

(a) If so specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement relating to any 

Securities, the following shall constitute "Currency Disruption Events" for the purposes 

of such Securities: 

(i) "Price Source Disruption", which means it becomes impossible, as determined 

by the Determination Agent, acting in a commercially reasonable manner, to 

determine the Settlement Rate on the Valuation Date (or, if different, the day on 

which rates for that Valuation Date would, in the ordinary course, be published 

or announced by the applicable price source in accordance with the relevant price 

source); 

(ii) "Additional Price Source Disruption", which means, in relation to the 

determination of the Relevant Underlying Value on any Relevant Date, (A) the 

relevant exchange rate is not displayed on the Reference Source or any successor 

page for such Relevant Date; (B) such Relevant Date is any Unscheduled Holiday; 

or (C) the Determination Agent determined in good faith that the exchange rate 

so displayed on the Reference Source is manifestly incorrect; and 

(iii) "Price Materiality Event", which means the Primary Rate differs from the 

Secondary Rate by at least the Price Materiality Percentage. 

(b) If the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify that any Currency 

Disruption Event shall be applicable to such Securities, then, where the Determination 

Agent determines, acting in a commercially reasonable manner, that such Currency 

Disruption Event occurs or has occurred and is continuing in respect of such Securities: 

(i) in the case of Price Source Disruption, on the day that is the Relevant Date in 

respect of such Securities (or, if different, the day on which rates for that Relevant 

Date would, in the ordinary course, be published or announced by the relevant 

price source); and 

(ii) in the case of any other Currency Disruption Event, on such other Relevant Date 

in respect of which such Currency Disruption Event is specified as applying in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, 

then the Relevant Underlying Value for such Securities will be determined in 

accordance with the terms of the Currency Disruption Fallback first applicable 

pursuant to General Condition 13.3 (Currency Disruption Fallbacks). 

13.3 Currency Disruption Fallbacks 

(a) If so specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement relating to any 

Securities, the following shall constitute "Currency Disruption Fallbacks" for the 
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purposes of such Securities, and the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

shall specify which Currency Disruption Fallback(s) shall apply to such Securities, to 

which Currency Disruption Event each such Currency Disruption Fallback shall apply and, 

where more than one Currency Disruption Fallback may apply to a Currency Disruption 

Event, the order in which such Currency Disruption Fallback(s) shall apply to such 

Currency Disruption Event. 

(i) "Determination Agent Determination of Settlement Rate" means that the 

Determination Agent will determine, in its sole and absolute discretion, the 

Settlement Rate (or a method for determining the Settlement Rate), taking into 

consideration all available information that it deems relevant; and 

(ii) "Fallback Reference Price" means that the Determination Agent will determine, 

in its sole and absolute discretion, the Settlement Rate for such Securities on the 

relevant Valuation Date (or, if different, the day on which rates for that Valuation 

Date would, in the ordinary course, be published or announced) pursuant to the 

Settlement Rate Option specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

(b) Where more than one Currency Disruption Event occurs or exists or is deemed to occur 

or exist, then, unless the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement has 

specified which Currency Disruption Fallback shall apply in such circumstances, the 

Determination Agent shall determine, in its sole and absolute discretion, which Currency 

Disruption Fallback shall apply. 

13.4 Administrator/Benchmark Events 

(a) If an Administrator/ Benchmark Event and an Administrator/Benchmark Event Date 

occurs: 

(i) the Currency Disruption Fallbacks specified in the applicable Final Terms or 

Pricing Supplement to apply with respect to Administrator/Benchmark Event will 

apply, or if none are specified, the Currency Disruption Fallbacks specified in the 

applicable Final Terms or Pricing Supplement to apply with respect to a Price 

Source Disruption shall be deemed to apply in accordance with General Condition 

13.3, provided that if the Relevant FX Benchmark is not the Settlement Rate then 

references to the "Settlement Rate" in the applicable Currency Disruption 

Fallbacks and related definitions and provisions of these Conditions shall be 

deemed to be references to the Relevant FX Benchmark; 

(ii) if it (i) is or would be unlawful at any time under any applicable law or regulation 

or (ii) would contravene any applicable licensing requirements, for the Issuer or 

the Determination Agent to perform the actions prescribed in an applicable 

Currency Disruption Fallback (or it would be unlawful or would contravene those 

licensing requirements were a determination to be made at such time), the next 

applicable Currency Disruption Fallback will apply; and 

(iii) if the Issuer determines that the last applicable Currency Disruption Fallback does 

not provide a Settlement Rate (including due to the applicability of paragraph (ii) 

above in relation to the last applicable Currency Disruption Fallback), then the 

Issuer shall give not less than five Business Days' notice to the Securityholders to 

terminate the Securities and upon termination the Issuer will pay in respect of 

each Security of an amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on 

such day as it selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute 

discretion, less the proportion attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost 

to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any 

Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging arrangements, all as calculated by the 

Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion. The Issuer's obligations 

under the Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment of such amount. If the 

Issuer determines that the Securities shall continue, the Determination Agent may 

make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its sole and absolute 
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discretion, considers appropriate (if any) to the formula and other provisions for 

determining the Settlement Amount or the Relevant Underlying Value, and any 

other variable relevant to the settlement or payment terms of the Securities, which 

change or adjustment shall be effective on such date as the Determination Agent 

shall determine. 

The Determination Agent shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances notify 

the Issuer of the occurrence of an Administrator/Benchmark Event and of any action taken as a 

consequence. The Issuer shall provide notice to the Securityholders of any such change or 

adjustment, giving summary details of the relevant change or adjustment, in accordance with 

General Condition 25 (Notices), provided that any failure to give such notice shall not affect the 

validity of any such change or adjustment. 

13.5 Additional Disruption Events 

(a) If specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement as applicable, 

following the occurrence of an Additional Disruption Event, the Issuer will, in its sole and 

absolute discretion, determine whether or not the Securities shall continue or be terminated 

early. 

(b) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall continue, the Determination Agent may 

make such adjustment as the Determination Agent, in its sole and absolute discretion, 

considers appropriate (if any) to any variable relevant to the termination, settlement, or 

payment terms of the Securities and/or any other adjustment which change or adjustment 

shall be effective on such date as the Determination Agent shall determine. 

(c) If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall be terminated early, then the Issuer shall 

give not less than five Business Days' notice to terminate the Securities and the Issuer's 

obligations under the Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment in respect of each 

Security of an amount equal to the fair market value of such Security, on such day as is 

selected by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion (provided that 

such day is not more than 15 days before the date fixed for termination of the Security), 

less the proportion attributable to that Security of the reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or 

any Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, unwinding any 

related hedging arrangements, all as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and 

absolute discretion. 

(d) The Issuer shall as soon as reasonably practicable under the circumstances notify the 

Securities Registrar and the Determination Agent of the occurrence of an Additional 

Disruption Event. 

(e) For the purposes hereof: 

"Additional Disruption Event" means, with respect to any Currency-Linked Securities, 

Change in Law, Hedging Disruption, and / or Increased Cost of Hedging as are applicable 

as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

13.6 Change to a Relevant FX Benchmark 

If the definition, methodology or formula for a Relevant FX Benchmark, or other means of 

calculating the Relevant FX Benchmark, is changed (irrespective of the materiality of any such 

change or changes), then, unless otherwise specified in the applicable Final Terms or Pricing 

Supplement, references to that Relevant FX Benchmark shall be to the Relevant FX Benchmark as 

changed. 
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13.7 Definitions applicable to Currency-Linked Securities 

In relation to Currency-Linked Securities, the following expressions have the meanings set out 

below: 

"Change in Law" means that, on or after the Strike Date: 

(a) due to the adoption of or any change in any applicable law or regulation (including, 

without limitation, any tax law); or 

(b) due to the promulgation of or any change in the interpretation by any court, tribunal or 

regulatory authority with competent jurisdiction of any applicable law or regulation 

(including any action taken by a taxing authority), the Determination Agent determines 

that (i), in the case of Share-Linked Securities or Index-Linked Securities, it has become 

illegal for the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates to hold, acquire or dispose of any Hedge 

Position or (ii) the Issuer will incur a materially increased cost in performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities (including, without limitation, due to any 

increase in tax liability, decrease in tax benefit or other adverse effect on the tax position 

of the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates); 

"Currency Business Day" means, for the purposes of: 

(a) the definition of Valuation Date in General Condition 13.1 (Valuation Date), in respect of 

any Currency-Linked Securities: (1) a day on which commercial banks are (or but for the 

occurrence of a Currency Disruption Event, would have been) open for business (including 

dealings in foreign exchange in accordance with the market practice of the foreign 

exchange market) in the Principal Financial Centre(s) of the Relevant Underlying 

Currency or (2) where the currency to be valued is euro, a day that is a TARGET 

Settlement Day and a Business Day; and 

(b) for any other purpose, in respect of any Currency-Linked Securities: (1) a day on which 

commercial banks are open for general business (including dealings in foreign exchange 

in accordance with the market practice of the foreign exchange market) in the Principal 

Financial Centre(s) of the Relevant Underlying Currency and (2) where one of the 

Currency Pair is euro, a day that is a TARGET Settlement Day; 

"Currency Pair" means Relevant Underlying Currency and the Reference Currency; 

"Currency-Reference Dealers" is a Settlement Rate Option which means that the Spot Rate for a 

Rate Calculation Date will be determined on the basis of quotations provided by Reference Dealers 

on that Rate Calculation Date of that day's Specified Rate, expressed as the amount of Relevant 

Underlying Currency per one unit of Reference Currency for settlement on the Settlement Date (or 

other relevant date for payment under the Securities). The Determination Agent will request each 

of the Reference Dealers to provide a firm quotation of its Specified Rate for a transaction where 

the amount of Relevant Underlying Currency equals the Specified Amount. If four quotations are 

provided, the rate for a Rate Calculation Date will be the arithmetic mean of the Specified Rates, 

without regard to the Specified Rates having the highest and lowest value. If exactly three 

quotations are provided, the rate for a Rate Calculation Date will be the Specified Rate provided 

by the Reference Dealer that remains after disregarding the Specified Rates having the highest and 

lowest values. For this purpose, if more than one quotation has the same highest value or lowest 

value, then the Specified Rate of one of such quotations shall be disregarded. If exactly two 

quotations are provided, the rate for a Rate Calculation Date will be the arithmetic mean of the 

Specified Rates. If only one quotation is provided, the rate for a Rate Calculation Date will be the 

Specified Rate quoted by that Reference Dealer. The quotations used to determine the Spot Rate 

for a Rate Calculation Date will be determined in each case at the Specified Time on that Rate 

Calculation Date; 

"Hedge Position" means any purchase, sale, entry into or maintenance of one or more (i) positions 

or contracts in securities, commodities, options, futures, derivatives or foreign exchange, (ii) stock 

loan transactions or (iii) other instruments or arrangements (howsoever described) by the Issuer 

and/or any of its Affiliates in order to hedge, individually or on a portfolio basis, the Securities; 
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"Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates are unable, after using 

commercially reasonable efforts, to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind 

or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that they deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of 

entering into and performing the Issuer's obligations under the Securities, or (b) realise, recover or 

remit the proceeds of any such transactions or asset(s); 

"Increased Cost of Hedging" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates would incur a 

materially increased (as compared with circumstances existing on the Strike Date) amount of tax, 

duty, expense or fee (other than brokerage commissions) to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, 

substitute, maintain, unwind or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that the Issuer and/or any 

of its Affiliates deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of entering into and performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities or (b) realise, recover or remit the proceeds of any such 

transaction(s) or asset(s) provided that any such materially increased amount that is incurred solely 

due to the deterioration of the creditworthiness of the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates shall not 

be deemed an Increased Cost of Hedging; 

"Price Materiality Percentage" means the percentage specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Primary Rate" means the rate determined using the Settlement Rate Option specified for such 

purpose in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Rate Calculation Date" means any Valuation Date (as defined in General Conditions 13.1 

(Valuation Date); 

"Relevant FX Benchmark" means, in respect of any Securities: 

(a) the Settlement Rate; 

(b) the Settlement Rate Option; 

(c) the Primary Rate and the Secondary Rate; and 

(d) any other index, benchmark, rate or price source which is referenced in the Securities and 

which is a measure constituting an index (or combination of indices) under any law or 

regulation applicable to the Securities and identified as a "Relevant FX Benchmark" in the 

applicable Final Terms or Pricing Supplement. 

To the extent that a Fallback Reference Price is used, it shall be a "Relevant FX Benchmark" from 

the day on which it is used. 

"Relevant Underlying Currency " means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Reference Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; 

"Reference Dealers" means the reference dealers specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Reference Source" means the source (such as a Reuters screen page or Bloomberg page) 

specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Secondary Rate" means the rate determined using the Settlement Rate Option specified for such 

purpose in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Settlement Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; 

"Settlement Rate" means the rate as determined by the Determination Agent, in its sole and 

absolute discretion, in accordance with the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 
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"Settlement Rate Option" means, for the purposes of calculating the Settlement Rate, the 

Settlement Rate Option specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement (or 

which is applicable pursuant to General Condition 13.3 (Currency Disruption Fallbacks)); 

"Specified Amount" means the amount of Relevant Underlying Currency specified as such in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Specified Rate" means any of the following rates, as specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement: (i) the Relevant Underlying Currency bid exchange rate, (ii) 

the Relevant Underlying Currency offer exchange rate, (iii) the average of the Relevant Underlying 

Currency bid and offer exchange rates, (iv) the Reference Currency bid exchange rate, (v) the 

Reference Currency offer exchange rate, (vi) the average of the Reference Currency bid and offer 

exchange rates, (vii) the official fixing rate or (viii) any other exchange rate specified in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. If no such rate is specified, the Specified Rate 

will be deemed to be the average of the Reference Currency bid and offer rate; 

"Specified Time" means, in respect of any Securities and the determination of the Spot Rate, the 

time specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no such 

time is specified, the time chosen by the Determination Agent; 

"Spot Rate" means for any Valuation Date, the relevant currency exchange rate determined in 

accordance with the applicable Settlement Rate Option and, if a Settlement Rate Option is not 

applicable, the currency exchange rate at the time at which such rate is to be determined for foreign 

exchange transactions in the Currency Pair for value on the Settlement Date (or other relevant date 

for payment under the Securities), as determined in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 

manner by the Determination Agent; and 

"Unscheduled Holiday" means that a day is not a Currency Business Day and that the market was 

not aware of such fact (by means of a public announcement or by reference to other publicly 

available information) until a time later than 9:00 a.m. local time in the Principal Financial 

Centre(s) of the Relevant Underlying Currency two Currency Business Days prior to such day. 

14. CONDITIONS RELATING TO BOND FUTURES CONTRACT-LINKED SECURITIES 

This General Condition 14 (Conditions relating to Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities) is 

applicable only in relation to Securities specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement as being Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities. 

14.1 Consequences of Disrupted Days 

If the Determination Agent determines that any Valuation Date is a Disrupted Day, such Valuation 

Date shall be the first succeeding Scheduled Trading Day that the Determination Agent determines 

is not a Disrupted Day, unless the Determination Agent determines that each of the consecutive 

Scheduled Trading Days equal in number to the Maximum Days of Disruption immediately 

following the Scheduled Valuation Date is a Disrupted Day. In that case: 

(a) the last consecutive Scheduled Trading Day shall be deemed to be such Valuation Date, 

notwithstanding the fact that such day is a Disrupted Day; and 

(b) the Determination Agent shall determine its good faith estimate of the value of the Bond 

Futures Contract as of the Determination Time on that last consecutive Scheduled Trading 

Day, and such determination by the Determination Agent pursuant to this paragraph (b) 

shall be deemed to be the Official Settlement Price in respect of such Valuation Date. 

The Determination Agent shall give notice as soon as practicable to the holders in accordance with 

General Condition 25 (Notices) of the occurrence of a Disrupted Day on any day that, but for the 

occurrence of a Disrupted Day, would have been a Valuation Date. Without limiting the obligation 

of the Determination Agent to give notice to the holders as set forth in the preceding sentence, 

failure by the Determination Agent to notify the holders of the occurrence of a Disrupted Day shall 

not affect the validity of the occurrence and effect of such Disrupted Day. 
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14.2 Corrections to published prices 

If "Correction of Official Settlement Price") is specified as applicable in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement and the price of a Bond Futures Contract published or 

announced on any Valuation Date is subsequently corrected and the correction (the "Corrected 

Official Settlement Price") is published or announced on the relevant Exchange prior to the 

Correction Cut-Off Date, then such Corrected Official Settlement Price shall be deemed to be the 

relevant price for such Bond Futures Contract for such Valuation Date and the Determination 

Agent shall use such Corrected Official Settlement Price in determining any relevant amount 

payable under the Securities. 

14.3 Consequences of Additional Disruption Events 

If an Additional Disruption Event occurs, the Issuer may take the action described in (a) or (b) 

below: 

(a) require the Determination Agent to (i) determine the appropriate adjustment, if any, to be 

made to any one or more of any variable relevant to the exercise, settlement, payment or 

other terms of the Securities to account for the Additional Disruption Event, and (ii) 

determine the effective date of that adjustment; or 

(b) determine that no adjustment that it could make under (a) above will produce a 

commercially reasonable result, and notify the holders in accordance with General 

Condition 25 (Notices) that the relevant consequence shall be the early redemption of the 

Securities, in which event the Issuer shall terminate the Securities and cause to be paid to 

each holder in respect of each Security held by it an amount equal to the Settlement 

Amount of such Securities. 

14.4 Definitions applicable to Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities 

"Additional Disruption Event" means (a) Relevant Currency Disruption, and (b) any of Change 

in Law, Hedging Disruption and Increased Cost of Hedging, in each case if specified in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Bond Futures Contract" means any futures, options or other derivatives contract (each, for this 

purpose, a "contract") relating to a bond, as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement or such substitute contract that replaces such contract (or any substitute of such 

contract) pursuant to the terms of the Securities. 

"Change in Law" means that, on or after the Strike Date: 

(a) due to the adoption of or any change in any applicable law or regulation (including, 

without limitation, any tax law); or 

(b) due to the promulgation of or any change in the interpretation by any court, tribunal or 

regulatory authority with competent jurisdiction of any applicable law or regulation 

(including any action taken by a taxing authority), the Determination Agent determines 

that (i), in the case of Share-Linked Securities or Index-Linked Securities, it has become 

illegal for the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates to hold, acquire or dispose of any Hedge 

Position or (ii) the Issuer will incur a materially increased cost in performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities (including, without limitation, due to any 

increase in tax liability, decrease in tax benefit or other adverse effect on the tax position 

of the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates). 

"Correction Cut-Off Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement or if no date is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement, the second Business Day prior to the next following date on which any payment is 

scheduled to be made by the Issuer by reference to the price of the Bond Futures Contract. 

"Disrupted Day" means any Scheduled Trading Day on which a relevant Exchange fails to open 

for trading during its regular trading session or on which a Market Disruption Event has occurred. 
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"Determination Time" means the time specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement, or if no time is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement, the close of trading on the Exchange. 

"Exchange" means, in respect of a Bond Futures Contract, the securities exchange or trading 

market specified for such Bond Futures Contract in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement (or any successor to such securities exchange or trading market). 

"Hedge Position" means any purchase, sale, entry into or maintenance of one or more (i) positions 

or contracts in securities, commodities, options, futures, derivatives or foreign exchange, (ii) stock 

loan transactions or (iii) other instruments or arrangements (howsoever described) by the Issuer 

and/or any of its Affiliates in order to hedge, individually or on a portfolio basis, the Securities. 

"Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates are unable, after using 

commercially reasonable efforts, to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, substitute, maintain, unwind 

or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that they deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of 

entering into and performing the Issuer's obligations under the Securities, or (b) realise, recover or 

remit the proceeds of any such transactions or asset(s). 

"Increased Cost of Hedging" means that the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates would incur a 

materially increased (as compared with circumstances existing on the Strike Date) amount of tax, 

duty, expense or fee (other than brokerage commissions) to (a) acquire, establish, re-establish, 

substitute, maintain, unwind or dispose of any transaction(s) or asset(s) that the Issuer and/or any 

of its Affiliates deem necessary to hedge the Issuer's risk of entering into and performing its 

obligations with respect to the Securities or (b) realise, recover or remit the proceeds of any such 

transaction(s) or asset(s) provided that any such materially increased amount that is incurred solely 

due to the deterioration of the creditworthiness of the Issuer and/or any of its Affiliates shall not 

be deemed an Increased Cost of Hedging. 

"Market Disruption Event" means the occurrence of, with respect to any Bond Futures Contract, 

one or more of the following events: 

(a) Trading Suspension; or 

(b) Trading Limitation, 

in each case, if so specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Maximum Days of Disruption" means eight Scheduled Trading Days or such other number of 

Scheduled Trading Days specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Official Settlement Price" means, in respect of a Bond Futures Contract and any day, the official 

settlement price of such Bond Futures Contract published by the Exchange on such day. 

"Relevant Currency" means, unless otherwise specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement, the Settlement Currency, the lawful currency in which the reference asset of 

the Security or any constituent of such reference asset is denominated, from time to time, or the 

lawful currency of the country in which the Exchange or the primary exchange on which a 

reference asset or any constituent of such reference asset is located, provided that Relevant 

Currency shall not include any lawful currency that is a Standard Currency. 

"Relevant Currency Disruption" means each of the following events (as determined by the 

Determination Agent, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner): 

(a) a general moratorium is declared in respect of banking activities in the country in which 

the Exchange is located or in the principal financial centre of the Relevant Currency; 

(b) it becomes impossible to obtain the Relevant Currency Exchange Rate on any relevant 

date, in the interbank market; 

(c) the occurrence of any event which (i) generally makes it impossible to convert the 

currencies in the Relevant Currency Exchange Rate through customary legal channels for 
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conducting such conversion in the principal financial centre of the Relevant Currency, or 

(ii) generally makes it impossible to deliver the Relevant Currency from accounts in the 

country of the principal financial centre of the Relevant Currency to accounts outside such 

jurisdiction or the Relevant Currency between accounts in such jurisdiction or to a party 

that is a non-resident of such jurisdiction; 

(d) it is impossible to obtain a firm quote for the Relevant Currency Exchange Rate for an 

amount which the Issuer considers necessary to discharge its obligations under the 

Securities; 

(e) a change in law occurs in the country of the principal financial centre of the Relevant 

Currency which may (directly or indirectly) affect the ownership in and/or the 

transferability of the Relevant Currency; 

(f) the dissolution or replacement of the Relevant Currency with another currency; or 

(g) any other event similar to any of the above occurs, which could make it impracticable or 

impossible for the Issuer to perform its obligations in relation to the Securities. 

"Relevant Currency Exchange Rate" means each rate of exchange between the Relevant 

Currency and the Settlement Currency, or where the Relevant Currency is the Settlement Currency, 

between the Relevant Currency and any other applicable currency, as determined by the 

Determination Agent by reference to such sources as the Determination Agent may reasonably 

determine to be appropriate at such time. 

"Scheduled Trading Day" means any day that is (or but for the occurrence of a Market Disruption 

Event, would have been) a trading day on each Exchange other than a day on which trading on the 

Exchange is scheduled to close prior to its regular weekday closing time. 

"Scheduled Valuation Date" means any original date that, but for the occurrence of an event 

causing a Disrupted Day, would have been a Valuation Date. 

"Standard Currency" means, unless otherwise specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement, the euro and the lawful currency of Australia, Canada, Denmark, Hong Kong, 

Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, the United Kingdom and 

the United States, or such other currency as determined by the Determination Agent at its sole and 

absolute discretion from time to time. 

"Trading Limitation" means that a material limitation has been imposed on trading in the Bond 

Futures Contract with respect to it or any contract with respect to it on any exchange or principal 

trading market. 

"Trading Suspension" means the material suspension of trading of the Bond Futures Contract on 

the Exchange. 

"Valuation Date" means each date specified as such in the Additional Terms and Conditions, or 

if any such day is not a Scheduled Trading Day, the next following Scheduled Trading Day. 

15. COMPLIANCE WITH SECURITIES LAWS 

If any holder of any Security is determined to be a U.S. Person (being any person or entity that is 

either a U.S. Person as defined in Rule 902(k) of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, 

as amended or a United States Person as defined in Section 7701(a)(30) of the U.S. Internal 

Revenue Code of 1986), the Issuer shall have the right to: 

(a) direct the holder to sell or transfer such Security to a person who is not a U.S. Person 

within 14 days following receipt of notice of the direction. If the holder fails to sell or 

transfer such Security within such period, the Issuer may at its discretion (i) cause such 

Security to be sold to an acquirer selected by the Issuer that certifies to the Issuer that such 

acquirer is not a U.S. Person, on terms as the Issuer may choose, subject to the purchaser 

representations and requirements and transfer restrictions set out herein, and, pending such 

transfer, no further payments will be made in respect of such Security or (ii) give notice 
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to the holder that such Security will be terminated by the Issuer at the Early Settlement 

Amount on the date specified in such notice. 

In the event of a sale in accordance with sub-clause (i) above, the Issuer may select an 

acquirer by any means determined by it in its sole discretion. The proceeds of the sale, net 

of any commissions, expenses and taxes due in connection with the sale shall be remitted 

to the selling holder. The terms and conditions of any sale hereunder (including the sale 

price) shall be determined in the sole discretion of the Issuer, subject to the purchaser 

representations and requirements and transfer restrictions set out herein, and the Issuer 

shall not be liable to any person having an interest in the Security sold as a result of any 

sale or the exercise of such discretion; or 

(b) terminate and cancel such Security. In the case of any termination and cancellation of a 

Security as described above no amount shall be payable to the relevant Securityholder and 

the Issuer shall have no further obligations in respect of the Security. 

16. PERFORMANCE DISRUPTION 

If the Determination Agent determines, acting in a commercially reasonable manner, that a 

Performance Disruption has occurred, then the Issuer may determine, in its sole and absolute 

discretion, that the Securities shall be terminated on the date specified in a notice to the 

Securityholders and the Issuer will pay an amount which the Determination Agent, in its sole and 

absolute discretion, determines is the fair market value to the Securityholder of a Security with 

terms that would preserve for the Securityholder the economic equivalent of any payment 

(assuming satisfaction of each applicable condition precedent) to which the Securityholder would 

have been entitled under the relevant Security after that date but for the occurrence of such 

Performance Disruption, less the proportion attributable to the Security of the reasonable cost to 

the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or any Affiliate on, 

unwinding any related hedging arrangements, all calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole 

and absolute discretion, in which event the Security shall cease to be exercisable (or, in the case of 

any Securities which have been exercised, the entitlements of the respective exercising 

Securityholders to receive the relevant currency or payment of the Settlement Amount, pursuant 

to such exercise shall cease) and the Issuer's obligations under the Securities shall be satisfied in 

full upon payment of such amount. 

For the purposes hereof, "Performance Disruption" means, in relation to any Security, the 

occurrence or existence on any day of any event, circumstance or cause beyond the control of the 

Issuer that has had or reasonably could be expected to have a material adverse effect upon (i) its 

ability to perform its obligations under, or hedge its positions with respect to, the relevant Security; 

(ii) the ability of any hedging counterparty of the Issuer to perform its obligations under any 

hedging transaction entered into by the Issuer to hedge all or any of its liabilities in respect of the 

Securities or any of them; or (iii) the availability of hedging transactions in the market. 

17. CONSEQUENCES OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION EVENT 

17.1 Consequences of an EMU Event: 

(a) Following the occurrence of an EMU Event, the Issuer may, without the consent of the 

holders and on giving notice under the Conditions, make such adjustment (and determine 

the effective date of such adjustment) as it, in its sole and absolute discretion, determines 

appropriate to the Conditions to account for such EMU Event in relation to the Securities. 

(b) Following the occurrence of an EMU Event, without prejudice to the generality of the 

foregoing, the Issuer shall be entitled to: 

(i) make such conversions between amounts denominated in the national currency 

units (the "National Currency Units") of the member states of the European 

Union that have adopted the single currency in accordance with the EC Treaty 

and the euro, and the euro and the National Currency Units, in each case, in 

accordance with the conversion rates and rounding rules established by the 
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Council of the European Union pursuant to the EC Treaty as it, in its sole and 

absolute discretion, considers appropriate; 

(ii) make all payments in respect of the Securities solely in euro as though references 

in the Securities to the relevant National Currency Units were to euro; and 

(iii) make such adjustments as it, in its sole and absolute discretion considers 

necessary to the formula for any Settlement Amount, Settlement Rate, Settlement 

Price, Relevant Price, Spot Rate and any other amount as it determines, in its sole 

and absolute discretion, to be appropriate. 

17.2 EMU Event: 

For the purposes hereof, "EMU Event" or "European Economic and Monetary Union Event" 

means the occurrence of any of the following, as determined by the Determination Agent: 

(a) the withdrawal from legal tender of any currency that, before the introduction of the euro, 

was lawful currency in one of the member states; 

(b) the redenomination of any Underlying Share into euro; 

(c) any change in the currency of denomination of any Index into euro; 

(d) any change in the currency in which some or all the securities or other property contained 

in any Index is denominated into euro; 

(e) the disappearance or replacement of a relevant rate option or other price source for the 

national currency of any member state, or the failure of the agreed sponsor (or successor 

sponsor) to publish or display a relevant rate, index, price, page or screen; or 

(f) the change by any organised market, exchange or clearance, payment or settlement system 

in the unit of account of its operating procedures to the euro. 

17.3 No liability: 

None of the Issuer, the Determination Agent, the Securities Registrar or the Securities Agents will 

be liable to any Securityholder or other person for any commissions, costs, losses or expenses in 

relation to or resulting from any currency conversion or rounding effected in connection therewith. 

18. TAXATION 

18.1 Any person subscribing, purchasing or exercising a Security shall pay all Taxes and securities 

transfer taxes and any other charges (if any) payable in connection with the subscription, issue, 

purchase or exercise of such Security and the payment of the Settlement Amount, or any other 

amounts, as a result of such exercise. The Issuer shall have the right, but not the duty, to withhold 

or deduct from any amounts otherwise payable to a Securityholder such amount as is necessary for 

the payment of any such taxes, duties or charges or for effecting reimbursement in accordance with 

General Condition 18.2 below. 

18.2 In any case where the Issuer is obliged to pay any such tax, duty or charge referred to in General 

Condition 18.1 above, the relevant Securityholder shall promptly reimburse the Issuer therefor. 

18.3 The Issuer is not liable and assumes no responsibility for any tax, duty, withholding or other 

payment which may arise as a result of the ownership, issue, transfer or exercise of any Securities, 

including, without limitation, payment of the Settlement Amount, or any other amounts, unless the 

withholding or deduction of such tax, duty, withholding or other payment is required by law. In 

that event, the appropriate withholding or deduction shall be made and the Issuer shall have no 

obligation to pay any additional amounts to compensate any Securityholder or other person for 

such withholding or deduction. 

18.4 If "Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax" is specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement to be applicable to any Securities, then upon the occurrence of 
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an Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax, the Issuer may (i) in its sole discretion, with 

immediate effect amend the Conditions of the Securities by adjusting downward any amount 

payable and/or any other value or term of the Conditions to account for the economic impact of the 

Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax on the Issuer and its Affiliates in relation to the 

Securities, and (ii) to the extent that at any time thereafter the Issuer determines (acting in good 

faith and in a commercially reasonable manner) that it (including its Affiliates) has incurred 

additional loss as a result of the Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax that has not been 

accounted for through the adjustment made pursuant to sub-paragraph (i) (such amount, 

"Additional Increased Tax"), it may reduce the amount otherwise payable on the Securities on 

the next payment date (and any payment date thereafter) by an amount up to the Additional 

Increased Tax amount. Any such adjustments shall be notified to Securityholders as soon as 

reasonably practicable. If an event or circumstance which would otherwise constitute a Change in 

Law or Increased Cost of Hedging (where applicable) also constitutes an Implementation of 

Financial Transaction Tax, it will be treated as an Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax. 

18.5 Under "FATCA" (defined below) the Issuer may require each Securityholder to provide 

certifications and identifying information about itself and certain of its owners. The Issuer may 

force the sale in any reasonable manner of a Security held by a Securityholder that fails to provide 

the requested information. The amount received for a Security could be less than its then fair 

market value and the Issuer shall have no liability for any shortfall. Further, the Issuer will not pay 

any additional amounts with respect to withholding made on account of FATCA. "FATCA" means 

Sections 1471 through 1474 of the Code, any final current or future regulations or official 

interpretations thereof, any agreement entered into pursuant to Section 1471(b) of the Code, or any 

U.S. or non-U.S. fiscal or regulatory legislation, rules or practices adopted pursuant to any 

intergovernmental agreement entered into in connection with the implementation of such Sections 

of the Code. 

The Issuer shall not pay any additional amounts to any Securityholder in respect of any U.S. 

withholding taxes arising under Section 871(m) of the Code. 

19. EVENTS OF DEFAULT 

19.1 Event of Default: 

If any of the following events (each, an "Event of Default") occurs and is continuing: 

(a) Non-payment: 

The Issuer fails to pay any amount due in respect of the Securities within seven days of 

the due date for payment thereof; or 

(b) Breach of Other Obligations: 

The Issuer, except for reason of insolvency, defaults in the performance or observance of 

any of its other obligations under or in respect of the Securities and such default remains 

unremedied for sixty days after written notice thereof, addressed to the Issuer by 

Securityholders of not less than 25 per cent. in aggregate number of the Securities then 

outstanding, has been delivered to the Issuer and to the Specified Office of the Securities 

Registrar; or 

(c) Insolvency, etc.: 

(i) The Issuer becomes insolvent or is unable to pay its debts as they fall due, (ii) an 

administrator or liquidator of the Issuer for the whole or a substantial part of the 

undertaking, assets and revenues of the Issuer is appointed (otherwise than for the 

purposes of or pursuant to an amalgamation, reorganisation or restructuring whilst 

solvent), (iii) the Issuer takes any action for a composition with or for the benefit of its 

creditors generally, or (iv) an order is made or an effective resolution is passed for the 

winding up, liquidation or dissolution of the Issuer (otherwise than for the purposes of or 

pursuant to an amalgamation, reorganisation or restructuring whilst solvent), 
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then Securityholders of not less than 25 per cent. in aggregate number of the Securities then 

outstanding may, by written notice addressed to the Issuer and delivered to the Issuer or to the 

Specified Office of the Securities Registrar, declare the Securities to be immediately (or, in the 

case of Swedish Securities, on such later date on which the Swedish Securities have been 

transferred to the account designated by the Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent and blocked for 

further transfer by such Agent) due and payable, whereupon they shall become so due and payable 

at their Early Settlement Amount without further action or formality. Notice of any such 

declaration shall promptly be given to the Securityholders. 

19.2 Annulment of Acceleration and Waiver of Defaults 

In some circumstances, if any or all Events of Default, other than the non-payment of an amount 

that has become due as a result of an acceleration, have been cured, waived or otherwise remedied, 

then the holders of a majority in aggregate number of the Securities then outstanding (voting as 

one class) may annul past declarations of acceleration of or waive past defaults of the Securities. 

However, any continuing default in payment of any amount due on those Securities may not be 

waived. 

20. ILLEGALITY AND REGULATORY EVENT 

20.1 Right to terminate: 

The Issuer shall have the right to terminate the Securities if it shall have determined, in its sole and 

absolute discretion, that: 

(a) its performance thereunder shall have become or will be unlawful in whole or in part as a 

result of compliance in good faith by the Issuer with any applicable present or future law, 

rule, regulation, judgment, order or directive of any governmental, administrative, 

legislative or judicial authority or power ("applicable law") (an "Illegality Event"); or 

(b) a Regulatory Event has occurred. 

As used herein, a "Regulatory Event" means that, at any time on or after the Strike Date, as a 

result of: 

(i) an implementation or adoption of, or change in, any applicable law, regulation, 

interpretation, action or response of a regulatory authority; 

(ii) the promulgation of, or any interpretation by any court, tribunal, government or 

regulatory authority with competent jurisdiction (a "Relevant Authority") of, 

any relevant law or regulation (including any action taken by a taxing authority); 

or 

(iii) the public or private statement or action by, or response of, any Relevant 

Authority or any official or representative of any Relevant Authority acting in an 

official capacity, there is a reasonable likelihood of it becoming: 

(A) unlawful, impossible or impracticable, for the Issuer to maintain the 

Securities and/or to maintain other instruments issued under the Program 

and/or to perform its obligations under the Securities; and/or 

(B) necessary for the Issuer to obtain a licence, authorisation or other 

approval for the continuation or maintenance of the business relating to 

or supporting the Securities or their hedging activities in relation to such 

Securities. 

20.2 Payment upon early termination: 

If the Issuer determines that the Securities shall be terminated in accordance with General 

Condition 20.1 (Right to terminate) above, the Issuer shall give not less than five Business Days' 

notice to the Securityholders informing them that either an Illegality Event or a Regulatory Event, 

as applicable, has occurred, as a result of which the Securities shall be terminated on the date 
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specified in such notice. In such circumstances the Issuer will, however, if and to the extent 

permitted by applicable law, pay to the Securityholder in respect of each Security held by him an 

amount determined by the Determination Agent, in its sole and absolute discretion, as representing 

the fair market value of such Security immediately prior to such termination (ignoring such 

illegality) less the cost to the Issuer (or its affiliates) of, or the loss realised by the Issuer (or its 

affiliates) on, unwinding any related underlying hedging arrangements, the amount of such cost or 

loss being as determined by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion. 

Payment will be made to the relevant Clearing System in such manner as shall be notified to the 

Securityholders in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). 

21. PRESCRIPTION 

21.1 Prescription in respect of Registered Securities: 

Claims for payment in respect of Registered Securities represented by Individual Registered 

Securities shall become void unless the relevant Registered Security Certificates are surrendered 

for payment within ten years of the appropriate relevant due date for payment. 

21.2 Prescription in respect of Swedish Securities: 

Claims for payment in respect of Swedish Securities shall become void unless made within a period 

of ten years after the appropriate relevant due date for payment. 

22. AGENTS, DETERMINATIONS AND EXERCISE OF DISCRETION 

22.1 Appointment of Agents: 

The Issuer reserves the right at any time to vary or terminate the appointment of any Agent or the 

Determination Agent and to appoint substitute or additional Securities Agents, a substitute 

Securities Registrar, a substitute or additional Securities Transfer Agent or a substitute or 

additional Determination Agent, provided that (i) so long as any Security (other than a Swedish 

Security) is outstanding, it will maintain a Principal Securities Agent, (ii) so long as any Registered 

Security is outstanding, it will maintain a Securities Registrar and a Securities Transfer Agent and 

(iii) so long as the Securities are admitted to listing, trading and/or quotation by any listing 

authority, stock exchange and/or quotation system, there will be a Securities Agent with a specified 

office in such place as may be required by the rules of such listing agent, stock exchange and/or 

quotation system. Notice of any termination of appointment and of any change in the specified 

office of a Securities Agent, Securities Registrar, Securities Transfer Agent or a Determination 

Agent and of any appointment of a Securities Agent, Securities Transfer Agent or a Determination 

Agent will be given to the Securityholders in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices) and 

so long as there is any Swedish Security outstanding, there will at all times be a Swedish CSD duly 

authorised as a central securities depository under the Swedish legislation and a Swedish Issuing 

and Paying Agent in respect of such Swedish Security. 

22.2 Role of Agents: 

(a) In acting under the Securities Agency Agreement or Issue and Paying Agent Agreement 

(as applicable), each Agent and each Determination Agent acts solely as agent of the Issuer 

and does not assume any obligation or duty to, or any relationship of agency or trust for 

or with, the Securityholders. All calculation and determination functions required of the 

Determination Agent or Securities Agent under the Conditions may be delegated to any 

such person as the Determination Agent or the Securities Agent, as the case may be, in its 

absolute discretion, may decide. 

(b) None of the Issuer, the Principal Securities Agent or the Determination Agent shall have 

any responsibility for any errors or omissions in the calculation and dissemination of any 

variables used in any calculation made pursuant to the Conditions or in the determination 

of any Settlement Amount arising from such errors or omissions. 
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22.3 Determinations and Exercise of Discretion: 

(a) Whenever any matter falls to be determined, considered, elected, selected or otherwise 

decided upon by the Issuer, the Determination Agent or any other person (including where 

a matter is to be decided by reference to the Issuer or the Determination Agent's or such 

other person's opinion), unless otherwise stated in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement, that matter shall be determined, considered, elected, selected or 

otherwise decided upon by the Issuer, the Determination Agent or such other person, as 

the case may be, in good faith and (unless "sole and absolute discretion" or words of 

similar import are specified) in a commercially reasonable manner. 

(b) In exercising its discretion in respect of the Securities as provided herein, each of the Issuer 

and the Determination Agent or such other person (described above) may take into account 

such factors as it determines appropriate in each case, which may include, in particular, 

any circumstances or events which have or may have a material impact on the hedging 

arrangements entered into by or on behalf of the Issuer in respect of the Securities. 

22.4 No liability: 

All notifications, opinions, determinations, certificates, calculations, quotations and decisions 

given, expressed, made or obtained for the purposes of the Securities by an Agent, the 

Determination Agent or the Issuer shall (in the absence of manifest error or wilful misconduct) be 

binding on the Issuer and the Securityholders and (subject as aforesaid) no liability to the 

Securityholders (or any of them) shall attach to the Agent, the Determination Agent or the Issuer 

in connection with the exercise or non-exercise by any of them of their powers, duties and 

discretions for such purposes. 

23. MEETINGS OF SECURITYHOLDERS, SEVERANCE AND MODIFICATION OF 

CONDITIONS 

23.1 Meetings of Securityholders: 

The Securities Agency Agreement contains provisions for convening meetings of Securityholders 

to consider matters relating to the Securities, including the modification of any provision of the 

Conditions. Any such modification may be made if sanctioned by an Extraordinary Resolution. 

Such a meeting may be convened by the Issuer and shall be convened by it upon the request in 

writing of Securityholders holding not less than one tenth of the aggregate number of the 

outstanding Securities. The quorum at any meeting convened to vote on an Extraordinary 

Resolution will be two or more Persons holding or representing one more than half of the aggregate 

number of the outstanding Securities or, at any adjourned meeting, two or more Persons being or 

representing Securityholders whatever the aggregate number of the Securities held or represented, 

provided, however, that Reserved Matters may only be sanctioned by an Extraordinary Resolution 

passed at a meeting of Securityholders at which two or more Persons holding or representing not 

less than three quarters or, at any adjourned meeting, one quarter of the aggregate amount or 

number of the outstanding Securities form a quorum. Any Extraordinary Resolution duly passed 

at any such meeting shall be binding on all the Securityholders, whether present or not. 

In addition, a resolution in writing signed by or on behalf of all Securityholders who for the time 

being are entitled to receive notice of a meeting of Securityholders will take effect as if it were an 

Extraordinary Resolution. Such a resolution in writing may be contained in one document or 

several documents in the same form, each signed by or on behalf of one or more Securityholders. 

23.2 Severance: 

Should any of the provisions contained in the General Conditions be or become invalid, the validity 

of the remaining provisions shall not be affected in any way. 
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23.3 Modification: 

(a) The Securities, the Conditions and the Deed of Covenant may be amended without the 

consent of the Securityholders where, in the opinion of the Issuer: 

(i) the amendment is to correct a manifest error or to effect a modification which is 

of a formal, minor or technical nature; or 

(ii) the amendment is not materially prejudicial to the interest of the Securityholders. 

(b) The parties to the Securities Agency Agreement and Issuing and Paying Agent Agreement 

may agree to modify any provision thereof, but the Issuer shall not agree, without the 

consent of the holders of Securities, to any such modification unless it is of a formal, minor 

or technical nature, it is made to correct a manifest error or it is, in its opinion, not 

materially prejudicial to the interests of the Securityholders. 

23.4 Interests of Securityholders: 

In connection with the Conditions, the Issuer and the Securities Registrar shall have regard to the 

interests of the Securityholders as a class. In particular, but without limitation, the Issuer and the 

Securities Registrar shall not have regard to the consequences for individual Securityholders 

resulting from such individual Securityholders being for any purpose domiciled or resident in, or 

otherwise connected with, or subject to the jurisdiction of, any particular territory. 

24. FURTHER ISSUES 

The Issuer may from time to time without the consent of the Securityholders create and issue 

further Securities of any particular Series so as to form a single series with the Securities of such 

Series, but upon such terms as to issue price and otherwise as the Issuer may determine in its sole 

and absolute discretion. 

25. NOTICES 

25.1 Registered Securities: 

In respect of Securities represented by: 

(a) a Global Registered Security, notices to Securityholders shall be given by delivery by or 

on behalf of the Issuer of the relevant notice to the Clearing System (notwithstanding that 

the Clearing System and Accountholders are not "holders" of the Securities for the 

purposes of the Conditions) and, in any case, such notices shall be deemed to have been 

given to the Securityholders on the date of delivery to the Clearing System (as determined 

by the Determination Agent); and 

(b) Individual Registered Securities, notices to holders shall be sent to them by first class mail 

(or its equivalent) or (if posted to an overseas address) by airmail at their respective 

addresses on the Register. 

25.2 Swedish Securities: 

All notices to holders of Swedish Securities shall be valid if so published or mailed to their 

registered addresses appearing on the Swedish CSD Register, or in any other manner as may be 

permitted under the Swedish CSD Rules. 

25.3 Listed Securities: 

For so long as Securities are admitted to listing on the Official List of the Luxembourg Stock 

Exchange and to trading on the Luxembourg Regulated Market, notices to holders will be 

published in accordance with the rules of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange and on the website of 

the Luxembourg Stock Exchange (www.bourse.lu), if permitted by the rules and regulations of the 

Luxembourg Stock Exchange, on the Issuer's website at 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/home or any successor website thereto. Where the 

http://www.bourse.lu/
https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/home
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Securities are admitted to listing on any other stock exchange or listing authority, notices in respect 

of such Securities shall be published in accordance with the rules of such stock exchange or listing 

authority. 

26. LOSSES 

In no event shall the Issuer or the Agents have any liability for indirect, incidental, consequential 

or other damages (whether or not it may have been advised of the possibility of such damages) 

other than interest until the date of payment on sums not paid when due in respect of any Securities. 

Securityholders are entitled to damages only and are not entitled to the remedy of specific 

performance in respect of any Security. 

27. ROUNDING 

27.1 Rounding: 

For the purposes of any calculations referred to in the Conditions (unless otherwise specified in the 

Conditions): 

(a) all percentages resulting from such calculations will be rounded, if necessary, to the 

nearest one hundred thousandth of a percentage point (with 0.000005 per cent. rounded 

up to 0.00001 per cent.); 

(b) all U.S. dollar amounts used in or resulting from such calculations will be rounded to the 

nearest cent (with one half cent rounded upward); 

(c) all Japanese Yen amounts used in or resulting from such calculations will be rounded 

downward to the next lower whole Japanese Yen amount; 

(d) all amounts denominated in any other currency used in or resulting from such calculations 

will be rounded to the nearest two decimal places in such currency (with 0.005 rounded 

up to 0.01). 

27.2 Aggregation etc.: 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Conditions (for the avoidance of doubt, including 

any formula in the Additional Conditions) or the Securities Agency Agreement, where the 

Securities are represented by a Global Registered Security, each calculation of an amount payable 

in cash in respect of each Security shall be based on the aggregate number of all such Securities 

outstanding on such date (or the relevant affected portion thereof), rounded in accordance with the 

method provided in General Condition 27.1 (Rounding) above and paid in accordance with General 

Condition 9 (Payments). The Issuer understands that any payments made within the Clearing 

System will be subject to rounding in accordance with the rules of such Clearing System. 

28. INCONVERTIBILITY EVENTS 

28.1 If, in respect of any Securities, the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies 

that "Inconvertibility Event Provisions" are applicable, this General Condition 28 (Inconvertibility 

Events) shall apply in respect of such Securities. 

28.2 If, at any time during the term of such Securities, the Determination Agent determines that an 

Inconvertibility Event has occurred, it will inform the Issuer of the occurrence of such event. 

Following the determination by the Determination Agent of the occurrence of an Inconvertibility 

Event, the Issuer may, at its sole and absolute discretion, provide a notice of the occurrence of such 

an event of inconvertibility to the holders of the Securities in accordance with this General 

Condition 28 (Inconvertibility Events) or the appropriate means electing either: 

(a) If "Converted Payment" is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement: to continue making any payments due under such Securities, in which case, 

any amount due under such Securities shall be converted from the Relevant Currency into 

the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency at the Fallback FX Spot Rate determined by the 

Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion; or 
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(b) If "Early Settlement" is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement: to early terminate the Securities on the Inconvertibility Early Settlement Date, 

in which case the Securities shall early terminate at the Inconvertibility Early Settlement 

Amount on such Inconvertibility Early Settlement Date. The Issuer's obligations under the 

Securities shall be satisfied in full upon payment of the Inconvertibility Early Settlement 

Amount; or 

(c) If "Suspended Payment" is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement: to suspend the payment until such number of Business Days as are specified 

in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement after the Determination Agent 

has notified the Issuer that, in the Determination Agent's sole and absolute discretion, the 

Inconvertibility Event has ceased or is no longer in effect, 

provided that the Issuer may, at any time from and including the Strike Date to and including the 

Settlement Date, subsequent to the despatch of a notice electing one of the selected options other 

than "Early Settlement", dispatch a second notice electing "Early Settlement", provided that such 

option was specified as applicable in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, in 

which case the Securities will be terminated in accordance with the terms of "Early Settlement" 

above and the date specified in such notice will be the Inconvertibility Early Settlement Date. 

For the avoidance of doubt, failure to deliver such notice or the failure of the recipient to receive 

such notice will not affect the Issuer's ability to make payments according to the option it selected. 

28.3 For the purpose of this General Condition 28 (Inconvertibility Events): 

"Fallback FX Spot Rate" means the relevant currency exchange rate determined in accordance 

with the applicable Settlement Rate Option and, if a Settlement Rate Option is not applicable, the 

currency exchange rate at the time at which such rate is to be determined for foreign exchange 

transactions in the Settlement Currency or the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency for value on 

the relevant Inconvertibility Early Settlement Date, as determined in good faith and in a 

commercially reasonable manner by the Determination Agent; 

"Inconvertibility Early Settlement Amount" means: 

(a) an amount as specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; 

(b) if "Early Settlement Amount" is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement, an amount equal to (i), the Early Settlement Amount, (ii) converted 

from the Relevant Currency into the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency at the exchange 

rate (expressed as a number of the Relevant Currency per one unit of the Inconvertibility 

Settlement Currency) determined by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute 

discretion for settlement on or about the relevant payment date and (iii) less the reasonable 

cost to and/or the loss realised by, the Issuer and/or any Affiliate in respect of break 

funding costs for the Issuer's term financing associated with such early settlement of the 

Securities, in each case as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute 

discretion; or 

(c) if "Fair market value" is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement, an amount, in the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency, equal to the fair 

market value of such Securities, on such day as is selected by the Determination Agent in 

its sole and absolute discretion, less the proportion attributable to that Security of the 

reasonable cost to the Issuer and/or any Affiliate of, or the loss realised by the Issuer and/or 

any Affiliate on, unwinding any related hedging arrangements or in respect of break 

funding costs for the Issuer's term financing associated with such early settlement of the 

Securities, in each case as calculated by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute 

discretion. 

An "Inconvertibility Event" shall be deemed to have occurred if from (and including) the Strike 

Date to (and including) the Settlement Date, any event or circumstance occurs that generally makes 

it, in the sole and absolute discretion of the Determination Agent, impossible, unlawful or 
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impracticable for the Issuer, the Determination Agent or any of its affiliates for any reason beyond 

their reasonable control: 

(a) to convert the Relevant Currency into the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency or the 

Inconvertibility Settlement Currency into the Relevant Currency (whether directly or 

through a cross exchange rate) through customary legal channels; or 

(b) to determine the rate of conversion of the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency into the 

Relevant Currency or the Relevant Currency into the Inconvertibility Settlement Currency 

or 

(c) to transfer, or make a payment in, or delivery of, the Relevant Currency from or to, outside, 

or inside, of the Relevant Jurisdiction, in each case under (i), (ii) or (iii), in an amount up 

to the total amount of payment due to be made by the Issuer under the Securities; or 

(d) to determine a rate at which any Relevant Currency can be lawfully exchanged for U.S. 

dollars; or 

(e) to convert any Relevant Currency into U.S. dollars; or 

(f) to exchange or repatriate any funds outside of any jurisdiction in which any of the Relevant 

Underlying, is issued; or 

(g) for the Issuer or any of its affiliates to hold, purchase, sell or otherwise deal in any 

Securities, or any other property in order for the Issuer or any of its affiliates to perform 

any related hedging arrangement, or for the purposes of the Issuer or the Issuer's 

obligations in respect of any Securities; 

"Inconvertibility Early Settlement Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; 

"Inconvertibility Settlement Currency" means the currency specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement and, if none is indicated, the Settlement Currency; 

"Relevant Currency" means the currency as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement, and, if none is specified, the currency in (i) if the Relevant Underlying is an 

Index, a currency in which any of the securities which comprise such Index is denominated, or (ii) 

in all other cases, the currency in which the Relevant Underlying is denominated; 

"Relevant Jurisdiction" means the jurisdiction as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; 

"Relevant Underlying" has the meaning given to such term in the Additional Conditions; and 

29. SUBSTITUTION 

29.1 Substitution of Issuer with Morgan Stanley Group entities 

Subject to the conditions set out in this General Condition 29 (Substitution), but without the consent 

of Securityholders, the Issuer may substitute Morgan Stanley or a subsidiary of Morgan Stanley in 

place of MSI plc as obligor under the Securities, provided that any Securities in respect of which 

such a substitution is effected will be fully, unconditionally and irrevocably guaranteed pursuant 

to a guarantee of MSI plc as to the payment of amounts due on those Securities when and as the 

same will become due and payable, and provided further that under the terms of the guarantee, 

Securityholders will not be required to exercise their remedies against the substitute prior to 

proceeding directly against MSI plc (as guarantor). 

29.2 Substitution of Issuer with non Morgan Stanley Group entities 

Subject to the conditions set out in this General Condition 29 (Substitution), including the rights of 

the Securityholders under General Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of 

substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities), but without the consent of Securityholders, 
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the Issuer may, in the event that the Issuer has determined that any of the following events has 

occurred in respect of the Issuer: an insolvency, receivership, resolution or equivalent event under 

a relevant jurisdiction; a divestment mandated for regulatory reasons; any action being required to 

satisfy licensing requirements; or a change of control, substitute for itself any entity which is not 

an entity in the group comprising Morgan Stanley and its consolidated subsidiaries (the "Morgan 

Stanley Group"), provided that such entity has a long term credit rating from at least one rating 

agency of standard application on the international capital markets (including but not limited to 

S&P, Moody's and Fitch) which is at least as high as the Issuer being substituted. 

29.3 Conditions to substitution 

Substitution of the Issuer for another entity (the "Substitute") as provided in General Condition 

29.1 (Substitution of Issuer with Morgan Stanley Group entities) or General Condition 29.2 

(Substitution of Issuer with non Morgan Stanley Group entities) above (as applicable) are subject 

to the following conditions: 

(a) the Substitute becoming party to the Issue and Paying Agent Agreement with any 

appropriate consequential amendments, as if it had been an original party to it in place of 

the Issuer; 

(b) the Substitute is validly existing under the laws under which it is established or 

incorporated, has capacity to assume all rights, obligations and liabilities under the 

Securities, as applicable, and has obtained all necessary corporate authorisations to assume 

all such rights, obligations and liabilities under the Securities; 

(c) the Substitute has obtained all necessary governmental or regulatory approvals and 

consents for the performance by it of its obligations in connection with the Securities and 

that all such approvals and consents are in full force and effect; 

(d) in the case of substitution of the Issuer pursuant to General Condition 29.2 (Substitution 

of Issuer with non Morgan Stanley Group entities) above only, the Substitute and the 

Issuer having obtained legal opinions from independent legal advisers of recognised 

standing in the country of incorporation of the Substitute that the obligations of the 

Substitute, in the case of a substitution of the Issuer, under the Securities and the relevant 

Deed of Covenant, are legal, valid and binding obligations of the Substitute; 

(e) all consents and approvals as required have been obtained and that the Substitute and the 

Securities comply with all applicable requirements of the Securities Act; 

(f) in respect of Swedish Securities, the Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent has confirmed to 

the Issuer that it has completed its relevant "know your customer" requirements on the 

proposed Substitute; 

(g) such substitution being permitted by the rules of the stock exchange, if any, on which the 

Securities are listed and each such stock exchange confirming that, following the proposed 

substitution of the Substitute, the Securities will continue to be listed on such stock 

exchange; 

(h) no payment in respect of the Securities are overdue at the relevant time; 

(i) at the time of any such substitution, the Substitute is in a position to fulfil all payment 

obligations arising from or in connection with the Securities in freely convertible and 

transferable lawful money without the necessity of any taxes or duties to be withheld at 

source, (except for any type of withholding taxes that would have applied to payments by 

the Issuer if the substitution did not occur) and to transfer all amounts which are required 

therefor to the Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent without any restrictions; 

(j) if appropriate, the Substitute appointing a process agent as its agent in England to receive 

service of process on its behalf in relation to any legal action or proceedings arising out of 

or in connection with the Securities; and 
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(k) in respect of Swedish Securities, the Swedish CSD has given its consent to the substitution 

(which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed). 

(l) if the Issuer substitutes a company for the Issuer as the principal debtor in respect of the 

Securities, the tax consequences (including the withholding tax consequences) of holding 

the Securities may change. If withholding is required on the Securities the Issuer will not 

be required to pay any additional amounts. 

29.4 Reference in the Conditions to the Issuer 

In the event of a substitution pursuant to this General Condition 29 (Substitution), any reference in 

the Conditions to the Issuer shall be construed as a reference to the entity substituted. 

29.5 Notification to Securityholders 

The Issuer shall as soon as reasonably practicable notify Securityholders of the substitution in 

accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). 

29.6 Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities 

(a) With respect to the right of substitution referred to in General Condition 29.2 (Substitution 

of Issuer with non Morgan Stanley Group entities), the Issuer shall provide at least 60 

calendar days' notice of any substitution under such General Condition to Securityholders 

in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). Securityholders who object to the 

substitution will have the right to require the Issuer to repurchase their Securities at a price 

determined in accordance with the provisions of this General Condition 29.6 (Right to 

require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities), 

by providing notice of their intention to exercise such right in the manner set out in this 

General Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non 

Morgan Stanley Group entities) (the "Substitution Repurchase Right"). 

(b) The repurchase of any Securities in respect of which the Substitution Repurchase Right 

has been exercised by Securityholders shall take place one Business Day prior to the 

relevant substitution becoming effective (the "Substitution Repurchase Date"). The 

Issuer shall repurchase any Securities in respect of which the Substitution Repurchase 

Right has been exercised at a price equal to the fair market value of such Security on the 

day on which the relevant Substitution Repurchase Right Notice is deposited, in 

accordance with the provisions of this General Condition 29.6 (Right to require 

repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities), as 

determined by the Determination Agent in its sole and absolute discretion. 

(c) Holder of Individual Registered Securities: In order to exercise the option contained in 

this General Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with 

non Morgan Stanley Group entities) the holder of Individual Registered Securities must, 

not less than 10 Business Days before the date on which the substitution is due to take 

place (the "Substitution Date"), deposit such Security with the Securities Registrar, and 

a duly completed Substitution Repurchase Right Notice in the form obtainable from the 

Securities Registrar. The Securities Registrar with which a Security is so deposited shall 

deliver a duly completed Substitution Repurchase Right Receipt to the depositing 

Securityholder. No Security, once deposited with a duly completed Substitution 

Repurchase Right Notice in accordance with this General Condition 29.6 (Right to require 

repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities), may be 

withdrawn; provided, however, that if, prior to the relevant Substitution Repurchase Date, 

any such Security becomes immediately due and payable or, after due presentation of any 

such Security, on the relevant Substitution Repurchase Date, payment of the relevant 

repurchase price is improperly withheld or refused, the relevant Securities Registrar shall 

mail notification thereof to the depositing Securityholder at such address as may have been 

given by such Securityholder in the relevant Substitution Repurchase Right Notice and 

shall hold such Security at its Specified Office for collection by the depositing 

Securityholder against surrender of the relevant Substitution Repurchase Right Receipt. 
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(d) Holder of Swedish Securities: In order to exercise the option contained in this General 

Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan 

Stanley Group entities) the holder of Swedish Securities must, not less than 10 Business 

Days before the relevant Substitution Repurchase Date, deposit with the Swedish Issuing 

and Paying Agent a duly completed Substitution Repurchase Right Notice in the form 

obtainable from the Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent. The Swedish Issuing and Paying 

Agent with which a Substitution Repurchase Right Notice is so deposited shall deliver a 

duly completed Substitution Repurchase Right Receipt to the depositing Securityholder. 

Once deposited, a duly completed Substitution Repurchase Right Notice may not be 

withdrawn; provided, however, that if, prior to the relevant Substitution Repurchase Date, 

the related Security becomes immediately due and payable or, on the relevant Substitution 

Repurchase Date payment of the redemption moneys is improperly withheld or refused, 

the Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent shall mail notification thereof to the depositing 

Securityholder at such address as may have been given by such Securityholder in the 

relevant Substitution Repurchase Right Notice and the relevant depositing Securityholder 

and not the Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent shall be deemed to be the holder of such 

Security for all purposes in such case. 

(e) Holder of Global Registered Securities: In order to exercise the option contained in this 

General Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non 

Morgan Stanley Group entities) the holder of Global Registered Securities must, not less 

than 10 Business Days before the relevant Substitution Repurchase Date, deposit with the 

Securities Registrar a duly completed Substitution Repurchase Right Notice in the form 

obtainable from the Securities Registrar. The Securities Registrar with which a 

Substitution Repurchase Right Notice is so deposited shall deliver a duly completed 

Substitution Repurchase Right Receipt to the depositing Securityholder. Once deposited, 

a duly completed Substitution Repurchase Right Notice may not be withdrawn; provided, 

however, that if, prior to the relevant Substitution Repurchase Date, the related Security 

becomes immediately due and payable or, on the relevant Substitution Repurchase Date 

payment of the redemption moneys is improperly withheld or refused, the Securities 

Registrar shall mail notification thereof to the depositing Securityholder at such address 

as may have been given by such Securityholder in the relevant Substitution Repurchase 

Right Notice and the relevant depositing Securityholder and not the Securities Registrar 

shall be deemed to be the holder of such Security for all purposes in such case. 

(f) Any payments made to Securityholders in accordance with this General Condition 29.6 

(Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group 

entities) shall be made in accordance with the provisions of General Condition 9 

(Payments). 

(g) For the purpose of this General Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of 

substitutions with non Morgan Stanley Group entities), 

(i) "Substitution Repurchase Right Notice" means a notice which must be 

delivered to a Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent or the Securities Registrar, as 

applicable, by any Securityholder wanting to exercise a right to require the 

repurchase of a Security at the option of the Securityholder under this General 

Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non 

Morgan Stanley Group entities); and 

(ii) "Substitution Repurchase Right Receipt" means a receipt issued by a Swedish 

Issuing and Paying Agent or the Securities Registrar to a depositing 

Securityholder upon deposit of a Security and a Substitution Repurchase Right 

Notice with such Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent or the Securities Registrar, 

as applicable, by any Securityholder wanting to exercise a right to require the 

repurchase of a Security at the option of the Securityholder under this General 

Condition 29.6 (Right to require repurchase in respect of substitutions with non 

Morgan Stanley Group entities). 
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30. REPRESENTATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS BY SECURITYHOLDERS 

Each Securityholder shall be deemed to represent and acknowledge to the Issuer on acquiring any 

Securities that: 

(a) neither the Issuer nor any Affiliate or any of their agents is acting as a fiduciary for it or 

provides investment, tax, accounting, legal or other advice in respect of the Securities and 

that such Securityholder and its advisers are not relying on any communication (written 

or oral and including, without limitation, opinions of third party advisers) of the Issuer or 

any Affiliate as (i) legal, regulatory, tax, business, investment, financial, accounting or 

other advice, (ii) a recommendation to invest in any Securities or (iii) an assurance or 

guarantee as to the expected results of an investment in the Securities (it being understood 

that information and explanations related to the terms and conditions of the Securities shall 

not be considered to be any such advice, recommendation, assurance or guarantee and 

should be independently confirmed by the recipient and its advisers prior to making any 

such investment); 

(1) it acknowledges that Securities have not been and will not be registered under the 

Securities Act or any securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction in the United States, 

and are not being offered, sold, pledged, assigned or delivered, and may not be offered, 

sold, pledged, assigned or delivered at any time, directly or indirectly, within the United 

States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. Persons; (2) neither it nor any persons 

on whose behalf or for whose account or benefit the Securities are being acquired is a U.S. 

Person and that it is not located in the United States and was not solicited to purchase 

Securities while present in the United States; and (3) it will not offer, sell or deliver any 

of the Securities, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to, or for the account or 

benefit of, any U.S. Person. As used herein, (1) "United States" means the United States 

of America (including the states and the District of Columbia), its territories and 

possessions and (2) "U.S. Persons" includes any person or entity that is either a U.S. 

Person as defined in Rule 902(k) of Regulation S under the Securities Act or a United 

States Person as defined in Section 7701(a)(30) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 

1986, as amended. 

(b) such Securityholder (i) has consulted with its own legal, regulatory, tax, business, 

investments, financial and accounting advisers to the extent that it has deemed necessary, 

and has made its own investment, hedging, and trading decisions based upon its own 

judgment and upon any advice from such advisers as it has deemed necessary and not 

upon any view expressed by the Issuer or any Affiliate or any of their agents and (ii) is 

acquiring Securities with a full understanding of the terms, conditions and risks thereof 

and it is capable of and willing to assume those risks; and 

(c) the Issuer and/or any Affiliates may have banking or other commercial relationships with 

issuers of any securities to which the Securities relate and may engage in proprietary 

trading in any securities, indices, fund interests, commodities or other property to which 

the Securities relate or options, futures, derivatives or other instruments relating thereto 

(including such trading as the Issuer and/or any Affiliate deem appropriate in their sole 

discretion to hedge the market risk on the Securities and other transactions between the 

Issuer and/or any Affiliates and any third parties), and that such trading (i) may affect the 

price or level thereof and consequently the amounts payable under the Securities and (ii) 

may be effected at any time, including on or near any Valuation Date. 

31. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION 

31.1 The Securities and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with them shall 

be governed by and construed in accordance with English law. 

31.2 The Issuer agrees for the benefit of the Securityholders that the courts of England shall have 

jurisdiction to hear and determine any suit, action or proceedings, and to settle any disputes, which 

may arise out of or in connection with the Securities (respectively, "Proceedings" and "Disputes") 

and, for such purposes, irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of such courts. 
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31.3 The Issuer irrevocably waives any objection which it might now or hereafter have to the courts of 

England being nominated as the forum to hear and determine any Proceedings and to settle any 

Disputes, and agrees not to claim that any such court is not a convenient or appropriate forum. 

31.4 MSI plc agrees that the process by which any Proceedings in England are begun may be served on 

it by being delivered to MSI plc, 25 Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 4QA or, if different, 

its registered office for the time being. If such Person is not or ceases to be effectively appointed 

to accept service of process on behalf of the Issuer, the Issuer shall, on the written demand of any 

Securityholder addressed to the Issuer and delivered to the Issuer or to the Specified Office of the 

Securities Registrar, appoint another Person in England to accept service of process on its behalf 

and, failing such appointment within 15 days, any Securityholder shall be entitled to appoint such 

a Person by written notice addressed to the Issuer and delivered to the Issuer or to the Specified 

Office of the Securities Registrar. Nothing in this General Condition shall affect the right of any 

Securityholder to serve process in any other manner permitted by law. 

32. RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES 

No person shall have any right to enforce any term or condition of the Securities under the 

Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999. 
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PART 2: ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Section 1 

 

Additional Terms and Conditions for Mini Future Securities 

The following Additional Terms and Conditions set out in this Section 1 (Additional Terms and Conditions 

for Mini Future Securities) shall apply to Commodity Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Mini 

Future Short Securities, Commodity Index Mini Futures Long Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future 

Short Securities, Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Futures Contract 

Mini Future Short Securities, Currency Mini Future Long Securities, Currency Mini Future Short 

Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short 

Securities, Index Mini Future Long Securities, Index Mini Future Short Securities, Share Mini Future Long 

Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities. 

Any reference to a numbered "Paragraph" in the following Additional Terms and Conditions shall be 

construed as a reference to the relevant paragraph thereof. 

1. Rights and Procedures 

(a) Exercise by Securityholder. Provided that no Stop Loss Event has occurred, and subject to 

notice of an Issuer Call Option, the Securities are exercisable by the Securityholder by 

delivery of an Exercise Notice prior to the Latest Exercise Time on an Exercise Date. 

(b) Issuer Call Option. Provided that no Stop Loss Event has occurred, the Issuer may 

terminate the Securities, in whole but not in part, on any Business Day by giving 

Securityholders notice of its intention to terminate the Securities, such notice to be given 

at any time from (and including) the Issuer Call Commencement Date. Any such notice 

shall be given in accordance with the provisions of General Condition 25 (Notices), and 

shall specify the Termination Date. 

(c) Early Termination for Stop Loss Event. Following a Stop Loss Event, the Securities will 

terminate automatically and the Issuer shall give notice to Securityholders in accordance 

with General Condition 25 (Notices), provided that failure by the Issuer to give notice shall 

not affect the validity of the occurrence and effect of such Stop Loss Event. A Stop Loss 

Event will override an Issuer Call Option and/or due Exercise if the Stop Loss Event 

occurs on or prior to a Termination Valuation Date or an Exercise Valuation Date, as the 

case may be. 

(d) Settlement. Each Security, upon due Exercise or termination pursuant to an Issuer Call 

Option or following the occurrence of a Stop Loss Event, as the case may be, entitles its 

holder to receive the Settlement Amount from the Issuer on the Settlement Date. 

2. Settlement Amount 

The "Settlement Amount" payable by the Issuer in respect of each Security on the Settlement 

Date shall be an amount in the Settlement Currency determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Exercise in accordance with Paragraph 1(a) 

(Exercise by Securityholder), an amount (the "Exercise Settlement Amount") determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(i) if the Securities are Mini Future Long Securities, the Exercise Settlement Amount 

shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Final Reference Price – Final Current Financing Level) ÷ Ratio] – Expenses; or 
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(ii) if the Securities are Mini Future Short Securities, the Exercise Settlement Amount 

shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Final Current Financing Level – Final Reference Price) ÷ Ratio] – Expenses; or 

(b) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Issuer Call Option in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option), an amount (the "Optional Settlement Amount") 

determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph 

below: 

(i) if the Securities are Mini Future Long Securities, the Optional Settlement Amount 

shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Termination Reference Price – Termination Current Financing Level) ÷ Ratio] 

– Expenses; or 

(ii) if the Securities are Mini Future Short Securities, the Optional Settlement Amount 

shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Termination Current Financing Level – Termination Reference Price) ÷ Ratio] 

– Expenses; or 

(c) if the Securities are terminated following the occurrence of a Stop Loss Event in 

accordance with Paragraph 1(c) (Early Termination for Stop Loss Event), an amount (the 

"Stop Loss Settlement Amount") determined by the Determination Agent in accordance 

with the applicable paragraph below: 

(i) if the Securities are Mini Future Long Securities, the Stop Loss Settlement 

Amount shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Stop Loss Termination Reference Price – Stop Loss Current Financing Level) 

÷ Ratio] – Expenses; or 

(ii) if the Securities are Mini Future Short Securities, the Stop Loss Settlement 

Amount shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Stop Loss Current Financing Level – Stop Loss Termination Reference Price) 

÷ Ratio] – Expenses. 

If the Financing Level Currency is different to the Settlement Currency, then the 

Settlement Amount shall be converted into the Settlement Currency at the Relevant 

Exchange Rate. 

3. Definitions 

For the purposes of these Additional Terms and Conditions for Mini Future Securities, the 

following words and expressions shall have the following meanings: 

"Calculation Period" means, in respect of any Trading Day other than the Strike Date, the period 

from (but excluding) the immediately preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day. 
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"Current Financing Level" means, in respect of any Trading Day, an amount (which shall be a 

monetary value in the Financing Level Currency, and which may be negative) determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are Commodity Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Mini Future 

Short Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Index Mini 

Future Securities, Currency Mini Future Long Securities, Currency Mini Future Short 

Securities, Index Mini Future Long Securities, Index Mini Future Short Securities, Share 

Mini Future Long Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

(i) the Current Financing Level on the immediately preceding Trading Day; plus 

(ii) the Funding Cost on the immediately preceding Trading Day; minus 

(iii) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise, this 

paragraph (iii) shall be disregarded in the calculation of the Current Financing 

Level; or 

(b) if the Securities are Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, 

Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini 

Future Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, an amount 

determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

(i) the Current Financing Level on the immediately preceding Trading Day; plus 

(ii) the Funding Cost on the immediately preceding Trading Day; minus 

(iii) if such day is a Rollover Effective Date, the Rollover Spread for such day, 

otherwise this paragraph (iii) shall be disregarded in the calculation of the Current 

Financing Level. 

The Current Financing Level on the Strike Date shall be the level specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Current Financing Spread" means, in respect of any Trading Day, the rate (expressed as a per 

annum percentage rate) determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good 

faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, having regard to the Financing Level Currency, 

the prevailing market conditions (including, but not limited to, the liquidity of the global financial 

markets, the availability and cost of capital and credit, interest rates, the imposition or 

announcement of any legislation or regulation, which require higher capital ratio requirements for 

banks) and such other factors as the Determination Agent determines to be relevant. The Current 

Financing Spread may be reset on a Reset Date (provided that if, the Determination Agent 

determines in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, that at 

any time the market rate for hedging the Securities with futures materially exceeds such market 

rate as at the Strike Date, (a) the Determination Agent may increase the Current Financing Spread 

to reflect this change, or (b) the Determination Agent may, in its discretion, determine that such 

event results in the occurrence of an Increased Cost of Hedging (if applicable) instead). The Current 

Financing Spread shall not be less than the Minimum Financing Spread or greater than the 

Maximum Financing Spread at all times. 

The Current Financing Spread on the Strike Date shall be the amount specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Current Stop Loss Buffer Rate" means, in respect of each Trading Day, a rate determined by 

the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 
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manner, having regard to the current market conditions (including, but not limited to, market 

volatility). The Current Stop Loss Buffer Rate shall not be greater than the Maximum Stop Loss 

Buffer Rate nor less than the Minimum Stop Loss Buffer Rate. 

The Current Stop Loss Buffer Rate on the Strike Date shall be the rate specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Current Stop Loss Level" means, in respect of each Reset Date, an amount calculated by the 

Determination Agent at the Stop Loss Reset Time on such Reset Date in accordance with the 

applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are Mini Future Long Securities, the Current Stop Loss Level shall be 

equal to an amount determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the 

following formula: 

(i) the Current Financing Level on or around such Reset Date; plus 

(ii) the product of (A) the Current Stop Loss Buffer Rate on or around such Reset 

Date and (B) the Current Financing Level on or around such Reset Date; or 

(b) if the Securities are Mini Future Short Securities, the Current Stop Loss Level shall be 

equal to an amount determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the 

following formula: 

(i) the Current Financing Level on or around such Reset Date; minus 

(ii) the product of (A) the Current Stop Loss Buffer Rate on or around such Reset 

Date and (B) the Current Financing Level on or around such Reset Date. 

The Current Stop Loss Level shall be rounded in accordance with the Stop Loss Rounding 

Convention. The Current Stop Loss Level on the Strike Date shall be the amount specified as such 

in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Dividend Amount" means in respect of any Trading Day and Index Mini Future Long Securities, 

Index Mini Future Short Securities, Share Mini Future Long Securities and Share Mini Future 

Short Securities: 

(a) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be applicable, an amount determined by the Determination Agent as equal to (a) in the 

case of Index Mini Future Long Securities and Index Mini Future Short Securities, the 

aggregate of the cash dividends and/or other cash distributions (other than extraordinary 

dividends) in respect of each Component of the Index or (b) in the case of Share Mini 

Future Long Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities, the cash dividends and/or 

other cash distributions (other than extraordinary dividends) in respect of the Share, which 

in each case has an ex-dividend date occurring during the Dividend Period and (1) if the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Gross Dividend" in respect 

of an applicable Dividend Amount then the Dividend Amount shall be calculated without 

regard to any withholding tax or other deductions, or (2) if the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Net Dividend" in respect of an applicable 

Dividend Amount then the Dividend Amount shall be determined applying (a) a 

withholding rate no greater than the maximum withholding tax rate imposed by the 

jurisdiction of incorporation of the issuer of the Share on foreign institutional investors 

who do not benefit from any double taxation treaties, and (b) a deduction of any Expenses, 

all as determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in 

a commercially reasonable manner; or (3) in the case of Index Mini Future Long Securities 

or Index Mini Future Short Securities, if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement specify "Gross Dividend for Index Components incorporated in the U.S. and 
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otherwise Net Dividend" in respect of an applicable Dividend Amount, then the Dividend 

Amount shall be (a) for Components of the Index in relation to which the issuer thereof is 

incorporated in the U.S. without regard to any withholding tax or other tax deductions, but 

subject to a deduction by the Issuer of a margin amount up to a maximum of 30 per cent, 

and (b) otherwise, as described in (2) above; or 

(b) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be not applicable, it shall be disregarded Provided that during the term of the relevant 

Securities the Issuer in its sole discretion may determine that "Dividend Amount" shall be 

amended to be applicable with effect from such date as the Issuer shall determine and, as 

from the date so determined, "Dividend Amount" shall be determined in accordance with 

(a) above. Any such determination of the Issuer shall be notified promptly to holders of 

the relevant Securities in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). 

If the currency of the Dividend Amount is different to the Financing Level Currency, the Dividend 

Amount shall be converted into the Financing Level Currency at the prevailing spot rate of 

exchange between the Financing Level Currency and the relevant currency, as determined by the 

Determination Agent. 

"Dividend Period" means, in respect of any Trading Day and Index Mini Future Long Securities, 

Index Mini Future Short Securities, Share Mini Future Long Securities and Share Mini Future 

Short Securities (a) the period from (but excluding) the Trading Day immediately following the 

Strike Date to (and including) such Trading Day, and thereafter, (b) each period from (but 

excluding) the immediately preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day. 

"Exchange Rate" means, in respect of any day, (a) if the Financing Level Currency is the same as 

the Settlement Currency, not applicable, or (b) if the Financing Level Currency is different to the 

Settlement Currency, the rate of exchange between the Financing Level Currency and the 

Settlement Currency at the relevant time on such day, as specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement and quoted on the Exchange Rate Price Source, as determined 

by the Determination Agent. 

"Exchange Rate Price Source" means, (a) for the purposes of converting the Exercise Settlement 

Amount or the Optional Settlement Amount, as the case may be, into the Settlement Currency, the 

screen page or price source specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement or if such screen page or price source is not available at any relevant time, then such 

screen page, price source or other source as determined by the Determination Agent to be 

appropriate at such time, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, or (b) for 

the purposes of converting the Stop Loss Settlement Amount into the Settlement Currency, such 

price source as determined by the Determination Agent to be appropriate at such time, acting in 

good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Exercise" means a Securityholder's right to exercise the Securities, in accordance with General 

Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and Paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by Securityholder) above. 

"Exercise Date" means, in respect of any Security, and subject to a Stop Loss Event, the Business 

Day on which an Exercise Notice relating to that Security is delivered in accordance with the 

provisions of General Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) (provided that where relevant, the 

Determination Agent may in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 

manner, determine that each such Business Day shall also be a Securities Trading Day), or such 

other date as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Exercise Valuation Date" means, in relation to a Securityholder's effective exercise of Securities 

in accordance with General Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and Paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by 

Securityholder) above, the first Trading Day of the month next following the expiry of the period 

of 35 calendar days after the Exercise Date, and such date shall be a Valuation Date and subject to 

adjustment in accordance with the Conditions. 
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"Expenses" means, in respect of Security, all taxes, duties and/or expenses, including all applicable 

depository, transaction or exercise charges, stamp duties, stamp duty reserve tax, issue, 

registration, securities transfer and/or other taxes or duties (including any taxes due in relation to 

a financial transactions tax), arising in connection with (a) the exercise of such Security and/or (b) 

any payment due following exercise or otherwise in respect of such Security. 

"Final Current Financing Level" means the Current Financing Level on or around the Exercise 

Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Final Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

Exercise Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without regard to any 

subsequently published correction. If the Relevant Underlying Currency is different to the 

Financing Level Currency, then the Final Reference Price shall be converted into the Financing 

Level Currency at the Underlying Exchange Rate on such day. 

"Financing Level Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Funding Cost" means, in respect of any Trading Day, an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are Commodity Mini Future Long Securities, Index Mini Future Long 

Securities or Share Mini Future Long Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal to an 

amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in accordance 

with the following formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, plus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(b) if the Securities are Commodity Mini Future Short Securities, Index Mini Future Short 

Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal to an 

amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in accordance 

with the following formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, minus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(c) if the Securities are Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, 

Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future 

Long Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract 

Mini Future Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, an 

amount determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

(i) The Currency Financing Spread on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(ii) The Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 
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(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(d) if the Securities are Currency Mini Future Long Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal 

to an amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, plus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day, minus (C) the 

Reference Interest Rate for the Relevant Underlying Currency on such Trading 

Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(e) if the Securities are Currency Mini Future Short Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal 

to an amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, minus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day, minus (C) the 

Reference Interest Rate for the Relevant Underlying Currency on such Trading 

Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on the immediately preceding Trading Day; 

multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360. 

"Issuer Call Commencement Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no date is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement, the Issue Date. 

"Issuer Call Option" means termination of the Securities by the Issuer in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Maximum Stop Loss Buffer Rate" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such 

in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Maximum Financing Spread" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Mini Future Long Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, 

Commodity Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future Long Securities, 

Currency Mini Future Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Index 

Mini Future Long Securities or Share Mini Future Long Securities, as the case may be. 

"Mini Future Securities" means Mini Future Long Securities or Mini Future Short Securities, as 

the case may be. 

"Mini Future Short Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Short 

Securities, Commodity Mini Future Short Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future Long 

Securities, Currency Mini Future Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short 

Securities, Index Mini Future Short Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities, as the case 

may be. 
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"Minimum Stop Loss Buffer Rate" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such 

in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Minimum Financing Spread" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Ratio" means the number specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

"Reference Interest Rate" means, in respect of any Trading Day and the Financing Level 

Currency, the Settlement Currency, or the Relevant Underlying Currency, as the case may be, the 

rate (which shall not be less than zero), as determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, 

acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, for deposits in such Financing Level 

Currency, Settlement Currency or Relevant Underlying Currency, as the case may be, in the 

interbank market with a maturity of either three months, one month or overnight, as selected by 

the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 

manner. 

"Relevant Exchange Rate" means, in respect of: 

(a) the Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Exercise Valuation 

Date; 

(b) the Optional Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Termination 

Valuation Date; or 

(c) the Stop Loss Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Stop Loss 

Termination Date, 

provided that if no Exchange Rate is available on any such day, the Determination Agent shall 

determine the Relevant Exchange Rate for such day in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a 

commercially reasonable manner, taking into account all information that it deems relevant. 

"Relevant Underlying" means, in respect of: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities or Commodity Futures 

Contract Mini Future Short Securities, the Futures Contract with a specified expiration 

relating to the Commodity as at the Strike Date, as replaced on each Rollover Effective 

Date by a Futures Contract with a later expiration relating to the Commodity (such 

underlying, the "Substitute Underlying") selected by the Issuer (and such Substitute 

Underlying shall be the Relevant Underlying following such replacement on such 

Rollover Effective Date), as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; or 

(b) Commodity Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Mini Future Short Securities, 

Commodity Index Mini Future Long Securities or Commodity Index Mini Future Short 

Securities, the Commodity or Commodity Index specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(c) Index Mini Future Long Securities or Index Mini Future Short Securities, the Index 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(d) Currency Mini Future Long Securities or Currency Mini Future Short Securities, the 

Currency Pair; or 

(e) Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Mini Future 

Short Securities, the Bond Futures Contract specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement as at the Strike Date, as replaced on each Rollover Effective Date 
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by a contract with a later expiration relating to the relevant bond (such asset, the 

"Substitute Underlying") selected by the Issuer (and such Substitute Underlying shall be 

the Relevant Underlying following such replacement on such Rollover Effective Date), in 

each case, as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(f) Share Mini Future Long Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities, the Share 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Relevant Underlying Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no currency is so specified, the Financing Level Currency. 

"Reset Date" means each of the following dates: 

(a) the Issue Date; and 

(b) the twentieth day in each calendar month, provided that if such day is not a Business Day, 

the Reset Date shall be the next following Business Day; and 

(c) in respect of Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity 

Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long 

Securities or Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities only, each Rollover 

Effective Date; and 

(d) each additional Business Day determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, 

acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Rollover Date" means, in respect of: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities or Commodity Futures 

Contract Mini Future Short Securities, a Trading Day selected by the Determination Agent 

within the last twenty calendar days prior to the earlier of (i) the first notice date of the 

Relevant Underlying, and (ii) the last day on which trading may take place in respect of 

the Relevant Underlying, or such other date as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(b) Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Mini Future 

Short Securities, a Trading Day selected by the Determination Agent within the last twenty 

calendar days prior to the earlier of (i) the first date on which notice to deliver the Relevant 

Underlying may be given in accordance with the rules of the relevant Exchange and (ii) 

the last day on which trading may take place in respect of the Relevant Underlying, or 

such other date as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

"Rollover Effective Date" means, in respect of a Rollover Date, the Business Day immediately 

following such Rollover Date. 

"Rollover Spread" means, in respect of any day and Securities which are Commodity Futures 

Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, 

Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short 

Securities, an amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent as (a) the 

price determined by the Issuer for liquidating its related hedging arrangements for the Relevant 

Underlying on such day, minus (b) the price determined by the Issuer for establishing its related 

hedging arrangements for the Substitute Underlying during the substitution of the Relevant 

Underlying for the Substitute Underlying on such day by reference to liquidity in the Relevant 

Underlying and the Substitute Underlying. 

"Screen Page" means the page specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 
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"Securities Exchange" means the exchange or quotation system specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Securities Trading Day" means any day that is (or, but for the occurrence of a disruption event, 

would have been) a trading day on the Securities Exchange. 

"Settlement Date" means the day falling not later than the tenth Business Day or such other 

number of Business Days specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

following, in respect of the payment of (a) an Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exercise Valuation 

Date (or the Latest Determination Date in respect of such date, if applicable), (b) a Stop Loss 

Settlement Amount, the last day of the Stop Loss Termination Valuation Period, and (c) an 

Optional Settlement Amount, the Termination Valuation Date (or the Latest Determination Date 

in respect of such date, if applicable) or such other date as specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Stop Loss Current Financing Level" means the Current Financing Level on or around the first 

day of the Stop Loss Termination Valuation Period, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Stop Loss Event" means (and a Stop Loss Event shall be deemed to have occurred if): 

(a) in respect of Securities which are Mini Future Long Securities, the Stop Loss Event Price 

of the Relevant Underlying is, at any time on any Trading Day from, and including, 9:00 

a.m., Central European Time on the Issue Date, and other than at a time at which there is, 

in the determination of the Determination Agent, a Market Disruption Event, less than or 

equal to the Current Stop Loss Level on the immediately preceding Reset Date (or if such 

day is a Reset Date, such Reset Date); or 

(b) in respect of Securities which are Mini Future Short Securities, the Stop Loss Event Price 

of the Relevant Underlying is, at any time on any Trading Day from, and including, 9:00 

a.m., Central European Time on the Issue Date, and other than at a time at which there is, 

in the determination of the Determination Agent, a Market Disruption Event, greater than 

or equal to the Current Stop Loss Level on the immediately preceding Reset Date (or if 

such day is a Reset Date, such Reset Date). 

"Stop Loss Event Price" means, in respect of any day, the Relevant Underlying Value of the 

Relevant Underlying on such day, as determined by the Determination Agent without regard to 

any subsequently published correction. 

"Stop Loss Reset Time" means the regular weekday opening time of the Securities Exchange. 

"Stop Loss Rounding Convention" means, in respect of any amount, that such amount may be 

rounded either up or down and to the nearest number of decimal places, points, units or index 

points, as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Stop Loss Termination Date" means the first Trading Day on which a Stop Loss Event occurs, 

as determined by the Determination Agent; or 

"Stop Loss Termination Reference Price" means, in respect of any day, an amount (which shall 

be deemed to be a monetary value in the Financing Level Currency in the case of Index Mini Future 

Long Securities or Index Mini Future Short Securities) equal to the average value of the Relevant 

Underlying at which the Issuer's hedging position in the Relevant Underlying is unwound, as 

determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially 

reasonable manner, upon the occurrence of a Stop Loss Event, by reference to the unwinding of 

the Issuer's hedging position in respect of the Relevant Underlying on a reasonable efforts basis. 

The Stop Loss Termination Reference Price will be, in respect of (i) Securities which are Mini 

Future Long Securities, at least equal to the lowest level or price of the Relevant Underlying on 

any Trading Day during the Stop Loss Termination Valuation Period, or (ii) Securities which are 
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Mini Future Short Securities, at most equal to the highest level or price of the Relevant Underlying 

on any Trading Day during the Stop Loss Termination Valuation Period. If the Relevant 

Underlying Currency is different to the Financing Level Currency, then the Stop Loss Termination 

Reference Price shall be converted into the Financing Level Currency at the Underlying Exchange 

Rate on such day. 

"Stop Loss Termination Valuation Period" means the period comprising (i) the Stop Loss 

Termination Date, and (ii) each of the two Trading Days (or such other number of Trading Days 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement) immediately following the 

Stop Loss Termination Date, in each case, on which no Market Disruption Event has occurred. 

"Termination Current Financing Level" means the Current Financing Level on or around the 

Termination Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Termination Date" means the date specified as such in the notice delivered by the Issuer in 

accordance with Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Termination Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant 

Underlying on the Termination Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without 

regard to any subsequently published correction. If the Relevant Underlying Currency is different 

to the Financing Level Currency, then the Termination Reference Price shall be converted into the 

Financing Level Currency at the Underlying Exchange Rate on such day. 

"Termination Valuation Date" means the first Trading Day of the month next following the 

expiry of the period of 35 calendar days after the Termination Date, and such date shall be a 

Valuation Date in accordance with the Conditions. 

"Trading Day" means, in respect of Securities which are: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Futures Contract 

Mini Future Short Securities, Commodity Mini Future Long Securities, Commodity Mini 

Future Short Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future Long Securities or Commodity 

Index Mini Future Short Securities, a Commodity Business Day (as defined in the General 

Conditions); or 

(b) Index Mini Future Long Securities, Index Mini Future Short Securities, Bond Futures 

Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, 

Share Mini Future Long Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities, a Scheduled 

Trading Day (as defined in the General Conditions); or 

(c) Currency Mini Future Long Securities or Currency Mini Future Short Securities, a 

Currency Business Day (as defined in the General Conditions). 

"Type of Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, 

Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, Commodity Mini Future Long 

Securities, Commodity Mini Future Short Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future Long 

Securities, Commodity Index Mini Future Short Securities, Currency Mini Future Long Securities, 

Currency Mini Future Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities, Bond 

Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities, Index Mini Future Long Securities, Index Mini 

Future Short Securities, Share Mini Future Long Securities or Share Mini Future Short Securities, 

as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Underlying Exchange Rate" means, in respect of any day, the rate of exchange between the 

Relevant Underlying Currency and the Financing Level Currency at the relevant time on such day, 

as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement and quoted on the 

Underlying Exchange Rate Price Source, as determined by the Determination Agent. 
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"Underlying Exchange Rate Price Source" means for the purposes of converting the Relevant 

Underlying Value into the Financing Level Currency, the screen page or price source specified as 

such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement or if such screen page or price 

source is not available at any relevant time, then such screen page, price source or other source as 

determined by the Determination Agent to be appropriate at such time, acting in good faith and in 

a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Valuation Date" means the Exercise Valuation Date or the Termination Valuation Date. 
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Section 2 

 

Additional Terms and Conditions for Constant Leverage Securities 

The following Additional Terms and Conditions set out in this Section 2 (Additional Terms and Conditions 

for Constant Leverage Securities) shall apply to Commodity Constant Leverage Long Securities, 

Commodity Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Index Constant Leverage Long Securities, 

Commodity Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage 

Long Securities, Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Short Securities, Currency Constant 

Leverage Long Securities, Currency Constant Leverage Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Constant 

Leverage Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage Short Securities, Index Constant 

Leverage Long Securities, Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, Share Constant Leverage Long 

Securities or Share Constant Leverage Short Securities. 

Any reference to a numbered "Paragraph" in the following Additional Terms and Conditions shall be 

construed as a reference to the relevant paragraph thereof. 

1. Rights 

(a) Exercise by Securityholder. Subject to notice of an Issuer Call Option, the Securities are 

exercisable by the Securityholder by delivery of an Exercise Notice prior to the Latest 

Exercise Time on an Exercise Date. 

(b) Issuer Call Option. The Issuer may terminate the Securities, in whole but not in part, on 

any Business Day by giving Securityholders notice of its intention to terminate the 

Securities, such notice to be given at any time from (and including) the Issuer Call 

Commencement Date. Any such notice shall be given in accordance with the provisions 

of General Condition 25 (Notices), and shall specify the Termination Date. 

(c) Settlement. Each Security, upon due Exercise or termination pursuant to an Issuer Call 

Option, as the case may be, entitles its holder to receive the Settlement Amount from the 

Issuer on the Settlement Date. 

2. Settlement Amount 

The "Settlement Amount" payable by the Issuer in respect of each Security on the Settlement 

Date shall be an amount in the Settlement Currency determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Exercise in accordance with Paragraph 1(a) 

(Exercise by Securityholder), an amount (the "Exercise Settlement Amount") determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(i) if the Securities are Constant Leverage Long Securities, the Exercise Settlement 

Amount shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Final Reference Price – Final Current Financing Level) ÷ Current Ratio] – 

Expenses; or 

(ii) if the Securities are Constant Leverage Short Securities, the Exercise Settlement 

Amount shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Final Current Financing Level – Final Reference Price) ÷ Current Ratio] – 

Expenses; or 
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(b) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Issuer Call Option in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option), an amount (the "Optional Settlement Amount") 

determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph 

below: 

(i) if the Securities are Constant Leverage Long Securities, the Optional Settlement 

Amount shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Termination Reference Price – Termination Current Financing Level) ÷ Current 

Ratio] – Expenses; or 

(ii) if the Securities are Constant Leverage Short Securities, the Optional Settlement 

Amount shall be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Termination Current Financing Level – Termination Reference Price) ÷ Current 

Ratio] – Expenses. 

If the Financing Level Currency is different to the Settlement Currency, then the Settlement 

Amount shall be converted into the Settlement Currency at the Relevant Exchange Rate. 

3. Definitions 

For the purposes of these Additional Terms and Conditions for Constant Leverage Securities, the 

following words and expressions shall have the following meanings: 

"Certificate Fee" means, as of the relevant Issue Date if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement specify "Certificate Fee" to be applicable, the rate (expressed as a percentage) 

specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement and thereafter the 

fee (expressed as a percentage) as from time to time determined by the Determination Agent in its 

sole and absolute discretion by reference to market conditions. The Certificate Fee shall not be less 

than the Minimum Certificate Fee or greater than the Maximum Certificate Fee at all times. 

"Constant Leverage Long Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage 

Long Securities, Commodity Constant Leverage Long Securities, Commodity Index Constant 

Leverage Long Securities, Currency Constant Leverage Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract 

Constant Leverage Constant Leverage Long Securities, Index Constant Leverage Long Securities 

or Share Constant Leverage Long Securities, as the case may be. 

"Constant Leverage Securities" means Constant Leverage Long Securities or Constant Leverage 

Short Securities, as the case may be. 

"Constant Leverage Short Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage 

Short Securities, Commodity Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Index Constant 

Leverage Short Securities, Currency Constant Leverage Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract 

Constant Leverage Short Securities, Index Constant Leverage Short Securities or Share Constant 

Leverage Short Securities, as the case may be. 

"Current Financing Level" means, in respect of any Trading Day, an amount (which shall be a 

monetary value in the Financing Level Currency) determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are Constant Leverage Long Securities other than Commodity Futures 

Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities, Commodity Index Constant Leverage Long 

Securities, Currency Constant Leverage Long Securities and Bond Futures Contract 
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Constant Leverage Long Securities, an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CF" means Certificate Fee; 

"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day; 

"Dt" means, if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise, zero; 

"DCFt-1, t" means the number of calendar days from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day, divided by 360; 

"RIRFSt-1" means the Reference Interest Rate plus the Current Financing Spread, both as 

determined at the Determination Time on the immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; and 

"TLF" means the Target Leverage Factor; or 

(b) if the Securities are Constant Leverage Short Securities other than Commodity Futures 

Contract Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Index Constant Leverage Short 

Securities, Currency Constant Leverage Short Securities and Bond Futures Contract 

Constant Leverage Short Securities, an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CF" means Certificate Fee; 

"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day; 

"Dt" means, if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise, zero; 

"DCFt-1, t" means the number of calendar days from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day, divided by 360; 

"RIRFSt-1" means the Reference Interest Rate minus the Current Financing Spread, both 

as determined at the Determination Time on the immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; and 

"TLF" means the Target Leverage Factor; or 
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(c) if the Securities are Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities, 

Commodity Index Constant Leverage Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Constant 

Leverage Long Securities, an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CF" means Certificate Fee;

 
"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day;

 
"Dt" means, if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise, zero;

 
"DCFt-1, t" means the number of calendar days from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day, divided by 360; 

"RSt" means the Rollover Spread for such day, otherwise RSt shall be disregarded in the 

calculated of Current Financing Level; 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"St-1" means the Current Financing Spread, as determined at the Determination Time on 

the immediately preceding Trading Day; and 

"TLF" means the Target Leverage Factor; or

 

(d) if the Securities are Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Short Securities, 

Commodity Index Constant Leverage Short Securities or Bond Futures Contract Constant 

Leverage Short Securities, an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CF" means Certificate Fee; 

"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day; 

"Dt" means, if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise, zero; 

"DCFt-1, t" means the number of calendar days from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day, divided by 360; 

"RSt" means the Rollover Spread for such day, otherwise RSt shall be disregarded in the 

calculated of Current Financing Level; 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; 
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"St-1" means the Current Financing Spread, as determined at the Determination Time on 

the immediately preceding Trading Day; and 

"TLF" means the Target Leverage Factor; or 

(e) if the Securities are Currency Constant Leverage Long Securities, an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CF" means Certificate Fee; 

"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day; 

"DCFt-1, t" means the number of calendar days from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day, divided by 360; 

"RIRFSt-1" means the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency plus the 

Current Financing Spread, both as determined at the Determination Time on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"TLF" means the Target Leverage Factor; and 

"UIRt-1" means the Reference Interest Rate for the Relevant Underlying Currency as 

determined at the Determination Time on the immediately preceding Trading Day; or 

(f) if the Securities are Currency Constant Leverage Short Securities, an amount determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CF" means Certificate Fee; 

"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day; 

"DCFt-1, t" means the number of calendar days from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day, divided by 360; 

"RIRFSt-1" means the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency minus the 

Current Financing Spread, both as determined at the Determination Time on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"TLF" means the Target Leverage Factor; and 
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"UIRt-1" means the Reference Interest Rate for the Relevant Underlying Currency as 

determined at the Determination Time on the immediately preceding Trading Day. 

The Current Financing Level on the Strike Date shall be the level specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Current Financing Spread" means, in respect of any Trading Day, the rate (expressed as a per 

annum percentage rate) determined by the Determination Agent, having regard to the Financing 

Level Currency, the prevailing market conditions (including, but not limited to, the liquidity of the 

global financial markets, the availability and cost of capital and credit, interest rates, the imposition 

or announcement of any legislation or regulation, which require higher capital ratio requirements 

for banks) and such other factors as the Determination Agent determines to be relevant. The 

Current Financing Spread shall not be less than the Minimum Financing Spread or greater than the 

Maximum Financing Spread at all times (provided that if, the Determination Agent determines in 

its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, that at any time the 

market rate for hedging the Securities with futures materially exceeds such market rate as at the 

Strike Date, (a) the Determination Agent may increase the Current Financing Spread (but not the 

Maximum Financing Spread) to reflect this change, or (b) the Determination Agent may, in its 

discretion, determine that such event results in the occurrence of an Increased Cost of Hedging 

instead). 

The Current Financing Spread on the Strike Date shall be the amount specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Current Ratio" means a number calculated by the Determination Agent on each Trading Day in 

accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CRt" means the Current Ratio on such Trading Day; 

"Dt" means if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise, zero; 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day; 

"SVt-1" means the Security Value at the Determination Time on the immediately preceding 

Trading Day, and if the Financing Level Currency is different to the Settlement Currency, 

such value shall be converted into the Financing Level Currency at the Exchange Rate on 

such immediately preceding Trading Day; and 

"TLF" means the Target Leverage Factor. 

The Current Ratio on the Strike Date shall be the amount specified as such in the Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Dividend Amount" means in respect of any Trading Day and Index Constant Leverage Long 

Securities, Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, Share Constant Leverage Long Securities 

and Share Constant Leverage Short Securities: 

(a) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be applicable, an amount determined by the Determination Agent as equal to (a) in the 

case of Index Constant Leverage Long Securities and Index Constant Leverage Short 
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Securities, the aggregate of the cash dividends and/or other cash distributions (other than 

extraordinary dividends) in respect of each Component of the Index or (b) in the case of 

Share Constant Leverage Long Securities or Share Constant Leverage Short Securities, 

the cash dividends and/or other cash distributions (other than extraordinary dividends) in 

respect of the Share, which in each case has an ex-dividend date occurring during the 

Dividend Period and (1) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

specify "Gross Dividend" in respect of an applicable Dividend Amount then the Dividend 

Amount shall be calculated without regard to any withholding tax or other deductions, or 

(2) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Net Dividend" 

in respect of an applicable Dividend Amount then the Dividend Amount shall be 

determined applying (a) a withholding rate no greater than the maximum withholding tax 

rate imposed by the jurisdiction of incorporation of the issuer of the Share on foreign 

institutional investors who do not benefit from any double taxation treaties, and (b) a 

deduction of any Expenses, all as determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, 

acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner; or (3) in the case of Index 

Constant Leverage Long Securities or Index Constant Leverage Short Securities if the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Gross Dividend for Index 

Components incorporated in the U.S. and otherwise Net Dividend" in respect of an 

applicable Dividend Amount, then the Dividend Amount shall be (a) for Components of 

the Index in relation to which the issuer thereof is incorporated in the U.S. without regard 

to any withholding tax or other tax deductions, but subject to a deduction by the Issuer of 

a margin amount up to a maximum of 30 per cent, and (b) otherwise, as described in (2) 

above; or 

(b) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be not applicable, it shall be disregarded provided that during the term of the relevant 

Securities the Issuer in its sole discretion may determine that "Dividend Amount" shall be 

amended to be applicable with effect from such date as the Issuer shall determine and, as 

from the date so determined, "Dividend Amount" shall be determined in accordance with 

(a) above. Any such determination of the Issuer shall be notified promptly to holders of 

the relevant Securities in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). 

If the currency of the Dividend Amount is different to the Financing Level Currency, the Dividend 

Amount shall be converted into the Financing Level Currency at the prevailing spot rate of 

exchange between the Financing Level Currency and the relevant currency, as determined by the 

Determination Agent. 

"Dividend Period" means, in respect of any Trading Day and Index Constant Leverage Long 

Securities, Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, Share Constant Leverage Long Securities 

and Share Constant Leverage Short Securities, (a) the period from (but excluding) the Trading Day 

immediately following the Strike Date to (and including) such Trading Day, and thereafter, (b) 

each period from (but excluding) the immediately preceding Trading Day to (and including) such 

Trading Day. 

"Exchange Rate" means, in respect of any day, (a) if the Financing Level Currency is the same as 

the Settlement Currency, not applicable, or (b) if the Financing Level Currency is different to the 

Settlement Currency, the rate of exchange between the Financing Level Currency and the 

Settlement Currency at the relevant time on such day as specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement and quoted on the Exchange Rate Price Source, as determined 

by the Determination Agent. 

"Exchange Rate Price Source" means, (a) for the purposes of converting the Exercise Settlement 

Amount or the Optional Settlement Amount, as the case may be, into the Settlement Currency, the 

screen page or price source specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement or if such screen page or price source is not available at any relevant time, then such 

screen page, price source or other source as determined by the Determination Agent to be 
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appropriate at such time, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, or (b) for 

the purposes of converting the Stop Loss Settlement Amount into the Settlement Currency, such 

price source as determined by the Determination Agent to be appropriate at such time, acting in 

good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Exercise" means a Securityholder's right to exercise the Securities, in accordance with General 

Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by Securityholder) above. 

"Exercise Date" means, in respect of any Security, the Business Day on which an Exercise Notice 

relating to that Security is delivered in accordance with the provisions of General Condition 8 

(Exercise of Securities) (provided that where relevant, the Determination Agent may in its 

discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, determine that each such 

Business Day shall also be a Securities Trading Day), or such other date as specified in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Exercise Valuation Date" means, in relation to a Securityholder's effective exercise of Securities 

in accordance with General Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and Paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by 

Securityholder) above, the first Trading Day of the month next following the expiry of the period 

of 35 calendar days after the Exercise Date, and such date shall be a Valuation Date and subject to 

adjustment in accordance with the Conditions. 

"Expenses" means, in respect of Security, all taxes, duties and/or expenses, including all applicable 

depository, transaction or exercise charges, stamp duties, stamp duty reserve tax, issue, 

registration, securities transfer and/or other taxes or duties (including any taxes due in relation to 

a financial transactions tax), arising in connection with (a) the exercise of such Security and/or (b) 

any payment due following exercise or otherwise in respect of such Security. 

"Final Current Financing Level" means the Current Financing Level on or around the Exercise 

Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Final Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

Exercise Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without regard to any 

subsequently published correction. If the Relevant Underlying Currency is different to the 

Financing Level Currency, then the Final Reference Price shall be converted into the Financing 

Level Currency at the Underlying Exchange Rate on such day. 

"Financing Level Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Issuer Call Commencement Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no date is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement, the Issue Date. 

"Issuer Call Option" means termination of the Securities by the Issuer in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Maximum Certificate Fee" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Maximum Financing Spread" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Minimum Certificate Fee" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Minimum Financing Spread" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 
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"Reference Interest Rate" means, in respect of any Trading Day and the Financing Level 

Currency, the Settlement Currency or the Relevant Underlying Currency, as the case may be, the 

rate (which is shall not be less than zero) as determined by the Determination Agent in its 

discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, for deposits in such 

Financing Level Currency, Settlement Currency or Relevant Underlying Currency, as the case may 

be, in the interbank market with a maturity of either three months, one month or overnight, as 

selected by the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially 

reasonable manner. 

"Relevant Exchange Rate" means, in respect of: 

(a) the Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Exercise Valuation 

Date; 

(b) the Optional Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Termination 

Valuation Date, 

provided that if no Exchange Rate is available on any such day, the Determination Agent shall 

determine the Relevant Exchange Rate for such day in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a 

commercially reasonable manner, taking into account all information that it deems relevant. 

"Relevant Underlying" means, in respect of: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities or Commodity Futures 

Contract Constant Leverage Short Securities, the Futures Contract with a specified 

expiration relating to the Commodity as at the Strike Date, as replaced on each Rollover 

Effective Date by a Futures Contract with a later expiration relating to the Commodity 

(such underlying, the "Substitute Underlying") selected by the Issuer (and such 

Substitute Underlying shall be the Relevant Underlying following such replacement on 

such Rollover Effective Date), as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; or 

(b) Commodity Constant Leverage Long Securities, Commodity Constant Leverage Short 

Securities, Commodity Index Constant Leverage Long Securities or Commodity Index 

Constant Leverage Short Securities, the Commodity or Commodity Index specified in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(c) Index Constant Leverage Long Securities or Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, 

the Index specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(d) Currency Constant Leverage Long Securities or Currency Constant Leverage Short 

Securities, the Currency Pair; or 

(e) Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract 

Constant Leverage Short Securities, the Bond Futures Contract specified in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement as at the Strike Date, as replaced on each 

Rollover Effective Date by a contract with a later expiration relating to the relevant bond 

(such asset, the "Substitute Underlying") selected by the Issuer (and such Substitute 

Underlying shall be the Relevant Underlying following such replacement on such 

Rollover Effective Date), in each case, as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; or 

(f) Share Constant Leverage Long Securities or Share Constant Leverage Short Securities, 

the Share specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Relevant Underlying Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no currency is so specified, then (a) if the Securities are 
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Currency Constant Leverage Long Securities or Currency Constant Leverage Short Securities, the 

Financing Level Currency, and (b) for any other Securities, such term shall be deemed to be not 

applicable. 

"Reset Event" means (and a Reset Event shall be deemed to have occurred if): 

(a) in respect of Securities which are Constant Leverage Long Securities, the Reset Event 

Price of the Relevant Underlying is, at any time on any Trading Day from, and including, 

the Issue Date, less than or equal to the Reset Event Level; or 

(b) in respect of Securities which are Constant Leverage Short Securities, the Reset Event 

Price of the Relevant Underlying is, at any time on any Trading Day from, and including, 

the Issue Date, greater than or equal to the Reset Event Level. 

"Reset Event Buffer" means the rate specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement. 

"Reset Event Level" means, in respect of any Trading Day and: 

(a) Constant Leverage Long Securities, an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 

REBCFLREL tt +=  

where: 

"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day; and 

"REB" means the Reset Event Buffer; or 

(b) Constant Leverage Short Securities, an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 

REBCFLREL tt −=  

where: 

"CFLt" means the Current Financing Level on such day; and 

"REB" means the Reset Event Buffer. 

The Reset Event Level shall be rounded in accordance with the Reset Event Rounding Convention. 

The Reset Event Level on the Strike Date shall be the level specified as such in the Final Terms or 

(as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Reset Event Price" means, in respect of any day, the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant 

Underlying on such day, as determined by the Determination Agent without regard to any 

subsequently published correction. 

"Reset Event Rounding Convention" means, in respect of any amount, that such amount may be 

rounded either up or down and to the nearest number of decimal places, points, units or index 

points, as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Rollover Date" means, in respect of: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Securities, a Trading Day selected by the 

Determination Agent within the last twenty calendar days prior to the earlier of (i) the first 

notice date of the Relevant Underlying, and (ii) the last day on which trading may take 
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place in respect of the Relevant Underlying, or such other date as may be specified in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(b) Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage Securities, a Trading Day selected by the 

Determination Agent within the last twenty calendar days prior to the earlier of (i) the first 

date on which notice to deliver the Relevant Underlying may be given in accordance with 

the rules of the relevant Exchange and (ii) the last day on which trading may take place in 

respect of the Relevant Underlying, or such other date as may be specified in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Rollover Effective Date" means, in respect of the Rollover Date, the Business Day immediately 

following such Rollover Date. 

"Rollover Spread" means, in respect of any day and Securities which are Commodity Futures 

Contract Constant Leverage Securities or Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage Securities, an 

amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent as (a) the price 

determined by the Issuer for liquidating its related hedging arrangements for the Relevant 

Underlying on such day, minus (b) the price determined by the Issuer for establishing its related 

hedging arrangements for the Substitute Underlying during the substitution of the Relevant 

Underlying for the Substitute Underlying on such day by reference to liquidity in the Relevant 

Underlying and the Substitute Underlying. 

"Screen Page" means the page specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

"Securities Trading Day" means any day that is (or, but for the occurrence of a disruption event, 

would have been) a trading day on the Securities Exchange. 

"Security Value" means, in respect of any Trading Day: 

(a) if no Reset Event has occurred on such day, the fair market value of one Security, as 

determined by the Determination Agent in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 

manner and published on the Screen Page, or such other information source or page 

selected by the Issuer and notified to Securityholders from time to time in accordance with 

General Condition 25 (Notices), subject to adjustment by the Determination Agent in the 

event of material inaccuracy or mistake in relation to such published level or in such other 

circumstances as the Determination Agent deems appropriate, acting in good faith and in 

a commercially reasonable manner; or 

(b) if a Reset Event has occurred on such day, the fair market value of one Security, as 

determined by the Determination Agent in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 

manner by reference to the unwinding of the Issuer's hedging arrangements in respect of 

the Relevant Underlying immediately following the occurrence of such Reset Event, and 

published on the Screen Page, or such other information source or page selected by the 

Issuer and notified to Securityholders from time to time in accordance with General 

Condition 25 (Notices) on or prior to the immediately following Securities Trading Day, 

subject to adjustment by the Determination Agent in the event of material inaccuracy or 

mistake in relation to such published level or in such other circumstances as the 

Determination Agent deems appropriate, acting in good faith and in a commercially 

reasonable manner. 

"Settlement Date" means the day falling not later than the fifth Business Day or such other number 

of Business Days specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement following, 

in respect of the payment of (a) an Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exercise Valuation Date (or 

the Latest Determination Date in respect of such date, if applicable), and (b) an Optional Settlement 

Amount, the Termination Valuation Date (or the Latest Determination Date in respect of such date, 
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if applicable) or such other date as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

"Target Leverage Factor" means the number specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Termination Current Financing Level" means the Current Financing Level on or around the 

Termination Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Termination Date" means the date specified as such in the notice delivered by the Issuer in 

accordance Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Termination Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant 

Underlying on the Termination Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without 

regard to any subsequently published correction. If the Relevant Underlying Currency is different 

to the Financing Level Currency, then the Termination Reference Price shall be converted into the 

Financing Level Currency at the Underlying Exchange Rate on such day. 

"Termination Valuation Date" means the first Trading Day of the month next following the 

expiry of the period of 35 calendar days after the Termination Date, and such date shall be a 

Valuation Date in accordance with the Conditions. 

"Trading Day" means, in respect of Securities which are: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities, Commodity Futures 

Contract Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Constant Leverage Long 

Securities, Commodity Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Index Constant 

Leverage Long Securities or Commodity Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, a 

Commodity Business Day (as defined in the General Conditions); 

(b) Index Constant Leverage Long Securities, Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, 

Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract 

Constant Leverage Short Securities, Share Constant Leverage Long Securities or Share 

Constant Leverage Short Securities, a Scheduled Trading Day (as defined in the General 

Conditions); or 

(c) Currency Constant Leverage Long Securities or Currency Constant Leverage Short 

Securities, a Currency Business Day (as defined in the General Conditions). 

"Type of Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities, 

Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Constant Leverage 

Long Securities, Commodity Constant Leverage Short Securities, Commodity Index Constant 

Leverage Long Securities, Commodity Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, Currency 

Constant Leverage Long Securities, Currency Constant Leverage Short Securities, Bond Futures 

Contract Constant Leverage Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage Short 

Securities, Index Constant Leverage Long Securities, Index Constant Leverage Short Securities, 

Share Constant Leverage Long Securities or Share Constant Leverage Short Securities, as specified 

in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Underlying Exchange Rate" means, in respect of any day, the rate of exchange between the 

Relevant Underlying Currency and the Financing Level Currency at the relevant time on such day, 

as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement and quoted on the 

Underlying Exchange Rate Price Source, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Underlying Exchange Rate Price Source" means for the purposes of converting the Relevant 

Underlying Value into the Financing Level Currency, the screen page or price source specified as 

such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement or if such screen page or price 
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source is not available at any relevant time, then such screen page, price source or other source as 

determined by the Determination Agent to be appropriate at such time, acting in good faith and in 

a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Valuation Date" means the Exercise Valuation Date or the Termination Valuation Date. 
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Section 3 

 

Additional Terms and Conditions for Tracker Securities 

The following Additional Terms and Conditions set out in this Section 3 (Additional Terms and Conditions 

for Tracker Securities) shall apply to Commodity Tracker Securities, Commodity Index Tracker Securities, 

Currency Tracker Securities, Index Tracker Securities or Share Tracker Securities. 

Any reference to a numbered "Paragraph" in the following Additional Terms and Conditions shall be 

construed as a reference to the relevant paragraph thereof. 

1. Rights 

(a) Exercise by Securityholder. Subject to notice of an Issuer Call Option, the Securities are 

exercisable by the Securityholder by delivery of an Exercise Notice prior to the Latest 

Exercise Time on an Exercise Date. 

(b) Issuer Call Option. The Issuer may terminate the Securities, in whole but not in part, on 

any Business Day by giving Securityholders notice of its intention to terminate the 

Securities, such notice to be given at any time from (and including) the Issuer Call 

Commencement Date. Any such notice shall be given in accordance with the provisions 

of General Condition 25 (Notices), and shall specify the Termination Date. 

(c) Settlement. Each Security, upon due Exercise or termination pursuant to an Issuer Call 

Option, as the case may be, entitles its holder to receive the Settlement Amount from the 

Issuer on the Settlement Date. 

2. Settlement Amount 

The "Settlement Amount" payable by the Issuer in respect of each Security on the Settlement 

Date shall be an amount in the Settlement Currency determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Exercise in accordance with Paragraph 1(a) 

(Exercise by Securityholder), an amount (the "Exercise Settlement Amount") equal to 

the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 

[(Final Reference Price ÷ Current Ratio)] – Expenses; or 

(b) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Issuer Call Option in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option), an amount (the "Optional Settlement Amount") 

equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the Determination Agent 

in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Termination Reference Price ÷ Current Ratio)] – Expenses. 

If the Relevant Underlying Currency is different to the Settlement Currency, then the Settlement 

Amount shall be converted into the Settlement Currency at the Relevant Exchange Rate. 

3. Definitions 

For the purposes of these Additional Terms and Conditions for Tracker Securities, the following 

words and expressions shall have the following meanings: 

"Certificate Fee" means, as of the relevant Issue Date if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement specify "Certificate Fee" to be applicable, the rate (expressed as a percentage) 

specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement and thereafter the 
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fee (expressed as a percentage) as from time to time determined by the Determination Agent in its 

sole and absolute discretion by reference to market conditions. The Certificate Fee shall not be less 

than the Minimum Certificate Fee or greater than the Maximum Certificate Fee at all times. 

"Current Ratio" means, 

(a) as of the Issue Date, the number calculated by the Determination Agent in accordance with 

the following formula: 

IPFXRUV  )(  

where: 

"FX" means the Exchange Rate on the Issue Date; 

"IP" means Issue Price per Security; 

"RUV" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the Issue 

Date; and 

(b) as of each Trading Day after the Issue Date, the number (CRt) calculated by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 
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where: 

"CF" means the Certificate Fee as of such Trading Day; 

"DCFt-1, t" means the number of calendar days from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to, and including, such Trading Day, divided by 360; 

"Dt" means, if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise zero; and 

"RUVt-1" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

immediately preceding Trading Day. 

"Dividend Amount" means in respect of any Trading Day and Index Tracker Securities and Share 

Tracker Securities: 

(a) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be applicable, an amount determined by the Determination Agent as equal to (a) in the 

case of Index Tracker Securities, the aggregate of the cash dividends and/or other cash 

distributions (other than extraordinary dividends) in respect of each Component of the 

Index or (b) in the case of Share Tracker Securities, the cash dividends and/or other cash 

distributions (other than extraordinary dividends) in respect of the Share, which in each 

case has an ex-dividend date occurring during the Dividend Period and (1) if the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Gross Dividend" in respect of 

an applicable Dividend Amount then the Dividend Amount shall be calculated without 

regard to any withholding tax or other deductions, or (2) if the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Net Dividend" in respect of an applicable 

Dividend Amount then the Dividend Amount shall be determined applying (a) a 
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withholding rate no greater than the maximum withholding tax rate imposed by the 

jurisdiction of incorporation of the issuer of the Share on foreign institutional investors 

who do not benefit from any double taxation treaties, and (b) a deduction of any Expenses, 

all as determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in 

a commercially reasonable manner; or (3) in the case of Index Tracker Securities, if the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Gross Dividend for Index 

Components incorporated in the U.S. and otherwise Net Dividend" in respect of an 

applicable Dividend Amount, then the Dividend Amount shall be (a) for Components of 

the Index in relation to which the issuer thereof is incorporated in the U.S. without regard 

to any withholding tax or other tax deductions, but subject to a deduction by the Issuer of 

a margin amount up to a maximum of 30 per cent, and (b) otherwise, as described in (2) 

above; or 

(b) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be not applicable, it shall be disregarded provided that during the term of the relevant 

Securities the Issuer in its sole discretion may determine that "Dividend Amount" shall be 

amended to be applicable with effect from such date as the Issuer shall determine and, as 

from the date so determined, "Dividend Amount" shall be determined in accordance with 

(a) above. Any such determination of the Issuer shall be notified promptly to holders of 

the relevant Securities in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). 

If the currency of the Dividend Amount is different to the Relevant Underlying Currency, the 

Dividend Amount shall be converted into the Relevant Underlying Currency at the prevailing spot 

rate of exchange between the Relevant Underlying Currency and the relevant currency, as 

determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Dividend Period" means, in respect of any Trading Day and Index Tracker Securities and Share 

Tracker Securities (a) the period from (but excluding) the Trading Day immediately following the 

Issue Date to (and including) such Trading Day, and thereafter, (b) each period from (but 

excluding) the immediately preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day. 

"Exchange Rate" means, in respect of any day if the Relevant Underlying Currency is different to 

the Settlement Currency, the rate of exchange between the Relevant Underlying Currency and the 

Settlement Currency at the relevant time on such day, as specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement and quoted on the Exchange Rate Price Source, as determined 

by the Determination Agent. 

"Exchange Rate Price Source" means, (a) for the purposes of converting the Exercise Settlement 

Amount or the Optional Settlement Amount, as the case may be, into the Settlement Currency, the 

screen page or price source specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement or if such screen page or price source is not available at any relevant time, then such 

screen page, price source or other source as determined by the Determination Agent to be 

appropriate at such time, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Exercise" means a Securityholder's right to exercise the Securities, in accordance with General 

Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and Paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by Securityholder) above. 

"Exercise Date" means, in respect of any Security, the Business Day on which an Exercise Notice 

relating to that Security is delivered in accordance with the provisions of General Condition 8 

(Exercise of Securities) (provided that where relevant, the Determination Agent may in its 

discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, determine that each such 

Business Day shall also be a Securities Trading Day), or such other date as specified in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Exercise Valuation Date" means, in relation to a Securityholder's effective exercise of Securities 

in accordance with General Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and Paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by 

Securityholder) above, the first Trading Day of the month next following the expiry of the period 
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of 35 calendar days after the Exercise Date, and such date shall be a Valuation Date and subject to 

adjustment in accordance with the Conditions. 

"Expenses" means, in respect of Security, all taxes, duties and/or expenses, including all applicable 

depository, transaction or exercise charges, stamp duties, stamp duty reserve tax, issue, 

registration, securities transfer and/or other taxes or duties (including any taxes due in relation to 

a financial transactions tax), arising in connection with (a) the exercise of such Security and/or (b) 

any payment due following exercise or otherwise in respect of such Security. 

"Final Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

Exercise Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without regard to any 

subsequently published correction. 

"Issuer Call Commencement Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no date is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement, the Issue Date. 

"Issuer Call Option" means termination of the Securities by the Issuer in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Maximum Certificate Fee" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Minimum Certificate Fee" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Relevant Exchange Rate" means, in respect of: 

(a) the Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Exercise Valuation 

Date; 

(b) the Optional Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Termination 

Valuation Date, 

provided that if no Exchange Rate is available on any such day, the Determination Agent shall 

determine the Relevant Exchange Rate for such day in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a 

commercially reasonable manner, taking into account all information that it deems relevant. 

"Relevant Underlying" means, in respect of: 

(a) Commodity Tracker Securities or Commodity Index Tracker Securities, the Commodity 

or Commodity Index specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; or 

(b) Currency Tracker Securities, the Currency Pair, or 

(c) Index Tracker Securities, the Index specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement; or 

(d) Share Tracker Securities, the Share specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement. 

"Relevant Underlying Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Screen Page" means the page specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 
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"Securities Exchange" means the exchange or quotation system specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Securities Trading Day" means any day that is (or, but for the occurrence of a disruption event, 

would have been) a trading day on the Securities Exchange. 

"Settlement Date" means the day falling not later than the tenth Business Day or such other 

number of Business Days specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

following, in respect of the payment of (a) an Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exercise Valuation 

Date (or the Latest Determination Date in respect of such date, if applicable), and (b) an Optional 

Settlement Amount, the Termination Valuation Date (or the Latest Determination Date in respect 

of such date, if applicable) or such other date as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement. 

"Termination Date" means the date specified as such in the notice delivered by the Issuer in 

accordance with Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Termination Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant 

Underlying on the Termination Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without 

regard to any subsequently published correction. 

"Termination Valuation Date" means the first Trading Day of the month next following the 

expiry of the period of 35 calendar days after the Termination Date, and such date shall be a 

Valuation Date in accordance with the Conditions. 

"Tracker Securities" means Commodity Tracker Securities, Commodity Index Tracker 

Securities, Currency Tracker Securities, Index Tracker Securities or Share Tracker Securities, as 

the case may be. 

"Trading Day" means, in respect of Securities which are: 

(a) Commodity Tracker Securities or Commodity Index Tracker Securities, a Commodity 

Business Day (as defined in the General Conditions); or 

(b) Index Tracker Securities or Share Tracker Securities, a Scheduled Trading Day (as defined 

in the General Conditions); or 

(c) Currency Tracker Securities, a Currency Business Day (as defined in the General 

Conditions). 

"Type of Securities" means Commodity Tracker Securities, Securities, Commodity Index Tracker 

Securities, Currency Tracker Securities, Index Tracker Securities or Share Tracker Securities, as 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Valuation Date" means the Exercise Valuation Date or the Termination Valuation Date. 
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Section 4 

 

Additional Terms and Conditions for Turbo Securities 

The following Additional Terms and Conditions set out in this Section 4 (Additional Terms and Conditions 

for Turbo Securities) shall apply to Commodity Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Turbo Short Securities, 

Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Short Securities, Commodity Futures 

Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Currency Turbo 

Long Securities, Currency Turbo Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Bond 

Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Index Turbo Long Securities, Index Turbo Short Securities, Share 

Turbo Long Securities or Share Turbo Short Securities. 

Any reference to a numbered "Paragraph" in the following Additional Terms and Conditions shall be 

construed as a reference to the relevant paragraph thereof. 

1. Rights and Procedures 

(a) Exercise by Securityholder. Provided that no Stop Loss Event has occurred, and subject to 

notice of an Issuer Call Option, the Securities are exercisable by the Securityholder by 

delivery of an Exercise Notice prior to the Latest Exercise Time on an Exercise Date. 

(b) Issuer Call Option. Provided that no Stop Loss Event has occurred, the Issuer may 

terminate the Securities, in whole but not in part, on any Business Day by giving 

Securityholders notice of its intention to terminate the Securities, such notice to be given 

at any time from (and including) the Issuer Call Commencement Date. Any such notice 

shall be given in accordance with the provisions of General Condition 25 (Notices), and 

shall specify the Termination Date. 

(c) Early Termination for Stop Loss Event. Following a Stop Loss Event, the Securities will 

terminate automatically and the Issuer shall give notice to Securityholders in accordance 

with General Condition 25 (Notices), provided that failure by the Issuer to give notice shall 

not affect the validity of the occurrence and effect of such Stop Loss Event. A Stop Loss 

Event will override an Issuer Call Option and/or due Exercise if the Stop Loss Event 

occurs on or prior to a Termination Valuation Date or an Exercise Valuation Date, as the 

case may be. 

(d) Settlement. Each Security, upon due Exercise or termination pursuant to an Issuer Call 

Option or following the occurrence of a Stop Loss Event, as the case may be, entitles its 

holder to receive the Settlement Amount from the Issuer on the Settlement Date. 

2. Settlement Amount 

The "Settlement Amount" payable by the Issuer in respect of each Security on the Settlement 

Date shall be an amount in the Settlement Currency determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Exercise in accordance with Paragraph 1(a) 

(Exercise by Securityholder), an amount (the "Exercise Settlement Amount") determined 

by the Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(i) if the Securities are Turbo Long Securities, the Exercise Settlement Amount shall 

be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Final Reference Price – Final Current Financing Level) ÷ Ratio] – Expenses; or 
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(ii) if the Securities are Turbo Short Securities, the Exercise Settlement Amount shall 

be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Final Current Financing Level – Final Reference Price) ÷ Ratio] – Expenses; or 

(b) if the Securities are terminated pursuant to an Issuer Call Option in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option), an amount (the "Optional Settlement Amount") 

determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph 

below: 

(i) if the Securities are Turbo Long Securities, the Optional Settlement Amount shall 

be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Termination Reference Price – Termination Current Financing Level) ÷ Ratio] 

– Expenses; or 

(ii) if the Securities are Turbo Short Securities, the Optional Settlement Amount shall 

be equal to the greater of (A) zero, and (B) an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

[(Termination Current Financing Level – Termination Reference Price) ÷ Ratio] 

– Expenses; or 

(c) if the Securities are terminated following the occurrence of a Stop Loss Event in 

accordance with Paragraph 1(c) (Early Termination for Stop Loss Event), the Settlement 

Amount shall be zero. 

If the Financing Level Currency is different to the Settlement Currency, then the Settlement 

Amount shall be converted into the Settlement Currency at the Relevant Exchange Rate. 

3. Definitions 

For the purposes of these Additional Terms and Conditions for Turbo Securities, the following 

words and expressions shall have the following meanings: 

"Calculation Period" means, in respect of any Trading Day other than the Strike Date, the period 

from (but excluding) the immediately preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day. 

"Current Financing Level" means, in respect of any Trading Day, an amount (which shall be a 

monetary value in the Financing Level Currency, and which may be negative) determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are Commodity Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Turbo Short 

Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Short 

Securities, Currency Turbo Long Securities, Currency Turbo Short Securities, Index 

Turbo Long Securities, Index Turbo Short Securities, Share Turbo Long Securities or 

Share Turbo Short Securities an amount determined by the Determination Agent in 

accordance with the following formula: 

(i) the Current Financing Level on the immediately preceding Trading Day; plus 

(ii) the Funding Cost on the immediately preceding Trading Day; minus 

(iii) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies that 

"Dividend Amount" is applicable, the Dividend Amount, otherwise, this 
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paragraph (iii) shall be disregarded in the calculation of the Current Financing 

Level; or 

(b) if the Securities are Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity 

Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities or 

Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 

(i) the Current Financing Level on the immediately preceding Trading Day; plus 

(ii) the Funding Cost on the immediately preceding Trading Day; minus 

(iii) if such day is a Rollover Effective Date, the Rollover Spread for such day, 

otherwise this paragraph (iii) shall be disregarded in the calculation of the Current 

Financing Level. 

The Current Financing Level on the Strike Date shall be the level specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Current Financing Spread" means, in respect of any Trading Day, the rate (expressed as a per 

annum percentage rate) determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good 

faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, having regard to the Financing Level Currency, 

the prevailing market conditions (including, but not limited to, the liquidity of the global financial 

markets, the availability and cost of capital and credit, interest rates, the imposition or 

announcement of any legislation or regulation, which require higher capital ratio requirements for 

banks) and such other factors as the Determination Agent determines to be relevant. The Current 

Financing Spread may be reset on a Reset Date (provided that if, the Determination Agent 

determines in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, that at 

any time the market rate for hedging the Securities with futures materially exceeds such market 

rate as at the Strike Date, (a) the Determination Agent may increase the Current Financing Spread 

to reflect this change, or (b) the Determination Agent may, in its discretion, determine that such 

event results in the occurrence of an Increased Cost of Hedging (if applicable) instead). The Current 

Financing Spread shall not be less than the Minimum Financing Spread or greater than the 

Maximum Financing Spread at all times. 

The Current Financing Spread on the Strike Date shall be the amount specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Current Stop Loss Level" means, in respect of each Trading Day, the Current Financing Level. 

The Current Stop Loss Level on the Strike Date shall be the amount specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Dividend Amount" means in respect of any Trading Day and Index Turbo Long Securities, Index 

Turbo Short Securities, Share Turbo Long Securities and Share Turbo Short Securities: 

(a) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be applicable, an amount determined by the Determination Agent as equal to (a) in the 

case of Index Turbo Long Securities and Index Turbo Short Securities, the aggregate of 

the cash dividends and/or other cash distributions (other than extraordinary dividends) in 

respect of each Component of the Index or (b) in the case of Share Turbo Long Securities 

or Share Turbo Short Securities, the cash dividends and/or other cash distributions (other 

than extraordinary dividends) in respect of the Share, which in each case has an ex-

dividend date occurring during the Dividend Period and (1) if the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Gross Dividend" in respect of an applicable 

Dividend Amount then the Dividend Amount shall be calculated without regard to any 

withholding tax or other deductions, or (2) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement specify "Net Dividend" in respect of an applicable Dividend Amount then the 
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Dividend Amount shall be determined applying (a) a withholding rate no greater than the 

maximum withholding tax rate imposed by the jurisdiction of incorporation of the issuer 

of the Share on foreign institutional investors who do not benefit from any double taxation 

treaties, and (b) a deduction of any Expenses, all as determined by the Determination 

Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner; or 

(3) in the case of Index Turbo Long Securities or Index Turbo Short Securities, if the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Gross Dividend for Index 

Components incorporated in the U.S. and otherwise Net Dividend" in respect of an 

applicable Dividend Amount, then the Dividend Amount shall be (a) for Components of 

the Index in relation to which the issuer thereof is incorporated in the U.S. without regard 

to any withholding tax or other tax deductions, but subject to a deduction by the Issuer of 

a margin amount up to a maximum of 30 per cent, and (b) otherwise, as described in (2) 

above; or 

(b) if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specify "Dividend Amount" 

to be not applicable, it shall be disregarded provided that during the term of the relevant 

Securities the Issuer in its sole discretion may determine that "Dividend Amount" shall be 

amended to be applicable with effect from such date as the Issuer shall determine and, as 

from the date so determined, "Dividend Amount" shall be determined in accordance with 

(a) above. Any such determination of the Issuer shall be notified promptly to holders of 

the relevant Securities in accordance with General Condition 25 (Notices). 

If the currency of the Dividend Amount is different to the Financing Level Currency, the Dividend 

Amount shall be converted into the Financing Level Currency at the prevailing spot rate of 

exchange between the Financing Level Currency and the relevant currency, as determined by the 

Determination Agent. 

"Dividend Period" means, in respect of any Trading Day and Index Turbo Long Securities, Index 

Turbo Short Securities, Share Turbo Long Securities and Share Turbo Short Securities (a) the 

period from (but excluding) the Trading Day immediately following the Strike Date to (and 

including) such Trading Day, and thereafter, (b) each period from (but excluding) the immediately 

preceding Trading Day to (and including) such Trading Day. 

"Exchange Rate" means, in respect of any day, (a) if the Financing Level Currency is the same as 

the Settlement Currency, not applicable, or (b) if the Financing Level Currency is different to the 

Settlement Currency, the rate of exchange between the Financing Level Currency and the 

Settlement Currency at the relevant time on such day, as specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement and quoted on the Exchange Rate Price Source, as determined 

by the Determination Agent. 

"Exchange Rate Price Source" means, for the purposes of converting the Exercise Settlement 

Amount or the Optional Settlement Amount, as the case may be, into the Settlement Currency, the 

screen page or price source specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement or if such screen page or price source is not available at any relevant time, then such 

screen page, price source or other source as determined by the Determination Agent to be 

appropriate at such time, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Exercise" means a Securityholder's right to exercise the Securities, in accordance with General 

Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and Paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by Securityholder) above. 

"Exercise Date" means, in respect of any Security, and subject to a Stop Loss Event, the Business 

Day on which an Exercise Notice relating to that Security is delivered in accordance with the 

provisions of General Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) (provided that where relevant, the 

Determination Agent may in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 

manner, determine that each such Business Day shall also be a Securities Trading Day), or such 

other date as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 
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"Exercise Valuation Date" means, in relation to a Securityholder's effective exercise of Securities 

in accordance with General Condition 8 (Exercise of Securities) and Paragraph 1(a) (Exercise by 

Securityholder) above, the first Trading Day of the month next following the expiry of the period 

of 35 calendar days after the Exercise Date, and each such date shall be a Valuation Date and 

subject to adjustment in accordance with the Conditions. 

"Expenses" means, in respect of any Security, all taxes, duties and/or expenses, including all 

applicable depository, transaction or exercise charges, stamp duties, stamp duty reserve tax, issue, 

registration, securities transfer and/or other taxes or duties (including any taxes due in relation to 

a financial transactions tax), arising in connection with (a) the exercise of such Security and/or (b) 

any payment due following exercise or otherwise in respect of such Security. 

"Final Current Financing Level" means the Current Financing Level on or around the Exercise 

Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Final Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant Underlying on the 

Exercise Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without regard to any 

subsequently published correction. If the Relevant Underlying Currency is different to the 

Financing Level Currency, then the Final Reference Price shall be converted into the Financing 

Level Currency at the Underlying Exchange Rate on such day. 

"Financing Level Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Funding Cost" means, in respect of any Trading Day, an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the applicable paragraph below: 

(a) if the Securities are Commodity Turbo Long Securities, Index Turbo Long Securities or 

Share Turbo Long Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal to an amount (which may 

be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following 

formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, plus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(b) if the Securities are Commodity Turbo Short Securities, Index Turbo Short Securities or 

Share Turbo Short Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal to an amount (which may 

be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in accordance with the following 

formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, minus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(c) If the Securities are Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity 

Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities, 

Commodity Index Turbo Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities 

or Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, an amount determined by the 

Determination Agent in accordance with the following formula: 
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(i) The Currency Financing Spread on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(ii) The Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(d) if the Securities are Currency Turbo Long Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal to 

an amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in accordance 

with the following formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, plus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day, minus (C) the 

Reference Interest Rate for the Relevant Underlying Currency on such Trading 

Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on such Trading Day; multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360; or 

(e) if the Securities are Currency Turbo Short Securities, the Funding Cost shall be equal to 

an amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent in accordance 

with the following formula: 

(i) (A) the Reference Interest Rate for the Financing Level Currency on such Trading 

Day, minus (B) the Current Financing Spread on such Trading Day, minus (C) the 

Reference Interest Rate for the Relevant Underlying Currency on such Trading 

Day; multiplied by 

(ii) the Current Financing Level on the immediately preceding Trading Day; 

multiplied by 

(iii) (A) the number of calendar days in the Calculation Period ending on, and 

including, such Trading Day, divided by (B) 360. 

"Issuer Call Commencement Date" means the date specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no date is specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement, the Issue Date. 

"Issuer Call Option" means termination of the Securities by the Issuer in accordance with 

Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Maximum Financing Spread" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Minimum Financing Spread" means the rate (expressed as a percentage) specified as such in 

the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Ratio" means the number specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

"Reference Interest Rate" means, in respect of any Trading Day and the Financing Level 

Currency, the Settlement Currency, or the Relevant Underlying Currency, as the case may be, the 

rate (which shall not be less than zero), as determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, 

acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner, for deposits in such Financing Level 

Currency, Settlement Currency or Relevant Underlying Currency, as the case may be, in the 

interbank market with a maturity of either three months, one month or overnight, as selected by 
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the Determination Agent in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable 

manner. 

"Relevant Exchange Rate" means, in respect of: 

(a) the Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Exercise Valuation 

Date; or 

(b) the Optional Settlement Amount, the Exchange Rate on or around the Termination 

Valuation Date, 

provided that if no Exchange Rate is available on any such day, the Determination Agent shall 

determine the Relevant Exchange Rate for such day in its discretion, acting in good faith and in a 

commercially reasonable manner, taking into account all information that it deems relevant. 

"Relevant Underlying" means, in respect of: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities or Commodity Futures Contract 

Turbo Short Securities, the Futures Contract with a specified expiration relating to the 

Commodity as at the Strike Date, as replaced on each Rollover Effective Date by a Futures 

Contract with a later expiration relating to the Commodity (such underlying, the 

"Substitute Underlying") selected by the Issuer (and such Substitute Underlying shall be 

the Relevant Underlying following such replacement on such Rollover Effective Date), as 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(b) Commodity Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Turbo Short Securities, Commodity 

Index Turbo Long Securities or Commodity Index Turbo Short Securities, the Commodity 

or Commodity Index specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; or 

(c) Index Turbo Long Securities or Index Turbo Short Securities, the Index specified in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(d) Currency Turbo Long Securities or Currency Turbo Short Securities, the Currency Pair, 

or 

(e) Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short 

Securities, the Bond Futures Contract specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the 

Pricing Supplement as at the Strike Date, as replaced on each Rollover Effective Date by 

a contract with a later expiration relating to the relevant bond (such asset, the "Substitute 

Underlying") selected by the Issuer (and such Substitute Underlying shall be the Relevant 

Underlying following such replacement on such Rollover Effective Date), in each case, as 

specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(f) Share Turbo Long Securities or Share Turbo Short Securities, the Share specified in the 

Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Relevant Underlying Currency" means the currency specified as such in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement, or if no currency is so specified, the Financing Level Currency. 

"Reset Date" means each of the following dates: 

(a) the Issue Date; and 

(b) the first day in each calendar month, provided that if such day is not a Business Day, the 

Reset Date shall be the next following Business Day; and 
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(c) in respect of Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Futures 

Contract Turbo Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities or Bond 

Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities only, each Rollover Effective Date; and 

(d) each additional Business Day determined by the Determination Agent in its discretion, 

acting in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Rollover Date" means, in respect of: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities or Commodity Futures Contract 

Turbo Short Securities, a Trading Day selected by the Determination Agent within the last 

twenty calendar days prior to the earlier of (i) the first notice date of the Relevant 

Underlying, and (ii) the last day on which trading may take place in respect of the Relevant 

Underlying, or such other date as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) 

the Pricing Supplement; or 

(b) Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short 

Securities, a Trading Day selected by the Determination Agent within the last twenty 

calendar days prior to the earlier of (i) the first date on which notice to deliver the Relevant 

Underlying may be given in accordance with the rules of the relevant Exchange and (ii) 

the last day on which trading may take place in respect of the Relevant Underlying, or 

such other date as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

"Rollover Effective Date" means, in respect of a Rollover Date, the Business Day immediately 

following such Rollover Date. 

"Rollover Spread" means, in respect of any day and Securities which are Commodity Futures 

Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Bond 

Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities or Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, an 

amount (which may be negative) determined by the Determination Agent as (a) the price 

determined by the Issuer for liquidating its related hedging arrangements for the Relevant 

Underlying on such day, minus (b) the price determined by the Issuer for establishing its related 

hedging arrangements for the Substitute Underlying during the substitution of the Relevant 

Underlying for the Substitute Underlying on such day by reference to liquidity in the Relevant 

Underlying and the Substitute Underlying. 

"Screen Page" means the page specified as such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. 

"Securities Exchange" means the exchange or quotation system specified as such in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Securities Trading Day" means any day that is (or, but for the occurrence of a disruption event, 

would have been) a trading day on the Securities Exchange. 

"Settlement Date" means (i) the day falling not later than the tenth Business Day or such other 

number of Business Days specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement 

following, in respect of the payment of (a) an Exercise Settlement Amount, the Exercise Valuation 

Date (or the Latest Determination Date in respect of such date, if applicable), or (b) an Optional 

Settlement Amount, the Termination Valuation Date (or the Latest Determination Date in respect 

of such date, if applicable), and (ii) if a Stop Loss Event has occurred on any day, such day or such 

other day as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 
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"Stop Loss Event" means (and a Stop Loss Event shall be deemed to have occurred if): 

(a) in respect of Securities which are Turbo Long Securities, the Stop Loss Event Price of the 

Relevant Underlying is, at any time on any Trading Day from, and including, 9:00 a.m., 

Central European Time on the Issue Date, and other than at a time at which there is, in the 

determination of the Determination Agent, a Market Disruption Event, less than or equal 

to the Current Stop Loss Level on the immediately preceding Reset Date (or if such day 

is a Reset Date, such Reset Date); or 

(b) in respect of Securities which are Turbo Short Securities, the Stop Loss Event Price of the 

Relevant Underlying is, at any time on any Trading Day from, and including, 9:00 a.m., 

Central European Time on the Issue Date, and other than at a time at which there is, in the 

determination of the Determination Agent, a Market Disruption Event, greater than or 

equal to the Current Stop Loss Level on the immediately preceding Reset Date (or if such 

day is a Reset Date, such Reset Date). 

"Stop Loss Event Price" means, in respect of any day, the Relevant Underlying Value of the 

Relevant Underlying on such day, as determined by the Determination Agent without regard to 

any subsequently published correction. 

"Termination Current Financing Level" means the Current Financing Level on or around the 

Termination Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Termination Date" means the date specified as such in the notice delivered by the Issuer in 

accordance with Paragraph 1(b) (Issuer Call Option) above. 

"Termination Reference Price" means the Relevant Underlying Value of the Relevant 

Underlying on the Termination Valuation Date, as determined by the Determination Agent without 

regard to any subsequently published correction. If the Relevant Underlying Currency is different 

to the Financing Level Currency, then the Termination Reference Price shall be converted into the 

Financing Level Currency at the Underlying Exchange Rate on such day. 

"Termination Valuation Date" means the first Trading Day of the month next following the 

expiry of the period of 35 calendar days after the Termination Date, and such date shall be a 

Valuation Date in accordance with the Conditions. 

"Trading Day" means, in respect of Securities which are: 

(a) Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Futures Contract Turbo 

Short Securities, Commodity Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Turbo Short Securities, 

Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities or Commodity Index Turbo Short Securities, a 

Commodity Business Day (as defined in the General Conditions); or 

(b) Index Turbo Long Securities, Index Turbo Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo 

Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Share Turbo Long 

Securities or Share Turbo Short Securities, a Scheduled Trading Day (as defined in the 

General Conditions); or 

(c) Currency Turbo Long Securities or Currency Turbo Short Securities, a Currency Business 

Day (as defined in the General Conditions). 

"Turbo Long Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity 

Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities, Currency Turbo Long Securities, 

Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Index Turbo Long Securities or Share Turbo Long 

Securities, as the case may be. 

"Turbo Securities" means Turbo Long Securities or Turbo Short Securities, as the case may be. 
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"Turbo Short Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, 

Commodity Turbo Short Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities, Currency Turbo 

Short Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Index Turbo Short Securities or 

Share Turbo Short Securities, as the case may be. 

"Type of Securities" means Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities, Commodity 

Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Commodity Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Turbo 

Short Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities, Commodity Index Turbo Short 

Securities, Currency Turbo Long Securities, Currency Turbo Short Securities, Bond Futures 

Contract Turbo Long Securities, Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities, Index Turbo Long 

Securities, Index Turbo Short Securities, Share Turbo Long Securities or Share Turbo Short 

Securities, as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. 

"Underlying Exchange Rate" means, in respect of any day, the rate of exchange between the 

Relevant Underlying Currency and the Financing Level Currency at the relevant time on such day, 

as specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement and quoted on the 

Underlying Exchange Rate Price Source, as determined by the Determination Agent. 

"Underlying Exchange Rate Price Source" means for the purposes of converting the Relevant 

Underlying Value into the Financing Level Currency, the screen page or price source specified as 

such in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement or if such screen page or price 

source is not available at any relevant time, then such screen page, price source or other source as 

determined by the Determination Agent to be appropriate at such time, acting in good faith and in 

a commercially reasonable manner. 

"Valuation Date" means the Exercise Valuation Date or the Termination Valuation Date. 
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FORM OF FINAL TERMS 

[Set out below is the form of Final Terms which will be completed for each Tranche of Securities issued 

under the Program which are not Exempt Securities.] 

[PROHIBITION OF SALES TO EEA RETAIL INVESTORS: 

THE SECURITIES ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE 

AVAILABLE TO AND SHOULD NOT BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE 

TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AREA (THE "EEA"). FOR THESE 

PURPOSES, A RETAIL INVESTOR MEANS A PERSON WHO IS ONE (OR MORE) OF:  

(A) A RETAIL CLIENT AS DEFINED IN POINT (11) OF ARTICLE 4(1) OF DIRECTIVE 

2014/65/EU (AS AMENDED,"MIFID II"); 

(B) A CUSTOMER WITHIN THE MEANING OF DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/97, WHERE THAT 

CUSTOMER WOULD NOT QUALIFY AS A PROFESSIONAL CLIENT AS DEFINED IN 

POINT (10) OF ARTICLE 4(1) OF MIFID II; OR 

(C) NOT A QUALIFIED INVESTOR AS DEFINED IN REGULATION (EU) 2017/1129 (AS 

AMENDED OR SUPERSEDED, THE "PROSPECTUS REGULATION"). 

CONSEQUENTLY NO KEY INFORMATION DOCUMENT REQUIRED BY REGULATION (EU) NO 

1286/2014 (AS AMENDED, THE "PRIIPS REGULATION") FOR OFFERING OR SELLING THE 

SECURITIES OR OTHERWISE MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO RETAIL INVESTORS IN THE 

EEA HAS BEEN PREPARED AND THEREFORE OFFERING OR SELLING THE SECURITIES OR 

OTHERWISE MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE EEA MAY BE 

UNLAWFUL UNDER THE PRIIPS REGULATION.] 0F0F

1 

[PROHIBITION OF SALES TO UK RETAIL INVESTORS: 

THE SECURITIES ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE 

AVAILABLE TO AND SHOULD NOT BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE 

TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE UNITED KINGDOM ("UK"). FOR THESE PURPOSES, A 

RETAIL INVESTOR MEANS A PERSON WHO IS ONE (OR MORE) OF: 

(A) A RETAIL CLIENT AS DEFINED IN POINT (8) OF ARTICLE 2 OF REGULATION (EU) NO 

2017/565 AS IT FORMS PART OF DOMESTIC LAW BY VIRTUE OF THE EUROPEAN 

UNION (WITHDRAWAL) ACT 2018 ("EUWA"); OR 

(B) A CUSTOMER WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE FSMA AND ANY 

RULES OR REGULATIONS MADE UNDER THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MARKETS 

ACT 2000 (THE "FSMA") TO IMPLEMENT DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/97, WHERE THAT 

CUSTOMER WOULD NOT QUALIFY AS A PROFESSIONAL CLIENT, AS DEFINED IN 

POINT (8) OF ARTICLE 2(1) OF REGULATION (EU) NO 600/2014 AS IT FORMS PART OF 

DOMESTIC LAW BY VIRTUE OF THE EUWA. 

CONSEQUENTLY NO KEY INFORMATION DOCUMENT REQUIRED BY REGULATION (EU) NO 

1286/2014 (THE "UK PRIIPS REGULATION") FOR OFFERING OR SELLING THE SECURITIES 

OR OTHERWISE MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO RETAIL INVESTORS IN THE UK HAS BEEN 

PREPARED AND THEREFORE OFFERING OR SELLING THE SECURITIES OR OTHERWISE 

MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE UK MAY BE UNLAWFUL 

UNDER THE UK PRIIPS REGULATION.] 1F1F

2 

 
1 Include this legend if the "Applicable" option is specified in paragraph 51 (Prohibition of Sales to EEA 

Retail Investors) in Part A. 

2 Include this legend if the "Applicable" option is specified in paragraph 52 (Prohibition of Sales to UK 

Retail Investors) in Part A. 
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[MIFID II PRODUCT GOVERNANCE / PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS AND ECPS ONLY 

TARGET MARKET: 

SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE MANUFACTURER'S PRODUCT APPROVAL PROCESS, 

THE TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT OF THE SECURITIES HAS LED TO THE 

CONCLUSION THAT: 

(A) THE TARGET MARKET FOR THE SECURITIES IS ELIGIBLE COUNTERPARTIES AND 

PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY, EACH AS DEFINED IN MIFID II; AND 

(B) ALL CHANNELS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECURITIES TO ELIGIBLE 

COUNTERPARTIES AND PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ARE APPROPRIATE. 

ANY PERSON SUBSEQUENTLY OFFERING, SELLING OR RECOMMENDING THE SECURITIES 

(A "DISTRIBUTOR") SHOULD TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE MANUFACTURER'S 

TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT; HOWEVER, A DISTRIBUTOR SUBJECT TO MIFID II IS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR UNDERTAKING ITS OWN TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT 

OF THE SECURITIES (BY EITHER ADOPTING OR REFINING THE MANUFACTURER'S TARGET 

MARKET ASSESSMENT) AND DETERMINING APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS.] 

[UK MIFIR PRODUCT GOVERNANCE / PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS AND ECPS ONLY 

TARGET MARKET: 

SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE MANUFACTURER'S PRODUCT APPROVAL PROCESS, 

THE TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT OF THE SECURITIES HAS LED TO THE 

CONCLUSION THAT: 

(A) THE TARGET MARKET FOR THE SECURITIES IS ONLY ELIGIBLE COUNTERPARTIES, 

AS DEFINED IN REGULATION (EU) NO 600/2014 AS IT FORMS PART OF DOMESTIC 

LAW BY VIRTUE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION WITHDRAWAL ACT 2018 ("UK MIFIR"); 

AND 

(B) ALL CHANNELS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECURITIES TO ELIGIBLE 

COUNTERPARTIES AND PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ARE APPROPRIATE. 

ANY PERSON SUBSEQUENTLY OFFERING, SELLING OR RECOMMENDING THE SECURITIES 

(A "DISTRIBUTOR") SHOULD TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE MANUFACTURER'S 

TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT; HOWEVER, A DISTRIBUTOR SUBJECT TO THE FCA 

HANDBOOK PRODUCT INTERVENTION AND PRODUCT GOVERNANCE SOURCEBOOK (THE 

"UK MIFIR PRODUCT GOVERNANCE RULES") IS RESPONSIBLE FOR UNDERTAKING ITS 

OWN TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT OF THE SECURITIES (BY EITHER 

ADOPTING OR REFINING THE MANUFACTURER'S TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT) AND 

DETERMINING APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS.] 
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Final Terms dated [•]  

[Series No.: [•]] 

[Tranche No.: [•][The Securities issued under these Final Terms are to be consolidated and form a  

single series with [•] (the "Original Issue") issued on [•] (ISIN):[•].]] 

MORGAN STANLEY & CO. INTERNATIONAL plc 

As issuer 

(incorporated with limited liability in England and Wales) 

Legal Entity Identifier (LEI): 4PQUHN3JPFGFNF3BB653 

Issue of [•] [Securities] 

under the Exchange Traded Program for the Issuance of Warrants and Certificates 

PART A – CONTRACTUAL TERMS 

[This document constitutes the Final Terms relating to the issue of Securities described herein. Terms used 

herein shall be deemed to be defined as such for the purposes of the Terms and Conditions of the Securities 

set forth in the Base Prospectus dated [•] 2022 [and the supplement[s] dated [•] [, [•] … [•] to the Base 

Prospectus] which [together] constitute[s] a base prospectus (the "Base Prospectus") purposes of the 

Prospectus Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (as amended, the "Prospectus Regulation").  This document 

constitutes the Final Terms of the Securities described herein for the purposes of Article 8 of the Prospectus 

Regulation and must be read in conjunction with the Base Prospectus. Full information on the Issuer and 

the offer of the Securities is only available on the basis of the combination of these Final Terms and the 

Base Prospectus. However, a summary of the Issue is annexed to these Final Terms. Copies of the Base 

Prospectus are available from the offices of Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc at 25 Cabot Square, 

Canary Wharf, London, E14 4QA and on the website [of the Issuer at [•] (Include hyperlink leading directly 

to the Base Prospectus and specified supplements) and] of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange at 

www.bourse.lu and copies of these Final Terms are available on the website of [the Luxembourg Stock 

Exchange at www.bourse.lu] [and] [the Issuer at [•]] [and of [•] at [•]].] 

[If the first tranche of an issue which is being increased or otherwise being issued under previous securities 

conditions was issued under a base prospectus with an earlier date, please insert language from paragraph 

9 (Fungible issuances and issuances under previous securities conditions) from the section in the Base 

Prospectus entitled "Important Legal Information".] 

[In case of Public Offer continuing after the validity of the Base Prospectus: [The Base Prospectus under 

which the Securities specified in these Final Terms are issued expires on [•] 2023 or, if earlier, the publication 

of a new base prospectus (the "New Base Prospectus") in relation to the Issuer's Exchange Traded Program 

for the Issuance of Warrants and Certificates (the "Expiry Date of the Base Prospectus"). Notwithstanding 

the above, the Securities specified in these Final Terms shall continue to be subject to the Terms and 

Conditions contained in the Base Prospectus. From the Expiry Date of the Base Prospectus, these Final 

Terms must be read in conjunction with the New Base Prospectus. The New Base Prospectus will be 

available not later than the Expiry Date of the Base Prospectus at 

[https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en]].] 

[Include whichever of the following apply or specify as "Not Applicable". Note that the numbering should 

remain as set out below, even if "Not Applicable" is indicated for individual paragraphs or sub-paragraphs. 

Italics denote guidance for completing the Final Terms.] 

http://www.bourse.lu/
http://www.bourse.lu/
https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en
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Table of Terms 

[If issuing one or more Series of Mini Future Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Constant Leverage Securities, 

Tracker Securities or Turbo Securities: 

[If issuing one or more Series of Constant Leverage Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Mini Future Securities, 

Tracker Securities or Turbo Securities: 

[If issuing one or more Series of Tracker Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities: 

[If issuing one or more Series of Turbo Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Tracker Securities: 

ISIN 

(insert the 

ISIN for the 

Securities) 

[Common 

Code] 

Number of 

Securities in 

the Series 

[Short 

Name 

(insert for 

Swedish 

Securities 

only)] 

[Settlement 

Currency] 

Issue Price 

per Security 

[Current 

Financing 

Level on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Current 

Financing 

Spread on 

the Strike 

Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Financing 

Level 

Currency 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Ratio 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Current 

Stop Loss 

Level on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Current 

Stop Loss 

Buffer Rate 

on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities 

only)] 

[Certificate 

Fee 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

and Tracker 

Securities)] 

[Current 

Ratio on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[Target 

Leverage 

Factor 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[Reset 

Event Level 

on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[Reset 

Event 

Buffer 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[•] [•] [•] / [[•] 

increase in 

the amount 

of [•] 

Securities 

which form 

a single 

series of [•] 

Securities as 

of [•]]. 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] 
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[Insert only one of the following tables, as applicable, for an issuance of one or more Series 2F2F

3: 

[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Share-Linked Securities: 

ISIN Share (the 

"Relevant 

Under-

lying") 

Relevant 

Underlying 

Currency 

[Relevant 

Underlying 

ISIN 

[Bloomberg 

Code] 

[Reuters 

Code] 

Share 

Issuer 

Exchange [Underlying 

Share and ISIN] 

(insert for 

depositary 

receipts) 

[Underlying 

Share Issuer] 

(insert for 

depositary 

receipts) 

Dividend 

Amount 

[•] (insert 

the ISIN 

for the 

Securities) 

[•] (insert 

name of 

Share) 

[•] [•] (insert 

the ISIN for 

the Share if 

applicable)

] 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] (insert name 

of Underlying 

Share) [ISIN: [•]] 

[•] [Not 

Applicable]/[App

licable: Gross 

Dividend]/[Appli

cable: Net 

Dividend] 

           

] 

 
3 All Securities within any given Series will have the same type of Underlying, being either (i) Share-Linked Securities, (ii) Index-Linked Securities, (iii) Commodity-Linked 

Securities, (iv) Currency-Linked Securities or (v) Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities. 
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[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Index-Linked Securities: 

ISIN Index (the 

"Relevant 

Underlying") 

Relevant 

Underlying 

Currency 

[Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Code] Index Sponsor Exchange(s) Dividend Amount 

[•] (insert the ISIN 

for the Securities) 

[•] [,which is a 

Multi-exchange 

Index] 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [Not Applicable] / 

[Applicable: Gross 

Dividend]/[Applicable: 

Net Dividend] 

/[Applicable: Gross 

Dividend for Index 

Components 

incorporated in the U.S. 

and otherwise Net 

Dividend] 

        

] 

NB: Index-Linked Securities cannot be linked to an Index composed by the Issuer or by any legal entity belonging to the same group. 

[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Commodity-Linked Securities: 

ISIN [Commodity] / 

[Commodity Futures 

Contract] / [Commodity 

Index] (the "Relevant 

Underlying") 

Relevant Underlying 

Currency 

[Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Code] [Index Sponsor 

(insert for Commodity 

Index)] 

[•] (insert the ISIN for the 

Securities) 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] 

      

] 
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[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Currency-Linked Securities: 

ISIN Currency Pair (the 

"Relevant Underlying") 

Relevant Underlying 

Currency 

Reference Currency [Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Page] 

[•] (insert the ISIN for the 

Securities) 

The Relevant Underlying 

Currency and the 

Reference Currency 

(insert the Currency Pair 

for the Securities) 

[•] [•] [•] [•] 

      

] 

[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities: 

ISIN Bond Futures 

Contract (the 

"Relevant 

Underlying") 

[Relevant Underlying 

ISIN 

Relevant Underlying 

Currency 

[Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Code] Exchange 

[•] (insert 

the ISIN 

for the 

Securities) 

[•] [•] (insert the ISIN for the 

Relevant Underlying if 

applicable)] 

[•] [•] [•] [•] 

       

] 
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GENERAL 

1.  Settlement Currency: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

2.  Number of Securities in the Series: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN]  

3.  Issue Price per Security: [•]/[An amount in [insert currency] determined by the 

Issuer on the Issue Date and equal to the official closing 

price of the Relevant Underlying on the Strike Date, 

minus the Current Financing Level and divided by the 

Ratio]/[As specified in the table attached in respect of 

the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

4.  Strike Date: [•] 

5.  Issue Date: [•] 

6.  Settlement Date: [(i) (insert for Turbo Securities only)] The day falling not 

later than the tenth Business Day following the [Latest 

Determination Date in respect of the] Exercise Valuation 

Date[, the last day of the Stop Loss Termination 

Valuation Period (insert for Mini Future Securities 

only)] or the [Latest Determination Date in respect of 

the] Termination Valuation Date, as applicable[, and (ii) 

if a Stop Loss Event has occurred on any day, such day 

(insert for Turbo Securities only)]. / [•] 

7.  Minimum Transfer Amount: [[•] Securities]/[One Security] 

 (General Condition 4.3)  

8.  Form of Securities: [Registered [Warrants]/[Certificates]: 

  [Global Registered Security registered in the name of a 

nominee for a common depositary for Euroclear and 

Clearstream Luxembourg, exchangeable for Individual 

Registered Securities [on the expiry of[•]] days' notice 

period / at any time / in the limited circumstances 

described in the Global Registered Security]] 

  [Individual Registered Securities]] 

  [Swedish Securities (dematerialised) 

9.  Type of Securities: [Commodity Mini Future Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Commodity Index Mini Future Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Index Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long 

Securities] / [Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future 

Short Securities] / [Currency Mini Future Long 

Securities] / [Currency Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities] / 

[Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Index Mini Future Long Securities] / [Index Mini 

Future Short Securities] / [Share Mini Future Long 

Securities] / [Share Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Index Constant Leverage Long Securities] / [Index 

Constant Leverage Short Securities] / [Commodity 

Constant Leverage Long Securities] / [Commodity 
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Constant Leverage Short Securities] / [Commodity 

Index Constant Leverage Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Index Constant Leverage Short Securities] 

/ [Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long 

Securities] / [Commodity Futures Contract Constant 

Leverage Short Securities] / [Share Constant Leverage 

Long Securities] / [Share Constant Leverage Short 

Securities] / [Currency Constant Leverage Long 

Securities] / [Currency Constant Leverage Short 

Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage 

Long Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Constant 

Leverage Short Securities] / [Commodity Tracker 

Securities] / [Commodity Index Tracker Securities] / 

[Currency Tracker Securities] / [Index Tracker 

Securities] / [Share Tracker Securities] / [Commodity 

Turbo Long Securities] / [Commodity Turbo Short 

Securities] / [Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities] 

/ [Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities] / 

[Currency Turbo Long Securities] / [Currency Turbo 

Short Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long 

Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short 

Securities] / [Index Turbo Long Securities] / [Index 

Turbo Short Securities] / [Share Turbo Long Securities] 

or [Share Turbo Short Securities] 

10.  Applicable Additional Terms and 

Conditions: 

[Section 1 (Additional Terms and Conditions for Mini 

Future Securities)] / [Section 2 (Additional Terms and 

Conditions for Constant Leverage Securities) / [Section 

3 (Additional Terms and Conditions for Tracker 

Securities)] / [Section 4 (Additional Terms and 

Conditions for Turbo Securities)]] is applicable 

11.  Additional Business Centre: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE SECURITIES 

12.  Exercise by Securityholder 

(General Condition 8 and 

paragraph [1(a)] of Section 

[1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of the Additional 

Conditions): 

 

 (i) Exercise Date: [As defined in Paragraph 3 of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of 

the Additional Conditions] / [•] 

 (ii) Latest Exercise Time: [As defined in the General Condition 2.1] / [•] 

 (iii) Minimum Exercise 

Amount (General 

Condition 8.15): 

[•] / [Not Applicable] 

 (iv) Permitted Multiple 

(General Condition 8.15): 

[•] / [Not Applicable] 
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13.  Issuer Call Option (Paragraph 1(b) 

of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of the 

Additional Conditions): 

 

 (i) Issuer Call 

Commencement Date: 

[As defined in Paragraph 3 of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of 

the Additional Conditions] / [•] 

14.  Current Financing Level on the 

Strike Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

15.  Current Financing Spread on the 

Strike Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

16.  Financing Level Currency: [Not Applicable]/ [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms 

above in respect of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

17.  Relevant Underlying Currency: [Not Applicable]/[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms 

above in respect of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

18.  Exchange Rate: [Not Applicable]/[specify exchange rate] 

19.  Exchange Rate Price Source: [For the purposes of the Exercise Settlement Amount or 

the Optional Settlement Amount: [WM Company] 

[Reuters] [Bloomberg] [other]] [Not Applicable] 

20.  Underlying Exchange Rate: [Not Applicable] / [specify exchange rate] 

21.  Underlying Exchange Rate Price 

Source: 

[WM Company] [Reuters] [Bloomberg] [other] [Not 

Applicable] 

22.  Exercise Valuation Date: [As defined in Paragraph 3 of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of 

the Additional Conditions]/[•] 

23.  Dividend Amount: [Not Applicable] / [Applicable: Gross Dividend] / 

[Applicable: Net Dividend] /[Applicable: Gross 

Dividend for Index Components incorporated in the U.S. 

and otherwise Net Dividend] [As specified in the Table 

of Terms above [in respect of the Securities with the 

relevant ISIN (Applicable only for Equity Linked 

Securities)]] 

24.  Securities Exchange: [•]/[Luxembourg Stock Exchange]/[Nordic MTF of 

Nordic Growth Market NGM AB]/[Nasdaq First North 

Stockholm of Nasdaq Stockholm AB] 

25.  Minimum Financing Spread: [•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities only, otherwise 

'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

26.  Maximum Financing Spread: [•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities only, otherwise 

'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

27.  Ratio: [[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN]] (Applicable for 

Mini Future Securities or Turbo Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

28.  Current Stop Loss Level on the 

Strike Date: 

[•]/[[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] (Applicable for 
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Mini Future Securities or Turbo Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/[Not Applicable] 

29.  Current Stop Loss Buffer Rate on 

the Strike Date: 

[•]/[[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN]] (Applicable for 

Mini Future Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ 

[Not Applicable] 

30.  Minimum Stop Loss Buffer Rate: [•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

31.  Maximum Stop Loss Buffer Rate: [•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

32.  Stop Loss Rounding Convention: [Up] / [Down] to [the nearest whole unit] / [[•] decimal 

places] (with [•] being rounded [upwards] / 

[downwards]) (Applicable for Mini Future Securities 

only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

33.  Stop Loss Termination Valuation 

Period: 

[The period comprising (i) The Stop Loss Termination 

Date, and (ii) each of the [2]/ [•] Trading Days 

immediately following the Stop Loss Termination Date, 

in each case, on which no Market Disruption Event has 

occurred] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

34.  Certificate Fee: [Applicable. [•]/[[As specified in the Table of Terms 

above in respect of the Securities with the relevant 

ISIN]] (Applicable for Constant Leverage Securities and 

Tracker Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ 

[Not Applicable] 

35.  Minimum Certificate Fee: [•] (Applicable for Constant Leverage Securities and 

Tracker Securities only where Certificate Fee is 

applicable, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

36.  Maximum Certificate Fee: [•] (Applicable for Constant Leverage Securities and 

Tracker Securities only where Certificate Fee is 

applicable, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

37.  Current Ratio on the Strike Date: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] (Applicable for 

Constant Leverage Securities only, otherwise 'Not 

Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

38.  Target Leverage Factor: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] (Applicable for 

Constant Leverage Securities only, otherwise 'Not 

Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

39.  Reset Event Level on the Strike 

Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] (Applicable for 

Constant Leverage Securities only, otherwise 'Not 

Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

40.  Reset Event Buffer: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] (Applicable for 

Constant Leverage Securities only, otherwise 'Not 

Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 
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41.  Reset Event Rounding 

Convention: 

[Up] / [Down] to [the nearest whole unit] / [[•] decimal 

places] (with [•] being rounded [upwards] / 

[downwards]) (Applicable for Constant Leverage 

Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

42.  Screen Page: [•] 

43.  Equity-Linked Securities 

Provisions: 

 

 (General Condition 11)  

(A) Share-Linked Securities [Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 0B0B(General Condition 11) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) The identity of the 

relevant issuer (each a 

"Share Issuer"), class of 

the Share and ISINs or 

other security 

identification code for the 

Share: 

(a) Share and ISIN: [insert name of Underlying 

Share (insert ISIN)]/[As specified in the Table 

of Terms above in respect of the Securities with 

the relevant ISIN] 

(b) Share Issuer: [•]/[As specified in the Table of 

Terms above in respect of the Securities with 

the relevant ISIN] 

  (insert (c) and (d) below for depositary receipts) 

  [ 

  (c) Underlying Share and ISIN: [insert name of 

Underlying Share (insert ISIN)]/[As specified 

in the Table of Terms above in respect of the 

Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

  (d) Underlying Share Issuer: [•]/[As specified in the 

Table of Terms above in respect of the 

Securities with the relevant ISIN]] 

 (ii) Partial Lookthrough 

Depository Receipt 

Provisions: 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (Applicable to depositary 

receipts only) 

 (iii) Full Lookthrough 

Depository Receipt 

Provisions: 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (Applicable to depositary 

receipts only) 

 (iv) Exchange(s): [•] (Specify) / As specified in General Condition 11.8 

(Definitions applicable to Equity-Linked Securities) 

 (v) Related Exchange(s): [•] / [All Exchanges] 

 (vi) Determination Time: [•]/ As specified in General Condition 11.8 

 (vii) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

[[Change in Law] [,/and] [Hedging Disruption] [,/and] 

[Loss of Stock Borrow] [,/and] [Increased Cost of 

Hedging] shall apply]/ [Not Applicable] 

  (delete any which are not applicable) 
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 (viii) Correction Cut-Off Time: [•] / within one Settlement Cycle after the original 

publication and prior to the Settlement Date 

 (General Condition 

11.3(b)) 

 

 (ix) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

(B) Index-Linked Securities: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 1B1B(General Condition 11) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Index: [•] [,which is a Multi-exchange Index]/[As specified in 

the Table of Terms above in respect of the Securities 

with the relevant ISIN] 

 (ii) Exchange(s): [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

 (iii) Related Exchange(s): [•] / [All Exchanges] 

 (iv) Determination Time: [•] / As defined in General Condition 11.8 

 (v) Benchmark Trigger 

Provisions: 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 (vi) Alternative Pre-

nominated Index: 

[None] / [Specify] 

 (vii) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

[[Change in Law] [,/and] [Hedging Disruption] [,/and] 

[Increased Cost of Hedging] shall apply]/ [Not 

Applicable] 

  (delete any which are not applicable) 

 (viii) Correction Cut-Off Time: [•] / within one Settlement Cycle after the original 

publication and prior to the relevant Settlement Date 

 (General Condition 

11.2(e)) 

 

 (ix) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

44.  Commodity-Linked Securities [Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 12) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Commodity or 

Commodity Index: 

[•] (Bloomberg Code: [•]; Reuters Page: [•])/[As 

specified in the Table of Terms above in respect of the 

Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

 (ii) Commodity Reference 

Price: 

In respect of [Cocoa, as specified in paragraph (a) of the 

definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / [Coffee, 

as specified in paragraph (b) of the definition of 

"Commodity Reference Price"] / [Corn, as specified in 

paragraph (c) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Cotton, as specified in paragraph (d) 

of the definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / 

[Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice, as specified in 
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paragraph (e) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Gold, as specified in paragraph (f) 

of the definition of "Commodity Reference 

Price"]/[Natural Gas, as specified in paragraph (g) of the 

definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / [Oil-

Brent, as specified in paragraph (h) of the definition of 

"Commodity Reference Price"] / [Oil-WTI, as specified 

in paragraph (i) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Palladium, as specified in paragraph 

(j) of the definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / 

[Platinum, as specified in paragraph (k) of the definition 

of "Commodity Reference Price"] / [Silver, as specified 

in paragraph (l) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Sugar, as specified in paragraph (m) 

of the definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / 

[Wheat, as specified in paragraph (n) of the definition of 

"Commodity Reference Price"] / [(include for each 

commodity for which another Commodity Reference 

Price applies) [•],[•]] / [Not Applicable] 

 (iii) Futures Contract: [•] 

 (iv) Specified Price: For the purposes of the Final Reference Price or the 

Termination Reference Price: [high price] / [low price] / 

[average of the high price and the low price] / [closing 

price] / [opening price] / [bid price] / [ask price] / 

[average of the bid price and the ask price] / [settlement 

price] / [official settlement price] / [official price] / 

[morning fixing] / [afternoon fixing] / [fixing] / [spot 

price] / [ask low] / [ask high] / [bid low] / [bid high] / 

[specify other] 

  For the purposes of the [Stop Loss Event Price] / [Reset 

Event Price]: [high price] / [low price] / [average of the 

high price and the low price] / [closing price] / [opening 

price] / [bid price] / [ask price] / [average of the bid price 

and the ask price] / [settlement price] / [official 

settlement price] / [official price] / [morning fixing] / 

[afternoon fixing] / [fixing] / [spot price] / [ask low] / 

[ask high] / [bid low] / [bid high] / [specify other] 

[Not Applicable] 

 (v) Correction Cut-Off Time: [•] / within thirty calendar days after the original 

publication or announcement / [Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 12.1)  

 (vi) Commodity Disruption 

Events: (General 

Condition 12.2) 

[Price Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 

Content] / [Tax Disruption] 

 (vii) Commodity Disruption 

Fallbacks: (General 

Condition 12.3) 

[Fallback Reference Price] / [Postponement] / 

Commodity Fallback Value] / [Determination Agent 

Determination] 

  [[Fallback Reference Price] applies in relation to [Price 

Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 
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Content] / [Tax Disruption] / [Administrator/Benchmark 

Event]] 

  [[Postponement] applies in relation to [Price Source 

Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / [Disappearance of 

Commodity Reference Price] / [Material Change in 

Formula] / [Material Change in Content] / [Tax 

Disruption] / [Administrator/Benchmark Event]] 

  [[Commodity Fallback Value applies in relation to [Price 

Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 

Content] / [Tax Disruption] / [Administrator/Benchmark 

Event]] 

  [[Determination Agent Determination applies in relation 

to [Price Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 

Content] / [Tax Disruption] / [Administrator/Benchmark 

Event]] 

  Commodity Disruption Fallback(s) shall apply in the 

following order: 

  [specify the order in which the above Commodity 

Disruption Fallbacks shall apply in relation to each 

applicable Commodity Disruption Event.] 

 (viii) Fallback Reference Price: [•] / [Not Applicable] 

 (ix) Price Materiality 

Percentage: 

[•] per cent. / [Not Applicable] 

 (x) Specified Maximum Days 

of Disruption: 

[•] / [3 Commodity Business Days] / [Not Applicable] 

 (xi) Date to be considered by 

the Determination Agent 

in order to determine 

whether a Commodity 

Index Disruption Event 

has occurred: 

[•] / [Valuation Date] 

 (xii) Benchmark Trigger 

Provisions: 

[Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

 (xiii) Alternative Pre-

nominated Index: 

[Not Applicable3F3F

4] / [None] / [Specify] 

 (xiv) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

(General Condition 12.7) 

[[Change in Law] [,/and] [Hedging Disruption] [,/and] 

[Increased Cost of Hedging] shall apply]/ [Not 

Applicable] 

(delete any which are not applicable) 

 
4 If Securities are Commodity-Linked Securities and not Commodity Index-Linked Securities, specify 

"Not Applicable". 
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 (xv) Commodity-Linked 

Security Inconvertibility 

Provisions: 

(General Condition 12.8) 

[Applicable / Not Applicable] 

(if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (a) Relevant 

Currency: 

[•] 

 (b) Inconvertibility 

Settlement 

Currency: 

[•]] 

 (xvi) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

45.  Currency-Linked Securities [Applicable / Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 13) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Settlement Currency: [•] 

 (ii) Reference Currency: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

 (iii) Specified Amount: [•] 

 (iv) Relevant Underlying 

Currency: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

 (v) Specified Rate: Specify one of: 

  For the purposes of the Final Reference Price or the 

Termination Reference Price: [the Relevant Underlying 

Currency bid exchange rate] / [the Relevant Underlying 

Currency offer exchange rate] / [the average of the 

Relevant Underlying Currency bid and offer exchange 

rates] / [the Reference Currency bid exchange rate] / [the 

Reference Currency offer exchange rate] / [the average 

of the Reference Currency bid and offer exchange rates] 

/ [the official fixing rate] / [specify other] 

  For the purposes of the Stop Loss Event Price or the 

Reset Event Price: [the Relevant Underlying Currency 

bid exchange rate] / [the Relevant Underlying Currency 

offer exchange rate] / [the average of the Relevant 

Underlying Currency bid and offer exchange rates] / [the 

Reference Currency bid exchange rate] / [the Reference 

Currency offer exchange rate] / [the average of the 

Reference Currency bid and offer exchange rates] / [the 

official fixing rate] / [specify other] 

 (vi) Specified Time: [•] / As specified in General Condition 13.6 

 (vii) Settlement Rate Option: Currency-Reference Dealers 

 (viii) Currency Disruption 

Events: 

[[Price Source Disruption[is]/[is not] applicable] [and] 

[Additional Price Source Disruption][,/and] [Price 

Materiality Event] [is]/[are] [applicable] / [Not 
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Applicable] [in respect of all dates] / [in respect of [insert 

dates]] 

 (ix) Currency Disruption 

Fallbacks: 

[Determination Agent Determination of Settlement 

Rate] / [Fallback Reference Price] 

[[Determination Agent Determination of Settlement 

Rate] applies in relation to [Price Source Disruption] / 

[Additional Price Source Disruption] / [Price Materiality 

Event] / [Administrator/Benchmark Event]] 

[[Fallback Reference Price] applies in relation to [Price 

Source Disruption] / [Additional Price Source 

Disruption] / [Price Materiality Event] / 

[Administrator/Benchmark Event]] 

[specify the order in which the above Currency 

Disruption Fallbacks shall apply in relation to each 

applicable Currency Disruption Event.] 

 (x) Price Materiality 

Percentage: 

[[•] per cent. / Not Applicable] 

 (xi) Reference Source: [[•] / Not Applicable] 

 (xii) Additional Disruption 

Events 

[Not Applicable] 

  Change in Law – [Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

  Hedging Disruption - [Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

  Increased Cost of Hedging - [Applicable] / [Not 

Applicable] 

 (xiii) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

46.  Bond Futures Contract-Linked 

Securities 

[Applicable / Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 14) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

Relevant Currency Disruption 

[Change in Law] 

  [Hedging Disruption] 

  [Increased Cost of Hedging] 

 (ii) Correction Cut-Off Date: [As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities)] 

/ [specify other] 

 (iii) Correction of Official 

Settlement Price: 

[Not Applicable] / [Applicable] 

 (iv) Exchange: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 
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 (v) Bond Futures Contract: Bond Futures Contract and ISIN: [insert name of Bond 

Futures Contract] and [insert ISIN (Relevant 

Underlying)]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

in respect of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

 (vi) Market Disruption 

Event(s): 

Applicable: 

[Trading Suspension] 

  [Trading Limitation] 

 (vii) Maximum Days of 

Disruption: 

[As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract -Linked 

Securities)] / [specify other] 

 (viii) Relevant Currency: [As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract -Linked 

Securities)] / [specify other] 

 (ix) Standard Currency: [As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract -Linked 

Securities)] / [specify other] 

 (x) Determination Time: [As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract -Linked 

Securities)]/[specify other] 

 (xi) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE SECURITIES 

47.  Clearing System: [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

  [Euroclear and Clearstream Luxembourg] 

  [Euroclear Sweden] 

  [Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent: (insert name and 

address)] 

48.  Inconvertibility Event Provisions: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 
(General Condition 28) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Consequences of the 

occurrence of an 

Inconvertibility Event: 

[Converted Payment]/[Early Settlement]/[Suspended 

Payment] 

 (ii) Inconvertibility Early 

Settlement Amount: 

[•]/[Early Settlement Amount applies. For the purposes 

of the definition of Early Settlement Amount, [Qualified 

Financial Institution Determination applies.]] / [Fair 

Market Value applies] 

 (iii) Inconvertibility Early 

Settlement Date: 

[•] (Delete unless Early Settlement applies) 

 (iv) Relevant Currency: [•] 

 (v) Inconvertibility 

Settlement Currency: 

[•] 
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 (vi) Relevant Jurisdiction: [•] 

 (vii) Settlement Rate Option: [Currency Reference Dealers]/[Not Applicable] / [•] 

49.  Taxation:  

 (i) General Condition 18.4: Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax Event is 

[Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

 (ii) Potential Section 871(m) 

transaction: 

[Not Applicable] / [The Issuer believes the Securities 

should not be subject to withholding under Section 

871(m) of the Code [because the Relevant Underlying is 

a "qualified index" under the applicable U.S. Treasury 

Regulations].] / [The Issuer believes the Securities are 

U.S. equity linked Securities subject to withholding 

under Section 871(m) of the Code. Condition 18.1 

applies.] / [For further information please [call [•]] / 

[visit our website at [•]] / [write to [•]].] 

DISTRIBUTION 

50.  Total commission and concession: [Not Applicable]/[•] 

51.  [Prohibition of Sales to EEA Retail 

Investors: 

[Applicable]/[Not Applicable]] 

[If no "key information document" will be prepared, 

"Applicable" should be specified]] 

52.  [Prohibition of Sales to UK Retail 

Investors: 

[Applicable]/[Not Applicable]] 

[If no "key information document" will be prepared, 

"Applicable" should be specified]] 
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Signed on behalf of the Issuer: 

 

By:  ...........................................................................  

Duly authorised 
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PART B – OTHER INFORMATION 

1. LISTING AND ADMISSION TO TRADING 

Listing and admission to 

Trading: 

[Application will be made by the Issuer or any of its Affiliates 

for the Securities to be listed on the official list and admitted 

to trading on the Regulated Market of the [Luxembourg Stock 

Exchange] with effect from the Issue Date.] 

 [Application will be made by the Issuer or any of its Affiliates 

for the Securities to be listed on and admitted to trading on 

Nasdaq First North Stockholm of Nasdaq Stockholm AB with 

effect from the Issue Date.] 

 [Application will be made by the Issuer or any of its Affiliates 

for the Securities to be listed on and admitted to trading on 

Nordic MTF of Nordic Growth Market NGM AB with effect 

from the Issue Date.] 

 [Application will be made by the Issuer or any of its Affiliates 

for the Securities to be listed on [•] and admitted to trading on 

[the Regulated Market of] [•] with effect from the Issue Date.] 

 [No assurances can be given that such application for listing 

and/or admission to trading will be granted (or, if granted, will 

be granted by the Issue Date). Neither the Issuer nor its 

Affiliates has any duty to maintain the listing (if any) of the 

Securities on the relevant stock exchange(s) over their entire 

lifetime.] 

 [The Original Issue was admitted to trading on the [Regulated 

Market of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange]/[Nasdaq First 

North Stockholm of Nasdaq Stockholm AB]/[Nordic MTF of 

Nordic Growth Market NGM AB]/[•] on [•].] 

 [Not Applicable.] 

 

2. INTERESTS OF NATURAL AND LEGAL PERSONS INVOLVED IN THE ISSUE/OFFER 

[[•] (insert description of any interest, including conflicting ones, that is material to the issue/offer, 

if different from that set out in the section of the Base Prospectus entitled "Conflicts of interest") 

[In connection with the issuance and offer of the Securities, the Issuer will make use of the 

marketing and customer-support services of [•]. As a consideration for the provision of such 

services, the Issuer will pay [•] a monthly fee equal to [•]] (insert if applicable) 

[In addition, the Issuer has entered into a partnership agreement with [•] under the terms of which 

[•] will make the Securities available on [•]'s online trading platform for [•]'s clients. As a 

consideration for this activity, the Issuer will pay [•] a commission of [•] [up to [•]] per cent. of the 

[Current Financing Level]/[Issue Price]/[Certificate Fee] of the Securities, accrued on a monthly 

basis and calculated on the basis of the total volume of Securities traded by [•]'s clients on [•]'s 

trading platform. Further information is available to [•]'s clients directly from [•].] (insert if 

applicable)] [Not Applicable] 

3. REASONS FOR THE OFFER, ESTIMATED NET PROCEEDS AND TOTAL EXPENSES 

[(i) Reasons for the offer: [•] 

 (If reasons for offer different from making 

profit and/or hedging, certain risks will need 

to include those reasons here) 
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(ii) Estimated net proceeds: [•] 

(iii) Estimated total expenses: [•] 

 (It is only necessary to include disclosure of 

net proceeds and expenses at (ii) and (iii) 

above where disclosure is included at (i) 

above)] 

 

4. [Index-Linked or other variable-linked Securities only - [PERFORMANCE OF 

UNDERLYING]/[EXPLANATION OF EFFECT ON VALUE OF INVESTMENT AND 

ASSOCIATED RISKS] AND OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THE 

UNDERLYING 

[The Settlement Amount payable on the Securities is dependent on the value or performance of the 

Relevant Underlying. [Insert if the Securities are Mini Future Long Securities, Constant Leverage 

Long Securities or Turbo Long Securities: If the value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value 

of the Securities will rise, taking into account any applicable foreign exchange rate and subject to 

the degree of leverage. However, if the value of the Relevant Underlying falls, the value of the 

Securities will also fall.] / [Insert if the Securities are Mini Future Short Securities, Constant 

Leverage Short Securities or Turbo Short Securities: If the value of the Relevant Underlying falls, 

the value of the Securities will rise, taking into account any applicable foreign exchange rate and 

subject to the degree of leverage. However, if the value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value 

of the Securities will fall.]] 

[The market price or value of the Securities at any time is expected to be affected by changes in 

the value of the Relevant Underlying to which the Securities are linked.] 

[The market price or value of the Securities could, in certain circumstances, be affected by 

fluctuations in the actual or anticipated rates of dividend (if any) or any other distributions on the 

Relevant Underlying.] 

[Information about the past and the further performance of the Relevant Underlying and its 

volatility can be obtained free of charge from: [•]/[the web pages of the Issuer [or Sponsor of the 

Relevant Underlying as applicable] [and Bloomberg and Reuters pages under their relevant ticker, 

as specified in the Table of Terms above [Insert if multiple-Series: in respect of the Securities with 

the relevant ISIN] / [Insert if single-Series: in relation to the Relevant Underlying]].] 

[The Issuer does not intend to provide post-issuance information, except if required by any 

applicable laws and regulations.]] 

5. OPERATIONAL INFORMATION 

ISIN: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

in respect of the Securities with the relevant 

ISIN] 

[Common Code: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

in respect of the Securities with the relevant 

ISIN]/[Not Applicable]] 

Short Name: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

in respect of the Securities with the relevant 

ISIN]/ [Not Applicable] 

Any clearing system(s) other than Euroclear 

Bank S.A./N.V. and Clearstream Banking 

société anonyme and the relevant identification 

number(s): 

[Not Applicable] / [give [name(s)], 

[addresses of the clearing system(s)], 

[relevant identification number(s)] 
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 [Euroclear Sweden] 

 [Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent: [insert 

name and address] 

 [Japan Securities Depositary Center, Inc. 

[insert address]] 

 [other relevant clearing system, as 

applicable]: [•],[•] 

 [give relevant name and address] 

Delivery: [•]/[Delivery free of payment] 

Names and addresses of Principal Securities 

Agent: 

[•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of Securities Transfer 

Agent: 

[•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of Securities Registrar: [•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of initial Agent(s): [•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of additional Agent(s) (if 

any): 

[•]/[Not Applicable] 

 

6. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE OFFER 

Offer Amount: As specified in the column entitled "Number 

of Securities in the Series" in the Table of 

Terms above in respect of the Securities with 

the relevant ISIN. 

Offer Price: [•] (If applicable, insert the words "The 

Securities will be offered on the Securities 

Exchange at the price that is the official price 

quoted on the Securities Exchange")/[To be 

determined by the Issuer or any of its 

Affiliates, acting as distributor, dealer or 

offeror, as the case may be on or around the 

Issue Date in accordance with prevailing 

market conditions.]/ [Not Applicable] 

Offer Period: From, and including, [•] to, and including, [•] 

(Central European Time)]/[Not Applicable] 

Offer Jurisdiction: [The Securities are being offered 

[simultaneously] in [Sweden] [and] 

[Luxembourg] and [•].]/[Not Applicable] 

Conditions to which the offer is subject: [The Issuer will have the sole right to accept 

offers to purchase Securities and may reject 

any offer in whole or in part. The Issuer may, 

in its discretion, early terminate, cancel or 

extend the offer. If the offer is cancelled by 

the Issuer, any subscription order received 

within the Offer Period will be deemed to be 

rejected. Offers of the Securities are also 
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conditional upon their issue.]/[Not 

Applicable]/[give details] 

Description of the application process: [In order to purchase the Securities, potential 

investors must have a brokerage account with 

an intermediary that is a direct or indirect 

member of the Securities Exchange.]/[Not 

Applicable]/[give details] 

Details of the minimum and/or maximum 

amount of application: 

[Not Applicable]/[The minimum amount is 

[1]/ [•] Securit[y][ies].] [The maximum 

amount is [•]/[the total number of Securities 

issued].] 

Details of the method and time limited for 

paying up and delivering the Securities: 

[Not Applicable]/[give details] 

Manner in and date on which results of the offer 

are to be made public: 

[Not Applicable]/[give details] 

Process for notification to applicants of the 

amount allotted and the indication whether 

dealing may begin before notification is made: 

[Not Applicable]/[give details] 

Estimated Expenses charged to the investor by 

the Issuer or the offeror: 

[Insert where no expenses charged to the 

investor: Not Applicable. There are no 

estimated expenses charged to the investor by 

the Issuer or the offeror.]/[•]. 

Authorised Offeror[s] [Not Applicable]/[give details including 

name and address] 

 

 

7. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Additional provisions, not required by the 

relevant Securities Note, relating to the 

Relevant Underlying: 

[Not Applicable] / [insert relevant additional 

provisions which may include index 

disclaimer in relation to an index which is 

the Relevant Underlying] / [see index 

disclaimer in the Annex below] 

 

8. BENCHMARK REGULATION 4F4F

5 

The Index is provided by the Index Sponsor. As at the date hereof, the Index Sponsor 

[appears]/[does not appear] in the register of administrators and benchmarks established and 

maintained by ESMA pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark Regulation. / [Not Applicable.] 

ANNEX 

[Insert] 

ISSUE-SPECIFIC SUMMARY  

[Insert] 

 
5 Include if the Securities reference a benchmark. 
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FINAL TERMS AND DRAWDOWN PROSPECTUSES 

In this section references to "Securities" shall be construed as excluding Exempt Securities and the 

expression "necessary information" means, in relation to any Tranche of Securities, the information 

necessary to enable investors to make an informed assessment of the assets and liabilities, financial position, 

profits and losses and prospects of the Issuer and of the rights attaching to the Securities. In relation to the 

different types of Securities which may be issued by it under the Program, the Issuer has included in this 

Base Prospectus all of the necessary information except for information relating to the Securities which is 

not known at the date of this Base Prospectus and which can only be determined at the time of an individual 

issue of a Tranche of Securities. 

Any information relating to the Securities which is not included in this Base Prospectus and which is 

required in order to complete the necessary information in relation to a Tranche of Securities will be 

contained either in the Final Terms or in a Drawdown Prospectus. 

For a Tranche of Securities which is the subject of Final Terms, those Final Terms will, for the purposes of 

that Tranche only, supplement this Base Prospectus and must be read in conjunction with this Base 

Prospectus. The terms and conditions applicable to any particular Tranche of Securities which is the subject 

of Final Terms are the Conditions described in the Final Terms as supplemented to the extent described in 

the Final Terms. 

The terms and conditions applicable to any particular Tranche of Securities which is the subject of a 

Drawdown Prospectus will be the Conditions as supplemented, amended and/or replaced to the extent 

described in the relevant Drawdown Prospectus. In the case of a Tranche of Securities which is the subject 

of a Drawdown Prospectus, each reference in this Base Prospectus to information being specified or 

identified in the Final Terms shall be read and construed as a reference to such information being specified 

or identified in the relevant Drawdown Prospectus unless the context requires otherwise. 

Each Drawdown Prospectus will be constituted either (1) by a single document containing the necessary 

information relating to the Issuer and the relevant Securities or (2) by a registration document (the 

"Registration Document") and securities note (the "Securities Note") together containing the necessary 

information relating to the Issuer and the relevant Securities and a summary note. 
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FORM OF PRICING SUPPLEMENT  

Set out below is the form of pricing supplement which will be completed for each Tranche of Exempt 

Securities issued under the Program. 

[PROHIBITION OF SALES TO EEA RETAIL INVESTORS: 

THE SECURITIES ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE 

AVAILABLE TO AND SHOULD NOT BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE 

TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AREA (THE "EEA"). FOR THESE 

PURPOSES, A RETAIL INVESTOR MEANS A PERSON WHO IS ONE (OR MORE) OF:  

(A) A RETAIL CLIENT AS DEFINED IN POINT (11) OF ARTICLE 4(1) OF DIRECTIVE 

2014/65/EU (AS AMENDED,"MIFID II"); 

(B) A CUSTOMER WITHIN THE MEANING OF DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/97, WHERE THAT 

CUSTOMER WOULD NOT QUALIFY AS A PROFESSIONAL CLIENT AS DEFINED IN 

POINT (10) OF ARTICLE 4(1) OF MIFID II; OR 

(C) NOT A QUALIFIED INVESTOR AS DEFINED IN REGULATION (EU) 2017/1129 (AS 

AMENDED OR SUPERSEDED, THE "PROSPECTUS REGULATION"). 

CONSEQUENTLY NO KEY INFORMATION DOCUMENT REQUIRED BY REGULATION (EU) NO 

1286/2014 (AS AMENDED, THE "PRIIPS REGULATION") FOR OFFERING OR SELLING THE 

SECURITIES OR OTHERWISE MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO RETAIL INVESTORS IN THE 

EEA HAS BEEN PREPARED AND THEREFORE OFFERING OR SELLING THE SECURITIES OR 

OTHERWISE MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE EEA MAY BE 

UNLAWFUL UNDER THE PRIIPS REGULATION.] 5F5F

6 

[PROHIBITION OF SALES TO UK RETAIL INVESTORS: 

THE SECURITIES ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE 

AVAILABLE TO AND SHOULD NOT BE OFFERED, SOLD OR OTHERWISE MADE AVAILABLE 

TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE UNITED KINGDOM ("UK"). FOR THESE PURPOSES, A 

RETAIL INVESTOR MEANS A PERSON WHO IS ONE (OR MORE) OF: 

(A) A RETAIL CLIENT AS DEFINED IN POINT (8) OF ARTICLE 2 OF REGULATION (EU) NO 

2017/565 AS IT FORMS PART OF DOMESTIC LAW BY VIRTUE OF THE EUROPEAN 

UNION (WITHDRAWAL) ACT 2018 ("EUWA"); OR 

(B) A CUSTOMER WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE FSMA AND ANY 

RULES OR REGULATIONS MADE UNDER THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AND MARKETS 

ACT 2000 (THE "FSMA") TO IMPLEMENT DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/97, WHERE THAT 

CUSTOMER WOULD NOT QUALIFY AS A PROFESSIONAL CLIENT, AS DEFINED IN 

POINT (8) OF ARTICLE 2(1) OF REGULATION (EU) NO 600/2014 AS IT FORMS PART OF 

DOMESTIC LAW BY VIRTUE OF THE EUWA. 

CONSEQUENTLY NO KEY INFORMATION DOCUMENT REQUIRED BY REGULATION (EU) NO 

1286/2014 (THE "UK PRIIPS REGULATION") FOR OFFERING OR SELLING THE SECURITIES 

OR OTHERWISE MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO RETAIL INVESTORS IN THE UK HAS BEEN 

PREPARED AND THEREFORE OFFERING OR SELLING THE SECURITIES OR OTHERWISE 

MAKING THEM AVAILABLE TO ANY RETAIL INVESTOR IN THE UK MAY BE UNLAWFUL 

UNDER THE UK PRIIPS REGULATION.] 6F6F

7 

 [MIFID II PRODUCT GOVERNANCE / PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS AND ECPS ONLY 

TARGET MARKET: 

 
6 Include this legend if the "Applicable" option is specified in paragraph 51 (Prohibition of Sales to EEA 

Retail Investors) in Part A. 

7 Include this legend if the "Applicable" option is specified in paragraph 52 (Prohibition of Sales to UK 

Retail Investors) in Part A. 
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SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE MANUFACTURER'S PRODUCT APPROVAL PROCESS, 

THE TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT OF THE SECURITIES HAS LED TO THE 

CONCLUSION THAT: 

(A) THE TARGET MARKET FOR THE SECURITIES IS ELIGIBLE COUNTERPARTIES AND 

PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY, EACH AS DEFINED IN MIFID II; AND 

(B) ALL CHANNELS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECURITIES TO ELIGIBLE 

COUNTERPARTIES AND PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ARE APPROPRIATE. 

ANY PERSON SUBSEQUENTLY OFFERING, SELLING OR RECOMMENDING THE SECURITIES 

(A "DISTRIBUTOR") SHOULD TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE MANUFACTURER'S 

TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT; HOWEVER, A DISTRIBUTOR SUBJECT TO MIFID II IS 

RESPONSIBLE FOR UNDERTAKING ITS OWN TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT 

OF THE SECURITIES (BY EITHER ADOPTING OR REFINING THE MANUFACTURER'S TARGET 

MARKET ASSESSMENT) AND DETERMINING APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS.] 

[UK MIFIR PRODUCT GOVERNANCE / PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS AND ECPS ONLY 

TARGET MARKET: 

SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE MANUFACTURER'S PRODUCT APPROVAL PROCESS, 

THE TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT OF THE SECURITIES HAS LED TO THE 

CONCLUSION THAT: 

(A) THE TARGET MARKET FOR THE SECURITIES IS ONLY ELIGIBLE COUNTERPARTIES, 

AS DEFINED IN REGULATION (EU) NO 600/2014 AS IT FORMS PART OF DOMESTIC 

LAW BY VIRTUE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION WITHDRAWAL ACT 2018 ("UK MIFIR"); 

AND 

(B) ALL CHANNELS FOR DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECURITIES TO ELIGIBLE 

COUNTERPARTIES AND PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ARE APPROPRIATE. 

ANY PERSON SUBSEQUENTLY OFFERING, SELLING OR RECOMMENDING THE SECURITIES 

(A "DISTRIBUTOR") SHOULD TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION THE MANUFACTURER'S 

TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT; HOWEVER, A DISTRIBUTOR SUBJECT TO THE FCA 

HANDBOOK PRODUCT INTERVENTION AND PRODUCT GOVERNANCE SOURCEBOOK (THE 

"UK MIFIR PRODUCT GOVERNANCE RULES") IS RESPONSIBLE FOR UNDERTAKING ITS 

OWN TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT IN RESPECT OF THE SECURITIES (BY EITHER 

ADOPTING OR REFINING THE MANUFACTURER'S TARGET MARKET ASSESSMENT) AND 

DETERMINING APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS.] 
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Pricing Supplement dated [•]  

[Series No.: [•]] 

[Tranche No.: [•][The Securities issued under this Pricing Supplement are to be consolidated and form a  

single series with [•] (the "Original Issue") issued on [•] (ISIN):[•].]] 

No prospectus is required in accordance with Regulation (EU) 2017/1129, as amended for this issue 

of Securities. The CSSF, in its capacity as competent authority under the Luxembourg law of 10 July 

2005 (as amended by the Luxembourg law of 3 July 2012), has neither approved nor reviewed the 

information contained in this Pricing Supplement. 

MORGAN STANLEY & CO. INTERNATIONAL plc 

As issuer 

(incorporated with limited liability in England and Wales) 

Issue of [•] [Securities] 

under the Exchange Traded Program for the Issuance of Warrants and Certificates 

PART A – CONTRACTUAL TERMS 

This document constitutes the Pricing Supplement relating to the issue of Securities described herein. Terms 

used herein shall be deemed to be defined as such for the purposes of the Terms and Conditions of the 

Securities set forth in the Base Prospectus dated [•] 2022 [and the supplement[s] dated [•] [, [•] … [•] to the 

Base Prospectus] (together, the "Base Prospectus"). This document constitutes the Pricing Supplement of 

the Securities described herein and must be read in conjunction with the Base Prospectus [and the 

supplement[s] dated [•] [, [•] … [•] to the Base Prospectus]. Full information on the Issuer and the offer of 

the Securities is only available on the basis of the combination of this Pricing Supplement[,]/[ and] the Base 

Prospectus [and the supplement[(s)] dated [•] [and [•] … [•]]]. Copies of the Base Prospectus [and any 

supplement(s) thereto] are available from the offices of Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc at 25 Cabot 

Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 4QA [and on the Issuer's website at 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en] and copies of the Base Prospectus 

[and the supplement[s] dated [•] [, [•] … [•] to the Base Prospectus] and this Pricing Supplement are 

available on the website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange at www.bourse.lu. 

(Include whichever of the following apply or specify as "Not Applicable". Note that the numbering should 

remain as set out below, even if "Not Applicable" is indicated for individual paragraphs or sub-paragraphs. 

Italics denote guidance for completing the Pricing Supplement.) 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en
http://www.bourse.lu/
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Table of Terms 

[If issuing one or more Series of Mini Future Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Constant Leverage Securities, 

Tracker Securities or Turbo Securities: 

[If issuing one or more Series of Constant Leverage Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Mini Future Securities, 

Tracker Securities or Turbo Securities: 

[If issuing one or more Series of Tracker Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities: 

[If issuing one or more Series of Turbo Securities, insert the following table and delete the columns which are applicable only in relation to Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Tracker Securities: 

ISIN 

(insert the 

ISIN for the 

Securities) 

[Common 

Code] 

Number of 

Securities in 

the Series 

[Short 

Name 

(insert for 

Swedish 

Securities 

only)] 

[Settlement 

Currency] 

Issue Price 

per Security 

[Current 

Financing 

Level on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Current 

Financing 

Spread on 

the Strike 

Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Financing 

Level 

Currency 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Ratio 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities, 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Current 

Stop Loss 

Level on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities 

or Turbo 

Securities 

only)] 

[Current 

Stop Loss 

Buffer Rate 

on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Mini Future 

Securities 

only)] 

[Certificate 

Fee 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

and Tracker 

Securities)] 

[Current 

Ratio on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[Target 

Leverage 

Factor 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[Reset 

Event Level 

on the 

Strike Date 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[Reset 

Event 

Buffer 

(insert for 

Constant 

Leverage 

Securities 

only)] 

[•] [•] [•] / [[•] 

increase in 

the amount 

of [•] 

Securities 

which form 

a single 

series of [•] 

Securities as 

of [•]]. 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] 
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[Insert only one of the following tables, as applicable, for an issuance of one or more Series 7F7F

8: 

[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Share-Linked Securities: 

ISIN 

(insert the ISIN 

for the 

Securities) 

Share (the 

"Relevant 

Underlying") 

Relevant 

Underlying 

Currency 

[Relevant 

Underlying 

ISIN 

[Bloomberg 

Code] 

[Reuters Code] Share Issuer Exchange Dividend Amount 

[•] [•] (insert 

name of Share) 

[•] [•] (insert 

the ISIN for 

the Share if 

applicable)] 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [Not 

Applicable]/[Applicable: 

Gross 

Dividend]/[Applicable: Net 

Dividend]  

         

] 

 
8 All Securities within any given Series will have the same type of Underlying, being either (i) Share-Linked Securities, (ii) Index-Linked Securities, (iii) Commodity-Linked 

Securities, (iv) Currency-Linked Securities or (v) Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities. 
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[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Index-Linked Securities: 

ISIN 

(insert the ISIN 

for the Securities) 

Index (the 

"Relevant 

Underlying") 

Relevant 

Underlying 

Currency 

[Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Code] Index Sponsor Exchange(s) Dividend Amount 

[•] [•] [,which is a 

Multi-exchange 

Index] 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [Not Applicable] / 

[Applicable: Gross 

Dividend]/[Applicable: 

Net 

Dividend]/[Applicable: 

Gross Dividend for 

Index Components 

incorporated in the U.S. 

and otherwise Net 

Dividend] 

        

] 

[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Commodity-Linked Securities: 

ISIN 

(insert the ISIN for the 

Securities) 

[Commodity] / 

[Commodity Futures 

Contract] / [Commodity 

Index] (the "Relevant 

Underlying") 

Relevant Underlying 

Currency 

[Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Code] [Index Sponsor 

(insert for Commodity 

Index)] 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] 

      

] 
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[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Currency-Linked Securities: 

ISIN 

(insert the ISIN for the 

Securities) 

Currency Pair (the 

"Relevant Underlying") 

Relevant Underlying 

Currency 

Reference Currency [Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Page] 

[•] The Relevant Underlying 

Currency and the 

Reference Currency 

[•] [•] [•] [•] 

      

] 

[Insert for an issuance of one or more Series of Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities: 

ISIN 

(insert the 

ISIN for the 

Securities) 

Bond Futures 

Contract (the 

"Relevant 

Underlying") 

[Relevant Underlying 

ISIN 

(insert the ISIN for the 

Relevant Underlying if 

applicable)] 

Relevant Underlying 

Currency 

[Bloomberg Code] [Reuters Code] Exchange 

[•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] [•] 

       

] 
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GENERAL 

1.  Settlement Currency: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] 

2.  Number of Securities in the 

Series: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN] (include if more 

than one Series) 

3.  Issue Price per Security: [•]/[An amount in [insert currency] determined by the 

Issuer on the Issue Date and equal to the official closing 

price of the Relevant Underlying on the Strike Date, 

minus the Current Financing Level and divided by the 

Ratio]/ [As specified in the table attached [in respect of 

the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

4.  Strike Date: [•] 

5.  Issue Date: [•] 

6.  Settlement Date: [(i) (insert for Turbo Securities only)] The day falling not 

later than the tenth Business Day following the [Latest 

Determination Date in respect of the] Exercise Valuation 

Date[, the last day of the Stop Loss Termination 

Valuation Period (insert for Mini Future Securities 

only)] or the [Latest Determination Date in respect of 

the] Termination Valuation Date, as applicable[, and (ii) 

if a Stop Loss Event has occurred on any day, such day 

(insert for Turbo Securities only)]. / [•] 

7.  Minimum Transfer Amount: [[•] Securities]/[One Security] 

 (General Condition 4.3)  

8.  Form of Securities: [Registered [Warrants]/[Certificates]: 

  [Global Registered Security registered in the name of a 

nominee for a common depositary for Euroclear and 

Clearstream Luxembourg, exchangeable for Individual 

Registered Securities [on the expiry of[•]] days' notice 

period / at any time / in the limited circumstances 

described in the Global Registered Security]] 

  [Individual Registered Securities]] 

  [Swedish Securities (dematerialised) 

9.  Type of Securities: [Commodity Mini Future Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Commodity Index Mini Future Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Index Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future Long 

Securities] / [Commodity Futures Contract Mini Future 

Short Securities] / [Currency Mini Future Long 

Securities] / [Currency Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Long Securities] / 

[Bond Futures Contract Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Index Mini Future Long Securities] / [Index Mini 

Future Short Securities] / [Share Mini Future Long 

Securities] / [Share Mini Future Short Securities] / 

[Index Constant Leverage Long Securities] / [Index 
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Constant Leverage Short Securities] / [Commodity 

Constant Leverage Long Securities] / [Commodity 

Constant Leverage Short Securities] / [Commodity 

Index Constant Leverage Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Index Constant Leverage Short Securities] 

/ [Commodity Futures Contract Constant Leverage Long 

Securities] / [Commodity Futures Contract Constant 

Leverage Short Securities] / [Share Constant Leverage 

Long Securities] / [Share Constant Leverage Short 

Securities] / [Currency Constant Leverage Long 

Securities] / [Currency Constant Leverage Short 

Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Constant Leverage 

Long Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Constant 

Leverage Short Securities] / [Commodity Tracker 

Securities] / [Commodity Index Tracker Securities] / 

[Currency Tracker Securities] / [Index Tracker 

Securities] / [Share Tracker Securities] / [Commodity 

Turbo Long Securities] / [Commodity Turbo Short 

Securities] / [Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities] 

/ [Commodity Index Turbo Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Long Securities] / 

[Commodity Futures Contract Turbo Short Securities] / 

[Currency Turbo Long Securities] / [Currency Turbo 

Short Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Turbo Long 

Securities] / [Bond Futures Contract Turbo Short 

Securities] / [Index Turbo Long Securities] / [Index 

Turbo Short Securities] / [Share Turbo Long Securities] 

or [Share Turbo Short Securities] 

10.  Applicable Additional Terms 

and Conditions: 

[Section 1 (Additional Terms and Conditions for Mini 

Future Securities)] / [Section 2 (Additional Terms and 

Conditions for Constant Leverage Securities) / [Section 

3 (Additional Terms and Conditions for Tracker 

Securities)] / [Section 4 (Additional Terms and 

Conditions for Turbo Securities)]] is applicable 

11.  Additional Business Centre: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLICABLE TO THE SECURITIES 

12.  Exercise by Securityholder 

(General Condition 8 and 

paragraph [1(a)] of Section 

[1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of the Additional 

Conditions): 

 

 (i) Exercise Date: [As defined in Paragraph 3 of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of 

the Additional Conditions] / [•] 

 (ii) Latest Exercise Time: [As defined in the General Condition 2.1] / [•] 

 (iii) Minimum Exercise 

Amount (General 

Condition 8.15): 

[•] / [Not Applicable] 

 (iv) Permitted Multiple 

(General Condition 

8.15): 

[•] / [Not Applicable] 
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13.  Issuer Call Option (Paragraph 

1(b) of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of 

the Additional Conditions): 

 

 (i) Issuer Call 

Commencement Date: 

[As defined in Paragraph 3 of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of 

the Additional Conditions] / [•] 

14.  Current Financing Level on the 

Strike Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

15.  Current Financing Spread on the 

Strike Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

16.  Financing Level Currency: [Not Applicable]/ [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms 

above [in respect of the Securities with the relevant ISIN 

(include if more than one Series)]] 

17.  Relevant Underlying Currency: [Not Applicable]/[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms 

above [in respect of the Securities with the relevant ISIN 

(include if more than one Series)]] 

18.  Exchange Rate: [Not Applicable]/[specify exchange rate] 

19.  Exchange Rate Price Source: [For the purposes of the Exercise Settlement Amount or 

the Optional Settlement Amount: [WM Company] 

[Reuters] [Bloomberg] [other]] [Not Applicable] 

20.  Underlying Exchange Rate: [Not Applicable] / [specify exchange rate] 

21.  Underlying Exchange Rate Price 

Source: 

[WM Company] [Reuters] [Bloomberg] [other] [Not 

Applicable] 

22.  Exercise Valuation Date: [As defined in Paragraph 3 of Section [1]/[2]/[3]/[4] of 

the Additional Conditions]/[•] 

23.  Dividend Amount: [Not Applicable] / [Applicable: Gross Dividend] / 

[Applicable: Net Dividend] / [Applicable: Gross 

Dividend for Index Components incorporated in the U.S. 

and otherwise Net Dividend] [As specified in the Table 

of Terms above [in respect of the Securities with the 

relevant ISIN (include if more than one Series)]] 

(Applicable only for Equity-Linked Securities) 

24.  Securities Exchange: [•]/[Luxembourg Stock Exchange]/[Nordic MTF of 

Nordic Growth Market NGM AB]/[Nasdaq First North 

Stockholm of Nasdaq Stockholm AB] 

25.  Minimum Financing Spread: [•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities only, otherwise 

'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

26.  Maximum Financing Spread: [•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities, Constant 

Leverage Securities or Turbo Securities only, otherwise 

'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

27.  Ratio: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities 
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or Turbo Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ 

[Not Applicable] 

28.  Current Stop Loss Level on the 

Strike Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities 

or Turbo Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ 

[Not Applicable] 

29.  Current Stop Loss Buffer Rate on 

the Strike Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities 

only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

30.  Minimum Stop Loss Buffer 

Rate: 

[•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

31.  Maximum Stop Loss Buffer 

Rate: 

[•] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

32.  Stop Loss Rounding Convention: [Up] / [Down] to [the nearest whole unit] / [[•] decimal 

places] (with [•] being rounded [upwards] / 

[downwards]) (Applicable for Mini Future Securities 

only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

33.  Stop Loss Termination Valuation 

Period: 

[The period comprising (i) The Stop Loss Termination 

Date, and (ii) each of the [2]/ [•] Trading Days 

immediately following the Stop Loss Termination Date, 

in each case, on which no Market Disruption Event has 

occurred] (Applicable for Mini Future Securities only, 

otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

34.  Certificate Fee: [Applicable. [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms 

above [in respect of the Securities with the relevant ISIN 

(include if more than one Series)]] (Applicable for 

Constant Leverage Securities and Tracker Securities 

only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not Applicable] 

35.  Minimum Certificate Fee: [•] (Applicable for Constant Leverage Securities and 

Tracker Securities only where Certificate Fee is 

applicable, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

36.  Maximum Certificate Fee: [•] (Applicable for Constant Leverage Securities and 

Tracker Securities only where Certificate Fee is 

applicable, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

37.  Current Ratio on the Strike Date: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] (Applicable for Constant Leverage 

Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

38.  Target Leverage Factor: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] (Applicable for Constant Leverage 

Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 
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39.  Reset Event Level on the Strike 

Date: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] (Applicable for Constant Leverage 

Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

40.  Reset Event Buffer: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)] (Applicable for Constant Leverage 

Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

41.  Reset Event Rounding 

Convention: 

[Up] / [Down] to [the nearest whole unit] / [[•] decimal 

places] (with [•] being rounded [upwards] / 

[downwards]) (Applicable for Constant Leverage 

Securities only, otherwise 'Not Applicable')/ [Not 

Applicable] 

42.  Screen Page: [•] 

43.  Equity-Linked Securities 

Provisions: 

 

 (General Condition 11)  

(A) Share-Linked Securities [Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 11) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) The identity of the 

relevant issuer (each a 

"Share Issuer"), class 

of the Share and ISINs 

or other security 

identification code for 

the Share: 

(a) Share and ISIN: [insert name of Underlying 

Share (insert ISIN)]/[As specified in the Table 

of Terms above [in respect of the Securities with 

the relevant ISIN (include if more than one 

Series)]] 

(b) Share Issuer: [•]/[As specified in the Table of 

Terms above [in respect of the Securities with 

the relevant ISIN (include if more than one 

Series)]] 

  (insert (c) and (d) below for depositary receipts) 

  [ 

  (c) Underlying Share and ISIN: [insert name of 

Underlying Share (insert ISIN)]/[As specified 

in the Table of Terms above [n respect of the 

Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if 

more than one Series)]] 

  (d) Underlying Share Issuer: [•]/[As specified in the 

Table of Terms above [in respect of the 

Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if 

more than one Series)]] 

 (ii) Partial Lookthrough 

Depository Receipt 

Provisions: 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (Applicable to depositary 

receipts only) 
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 (iii) Full Lookthrough 

Depository Receipt 

Provisions: 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] (Applicable to depositary 

receipts only) 

 (iv) Exchange(s): [•] (Specify) / As specified in General Condition 11.8 

(Definitions applicable to Equity-Linked Securities) 

 (v) Related Exchange(s): [•] / [All Exchanges] 

 (vi) Determination Time: [•]/ As specified in General Condition 11.8 

 (vii) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

[[Change in Law] [,/and] [Hedging Disruption] [,/and] 

[Loss of Stock Borrow] [,/and] [Increased Cost of 

Hedging] shall apply]/ [Not Applicable] 

(delete any which are not applicable) 

 (viii) Correction Cut-Off 

Time: 

[•] / within one Settlement Cycle after the original 

publication and prior to the Settlement Date 

 (General Condition 

11.3(b)) 

 

 (ix) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

(B) Index-Linked Securities: [Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 11) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Index: [•] [,which is a Multi-exchange Index]/[As specified in 

the Table of Terms above [in respect of the Securities 

with the relevant ISIN (include if more than one Series)]] 

Note: if the Index is composed by the Issuer or by any 

legal entity belonging to the same group or provided by 

a legal entity or a natural person acting in association 

with, or on behalf of, the Issuer, the administrator must 

be included in the public register in accordance with 

Article 36 of Regulation (EU) 2016/1011. 

 (ii) Exchange(s): [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

 (iii) Related Exchange(s): [•] / [All Exchanges] 

 (iv) Determination Time: [•] / As defined in General Condition 11.8 

 (v) Benchmark Trigger 

Provisions:  

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 (vi) Alternative Pre-

nominated Index: 

[None] / [Specify] 

 (vii) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

[[Change in Law] [,/and] [Hedging Disruption] [,/and] 

[Increased Cost of Hedging] shall apply]/ [Not 

Applicable] 

  (delete any which are not applicable) 
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 (viii) Correction Cut-Off 

Time: 

[•] / within one Settlement Cycle after the original 

publication and prior to the relevant Settlement Date 

 (General Condition 

11.2(e)) 

 

 (ix) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

44.  Commodity-Linked Securities [Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 12) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Commodity or 

Commodity Index: 

[•] (Bloomberg Code: [•]; Reuters Page: [•])/[As 

specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect of the 

Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more than 

one Series)]] 

 (ii) Commodity Reference 

Price: 

In respect of [Cocoa, as specified in paragraph (a) of the 

definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / [Coffee, 

as specified in paragraph (b) of the definition of 

"Commodity Reference Price"] / [Corn, as specified in 

paragraph (c) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Cotton, as specified in paragraph (d) 

of the definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / 

[Frozen Concentrated Orange Juice, as specified in 

paragraph (e) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Gold, as specified in paragraph (f) 

of the definition of "Commodity Reference 

Price"]/[Natural Gas, as specified in paragraph (g) of the 

definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / [Oil-

Brent, as specified in paragraph (h) of the definition of 

"Commodity Reference Price"] / [Oil-WTI, as specified 

in paragraph (i) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Palladium, as specified in paragraph 

(j) of the definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / 

[Platinum, as specified in paragraph (k) of the definition 

of "Commodity Reference Price"] / [Silver, as specified 

in paragraph (l) of the definition of "Commodity 

Reference Price"] / [Sugar, as specified in paragraph (m) 

of the definition of "Commodity Reference Price"] / 

[Wheat, as specified in paragraph (n) of the definition of 

"Commodity Reference Price"] / [(include for each 

commodity for which another Commodity Reference 

Price applies) [•],[•]] 

 (iii) Futures Contract: [•] 

 (iv) Specified Price: For the purposes of the Final Reference Price or the 

Termination Reference Price: [high price] / [low price] / 

[average of the high price and the low price] / [closing 

price] / [opening price] / [bid price] / [ask price] / 

[average of the bid price and the ask price] / [settlement 

price] / [official settlement price] / [official price] / 

[morning fixing] / [afternoon fixing] / [fixing] / [spot 

price] / [ask low] / [ask high] / [bid low] / [bid high] / 

[specify other] 

  For the purposes of the Stop Loss Event Price or the 

Reset Event Price: [high price] / [low price] / [average 
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of the high price and the low price] / [closing price] / 

[opening price] / [bid price] / [ask price] / [average of the 

bid price and the ask price] / [settlement price] / [official 

settlement price] / [official price] / [morning fixing] / 

[afternoon fixing] / [fixing] / [spot price] / [ask low] / 

[ask high] / [bid low] / [bid high] / [specify other] 

 (v) Correction Cut-Off 

Time: 

[•] / within thirty calendar days after the original 

publication or announcement 

 (General Condition 

12.1) 

 

 (vi) Commodity Disruption 

Events: (General 

Condition 12.2) 

[Price Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 

Content] / [Tax Disruption] 

 (vii) Commodity Disruption 

Fallbacks: (General 

Condition 12.3) 

[Fallback Reference Price] / [Postponement] / 

Commodity Fallback Value] / [Determination Agent 

Determination] 

  [[Fallback Reference Price] applies in relation to [Price 

Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 

Content] / [Tax Disruption]] 

  [[Postponement] applies in relation to [Price Source 

Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / [Disappearance of 

Commodity Reference Price] / [Material Change in 

Formula] / [Material Change in Content] / [Tax 

Disruption]] 

  [[Commodity Fallback Value applies in relation to [Price 

Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 

Content] / [Tax Disruption]] 

  [[Determination Agent Determination applies in relation 

to [Price Source Disruption] / [Trading Disruption] / 

[Disappearance of Commodity Reference Price] / 

[Material Change in Formula] / [Material Change in 

Content] / [Tax Disruption]] 

  Commodity Disruption Fallback(s) shall apply in the 

following order: 

  [specify the order in which the above Commodity 

Disruption Fallbacks shall apply in relation to each 

applicable Commodity Disruption Event.] 

 (viii) Fallback Reference 

Price: 

[•] / [Not Applicable] 

 (ix) Price Materiality 

Percentage: 

[•] per cent. / [Not Applicable] 

 (x) Specified Maximum 

Days of Disruption: 

[•] / [3 Commodity Business Days] / [Not Applicable] 
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 (xi) Date to be considered by 

the Determination 

Agent in order to 

determine whether a 

Commodity Index 

Disruption Event has 

occurred: 

[•] / [Valuation Date] 

 (xii) Benchmark Trigger 

Provisions: 

[Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

 (xiii) Alternative Pre-

nominated Index: 

[Not Applicable8F8F

9] / [None] / [Specify] 

 (xii) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

(General Condition 

12.7) 

[[Change in Law] [,/and] [Hedging Disruption] [,/and] 

[Increased Cost of Hedging] shall apply]/ [Not 

Applicable] 

(delete any which are not applicable) 

 (xiii) Commodity-Linked 

Security Inconvertibility 

Provisions: 

(General Condition 

12.8) 

[Applicable / Not Applicable] 

(if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (a) Relevant 

Currency: 

[•] 

 (b) Inconvertibility 

Settlement 

Currency: 

[•]] 

 (ix) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

45.  Currency-Linked Securities [Applicable / Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 13) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Settlement Currency: [•] 

 (ii) Reference Currency: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

 (iii) Specified Amount: [•] 

 (iv) Relevant Underlying 

Currency: 

[•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

 (v) Specified Rate: Specify one of: 

  For the purposes of the Final Reference Price or the 

Termination Reference Price: [the Relevant Underlying 

Currency bid exchange rate] / [the Relevant Underlying 

 
9 If Securities are Commodity-Linked Securities and not Commodity Index-Linked Securities, specify 

"Not Applicable". 
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Currency offer exchange rate] / [the average of the 

Relevant Underlying Currency bid and offer exchange 

rates] / [the Reference Currency bid exchange rate] / [the 

Reference Currency offer exchange rate] / [the average 

of the Reference Currency bid and offer exchange rates] 

/ [the official fixing rate] / [specify other] 

  For the purposes of the Stop Loss Event Price or the 

Reset Event Price: [the Relevant Underlying Currency 

bid exchange rate] / [the Relevant Underlying Currency 

offer exchange rate] / [the average of the Relevant 

Underlying Currency bid and offer exchange rates] / [the 

Reference Currency bid exchange rate] / [the Reference 

Currency offer exchange rate] / [the average of the 

Reference Currency bid and offer exchange rates] / [the 

official fixing rate] / [specify other] 

 (vi) Specified Time: [•] / As specified in General Condition 13.6 

 (vii) Settlement Rate Option: Currency-Reference Dealers 

 (viii) Currency Disruption 

Events: 

[[Price Source Disruption[is]/[is not] applicable] [and] 

[Additional Price Source Disruption][,/and] [Price 

Materiality Event] [is]/[are] [applicable] / [Not 

Applicable] [in respect of all dates] / [in respect of [insert 

dates]] 

 (ix) Currency Disruption 

Fallbacks: 

[Determination Agent Determination of Settlement 

Rate] / [Fallback Reference Price] 

  [[Determination Agent Determination of Settlement 

Rate] applies in relation to [Price Source Disruption] / 

[Additional Price Source Disruption] / [Price Materiality 

Event] / [Administrator/Benchmark Event]]  

  [[Fallback Reference Price] applies in relation to [Price 

Source Disruption] / [Additional Price Source 

Disruption] / [Price Materiality Event] / 

[Administrator/Benchmark Event]] 

  [specify the order in which the above Currency 

Disruption Fallbacks shall apply in relation to each 

applicable Currency Disruption Event. For [specify type 

of Securities] Determination Agent Determination alone 

should apply] 

  [Determination Agent Determination of Settlement 

Rate] / [Fallback Reference Price] 

  [[Determination Agent Determination of Settlement 

Rate] applies in relation to [Price Source Disruption] / 

[Additional Price Source Disruption] / [Price Materiality 

Event] / [Administrator/Benchmark Event]]  

 (x) Price Materiality 

Percentage: 

[[•] per cent. / Not Applicable] 

 (xi) Reference Source: [[•] / Not Applicable] 

 (xii) Additional Disruption 

Events 

[Not Applicable] 
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  Change in Law – [Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

  Hedging Disruption - [Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

  Increased Cost of Hedging - [Applicable] / [Not 

Applicable] 

 (xiii) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

46.  Bond Futures Contract-

Linked Securities 

[Applicable / Not Applicable] 

 (General Condition 14) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Additional Disruption 

Event(s): 

Relevant Currency Disruption 

[Change in Law] 

  [Hedging Disruption] 

  [Increased Cost of Hedging] 

 (ii) Correction Cut-Off 

Date: 

[As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities)] 

/ [specify other] 

 (iii) Correction of Official 

Settlement Price: 

[Not Applicable] / [Applicable] 

 (iv) Exchange: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above [in respect 

of the Securities with the relevant ISIN (include if more 

than one Series)]] 

 (v) Bond Futures Contract: Bond Futures Contract and ISIN: [insert name of Bond 

Futures Contract] and [insert ISIN (Relevant 

Underlying)]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

[in respect of the Securities with the relevant ISIN 

(include if more than one Series)]] 

 (vi) Market Disruption 

Event(s): 

Applicable: 

[Trading Suspension] 

  [Trading Limitation] 

 (vii) Maximum Days of 

Disruption: 

[As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract -Linked 

Securities)] / [specify other] 

 (viii) Relevant Currency: [As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities)] 

/ [specify other] 

 (ix) Standard Currency: [As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract-Linked Securities)] 

/ [specify other] 

 (x) Determination Time: [As defined in General Condition 14.4 (Definitions 

applicable to Bond Futures Contract-Linked 

Securities)]/[specify other] 
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 (xi) Relevant Underlying 

Value: 

[•] / [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

GENERAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE SECURITIES 

47.  Clearing System [As defined in General Condition 2.1] 

  [Euroclear and Clearstream Luxembourg] 

  [Euroclear Sweden] 

  [Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent: [insert name and 

address] 

48.  Inconvertibility Event 

Provisions: 

[Applicable/Not Applicable] 

 
(General Condition 28) (if Not Applicable, delete the remaining sub-paragraphs 

of this paragraph) 

 (i) Consequences of the 

occurrence of an 

Inconvertibility Event: 

[Converted Payment]/[Early Settlement]/[Suspended 

Payment] 

 (ii) Inconvertibility Early 

Settlement Amount: 

[•]/[Early Settlement Amount applies. For the purposes 

of the definition of Early Settlement Amount, [Qualified 

Financial Institution Determination applies.]] / [Fair 

Market Value applies] 

 (iii) Inconvertibility Early 

Settlement Date: 

[•] (Delete unless Early Settlement applies) 

 (iv) Relevant Currency: [•] 

 (v) Inconvertibility 

Settlement Currency: 

[•] 

 (vi) Relevant Jurisdiction: [•] 

 (vii) Settlement Rate Option: [Currency Reference Dealers]/[Not Applicable] 

49.  Taxation:  

 (i) General Condition 18.4: Implementation of Financial Transaction Tax Event is 

[Applicable] / [Not Applicable] 

 (ii) Potential Section 

871(m) transaction: 

[Not Applicable] / [The Issuer believes the Securities 

should not be subject to withholding under Section 

871(m) of the Code [because the Relevant Underlying is 

a "qualified index" under the applicable U.S. Treasury 

Regulations].] / [The Issuer believes the Securities are 

U.S. equity linked Securities subject to withholding 

under Section 871(m) of the Code. Condition 18.1 

applies.] / [For further information please [call [•]] / 

[visit our website at [•]] / [write to [•]].] 

DISTRIBUTION 

50.  Total commission and 

concession: 

[Not Applicable]/[•]. 
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51.  [Prohibition of Sales to EEA 

Retail Investors: 

[Applicable]/[Not Applicable]] 

[If no "key information document" will be prepared, 

"Applicable" should be specified]] 

52.  [Prohibition of Sales to UK 

Retail Investors: 

[Applicable]/[Not Applicable]] 

[If no "key information document" will be prepared, 

"Applicable" should be specified]] 

ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

53.  Additional terms and conditions [•] 
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Signed on behalf of the Issuer: 

 

By:  ...........................................................................  

Duly authorised 
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PART B – OTHER INFORMATION 

1. LISTING AND ADMISSION TO TRADING 

Listing and admission to 

Trading: 

[•]/[Not Applicable.] 

 

2. INTERESTS OF NATURAL AND LEGAL PERSONS INVOLVED IN THE ISSUE/OFFER 

[•] (insert description of any interest, including conflicting ones, that is material to the issue/offer, 

if different from that set out in the section of the Base Prospectus entitled "Relating to conflicts of 

interest") 

[A description of the conflicts of interest material to the issue is included in the section of the Base 

Prospectus entitled "Relating to conflicts of interest".](insert if applicable) 

[In connection with the issuance and offer of the Securities, the Issuer will make use of the 

marketing and customer-support services of [•]. As a consideration for the provision of such 

services, the Issuer will pay [•] a monthly fee equal to [•]] (insert if applicable) 

[In addition, the Issuer has entered into a partnership agreement with [•] under the terms of which 

[•] will make the Securities available on [•]'s online trading platform for [•]'s clients. As a 

consideration for this activity, the Issuer will pay [•] a commission of [•] [up to [•]] per cent. of the 

[Current Financing Level]/[Issue Price]/[Certificate Fee] of the Securities, accrued on a monthly 

basis and calculated on the basis of the total volume of Securities traded by [•]'s clients on [•]'s 

trading platform. Further information is available to [•]'s clients directly from [•].] (insert if 

applicable) 

3. REASONS FOR THE OFFER, ESTIMATED NET PROCEEDS AND TOTAL EXPENSES 

(i) Reasons for the offer: [•]/[Not Applicable] 

(ii) Estimated net proceeds: [•]/[Not Applicable] 

(iii) Estimated total expenses: [•]/[Not Applicable] 

 

4. [Index-Linked or other variable-linked Securities only – PERFORMANCE OF INDEX/ 

[EXPLANATION OF EFFECT ON VALUE OF INVESTMENT AND ASSOCIATED 

RISKS] AND OTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THE UNDERLYING  

The Settlement Amount payable on the Securities is dependent on the value or performance of the 

Relevant Underlying. [Insert if the Securities are Mini Future Long Securities, Constant Leverage 

Long Securities or Turbo Long Securities: If the value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value 

of the Securities will rise, taking into account any applicable foreign exchange rate and subject to 

the degree of leverage. However, if the value of the Relevant Underlying falls, the value of the 

Securities will also fall.] / [Insert if the Securities are Mini Future Short Securities, Constant 

Leverage Short Securities or Turbo Short Securities: If the value of the Relevant Underlying falls, 

the value of the Securities will rise, taking into account any applicable foreign exchange rate and 

subject to the degree of leverage. However, if the value of the Relevant Underlying rises, the value 

of the Securities will fall. 

[The market price or value of the Securities at any time is expected to be affected by changes in 

the value of the Relevant Underlying to which the Securities are linked.] 

[The market price or value of the Securities could, in certain circumstances, be affected by 

fluctuations in the actual or anticipated rates of dividend (if any) or any other distributions on the 

Relevant Underlying.] 

[Information about the past and the further performance of the Relevant Underlying and its 

volatility can be obtained free of charge from: [•].] 
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[The Issuer does not intend to provide post-issuance information, except if required by any 

applicable laws and regulations.] 

5. OPERATIONAL INFORMATION 

ISIN: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

in respect of the Securities with the relevant 

ISIN] (include if more than one Series) 

Common Code: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

in respect of the Securities with the relevant 

ISIN] (include if more than one Series)/[Not 

Applicable] 

Short Name: [•]/[As specified in the Table of Terms above 

in respect of the Securities with the relevant 

ISIN] (include if more than one Series)/[Not 

Applicable] 

Any clearing system(s) other than Euroclear 

Bank S.A./N.V. and Clearstream Banking 

société anonyme and the relevant identification 

number(s): 

[Not Applicable] / [give [name(s)], 

[addresses of the clearing system(s)], 

[relevant identification number(s)] 

 [Euroclear Sweden] 

 [Swedish Issuing and Paying Agent: [insert 

name and address] 

 [Japan Securities Depositary Center, Inc. 

[insert address]] 

 [other relevant clearing system, as 

applicable]: [•],[•] 

 [give relevant name and address] 

Delivery: Delivery free of payment 

Names and addresses of Principal Securities 

Agent: 

[•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of Securities Transfer 

Agent: 

[•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of Securities Registrar: [•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of initial Agent(s): [•]/[Not Applicable] 

Names and addresses of additional Agent(s) (if 

any): 

[•]/[Not Applicable] 

 

6. BENCHMARK REGULATION 

The Index is provided by the Index Sponsor. As at the date hereof, the Index Sponsor 

[appears]/[does not appear] in the register of administrators and benchmarks established and 

maintained by ESMA pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark Regulation. / [Not Applicable.] 
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FORM OF SECURITIES 

The Issuer may issue Warrants in registered form ("Registered Warrants") and Certificates in registered 

form ("Registered Certificates", and together with the Registered Warrants, the "Registered Securities"), 

and the Issuer may also issue Swedish Securities (the "Swedish Securities") which would be in 

dematerialised and uncertificated book-entry form with the Swedish central securities depositary. 

Swedish Securities 

Swedish Securities will be issued in uncertificated and dematerialised book entry form in accordance with 

the Swedish legislation and all other applicable local laws, regulations and operating procedures applicable 

to and/or issued by the Swedish central securities depository from time to time (the "Swedish CSD Rules") 

designated as registrar for the Swedish Securities in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement (the "Swedish CSD"). No physical global or definitive Securities will be issued in respect of 

Swedish Securities. Payments on any Swedish Security will be made through the Swedish CSD in 

accordance with the Swedish CSD Rules. 

Registered Securities 

General 

Registered Securities will be either in global registered form ("Global Registered Securities") or 

individual certificate form ("Individual Registered Securities"), in each case as specified in the Final 

Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. In respect of Registered Securities represented by: 

(a) a Global Registered Security: the Global Registered Security will be registered in the name of a 

common depositary (or its nominee) for the Clearing System and be deposited on or about the issue 

date with the common depositary and will be exchangeable in accordance with the terms of such 

Global Registered Security; and 

(b) Individual Registered Securities: a certificate (a "Warrant Certificate") will be issued to each 

holder of Registered Warrants in respect of its registered holding and a certificate (a "Registered 

Certificate Form") will be issued to each holder of Registered Certificates in respect of its 

registered holding. For the purpose of the General Conditions only, the Warrant Certificates and 

Registered Certificate Forms shall together be the "Registered Security Certificates". Each 

Registered Security Certificate will be numbered serially with an identifying number which will 

be recorded in the Register. 

(c) In respect of Registered Securities, "holder" or "Securityholder" means the person in whose name 

such Registered Securities is for the time being registered in the Register (or, in the case of a joint 

holding, the first named thereof). Where the Registered Securities are represented by a Global 

Registered Security, (I) "holder" or "Securityholder" means the person in whose name such 

Global Registered Security is for the time being registered which, for as long as the Global 

Registered Security is held by the common depositary (or its nominee) for the Clearing System, 

will be that common depositary (or its nominee) and (II) "Accountholder" means each person 

shown in the records of the Clearing System as being entitled to an interest in a Global Registered 

Security. For the avoidance of doubt, an Accountholder is not a "holder" or a "Securityholder", 

notwithstanding that the Accountholder has certain rights under the General Conditions as to the 

exercise of the Securities and pursuant to the Deed of Covenant. 

Exchange of a Global Registered Security for Individual Registered Securities 

A Global Registered Security may be exchanged in whole (but not in part) for Individual Registered 

Securities in accordance with the terms of the Securities Agency Agreement and the Global Registered 

Security. 

See "Description of provisions relating to the Securities in global form - Exchange of a Global Registered 

Security for Individual Registered Securities" below. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE SECURITIES IF IN GLOBAL FORM 

General 

In relation to any Registered Securities represented by a Global Registered Security, references in the 

section entitled "Terms and Conditions of the Securities" to: 

(a) "holder" or "Securityholder" are references to the person in whose name such Global Registered 

Security is for the time being registered which, for so long as the Global Registered Security is 

held by or on behalf of a depositary or common depositary for the Clearing System, will be that 

depositary or common depositary; and 

(b) "Accountholder" means each person shown in the records of the Clearing System as being entitled 

to an interest in a Global Registered Security. 

An Accountholder must look solely to the Clearing System for such Accountholder's share of each payment 

made by the Issuer to the holder of Global Registered Security and in relation to all other rights arising 

under such Global Registered Security, including any right to exchange any exchangeable Securities or any 

right to require the Issuer to repurchase such Securities. The respective rules and procedures of the Clearing 

System from time to time will determine the extent to which, and the manner in which, Accountholders 

may exercise any rights arising under the Global Registered Security and the timing requirements for 

meeting any deadlines for the exercise of those rights. For so long as the relevant Securities are 

represented by the Global Registered Security, Accountholders shall have no claim directly against 

the Issuer in respect of payments due under the Securities and such obligations of the Issuer will be 

discharged by payment to the holder of the Global Registered Security, as the case may be, in respect 

of each amount so paid. 

Exchange of a Global Registered Security for Individual Registered Securities: 

A Global Registered Security will be exchanged in whole (but not in part) for Individual Registered 

Securities: 

(a) Upon notice: on the expiry of 30 days' written notice, if so specified in the Final Terms or (as 

applicable) the Pricing Supplement; or 

(b) Upon demand: at any time, if so specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement; or 

(c) In limited circumstances: if the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement specifies "in 

the limited circumstances described in the Global Registered Security", then if either of the 

following events occur: 

(a) Closure of clearing system: if either Euroclear or Clearstream Luxembourg is closed for 

business for a continuous period of 14 days (other than by reason of legal holidays) or 

announces an intention permanently to cease business; or 

(b) Event of Default: if any of the circumstances described in General Condition 19 (Events 

of Default) occurs, 

such exchange to be effected in accordance with the terms of the Securities Agency Agreement and the 

Global Registered Security. The Issuer shall notify the holder of such Global Registered Security of the 

occurrence of such event as soon as practicable thereafter. 

If a Global Registered Security is to be exchanged for Individual Registered Securities, the Issuer shall 

procure that the relevant quantity of Individual Registered Securities will be issued within five business 

days of the delivery, by or on behalf of the holder of the Global Registered Security to the Securities 

Registrar of such information as is required to complete and deliver such Individual Registered Securities 

(including, without limitation, the names and addresses of the persons in whose names the Individual 

Registered Securities are to be registered and the quantity of each such person's holding) against the 

surrender of the Global Registered Security at the specified office of the Securities Registrar. Such 

exchange will be effected in accordance with the provisions of the Securities Agency Agreement and the 

regulations concerning the transfer and registration of Registered Securities scheduled thereto and, in 
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particular, shall be effected without charge to any holder, but against such indemnity as the Securities 

Registrar may require in respect of any tax or other duty of whatsoever nature which may be levied or 

imposed in connection with such exchange. 

Failure to deliver Individual Registered Securities or to pay or deliver and acquisition of Direct 

Rights under the Deed of Covenant: 

If: 

(a) Individual Registered Securities have not been issued and delivered by 5.00 p.m. (London time) on 

the thirtieth day after the date on which the same are due to be issued and delivered in accordance 

with the terms of the Global Registered Security; or 

(b) any of the Securities evidenced by such Global Registered Security has become due and payable 

in accordance with the Conditions and payment or delivery in full of the amount of the payment or 

delivery falling due has not been made to the holder of such Global Registered Security on the due 

date for payment or delivery or in accordance with the terms of such Global Registered Security, 

then, at 5.00 p.m. (London time) on such thirtieth day (in the case of paragraph (a) above) or at 5.00 p.m. 

(London time) on such due date (in the case of paragraph (b) above) (in each case, the "Determination 

Date") the Accountholder shall acquire Direct Rights (as defined in the Deed of Covenant) in accordance 

with the Deed of Covenant, without prejudice to the rights which the holder may have hereunder and under 

the Deed of Covenant to enforce against the Issuer, the Issuer's obligations to the Securityholder in respect 

of the Securities represented by the Global Registered Security, including the obligation of the Issuer to 

make all payments and deliveries when due at any time in respect of such Securities as if such Securities 

had been duly presented and (where required by the Conditions) surrendered on the due date in accordance 

with the Conditions. Each Accountholder shall acquire such right without prejudice to any other rights 

which the Securityholder may have under the Global Registered Security and the Deed of Covenant. 

Notwithstanding the rights that each Accountholder may acquire under the relevant Deed of Covenant, 

payment to the Securityholder in respect of any Securities represented by the Global Registered Security 

shall constitute a discharge of the Issuer's obligations to the extent of any such payment or delivery and 

nothing in the relevant Deed of Covenant shall oblige the Issuer to make any payment or delivery under the 

Securities to or to the order of any person other than the Securityholder. 
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BENEFIT PLAN INVESTORS 

The Securities may not be acquired or held by, or acquired with the assets of, any employee benefit plan 

subject to Title I of the United States Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended 

("ERISA"), or any individual retirement account or plan subject to Section 4975 of the Code or any entity 

whose underlying assets include "plan assets" within the meaning of Section 3(42) of ERISA by reason of 

any such employee benefit plan's account's or plan's investment therein. 

The Global Security Certificates and the Individual Security Certificates will bear a legend to the following 

effect: 

THE INVESTOR SHALL BE DEEMED TO REPRESENT BY ITS ACQUISITION AND HOLDING OF 

AN INTEREST HEREIN THAT IT IS NOT ACQUIRING THE SECURITIES WITH THE ASSETS OF 

ANY EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN SUBJECT TO TITLE I OF THE UNITED STATES EMPLOYEE 

RETIREMENT INCOME SECURITY ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED ("ERISA"), ANY INDIVIDUAL 

RETIREMENT ACCOUNT OR PLAN SUBJECT TO SECTION 4975 OF THE UNITED STATES 

INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986, OR ANY ENTITY WHOSE UNDERLYING ASSETS 

INCLUDE "PLAN ASSETS" WITHIN THE MEANING OF SECTION 3(42) OF ERISA BY REASON 

OF ANY SUCH EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLAN'S ACCOUNT'S OR PLAN'S INVESTMENT THEREIN. 
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TAXATION 

Transactions involving the Securities may have tax consequences for investors which may depend, 

amongst other things on the tax legislation of the investor's Member State and the United Kingdom, 

and may have an impact on the income received from the Securities. Investors who are in any doubt 

about the tax position of any aspect of transactions involving the Securities should consult their own 

tax advisers. 

Luxembourg Taxation 

The following is a general description of certain Luxembourg tax considerations relating to the Securities. 

It is specifically limited to information on taxes on the income from the Securities withheld at source and 

provides an indication as to whether the Issuer assumes responsibility for the withholding of taxes at the 

source. It does not purport to be a complete analysis of all tax considerations relating to the Securities, 

whether in Luxembourg or elsewhere. Prospective purchasers of the Securities should consult their own 

tax advisers as to which countries' tax laws could be relevant to acquiring, holding and disposing of the 

Securities payments of interest, principal and/or other amounts under the Securities and the consequences 

of such actions under the tax laws of Luxembourg. The following is based upon the law as in effect on the 

date of this Base Prospectus. The information contained within this section is limited to withholding 

taxation issues, and prospective investors should not apply any information set out below to other areas, 

including (but not limited to) the legality of transactions involving the Securities. 

Please be aware that the residence concept used under the respective headings below applies for 

Luxembourg income tax assessment purposes only. Any reference in the present section to a withholding 

tax or a tax of a similar nature refers to Luxembourg tax law and/or concepts only. 

A Securityholder may not become resident, or deemed to be resident, in Luxembourg by reason only of the 

holding of the Securities, or the execution, performance, delivery and/or enforcement of the Securities. 

Withholding Tax 

Under Luxembourg general tax laws currently in force, all payments of interest (including accrued but 

unpaid interest) and principal by the Issuer in the context of the holding, disposal, redemption or repurchase 

of the Securities, which are not profit sharing, can be made free and clear of any withholding or deduction 

for or on account of any taxes of whatsoever nature imposed, levied, withheld, or assessed by Luxembourg 

or any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof or therein, in accordance with the applicable 

Luxembourg law, subject however to the application as regards Luxembourg resident individuals of the 

Luxembourg law of 23 December 2005, as amended, which has introduced a 20 per cent. withholding tax 

on savings income. 

Pursuant to the law of 23 December 2005 as amended, Luxembourg resident individuals can opt to self 

declare and pay a 20 per cent. levy on interest payments made or ascribed by paying agents located outside 

Luxembourg, in a Member State of either the European Union or the European Economic Area. 

The 20 per cent. withholding tax as described above or the 20 per cent. levy are in full discharge of income 

tax when Luxembourg resident individuals are acting in the context of the management of their private 

wealth. 

Responsibility for the withholding of tax in application of the above-mentioned Luxembourg law of 23 

December 2005, as amended, is assumed by the Luxembourg paying agent within the meaning of this law 

or by the Luxembourg resident, depending on the case as described above and not by the Issuer. 

A holder of Securities who derives income from the Notes or who realises a gain on the disposal or 

redemption thereof, will not be subject to Luxembourg taxation on such income or capital gains, subject to 

the application of the Luxembourg law of 23 December 2005 and unless: (i) such Holder is or is deemed to 

be a resident of Luxembourg for Luxembourg tax purposes (or for the purposes of the relevant provisions); 

or (ii) such income is attributable to an enterprise or part thereof, which is carried on through a fixed place 

of business, a permanent establishment or a permanent representative in Luxembourg. 
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United Kingdom Taxation 

The following disclosure applies in respect of Securities issued by MSI plc, and references in this section 

on United Kingdom taxation to "Securities" and references to "Securityholders", should be construed 

accordingly. 

The following is a general description of the United Kingdom withholding taxation treatment at the date 

hereof in relation to payments in respect of the Securities. The comments do not deal with other United 

Kingdom tax aspects of acquiring, holding, disposing of, or abandoning Securities. Transactions involving 

Securities, including the issue and subscription of Securities, any purchase or disposal or settlement of 

Securities, may have United Kingdom tax consequences for potential purchasers (including but not limited 

to, transfer taxes and possible withholding or deduction for or on account of United Kingdom tax from 

payments made in respect of the Securities). The tax consequences may depend, amongst other things, on 

the status of the potential investor and the terms and conditions of a particular Security as specified in the 

Final Terms. It is based on current law and published practice of HM Revenue and Customs ("HMRC"), 

which may be subject to change, sometimes with retrospective effect. The comments relate only to the 

position of persons who are absolute beneficial owners of the Securities. Prospective Securityholders should 

be aware that the particular terms of issue of any series of Securities as specified in the Final Terms may 

affect the tax treatment of that and other series of Securities. The following is a general guide and should 

be treated with appropriate caution. It is not intended as tax advice and it does not purport to describe all of 

the tax considerations that may be relevant to a prospective purchaser. Prospective Securityholders who are 

in any doubt as to their tax position should consult their professional advisers about tax implications of 

purchasing and holding a Security, any transaction involving a Security, and any transaction involved in 

the exercise and settlement of a Security. Securityholders who may be liable to taxation in jurisdictions 

other than the United Kingdom are particularly advised to consult their professional advisers as to whether 

they are so liable (and if so under the laws of which jurisdictions), since the following comments relate 

only to certain United Kingdom withholding taxation aspects of payments in respect of the Securities. In 

particular, Securityholders should be aware that they may be liable to taxation under the laws of other 

jurisdictions in relation to payments in respect of the Securities even if such payments may be made without 

withholding or deduction for or on account of taxation under the laws of the United Kingdom. 

A. Securities - UK Withholding Tax on Interest Payments by the Issuer 

1. Interest on Securities issued for a term of less than one year (and which are not issued under 

arrangements the effect of which is to render the Securities part of a borrowing with a total term of 

one year or more) may be paid by the Issuer without withholding or deduction for or on account of 

United Kingdom income tax. 

2. Interest on Securities may be paid by the Issuer without withholding or deduction for or on account 

of United Kingdom income tax if the Securities in respect of which the UK interest is paid 

constitute "quoted Eurobonds". Securities which carry a right to interest will constitute "quoted 

Eurobonds" provided they are and continue to be listed on a recognised stock exchange within the 

meaning of section 1005 Income Tax Act 2007 ("ITA") for the purposes of section 987 of ITA. 

Securities will be regarded as "listed on a recognised stock exchange" for this purpose if they are 

admitted to trading on an exchange designated as a recognised stock exchange by an order made 

by the Commissioners for HMRC and either they are included in the United Kingdom's official list 

(within the meaning of Part 6 or the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) or they are officially 

listed in the country of that stock exchange in accordance with provisions corresponding to those 

generally applicable in European Economic Area states in a country outside the United Kingdom 

in which is a recognised stock exchange. 

3. If the Securities do not constitute "quoted Eurobonds", payments of interest on the Securities may 

still be made without withholding or deduction for or on account of United Kingdom income tax, 

provided that the Issuer is and continues to be authorised for the purposes of the Financial Services 

and Markets Act 2000 and its business is and continues to consist wholly or mainly of dealing in 

financial instruments (within the meaning of section 885 of the ITA) as principal and that such 

payments are made in the ordinary course of that business. On the basis of HMRC published 

practice in the context of a similar provision, it is generally considered that interest will be accepted 

as being paid in the ordinary course of business unless the characteristics of the transaction giving 

rise to the interest are primarily attributable to an intention to avoid United Kingdom tax. 
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4. Where Treaty relief is available, and the applicable conditions in the relevant Treaty are satisfied, 

the Securityholder should be entitled to a refund of tax withheld, provided it complies with the 

applicable formalities relating to such a claim within the relevant limitation period. 

5. In all other cases, UK interest on the Securities may fall to be paid under deduction of United 

Kingdom income tax at the basic rate (currently 20%) subject to such relief as may be available 

following a direction from HMRC pursuant to the provisions of any applicable double taxation 

treaty or to any other exemption which may apply. 

B. Payments under Deed of Covenant 

Any payments made under the Deed of Covenant by the Issuer may attract UK withholding tax at 

20% but may not qualify for the exemptions from UK withholding tax described above. 

C. Other Rules Relating to United Kingdom Withholding Tax 

1. Securities may be issued at an issue price of less than 100 per cent. of their settlement amount. 

Whether any discount element on such Securities will be subject to any United Kingdom 

withholding tax pursuant to the provisions mentioned above, will depend on the precise terms of 

the Securities. 

2. Where Securities are to be, or may fall to be, redeemed at a premium, as opposed to being issued 

at a discount, then any such element of premium may constitute a payment of interest. Payments 

of interest are subject to United Kingdom withholding tax and reporting requirements as outlined 

above. 

3. Where interest has been paid under deduction of United Kingdom income tax, Securityholders who 

are not resident in the United Kingdom may be able to recover all or part of the tax deducted if 

there is an appropriate provision in any applicable double taxation treaty. 

4. The references to "interest" above mean "interest" as understood in United Kingdom tax law. The 

statements above do not take any account of any different definitions of "interest" or principal" 

which may prevail under any other law or which may be created by the terms and conditions of the 

Securities or any related documentation. Where a payment on a Security does not constitute (or is 

not treated as) interest for United Kingdom tax purposes, and the payment has a United Kingdom 

source, it would potentially be subject to United Kingdom withholding tax if, for example, it 

constitutes (or is treated as) an annual payment or a manufactured payment, rent or royalties for 

United Kingdom tax purposes. Where a payment is subject to United Kingdom withholding tax, 

depending on the nature of the payment (which will be determined by, amongst other things, the 

terms and conditions specified by the Final Terms of the Security), the payment may fall to be 

made under deduction of United Kingdom tax (the rate of withholding depending on the nature of 

the payment), subject to any exemption from withholding which may apply and to such relief as 

may be available under the provisions of any applicable double tax treaty. 

5. The above description of the United Kingdom withholding tax position assumes that there will be 

no substitution of the Issuer pursuant to General Condition 29 (Substitution) or otherwise and does 

not consider the tax consequences of any such substitution. 
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Swedish Taxation 

There is no Swedish withholding tax at source (källskatt) applicable on payments made by the Issuer in 

respect of the Securities. Sweden operates a system of preliminary tax (preliminärskatt) to secure payment 

of taxes. In the context of the Securities a preliminary tax of 30 per cent. will be deducted from all payments 

of interest (including any compensation deemed to constitute interest for tax purposes) in respect of the 

Securities made to any individuals or estates that are resident in Sweden for tax purposes, provided the 

paying entity is subject to reporting obligations. Depending on the relevant holder's overall tax liability for 

the relevant fiscal year, the preliminary tax may contribute towards, equal or exceed the holder's overall tax 

liability with any balance subsequently to be paid by or to the relevant holder, as applicable. 
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PROPOSED FINANCIAL TRANSACTION TAX 

The European Commission has published a proposal for a Directive for a common financial transactions 

tax (the "FTT") in Belgium, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Spain, France, Italy, Austria, Portugal, Slovenia 

and Slovakia (the "participating Member States"). However, Estonia has since stated that it will not 

participate. 

The proposed FTT has very broad scope and could, if introduced in its current form, apply to certain 

dealings in the Securities (including secondary market transactions) in certain circumstances. 

Under current proposals, the FTT could apply in certain circumstances to persons both within and outside 

of the participating Member States. Generally, it would apply to certain dealings in the Securities where at 

least one party is a financial institution, and at least one party is established in a participating Member State. 

A financial institution may be, or be deemed to be, "established" in a participating Member State in a broad 

range of circumstances, including (a) by transacting with a person established in a participating Member 

State or (b) where the financial instrument which is subject to the dealings is issued in a participating 

Member State. 

The FTT proposal remains subject to negotiation between the participating Member States and is the subject 

of legal challenge. It may therefore be altered prior to any implementation, the timing of which remains 

unclear. Additional EU Member States may decide to participate and/or participating Member States may 

decide to discard the proposed FTT. Prospective holders of the Securities are advised to seek their own 

professional advice in relation to the FTT. 
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SUBSCRIPTION AND SALE 

United States of America 

The Securities have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act or the securities laws of 

any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and are not being, and may not be, offered, sold, pledged, 

assigned, delivered or otherwise transferred, exercised or redeemed, at any time, directly or indirectly, 

within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. Persons. As a condition for acquiring 

the Securities, each purchaser will be deemed to have represented that (1) it acknowledges that Securities 

have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act or any securities laws of any state or other 

jurisdiction in the United States, and are not being offered, sold, pledged, assigned or delivered, and may 

not be offered, sold, pledged, assigned or delivered at any time, directly or indirectly, within the United 

States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. Persons; (2) neither it nor any persons on whose behalf 

or for whose account or benefit the Securities are being acquired is a U.S. Person and that it is not located 

in the United States and was not solicited to purchase Securities while present in the United States; and (3) 

it will not offer, sell or deliver any of the Securities, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to, or for 

the account or benefit of, any U.S. Person. 

The Issuer has not offered or sold the Securities and will not offer or sell the Securities at any time except 

in accordance with Rule 903 or Rule 904 of Regulation S under the Securities Act. Neither the Issuer, its 

affiliates (if any) nor any person acting on its or their behalf has engaged or will engage in any directed 

selling efforts with respect to Securities, and it and they have complied and will comply with the offering 

restrictions requirements of Regulation S. Terms used in this paragraph have the meanings given to them 

by Regulation S. 

An offer or sale of Securities within the United States by any person (whether or not participating in the 

offering of such Securities) may violate the registration requirements of the Securities Act. 

As used herein, (i) "United States" means the United States of America (including the states and the District 

of Columbia), its territories and possessions and (ii) "U.S. Persons" includes any person or entity that is 

either a U.S. Person as defined in Rule 902(k) of Regulation S under the Securities Act or a United States 

Person as defined in Section 7701(a)(30) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 

European Economic Area 

In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area (each, a "Relevant State"), and each 

Tranche of Securities, the Issuer has not made and will not make an offer of Securities which are the subject 

of the offering contemplated by this Base Prospectus as completed by the Final Terms in relation thereto 

(or are the subject of the offering contemplated by a Drawdown Prospectus, as the case may be) to the 

public in that Relevant State except that it may make an offer of such Securities to the public in that Relevant 

State: 

(a) if the final terms or Drawdown Prospectus in relation to the Securities specify that an offer of those 

Securities may be made other than pursuant to Article 1(4) of the Prospectus Regulation in that 

Relevant State (a "Non-exempt Offer"), following the date of publication of a prospectus in 

relation to such Securities which has been approved by the competent authority in that Relevant 

State or, where appropriate, approved in another Relevant State and notified to the competent 

authority in that Relevant State, provided that any such prospectus which is not a Drawdown 

Prospectus has subsequently been completed by the final terms contemplating such Non-exempt 

Offer, in accordance with the Prospectus Regulation, in the period beginning and ending on the 

dates specified in such prospectus or final terms, as applicable and the Issuer has consented in 

writing to its use for the purpose of that Non-exempt Offer; 

(b) at any time to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Regulation; 

(c) at any time to fewer 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the 

Prospectus Regulation); or 

(d) at any time in any other circumstances falling within Article 1(4) of the Prospectus Regulation, 
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provided that no such offer of Securities referred to in (b) to (d) above shall require the Issuer to publish 

a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus Regulation, or supplement a prospectus pursuant to 

Article 23 of the Prospectus Regulation. 

For the purposes of this provision, the expression an "offer of Securities to the public" in relation to any 

Securities in any Relevant State means the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient 

information on the terms of the offer and the Securities to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide 

to purchase or subscribe for the Securities and the expression "Prospectus Regulation" means Regulation 

(EU) 2017/1129. 

Prohibition of Sales to EEA Retail Investors 

Unless the Final Terms in respect of any Securities or (in the case of Exempt Securities) a relevant Pricing 

Supplement specifies the "Prohibition of Sales to EEA Retail Investors" as "Not Applicable", any 

Securities which are the subject of an offering contemplated by this Base Prospectus as completed by the 

Final Terms or Pricing Supplement (as applicable) in relation thereto may not have been offered, sold or 

otherwise made available and will not be offered, sold or otherwise made available to any retail investor 

in the EEA. For the purposes of this provision: 

(A) the expression "retail investor" means a person who is one (or more) of the following: 

(i) a retail client as defined in point (11) of Article 4(1) of MiFID II; or 

(ii) a customer within the meaning of the Directive (EU) 2016/97, where that customer would 

not qualify as a professional client as defined in point (10) of Article 4(1) of MiFID II; or  

(iii) not a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Regulation; and 

 (B) the expression an "offer" includes the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient 

information on the terms of the offer and the Securities to be offered so as to enable an investor 

to decide to purchase or subscribe for the Securities. 

United Kingdom 

Securities with maturities of less than one year: In relation to any Securities which have a term of less 

than one year, (i) the Issuer is a person whose ordinary activities involve it in acquiring, holding, managing 

or disposing of investments (as principal or agent) for the purposes of its business and (ii) the Issuer has 

not offered or sold and will not offer or sell any Securities other than to persons whose ordinary activities 

involve them in acquiring, holding, managing or disposing of investments (as principal or as agent) for the 

purposes of their businesses or who it is reasonable to expect will acquire, hold, manage or dispose of 

investments (as principal or agent) for the purposes of their businesses where the issue of the Securities 

would otherwise constitute a contravention of Section 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 

("FSMA") by the Issuer; 

Financial promotion: The Issuer has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only 

communicate or cause to be communicated an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity 

(within the meaning of Section 21 of the FSMA) received by it in connection with the issue or sale of any 

Securities in circumstances in which Section 21(1) of the FSMA does not apply to the Issuer; and 

General compliance: The Issuer has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA 

with respect to anything done by it in relation to any Securities in, from or otherwise involving the United 

Kingdom. 

In relation to each Tranche of Notes, the Issuer has not made and will not make an offer of Securities which 

are the subject of the offering contemplated by this Base Prospectus as completed by the Final Terms in 

relation thereto (or are the subject of the offering contemplated by a Drawdown Prospectus, as the case may 

be) to the public in the United Kingdom except that it may make an offer of such Notes to the public in the 

United Kingdom: 

(a)  if the Final Terms or Drawdown Prospectus in relation to the Securities specify that an offer of 

those Notes may be made other than pursuant to section 86 of the FSMA (a "Public Offer"), 

following the date of publication of a prospectus in relation to such Notes which either (i) has been 
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approved by the Financial Conduct Authority, or (ii) is to be treated as if it had been approved by 

the Financial Conduct Authority in accordance with the transitional provision in Regulation 74 of 

the Prospectus (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, provided that any such prospectus 

which is not a Drawdown Prospectus has subsequently been completed by the Issue Terms 

contemplating such Public Offer, in the period beginning and ending on the dates specified in such 

prospectus or Issue Terms, as applicable, and the Issuer has consented in writing to its use for the 

purpose of that Public Offer; 

(b)  at any time to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the UK Prospectus 

Regulation; 

(c)  at any time to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in 

Article 2 of the UK Prospectus Regulation) in the United Kingdom subject to obtaining the prior 

consent of the Distribution Agent nominated by the Issuer for any such offer; or 

(d)  at any time in any other circumstances falling within section 86 of the FSMA,  

provided that no such offer of Securities referred to in (b) to (d) above shall require the Issuer to publish a 

prospectus pursuant to section 85 of the FSMA, or supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article 23 of the 

UK Prospectus Regulation. 

For the purposes of this provision, the expression an "offer of Notes to the public" in relation to any 

Securities means the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information on the terms 

of the offer and the Notes to be offered so as to enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe for 

the Notes and the expression "UK Prospectus Regulation" means Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 as it forms 

part of "retained EU law", as defined in the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (the "EUWA"). 

Prohibition of Sales to UK Retail Investors 

Unless the Final Terms in respect of any Securities or (in the case of Exempt Securities) a relevant Pricing 

Supplement specifies the "Prohibition of Sales to UK Retail Investors" as "Not Applicable", any Securities 

which are the subject of an offering contemplated by this Base Prospectus as completed by the Final 

Terms or Pricing Supplement (as applicable) in relation thereto may not have been offered, sold or 

otherwise made available and will not be offered, sold or otherwise made available to any retail investor 

in the United Kingdom. For the purposes of this provision: 

 (A) the expression "retail investor" means a person who is one (or more) of the following: 

(1) a retail client, as defined in point (8) of Article 2 of Regulation (EU) No 2017/565 as it forms 

part of "retained EU law", as defined in the EUWA; or 

(2) a customer within the meaning of the provisions of the FSMA and any rules or regulations 

made under the FSMA to implement Directive (EU) 2016/97, where that customer would not 

qualify as a professional client, as defined in point (8) of Article 2(1) of Regulation (EU) No 

600/2014 as it forms part of "retained EU law", as defined in the EUWA; or 

(3) not a qualified investor as defined in Article 2 of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 as it forms part 

of "retained EU law", as defined in the EUWA; and 

(B) the expression an "offer" includes the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient 

information on the terms of the offer and the Notes to be offered so as to enable an investor to 

decide to purchase or subscribe for the Notes. 

Sweden 

For selling restrictions in respect of Sweden, please see "European Economic Area" above. 
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NO OWNERSHIP BY U.S. PERSONS 

The Securities may not be legally or beneficially owned by U.S. Persons at any time. Each holder and 

each beneficial owner of a Security hereby represents, as a condition to purchasing or owning the 

Security or any beneficial interest therein, that neither it nor any person for whose account or benefit 

the Securities are being purchased is located in the United States, is a U.S. Person or was solicited to 

purchase the Securities while present in the United States. Each holder and each beneficial owner of 

a Security hereby agrees not to offer, sell or deliver any of the Securities, at any time, directly or 

indirectly in the U.S. or to any U.S. Person. The term "U.S. Person" will have the meaning ascribed 

to it in this Base Prospectus. 

In this Base Prospectus references to "U.S. Persons" include any person or entity that is either a U.S. 

Person as defined in Rule 902(k) of Regulation S under the Securities Act or a United States Person 

as defined in Section 7701(a)(30) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 
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IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION 

1. Approval of the Base Prospectus 

This Base Prospectus has been approved by Luxembourg Commission de Surveillance du Secteur 

Financier ("CSSF") in its capacity as the competent authority under the Luxembourg law of 16 

July 2019 relating to prospectuses for securities, as amended (the "Luxembourg Law on 

Prospectuses") for this document's approval as a base prospectus for the purposes of Article 3 of 

Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (as amended, the "Prospectus Regulation") for the purpose of giving 

necessary information with regard to the issue of the Securities under the Program (other than 

Exempt Securities) within 12 months following the date of this document. The CSSF only 

approves this Base Prospectus as meeting the standards of completeness, comprehensibility and 

consistency imposed by the Prospectus Regulation. Such approval should not be considered as an 

endorsement of the Issuer or the quality of the Securities that are the subject of this Base Prospectus 

and investors should make their own assessment as to the suitability of investing in the Securities. 

Pursuant to Article 6(4) of the Luxembourg Law on Prospectuses for securities, by approving this 

Base Prospectus, the CSSF gives no undertaking as to, and assumes no responsibility for, the 

economic and financial characteristics of the Securities or the quality and solvency of the Issuer; 

and 

Application may be made for the Securities to be admitted to listing on the official list (the "Official 

List") and/or trading on the regulated market ("Luxembourg Regulated Market") of the 

Luxembourg Stock Exchange which is a regulated market for the purposes of Directive 

2014/65/EU (the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive). Application may also be made for 

the Securities to be admitted to listing and/or trading by such other listing authority, stock exchange 

or quotation system as may be specified in the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing 

Supplement. Securities may also be issued which are not admitted to listing, trading and/or 

quotation by any listing authority, stock exchange and/or quotation system. 

This Base Prospectus will be valid for offers to the public or admissions to trading on a regulated 

market by or with the consent of the Issuer for 12 months from its date. The obligation to 

supplement the Base Prospectus in the event of significant new factors, material mistakes or 

material inaccuracies does not apply when the Base Prospectus is no longer valid.  

2. Consent to the use of the Prospectus 

In the context of any offer of Securities that is not made within an exemption from the requirement 

to publish a prospectus under the Prospectus Regulation (a "Non-exempt Offer"), in relation to 

any person (an "Investor") to whom an offer of any Securities is made by any financial 

intermediary to whom the Issuer has given its consent to use this Base Prospectus (an "Authorised 

Offeror"), where the offer is made during the period for which that consent is given and where the 

offer is made in the Member State for which that consent was given and is in compliance with all 

other conditions attached to the giving of the consent, all as mentioned in this Base Prospectus, the 

Issuer accepts responsibility in each such Member State for the information relating to itself in this 

Base Prospectus. However, neither the Issuer nor any affiliate of the Issuer acting as a distributor 

or dealer has any responsibility for any of the actions of any Authorised Offeror, including 

compliance by an Authorised Offeror with applicable conduct of business rules or other local 

regulatory requirements or other securities law requirements in relation to such offer. 

The Issuer consents to the use of this Base Prospectus in connection with a Non-exempt Offer of 

Securities to be issued by the Issuer during the Offer Period specified in the relevant Final Terms 

(the "Offer Period") by any Authorised Offeror specified in the relevant Final Terms, subject to 

the relevant conditions specified in the relevant Final Terms, for so long as they are authorised to 

make such offers under MiFID II, as amended and in one or more of the following Member State(s) 

as specified in the relevant Final Terms: (i) Luxembourg, or (ii) Sweden. 

The Issuer may give consent to additional financial intermediaries after the date of the relevant 

Final Terms and, if they do so, the Issuer will publish the above information in relation to them on 

http://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Documents. 

Subject to the conditions specified in the relevant Final Terms, the consent referred to above relates 

to Offer Periods occurring within 12 months from the date of this Base Prospectus. 

http://sp.morganstanley.com/EU/Documents
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To the extent specified in the relevant Final Terms, a Non-exempt Offer may be made during the 

relevant Offer Period by any of the Issuer, or any affiliate of the Issuer acting as a distributor or 

dealer or, subject to any restrictions on the consent, any relevant Authorised Offeror in any relevant 

Member State and subject to any relevant conditions, in each case all as specified in the relevant 

Final Terms. 

Unless otherwise specified, neither the Issuer nor any affiliate of the Issuer acting as a distributor 

or dealer has authorised the making of any Non-exempt Offer of any Securities by any person in 

any circumstances and such person is not permitted to use this Base Prospectus in connection with 

its offer of any Securities. Any such Non-exempt Offers are not made by or on behalf of the Issuer, 

or any affiliate of the Issuer acting as a distributor or dealer or any Authorised Offeror and none of 

the Issuer, any affiliate of the Issuer acting as a distributor or dealer or any Authorised Offeror has 

any responsibility or liability for the actions of any person making such offers. 

An Investor intending to acquire or acquiring any Securities from an Authorised Offeror will do 

so, and offers and sales of the Securities to an Investor by an Authorised Offeror will be made, in 

accordance with any terms and other arrangements in place between such Authorised Offeror and 

such Investor including as to price, allocation, settlement arrangements and any expenses or taxes 

to be charged to the Investor (the "Terms and Conditions of the Non-exempt Offer"). None of 

the or any affiliate of the Issuer will be a party to any such arrangements with Investors (other than 

in the capacity of a distributor) in connection with the offer or sale of the Securities and, 

accordingly, this Base Prospectus and any Final Terms will not contain such information. 

In the event of a Non-exempt Offer being made by an Authorised Offeror, the Terms and 

Conditions of the Non-exempt Offer shall be provided to Investors by that Authorised 

Offeror, through publication on the Authorised Offeror's website, at the time the offer is 

made. None of the Issuer, or any affiliate of the Issuer acting as a distributor or dealer or 

other Authorised Offerors has any responsibility or liability for such information. Any 

Authorised Offeror using this Base Prospectus has to state on its website that it uses this Base 

Prospectus in accordance with the consent and the conditions attached thereto. 

In the case of any Tranche of Securities which is being (a) offered to the public in a Member State 

(other than pursuant to one or more of the exemptions set out in Article 1.4 of the Prospectus 

Regulation) and/or (b) admitted to trading on a regulated market in a Member State, the relevant 

Final Terms shall not amend or replace any information in this Base Prospectus. Subject to this, to 

the extent permitted by applicable law and/or regulation, the Final Terms in respect of any Tranche 

of Securities may complete any information in this Base Prospectus. 

3. Credit Ratings 

MSI plc's short-term and long-term debt, as of [1] July 2022, has been respectively rated: 

i. P-1 and Aa3, with a stable outlook, by Moody's Investors Service, Inc. (Moody's is not 

established in the EEA but the rating it has assigned to MSI plc is endorsed by Moody's 

Deutschland GmbH, a rating agency established in the EEA and registered under 

Regulation 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 

2009 on credit rating agencies, as amended (the "CRA Regulation") by the relevant 

competent authority); and  

ii. A-1 and A+, with a stable outlook, by Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC through 

its business unit Standard & Poor's Ratings Services (Standard & Poor's Financial 

Services LLC is not established in the EEA but the credit rating it has assigned to MSI 

plc is endorsed by S&P Global Ratings Europe Limited, a credit rating agency established 

in the EEA and registered under the CRA Regulation by ESMA). 

The meaning of the above credit ratings is as follows: 

 Short-Term Debt Long-Term Debt 
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Moody's Issuers (or supporting institutions) rated 

Prime-1 have a superior ability to repay 

short-term debt obligations. 

Obligations rated Aa are considered to be 

of high quality and are subject to very low 

credit risk. The modifier 1 indicates that 

the obligation ranks in the higher end of its 

generic rating category; the modifier 2 

indicates a mid-range ranking; and the 

modifier 3 indicates a ranking in the lower 

end of that generic rating category. 

S&P A short-term obligation rated 'A-1' is rated 

in the highest category by S&P Global 

Ratings. The obligor's capacity to meet its 

financial commitments on the obligation is 

strong. This indicates that the obligor's 

capacity to meet its financial commitments 

on these obligations is extremely strong. 

An obligation rated 'A' is somewhat more 

susceptible to the adverse effects of 

changes in circumstances and economic 

conditions than obligations in higher-rated 

categories. However, the obligor's 

capacity to meet its financial commitments 

on the obligation is still strong. Ratings 

from 'AA' to 'CCC' may be modified by the 

addition of a plus (+) or minus (-) sign to 

show relative standing within the rating 

categories. 

 

The credit ratings of MSI plc are published on the website of MSI plc 

(https://www.morganstanley.com/about-us-ir/creditor-presentations#current). 

4. Responsibility Statements 

MSI plc accepts responsibility for information contained in this Base Prospectus. To the best of 

the knowledge and belief of MSI plc (which has taken all reasonable care to ensure that such is the 

case), the information for which it accepts responsibility as aforesaid is in accordance with the 

facts and does not omit anything likely to affect the import of such information. 

5. Supplement 

This Base Prospectus must be read and construed together with any supplements hereto and with 

any information incorporated by reference herein and, in relation to any Tranche of Securities 

which is the subject of Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement, must be read and 

construed together with the Final Terms or (as applicable) the Pricing Supplement. In the case of 

a Tranche of Securities which is the subject of a Drawdown Prospectus, each reference in this Base 

Prospectus to information being specified or identified in the Final Terms shall be read and 

construed as a reference to such information being specified or identified in the relevant Drawdown 

Prospectus unless the context requires otherwise. 

6. No information or representations outside offer 

No person has been authorised by MSI plc to give any information or to make any representation 

not contained or incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus, and, if given or made, that 

information or representation should not be relied upon as having been authorised by MSI plc. 

Neither the delivery of this Base Prospectus nor the offering, sale or delivery of any Securities will, 

in any circumstances, create any implication that the information contained in this Base Prospectus 

is true subsequent to the date hereof or the date upon which this Base Prospectus has been most 

recently supplemented or that there has been no adverse change in the financial situation of MSI 

plc since the date hereof or, as the case may be, the date upon which this Base Prospectus has been 

most recently supplemented or the balance sheet date of the most recent financial statements which 

have been incorporated into this Base Prospectus by way of a supplement to this Base Prospectus, 

or that any other information supplied from time to time is correct at any time subsequent to the 

date on which it is supplied or, if different, the date indicated in the document containing the same. 

Investors should review, inter alia, the most recent financial statements of MSI plc when evaluating 

any Securities or an investment therein (such financial statements shall not form a part of this Base 

Prospectus unless they have been expressly incorporated herein, including by way of a supplement 

to this Base Prospectus). 

https://www.morganstanley.com/about-us-ir/creditor-presentations#current
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The Issuer does not intend to provide post-issuance information in respect of the Securities except 

if required by any applicable laws or regulations. 

7. Offering and distribution restrictions and disclaimers 

Subject to the restrictions set out in this Base Prospectus, the categories of potential investors to 

which the Securities are offered are retail and institutional investors. 

The distribution of this Base Prospectus and the offering, sale and delivery of Securities in certain 

jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this Base Prospectus comes 

are required by MSI plc to inform themselves about and to observe those restrictions. 

Neither this Base Prospectus nor any Final Terms or Drawdown Prospectus or Pricing Supplement 

constitutes an offer of or an invitation to subscribe for or purchase any Securities and should not 

be considered as a recommendation by MSI plc that any recipient of this Base Prospectus or any 

Final Terms or Drawdown Prospectus or Pricing Supplement should subscribe for or purchase any 

Securities. Each recipient of this Base Prospectus or any Final Terms or Drawdown Prospectus or 

Pricing Supplement will be taken to have made its own investigation and appraisal of the condition 

(financial or otherwise) of MSI plc and of the particular terms of any offered Securities. 

Neither this Base Prospectus nor any Final Terms or Drawdown Prospectus or Pricing Supplement 

may be used for the purpose of an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which that 

offer or solicitation is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer 

or solicitation. For a description of certain restrictions on offer, sales and deliveries of Securities 

and on the distribution of this Base Prospectus or any Final Terms or Pricing Supplement and other 

offering material relating to the Securities, see "Subscription and Sale" above. 

8. Websites 

Any websites included in the Prospectus are for information purposes only and do not form part of 

the Prospectus. 

9. Fungible issuances and issuances under previous securities conditions 

In the case of any issue of Securities in respect of which the relevant Final Terms provide that the 

16 April 2015 Base Prospectus, 2 December 2015 Base Prospectus, 2 December 2016 Base 

Prospectus, 1 December 2017 Base Prospectus, 30 November 2018 Base Prospectus, 5 July 2019 

Base Prospectus, 3 July 2020 Base Prospectus or 2 July 2021 Base Prospectus as applicable apply, 

such Securities may be documented using the relevant Form of Final Terms in the relevant base 

prospectus (incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus), save that the first paragraph under 

the section entitled "Contractual Terms" of the Form of Final Terms shall be deleted in its entirety 

and replaced with the following: 

"This document constitutes Final Terms relating to the issue of Securities described herein. Terms 

used herein shall be deemed to be defined as such for the purposes of the Terms and Conditions of 

the Securities set forth in the Base Prospectus dated [16 April 2015, and the first supplement to it 

dated 18 May 2015 and second supplement to it dated 4 June 2015] / [2 December 2015, and the 

first supplement to it dated 10 December 2015] / [2 December 2016] / [1 December 2017] / [30 

November 2018]/ [5 July 2019] / [3 July 2020] / [2 July 2021] (the "Original Base Prospectus"). 

This document constitutes the Final Terms of the Securities described herein for the purposes of 

Article 8.1 of the Prospectus Regulation and must be read in conjunction with the Base Prospectus 

dated [•] 2022 [and the supplement[(s)] to it dated [•] [and [•] … [•]], which [together] 

constitute[s] a base prospectus (the "Base Prospectus") for the purposes of Regulation (EU) 

2017/1129, as amended (the "Prospectus Regulation"). Full information on the Issuer and the 

offer of the Securities is only available on the basis of the combination of these Final Terms and 

the Base Prospectus, save in respect of the Terms and Conditions of the Securities which are 

extracted from the Original Base Prospectus and which are incorporated by reference into the 

Base Prospectus. However, a summary of the issue of the Securities is annexed to these Final 

Terms. Copies of the Base Prospectus are available from the offices of MSI plc at 25 Cabot Square, 

Canary Wharf, London, E14 4QA [and on the Issuer's website at 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en] and copies of the Base 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en
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Prospectus and these Final Terms are available on the website of the Luxembourg Stock Exchange 

at www.bourse.lu." 

10. Non-exempt Offers 

The Securities issued prior to the date of this Base Prospectus and listed in the table set out in the 

Annex to this Base Prospectus are the subject of continuous offers and will remain subject to the 

applicable Terms and Conditions as provided in the Base Prospectus dated 2 July 2021. The final 

terms in relation to such Securities are available on the Issuer's website at 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/home. 

http://www.bourse.lu/
https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/home
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

The Securities have been accepted for clearance through Euroclear and Clearstream Luxembourg. The 

appropriate code for each issue allocated by Euroclear and Clearstream Luxembourg will be contained in 

the Final Terms. Transactions will normally be effected for settlement not earlier than two business days 

after the date of the transaction. 

The price and amount of Securities to be issued under the Program will be determined by the Issuer at the 

time of the issue in accordance with prevailing market conditions. 

This Base Prospectus and any supplement thereto will be published on the website of the Issuer 

(https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en) and of the Luxembourg Stock 

Exchange (www.bourse.lu). 

For so long as this Base Prospectus remains in effect or any Securities remain outstanding, the following 

documents will be available from the date hereof in physical or electronic form 

(https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/EN/documentation), during usual business hours on any weekday, for 

inspection at the registered offices of MSI plc: 

(a) the Issue and Paying Agent Agreement (so long as any Swedish Securities are outstanding), the 

Securities Agency Agreement (if and for so long as any Registered Securities are outstanding), the 

Deed of Covenant, all of MSI plc's future published financial statements; 

(b) all reports, letters and other documents, historical financial information, valuations and statements 

by any expert any part of which is included or referred to herein; 

(c) Annual Reports of MSI plc for the financial years ended 31 December 2020 and 31 December 

2021; 

(d) a copy of this Base Prospectus and any document incorporated by reference herein; 

(e) any supplement to this Base Prospectus; and 

(f) any Final Terms (save that any Final Terms relating to a Security which is not listed will only be 

available for inspection by a holder of such Security and such holder must provide evidence 

satisfactory to the Issuer as to the identity of such holder). 

The Certificate of Incorporation and the Articles of Association of MSI plc are available at 

https://sp.morganstanley.com/eu/documents. 

Any statement contained in this Base Prospectus or in a document incorporated or deemed to be 

incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus will be deemed to be modified or superseded for purposes 

of this Base Prospectus, to the extent that a statement contained in this Base Prospectus or in any 

subsequently filed document that also is or is deemed to be incorporated by reference in this Base 

Prospectus and in respect of which a supplement to this Base Prospectus has been prepared modifies or 

supersedes the statement. Any statement so modified or superseded will not be deemed, except as so 

modified or superseded, to constitute a part of this Base Prospectus. 

MSI plc 

The role of MSI plc as issuer under the Program was authorised by resolutions of the Board of Directors of 

MSI plc on 26 March 2015. 

Deloitte LLP, Chartered Accountants and Registered Auditors (members of the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of England and Wales) of 1 New Street Square, London EC4A 3HQ have audited the financial 

statements of the Issuer for the years ended 2020 and 2021 and unqualified audit reports have been provided 

thereon. 

There are no governmental, legal or arbitration proceedings (including any such proceedings which are 

pending or threatened of which MSI plc is aware) during the 12-month period before the date of this Base 

Prospectus, which may have, or have had in the recent past, significant effects on MSI plc's financial 

position or profitability. 

https://www.morganstanley.com/etp/client/#/article/base_prospectus-en
http://www.bourse.lu/
https://etp.morganstanley.com/SE/EN/documentation
https://sp.morganstanley.com/eu/documents
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There has been no material adverse change in the prospects of MSI plc, nor any significant change in the 

financial performance or financial position of MSI plc since 31 December 2021, the date of the latest 

published annual audited financial statements of MSI plc. 

The following tables set out the selected financial information of MSI plc. Such information is derived from 

the audited financial statements of MSI plc for the year ended 31 December 2021. 

The financial information presented below should be read in conjunction with the financial statements. 

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position (in USD 

millions) 
31 Dec 2020 31 Dec 2021 

Total assets  
597,789 567,186 

Total liabilities and equity 
597,789 567,186 

 

Consolidated Income Statement (in USD millions) 
31 Dec 2020 31 Dec 2021 

Net trading income 
4,544 4,996 

Profit Before Tax 
1,575 1,940 

Profit For The Year 
969 1,351 
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ANNEX 

SECURITIES ISSUED PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THIS BASE PROSPECTUS 

GB00BNTR9B69 GB00BNTR8T78 GB00BNTR8H56 GB00BNTR8K85 GB00BNTR9493 

GB00BNTR8L92 GB00BNTR8S61 GB00BNTR8974 GB00BNTR7Z63 GB00BNTR8420 

GB00BNTR7T04 GB00BNTR8F33 GB00BNTR7X40 GB00BNTR7S96 GB00BNTR7C37 

GB00BNTR6X74 GB00BNTR7232 GB00BNTR7N42 GB00BNTR6S22 GB00BNTR7F67 

GB00BNTR6Z98 GB00BNTR7349 GB00BNTR7P65 GB00BNTR6N76 GB00BNTR6F92 

GB00BNTR5K70 GB00BNTR5N02 GB00BNTR5T63 GB00BNTR5D04 GB00BNTR5P26 

GB00BNTR5F28 GB00BNTR5B89 GB00BNTR5855 GB00BNTR4F52 GB00BNTR4S81 

GB00BNTR4999 GB00BNTR4W28 GB00BNTR4N37 GB00BNTR4H76 GB00BNTR3Z83 

GB00BNTR3K31 GB00BNTR2738 GB00BNTR2514 GB00BNTR1X20 GB00BNTR1P46 

GB00BNTR2845 GB00BNTR1R69 GB00BNTR2M89 GB00BNTR2S42 GB00BNTR2D98 

GB00BNTR0T19 GB00BNTR0W48 GB00BNTR0P70 GB00BNTR0X54 GB00BNTR1987 

GB00BNTR1656 GB00BNTR1540 GB00BNTR0S02 GB00BNTR0799 GB00BNTR0C42 

GB00BNTQZ713 GB00BNTQZW64 GB00BNTQZK43 GB00BNTQZV57 GB00BNTQZ267 

GB00BNTQZ150 GB00BNTQZF99 GB00BNTQZD75 GB00BNTQZG07 GB00BNTQZS29 

GB00BNTQZR12 GB00BNTQYN09 GB00BNTQYJ62 GB00BNTQYG32 GB00BNTQYP23 

GB00BNTQT575 GB00BNTQTX53 GB00BNTQXX32 GB00BNTQWK38 GB00BNTQWJ23 

GB00BNTQTQ86 GB00BNTQT682 GB00BNTQV068 GB00BNTQTJ10 GB00BNTQXG66 

GB00BNTQY187 GB00BNTQVR32 GB00BNTQWT21 GB00BNTQXL10 GB00BNTQY633 

GB00BNTQXS88 GB00BNTQX775 GB00BNTQWS14 GB00BNTQVX91 GB00BNTQXB12 

GB00BNTQWN68 GB00BNTQXD36 GB00BNTQY294 GB00BNTQWQ99 GB00BNTQW819 

GB00BNTQWV43 GB00BNTQY302 GB00BNTQTR93 GB00BNTQVL79 GB00BNTQXW25 

GB00BNTQTW47 GB00BNTQVV77 GB00BNTQV282 GB00BNTQX338 GB00BNTQT799 

GB00BNTQVJ57 GB00BNTQV175 GB00BNTQX999 GB00BNTQT351 GB00BNTQVS49 

GB00BNTQW694 GB00BNTQT021 GB00BNTQTG88 GB00BNTQXY49 GB00BNTQX882 

GB00BNTQV738 GB00BNTQY740 GB00BNTQXT95 GB00BNTQTN55 GB00BNTQTK25 

GB00BNTQT468 GB00BNTQXK03 GB00BNTQTF71 GB00BNTQWX66 GB00BNTQTM49 

GB00BNTQTC41 GB00BNTQTP79 GB00BNTQVP18 GB00BNTQY419 GB00BNTQXV18 

GB00BNTQWM51 GB00BNTQTB34 GB00BNTQRT77 GB00BNTQPY80 GB00BNTQSM73 

GB00BNTQQM34 GB00BNTQS494 GB00BNTQS726 GB00BNTQPP99 GB00BNTQR199 

GB00BNTQNW27 GB00BNTQQK10 GB00BNTQRX14 GB00BNTQSW71 GB00BNTQRM09 

GB00BNTQRD18 GB00BNTQPB53 GB00BNTQPV59 GB00BNTQPW66 GB00BNTQSD82 

GB00BNTQRZ38 GB00BNTQSF07 GB00BNTQQD43 GB00BNTQQB29 GB00BNTQQJ05 

GB00BNTQPZ97 GB00BNTQS056 GB00BNTQSR29 GB00BNTQRQ47 GB00BNTQSQ12 

GB00BNTQPC60 GB00BNTQP607 GB00BNTQQ019 GB00BNTQQ670 GB00BNTQNQ66 

GB00BNTQSN80 GB00BNTQSX88 GB00BNTQSJ45 GB00BNTQPS21 GB00BNTQR082 

GB00BNTQQG73 GB00BNTQQX49 GB00BNTQQZ62 GB00BNTQR645 GB00BNTQSB68 

GB00BNTQS270 GB00BNTQRS60 GB00BNTQR751 GB00BNTQRP30 GB00BNTQSC75 

GB00BNTQRR53 GB00BNTQQH80 GB00BNTQSV64 GB00BNTQRC01 GB00BNTQP938 

GB00BNTQPK45 GB00BNTQR975 GB00BNTQS387 GB00BNTQQ902 GB00BNTQPH16 

GB00BNTQRK84 GB00BNTQQ894 GB00BNTQR421 GB00BNTQQR88 GB00BNTQRH55 

GB00BNTQND38 GB00BNTQPR14 GB00BNTQQC36 GB00BNTQQY55 GB00BNTQPM68 

GB00BNTQP821 GB00BNTQQS95 GB00BNTQQT03 GB00BNTQQQ71 GB00BNTQRL91 

GB00BNTQRN16 GB00BNTQRG49 GB00BNTQRJ79 GB00BNTQPQ07 GB00BNTQR314 

GB00BNTQRV99 GB00BNTQQW32 GB00BNTQSP05 GB00BNTQQP64 GB00BNTQPX73 

GB00BNTQPG09 GB00BNTQS619 GB00BNTQNN36 GB00BNTQRF32 GB00BNTQPT38 

GB00BNTQQF66 GB00BNTQQV25 GB00BNTQQ126 GB00BNTQSH21 GB00BNTQPJ30 

GB00BNTQPF91 GB00BNTQQ233 GB00BNTQSG14 GB00BNTQQ456 GB00BNTQRW07 

GB00BNTQSK59 GB00BNTQQ787 GB00BNTQS940 GB00BNTQP714 GB00BNTQSL66 

GB00BNTQR868 GB00BNTQRY21 GB00BNTQNM29 GB00BNTQQL27 GB00BNTQSS36 

GB00BNTQS502 GB00BNTQPL51 GB00BNTQPD77 GB00BNTQQN41 GB00BNTQS833 

GB00BNTQS163 GB00BNTQQ563 GB00BNTQPN75 GB00BNTQRB93 GB00BNTQR538 
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GB00BNTQQ340 GB00BNTQNT97 GB00BNTQR207 GB00BNTQST43 GB00BNTQN990 

GB00BNTQN008 GB00BNTQN115 GB00BNTQN883 GB00BNTQMW51 GB00BNTQFN77 

GB00BNTQFL53 GB00BNTQMR09 GB00BNTQFR16 GB00BNTQFP91 GB00BNTQM695 

GB00BNTQFF93 GB00BNTQFD79 GB00BNTQMD62 GB00BNTQFG01 GB00BNTQMF86 

GB00BNTQMG93 GB00BNTQM034 GB00BNTQLV79 GB00BNTQLW86 GB00BNTQLQ27 

GB00BNTQLC80 GB00BNTQL846 GB00BNTQM471 GB00BNTQLS41 GB00BNTQLL71 

GB00BNTQLY01 GB00BNTQM364 GB00BNTQL283 GB00BNTQL622 GB00BNTQL069 

GB00BNTQK657 GB00BNTQK095 GB00BNTQJQ88 GB00BNTQJY62 GB00BNTQJJ12 

GB00BNTQJF73 GB00BNTQJ352 GB00BNTQJ246 GB00BNTQH083 GB00BNTQGZ64 

GB00BNTQG903 GB00BNTQGN43 GB00BNTQHG41 GB00BNTQHT79 GB00BNTQHX16 

GB00BNTQGR80 GB00BNTQHS62 GB00BNTQH539 GB00BNTQGL29 GB00BNTQGY57 

GB00BNTQGX41 GB00BNTQGS97 GB00BNTQGW34 GB00BNTQH190 GB00BNTQG895 

GB00BNTQGK12 GB00BNTQGQ73 GB00BNTQHJ71 GB00BNTQHZ30 GB00BNTQFV51 

GB00BNTQFT30 GB00BNTQG341 GB00BNTQFS23 GB00BNTQG457 GB00BNTQDT99 

GB00BNTQF608 GB00BNTQDL14 GB00BNTQDM21 GB00BNTQF046 GB00BNTQF152 

GB00BNTQDS82 GB00BNTQDR75 GB00BNTQCZ84 GB00BNTQD553 GB00BNTQD660 

GB00BNTQD884 GB00BNTQD009 GB00BNTQDD30 GB00BNTQD777 GB00BNTQCQ93 

GB00BNTQCT25 GB00BNTQC589 GB00BNTQCB41 GB00BNTQCD64 GB00BNTQC928 

GB00BNTQC472 GB00BNTQBP12 GB00BNTQBF14 GB00BNTQB060 GB00BNTQB284 

GB00BNTQBC82 GB00BNTQBN97 GB00BNTQB623 GB00BNTQ9V34 GB00BNTQ9P73 

GB00BNTQ9J14 GB00BNTQ9460 GB00BNTQ9023 GB00BNTQ9809 GB00BNTQ8X82 

GB00BNTQ9130 GB00BNTQ8W75 GB00BNTQ8Q16 GB00BNTQ8M77 GB00BNTQ8165 

GB00BNTQ6G77 GB00BNTQ7S64 GB00BNTQ7P34 GB00BNTQ7Z32 GB00BNTQ7W01 

GB00BNTQ7K88 GB00BNTQ6R82 GB00BNTQ8058 GB00BNTQ7N10 GB00BNTQ7X18 

GB00BNTQ7G43 GB00BNTQ7J73 GB00BNTQ8496 GB00BNTQ6P68 GB00BNTQ7R57 

GB00BNTQ7316 GB00BNTQ7T71 GB00BNTQ7V93 GB00BNTQ8504 GB00BNTQ7Y25 

GB00BNTQ7F36 GB00BNTQ7209 GB00BNTQ6K14 GB00BNTQ6Q75 GB00BNTQ8272 

GB00BNTQ8389 GB00BNTQ6Z66 GB00BNTQ5V53 GB00BNTQ5R18 GB00BNTQ5X77 

GB00BNTQ6235 GB00BNTQ6565 GB00BNTQ5716 GB00BNTQ5W60 GB00BNTQ5T32 

GB00BNTQ6458 GB00BNTQ5S25 GB00BNTQ5G03 GB00BNTQ5Z91 GB00BNTQ5Y84 

GB00BNTQ6342 GB00BNTQ6904 GB00BNTQ6128 GB00BNTQ3W21 GB00BNTQ5591 

GB00BNTQ3B18 GB00BNTQ4F21 GB00BNTQ5484 GB00BNTQ3V14 GB00BNTQ4Y10 

GB00BNTQ3T91 GB00BNTQ3885 GB00BNTQ5153 GB00BNTQ4Q36 GB00BNTQ4P29 

GB00BNTQ3S84 GB00BNTQ3Y45 GB00BNTQ4N05 GB00BNTQ3R77 GB00BNTQ4412 

GB00BNTQ4M97 GB00BNTQ4H45 GB00BNTQ4743 GB00BNTQ3Z51 GB00BNTQ3D32 

GB00BNTQ4X03 GB00BNTQ2V49 GB00BNTQ2366 GB00BNTQ1S45 GB00BNTQ2L41 

GB00BNTQ1M82 GB00BNTQ2Y79 GB00BNTQ2W55 GB00BNTQ2S10 GB00BNTQ2M57 

GB00BNTQ3000 GB00BNTQ2P88 GB00BNTQ2T27 GB00BNTQ2N64 GB00BNTQ2Q95 

GB00BNTQ2B43 GB00BNTQ0V09 GB00BNTQ1400 GB00BNTQ1848 GB00BNTQ0Z47 

GB00BNTQ0X23 GB00BNTQ1624 GB00BNTQ1B77 GB00BNTQ1J53 GB00BNTQ1178 

GB00BNTQ0Q55 GB00BNTQ0980 GB00BNTQ0G57 GB00BNTQ0P49 GB00BNTQ0H64 

GB00BNTQ0N25 GB00BNTQ0F41 GB00BNTQ0543 GB00BNTPZT03 GB00BNTQ0436 

GB00BNTPZY55 GB00BNTQ0097 GB00BNTPZZ62 GB00BNTQ0329 GB00BNTPZK10 

GB00BNTPZN41 GB00BNTPZD43 GB00BNTPZL27 GB00BNTPYT38 GB00BNTPYY80 

GB00BNTPXR49 GB00BNTPXQ32 GB00BNTPXP25 GB00BNTPX850 GB00BNTPXB88 

GB00BNTPXC95 GB00BNTPX298 GB00BNTPWT97 GB00BNTPW118 GB00BNTPW225 

GB00BNTPW886 GB00BNTPVW51 GB00BNTPW993 GB00BNTPWH75 GB00BNTPWP59 

GB00BNTPWG68 GB00BNTPW332 GB00BNTPVJ25 GB00BNTPVH01 GB00BNTPVN60 

GB00BNTPVQ91 GB00BNTPVF86 GB00BNTPV920 GB00BNTPVT23 GB00BNTPTH62 

GB00BNTPT874 GB00BNTPT544 GB00BNTPTR60 GB00BNTPTW14 GB00BNTPTK91 

GB00BNTPRR21 GB00BNTPS793 GB00BNTPSB36 GB00BNTPSC43 GB00BNTPRB60 

GB00BNTPR167 GB00BNTPR274 GB00BNTPR720 GB00BNTPQY23 GB00BNTPQF34 

GB00BNTPR050 GB00BNTPQK86 GB00BNTPQQ49 GB00BNTPNY18 GB00BNTPPL29 

GB00BNTPNZ25 GB00BNTPNL88 GB00BNTPP120 GB00BNTPNG36 GB00BNTPNH43 
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GB00BNTPNV86 GB00BNTPNT64 GB00BNTPPG75 GB00BNTPP567 GB00BNTPNP27 

GB00BNTPNK71 GB00BNTPPK12 GB00BNTPP237 GB00BNTPP674 GB00BNTPNM95 

GB00BNTPPJ07 GB00BNTPN182 GB00BNTPN968 GB00BNTPMY43 GB00BNTPND05 

GB00BNTPN075 GB00BNTPMZ59 GB00BNTPMQ68 GB00BNTPNB80 GB00BNTPN414 

GB00BNTPN521 GB00BNTPM663 GB00BNTPM119 GB00BNTPM887 GB00BNTPLK32 

GB00BNTPLD64 GB00BNTPLN62 GB00BNTPLM55 GB00BNTPKS43 GB00BNTPL251 

GB00BNTPL699 GB00BNTPL707 GB00BNTPLC57 GB00BNTPLB41 GB00BNTPKR36 

GB00BNTPKX95 GB00BNTPKF14 GB00BNTPKB75 GB00BNTPJS79 GB00BNTPK956 

GB00BNTPK840 GB00BNTPK733 GB00BNTPJX23 GB00BNTPJM18 GB00BNTPJN25 

GB00BNTPJK93 GB00BNTPHL60 GB00BNTPJD27 GB00BNTPJ545 GB00BNTPJ214 

GB00BNTPJ875 GB00BNTPJ438 GB00BNTPGS64 GB00BNTPGZ32 GB00BNTPH499 

GB00BNTPGX18 GB00BNTPHC79 GB00BNTPGY25 GB00BNTPHG18 GB00BNTPGW01 

GB00BNTPGC05 GB00BNTPH614 GB00BNTPHJ49 GB00BNTPH168 GB00BNTPH051 

GB00BNTPHD86 GB00BNTPFB23 GB00BNTPFK14 GB00BNTPFV29 GB00BNTPG640 

GB00BNTPG426 GB00BNTPFF60 GB00BNTPFC30 GB00BNTPF014 GB00BNTPDP29 

GB00BNTPDH45 GB00BNTPF451 GB00BNTPDX03 GB00BNTPDY10 GB00BNTPDR43 

GB00BNTPF345 GB00BNTPCR77 GB00BNTPD415 GB00BNTPCV14 GB00BNTPCL16 

GB00BNTPD183 GB00BNTPCW21 GB00BNTPB583 GB00BNTPBG97 GB00BNTPBK34 

GB00BNTPC003 GB00BNTPBD66 GB00BNTP9V02 GB00BNTP9L04 GB00BNTP9Z40 

GB00BNTP9P42 GB00BNTP9107 GB00BNTP8J17 GB00BNTP9875 GB00BNTP8P76 

GB00BNTP8802 GB00BNTP8F78 GB00BNTP8G85 GB00BNTP9214 GB00BNTP8Y67 

GB00BNTP8K22 GB00BNTP8463 GB00BNTP7H28 GB00BNTP7Z00 GB00BNTP7S33 

GB00BNTP8026 GB00BNTP7X85 GB00BNTP7N87 GB00BNTP8240 GB00BNTP7M70 

GB00BNTP7R26 GB00BNTP6756 GB00BNTP7382 GB00BNTP6P37 GB00BNTP7507 

GB00BNTP6640 GB00BNTP6K81 GB00BNTP7275 GB00BNTP6D15 GB00BNTP6194 

GB00BNTP7B65 GB00BNTP6W04 GB00BNTP6V96 GB00BNTP6R50 GB00BNTP7168 

GB00BNTP5X46 GB00BNTP7051 GB00BNTP6Y28 GB00BNTP6Z35 GB00BNTP6X11 

GB00BNTP5C33 GB00BNTP5D40 GB00BNTP5N48 GB00BNTP5R85 GB00BNTP4Y87 

GB00BNTP5675 GB00BNTP4Z94 GB00BL08H094 GB00BL08H540 GB00BNTP4J37 

GB00BL08HB01 GB00BL08H870 GB00BNTP4L58 GB00BL08H433 GB00BL08GP71 

GB00BL08GY62 GB00BL08GX55 GB00BL08GH97 GB00BL08FY97 GB00BL08GB36 

GB00BL08FW73 GB00BL08FP07 GB00BL08G351 GB00BL08G468 GB00BL08G245 

GB00BL08DY57 GB00BL08F387 GB00BL08DZ64 GB00BL08DS97 GB00BL08F494 

GB00BL08DR80 GB00BL08F056 GB00BL08BB80 GB00BL08BJ66 GB00BL08DM36 

GB00BL08DL29 GB00BL08BL88 GB00BL08BK71 GB00BL08DJ07 GB00BL08BD05 

GB00BL08BG36 GB00BL08B741 GB00BL08BC97 GB00BL08B857 GB00BL08BH43 

GB00BL08BF29 GB00BL08B964 GB00BL08DK12 GB00BL08CF93 GB00BL08D127 

GB00BL08CZ99 GB00BL08CG01 GB00BL08CN77 GB00BL08CM60 GB00BL08CP91 

GB00BL08C376 GB00BL08BX01 GB00BL08CC62 GB00BL08BS57 GB00BL08C939 

GB00BL088N95 GB00BL088J59 GB00BL088R34 GB00BL089368 GB00BL089921 

GB00BL089F86 GB00BL089038 GB00BL089251 GB00BL089B49 GB00BL088519 

GB00BL088C80 GB00BL088956 GB00BL088626 GB00BL088394 GB00BL088287 

GB00BL087W12 GB00BL088B73 GB00BL087X29 GB00BL088840 GB00BL087N21 

GB00BL087G53 GB00BL085945 GB00BL085499 GB00BL086463 GB00BL085X88 

GB00BL085J45 GB00BL086919 GB00BL085D82 GB00BL085275 GB00BL084C01 

GB00BL084N16 GB00BL084M09 GB00BL084971 GB00BL084V99 GB00BL084Q47 

GB00BL083W32 GB00BL084310 GB00BL083V25 GB00BL084534 GB00BL084757 

GB00BL084427 GB00BL083N41 GB00BL083M34 GB00BL082Q07 GB00BL082X73 

GB00BL082R14 GB00BL083452 GB00BL082827 GB00BL082D77 GB00BL082041 

GB00BL081Z23 GB00BL082371 GB00BL081J64 GB00BL081H41 GB00BL081N01 

GB00BL081F27 GB00BL081K79 GB00BL081B88 GB00BL081G34 GB00BL081D03 

GB00BL080Y41 GB00BL081746 GB00BL080T97 GB00BL080R73 GB00BL080F51 

GB00BL07ZX53 GB00BL07ZL32 GB00BL080334 GB00BL07ZF71 GB00BL07ZG88 

GB00BL07ZP79 GB00BL07YZ03 GB00BL07ZB34 GB00BL07ZW47 GB00BL080D38 
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GB00BL07Z809 GB00BL080J99 GB00BL080B14 GB00BL080995 GB00BL080M29 

GB00BL080G68 GB00BL07Z460 GB00BL080H75 GB00BL080771 GB00BL080888 

GB00BL07ZS01 GB00BL07YL66 GB00BL07YK59 GB00BL07YQ12 GB00BL07YM73 

GB00BL07Y836 GB00BL07Y612 GB00BL07Y729 GB00BL07YG14 GB00BL07YB68 

GB00BL07Y166 GB00BL07YD82 GB00BL07YH21 GB00BL07XR53 GB00BL07XK84 

GB00BL07XC01 GB00BL07XM09 GB00BL07XD18 GB00BL07XS60 GB00BL07X531 

GB00BL07W129 GB00BL07W459 GB00BL07X317 GB00BL07WQ71 GB00BL07W236 

GB00BL07WZ62 GB00BL07X754 GB00BL07VZ97 GB00BL07W343 GB00BL07WX49 

GB00BL07WY55 GB00BL07WR88 GB00BL07RP12 GB00BL07X200 GB00BL07WW32 

GB00BL07X085 GB00BL07WV25 GB00BL07WM34 GB00BL07WN41 GB00BL07VS21 

GB00BL07X861 GB00BL07VY80 GB00BL07V048 GB00BL07VG09 GB00BL07V717 

GB00BL07TQ68 GB00BL07V592 GB00BL07VD77 GB00BL07TV12 GB00BL07V931 

GB00BL07TP51 GB00BL07VJ30 GB00BL07TD30 GB00BL07T992 GB00BL07T331 

GB00BL07T885 GB00BL07T000 GB00BL07ST25 GB00BL07RX95 GB00BL07S259 

GB00BL07RS43 GB00BL07SH03 GB00BL07S697 GB00BL07SC57 GB00BL07R954 

GB00BL07R400 GB00BL07RJ51 GB00BL07QN23 GB00BL07QP47 GB00BL07Q329 

GB00BL07QD25 GB00BL07QC18 GB00BL07QL09 GB00BL07PR95 GB00BL07QG55 

GB00BL07QF49 GB00BL07Q980 GB00BL07PQ88 GB00BL07QJ86 GB00BL07QK91 

GB00BL07PX55 GB00BL07QB01 GB00BL07QM16 GB00BL07PH97 GB00BL07QH62 

GB00BL07NV91 GB00BL07P578 GB00BL07PC43 GB00BL07NG41 GB00BL07NX16 

GB00BL07P792 GB00BL07PD59 GB00BL07NJ71 GB00BL07P131 GB00BL07NP32 

GB00BL07P685 GB00BL07NR55 GB00BL07PF73 GB00BL07NH57 GB00BL07NQ49 

GB00BL07MT05 GB00BL07N979 GB00BL07MG75 GB00BL07MS97 GB00BL07N318 

GB00BL07M237 GB00BL07LL53 GB00BL07LJ32 GB00BL07M120 GB00BL07L486 

GB00BL07L593 GB00BL07KL88 GB00BL07KD05 GB00BL07L825 GB00BL07KF29 

GB00BL07JT91 GB00BL07JN30 GB00BL07JV14 GB00BL07JW21 GB00BL07JM23 

GB00BL07JS84 GB00BL07KC97 GB00BL07J449 GB00BL07HM82 GB00BL07HW80 

GB00BL07HZ12 GB00BL07HN99 GB00BL07H062 GB00BL07GH64 GB00BL07GZ47 

GB00BL07F686 GB00BL07FP73 GB00BL07G981 GB00BL07F355 GB00BL07FC45 

GB00BL07DQ41 GB00BL07FF75 GB00BL07DK88 GB00BL07D533 GB00BL07CR82 

GB00BL07DD12 GB00BL07DH59 GB00BL07D426 GB00BL07DL95 GB00BL07DJ73 

GB00BL07CV29 GB00BL07C568 GB00BL07C782 GB00BL07BT32 GB00BL07B594 

GB00BL07C675 GB00BL07BW60 GB00BL07B933 GB00BL079S83 GB00BL07B826 

GB00BL07B602 GB00BL07C899 GB00BL07BX77 GB00BL079L15 GB00BL079P52 

GB00BL079880 GB00BL079559 GB00BL079F54 GB00BL077T50 GB00BL078F89 

GB00BL078924 GB00BL078585 GB00BL077V72 GB00BL077W89 GB00BL077405 

GB00BL077959 GB00BL077512 GB00BL076H63 GB00BL076100 GB00BL075W40 

GB00BL075Y63 GB00BL076878 GB00BL074Q15 GB00BL074P08 GB00BL075G81 

GB00BL074S39 GB00BL075T11 GB00BL075F74 GB00BL075912 GB00BL074162 

GB00BL074949 GB00BL074J48 GB00BL074L69 GB00BL074M76 GB00BL074618 

GB00BL073C04 GB00BL073T70 GB00BL073206 GB00BL072H83 GB00BL073J72 

GB00BL073D11 GB00BL072Q74 GB00BL073N19 GB00BL073S63 GB00BL072T06 

GB00BL073867 GB00BL073L94 GB00BL072R81 GB00BL073313 GB00BL073974 

GB00BL073750 GB00BL072562 GB00BL072679 GB00BL072349 GB00BL071T31 

GB00BL071V52 GB00BL072232 GB00BL072893 GB00BL072786 GB00BL071P92 

GB00BL071N78 GB00BL071L54 GB00BL071M61 GB00BL071C63 GB00BL071598 

GB00BL070F20 GB00BL071150 GB00BL071267 GB00BL070K72 GB00BL070293 

GB00BL070J67 GB00BL070T65 GB00BL070G37 GB00BL071713 GB00BL071044 

GB00BL070H44 GB00BL06ZM16 GB00BL070Y19 GB00BL070D06 GB00BL071606 

GB00BL06ZY38 GB00BL071481 GB00BL070749 GB00BL06ZT84 GB00BL071374 

GB00BL070W94 GB00BL070X02 GB00BL070V87 GB00BL06Z322 GB00BL06YR95 

GB00BL06YQ88 GB00BL06Z983 GB00BL06Z652 GB00BL06YK27 GB00BL06Y572 

GB00BL06Z215 GB00BL06X947 GB00BL06Y689 GB00BL06YJ12 GB00BL06ZC18 

GB00BL06YV32 GB00BL06Z546 GB00BL06YL34 GB00BL06Y242 GB00BL06YP71 
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GB00BL06Z439 GB00BL06ZB01 GB00BL06XW73 GB00BL06YT10 GB00BL06Z090 

GB00BL06YZ79 GB00BL06Z769 GB00BL06YN57 GB00BL06Z108 GB00BL06XC77 

GB00BL06Z876 GB00BL06YY62 GB00BL06YM41 GB00BL06YW49 GB00BL06XT45 

GB00BL06Y796 GB00BL06ZD25 GB00BL06YX55 GB00BL06TJ68 GB00BL06WB95 

GB00BL06WN18 GB00BL06VK12 GB00BL06WK86 GB00BL06VF68 GB00BL06VM36 

GB00BL06VS97 GB00BL06TC99 GB00BL06WY23 GB00BL06W311 GB00BL06T747 

GB00BL06WX16 GB00BL06WV91 GB00BL06WH57 GB00BL06TH45 GB00BL06VH82 

GB00BL06W972 GB00BL06X160 GB00BL06WW09 GB00BL06X277 GB00BL06WD10 

GB00BL06WR55 GB00BL06VQ73 GB00BL06WQ49 GB00BL06TF21 GB00BL06WG41 

GB00BL06WC03 GB00BL06VL29 GB00BL06WF34 GB00BL06VP66 GB00BL06VJ07 

GB00BL06WT79 GB00BL06WS62 GB00BL06WP32 GB00BL06VN43 GB00BL06VG75 

GB00BL06WZ30 GB00BL06V347 GB00BL06VB21 GB00BL06V230 GB00BL06TG38 

GB00BL06X384 GB00BL06WL93 GB00BL06WM01 GB00BL06WJ71 GB00BL06T960 

GB00BL06TM97 GB00BL06V909 GB00BL06TB82 GB00BL06VT05 GB00BL06X053 

GB00BL06S228 GB00BL06SS84 GB00BL06SC25 GB00BL06SD32 GB00BL06SK09 

GB00BL06SP53 GB00BL06S996 GB00BL06SJ93 GB00BL06T309 GB00BL06SF55 

GB00BL06SY45 GB00BL06SB18 GB00BL06SZ51 GB00BL06SG62 GB00BL06S665 

GB00BL06SV14 GB00BL06R360 GB00BL06R816 GB00BL06RR03 GB00BL06QR38 

GB00BL06QW80 GB00BL06Q735 GB00BL06QS45 GB00BL06RT27 GB00BL06R477 

GB00BL06Q842 GB00BL06R923 GB00BL06R584 GB00BL06RQ95 GB00BL06QT51 

GB00BL06QV73 GB00BL06RM57 GB00BL06PK93 GB00BL06PG57 GB00BL06PS79 

GB00BL06PL01 GB00BL06NZ07 GB00BL06PB03 GB00BL06P109 GB00BL06N492 

GB00BL06NR23 GB00BL06NQ16 GB00BL06MS64 GB00BL06NS30 GB00BL06N617 

GB00BL06MY25 GB00BL06NT47 GB00BL06MQ41 GB00BL06N831 GB00BL06P323 

GB00BL06MX18 GB00BL06MP34 GB00BL06P653 GB00BL06NL60 GB00BL06MT71 

GB00BL06N500 GB00BL06LY59 GB00BL06M429 GB00BL06M312 GB00BL06LP68 

GB00BL06LF60 GB00BL06LC30 GB00BL06M197 GB00BL06LK14 GB00BL06M973 

GB00BL06MG43 GB00BL06LJ09 GB00BL06LN45 GB00BL06M536 GB00BL06JB84 

GB00BL06KY84 GB00BL06J417 GB00BL06JM99 GB00BL06K605 GB00BL06K480 

GB00BL06K597 GB00BL06K159 GB00BL06KP93 GB00BL06KB57 GB00BL06JJ60 

GB00BL06KW60 GB00BL06GH32 GB00BL06HQ97 GB00BL06HK36 GB00BL06H700 

GB00BL06G280 GB00BL06GR30 GB00BL06FP41 GB00BL06HC51 GB00BL06FR64 

GB00BL06FN27 GB00BL06HD68 GB00BL06GC86 GB00BL06FD29 GB00BL06DV60 

GB00BL06DT49 GB00BL06DP01 GB00BL06DX84 GB00BL06DY91 GB00BL06F654 

GB00BL06D279 GB00BL06CV95 GB00BL06DC71 GB00BL06DD88 GB00BL06C644 

GB00BL06BC32 GB00BL06B125 GB00BL06B349 GB00BL06B018 GB00BL06CP36 

GB00BL06BB25 GB00BL06CQ43 GB00BL06C750 GB00BL06CJ75 GB00BL06CC07 

GB00BL06B786 GB00BL06CH51 GB00BL06B562 GB00BL069Z29 GB00BL06CR59 

GB00BL06B679 GB00BL06CG45 GB00BL06B232 GB00BL06CF38 GB00BL06CD14 

GB00BL06C420 GB00BL069T68 GB00BL069N07 GB00BL069R45 GB00BL069410 

GB00BL069S51 GB00BL069741 GB00BL069D09 GB00BL068669 GB00BL068L18 

GB00BL067T29 GB00BL068Q62 GB00BL068552 GB00BL067W57 GB00BL068N32 

GB00BL067V41 GB00BL068R79 GB00BL068W23 GB00BL067M59 GB00BL067695 

GB00BL067471 GB00BL067257 GB00BL066S47 GB00BL067C51 GB00BL066069 

GB00BL066176 GB00BL066K60 GB00BL066N91 GB00BL066408 GB00BL065Z49 

GB00BL066L77 GB00BL066283 GB00BL066P16 GB00BL064X59 GB00BL065F43 

GB00BL065M10 GB00BL065Q57 GB00BL064L38 GB00BL064C47 GB00BL064916 

GB00BL064S07 GB00BL064N51 GB00BL064P75 GB00BL064D53 GB00BL064J16 

GB00BL064130 GB00BL063V60 GB00BL063Y91 GB00BL063T49 GB00BL063J41 

GB00BL063C71 GB00BL063F03 GB00BL063165 GB00BL063D88 GB00BL063728 

GB00BL063835 GB00BL063504 GB00BL062N12 GB00BL062B99 GB00BL062L97 

GB00BL062D14 GB00BL062Q43 GB00BL062P36 GB00BL062423 GB00BL061904 

GB00BL061V21 GB00BL061Q77 GB00BL061P60 GB00BL061N47 GB00BL061T09 

GB00BL061M30 GB00BL061R84 GB00BL061S91 GB00BL060716 GB00BL05ZP14 
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GB00BL060F97 GB00BL060153 GB00BL05ZR38 GB00BL060D73 GB00BL05ZS45 

GB00BL060C66 GB00BL05ZZ12 GB00BL05ZN99 GB00BL060Q03 GB00BL05YM18 

GB00BL05YJ88 GB00BL05YZ47 GB00BL05YW16 GB00BL05Z282 GB00BL05YB03 

GB00BL05Z399 GB00BL05YP49 GB00BL05Z514 GB00BL05YG57 GB00BL05Y210 

GB00BL05XV34 GB00BL05XS05 GB00BL05Y871 GB00BL05XM43 GB00BL05X915 

GB00BL05WZ07 GB00BL05X469 GB00BL05X352 GB00BL05XB38 GB00BL05X139 

GB00BL05XP73 GB00BL05XJ14 GB00BL05XN59 GB00BL05W834 GB00BL05W495 

GB00BL05W164 GB00BL05VY25 GB00BL05WJ49 GB00BL05VD12 GB00BL05VC05 

GB00BL05V869 GB00BL05V083 GB00BL05VT71 GB00BL05VQ41 GB00BL05TR10 

GB00BL05V422 GB00BL05TP95 GB00BL05T376 GB00BL05TD73 GB00BL05TG05 

GB00BL05SV80 GB00BL05TN71 GB00BL05TM64 GB00BL05TJ36 GB00BL05TK41 

GB00BL05SW97 GB00BL05T046 GB00BL05T715 GB00BL05T822 GB00BL05T152 

GB00BL05SC91 GB00BL05SG30 GB00BL05S303 GB00BL05SK75 GB00BL05SF23 

GB00BL05SB84 GB00BL05S295 GB00BL05SP21 GB00BL05RK01 GB00BL05S741 

GB00BL05SD09 GB00BL05S964 GB00BL05R669 GB00BL05S634 GB00BL05S857 

GB00BL05R552 GB00BL05SM99 GB00BL05RY47 GB00BL05S410 GB00BL05SH47 

GB00BL05RR79 GB00BL05Q257 GB00BL05Q141 GB00BL05QS12 GB00BL05Q588 

GB00BL05QY71 GB00BL05QX64 GB00BL05R446 GB00BL05Q927 GB00BL05PW82 

GB00BL05R008 GB00BL05PB79 GB00BL05P515 GB00BL05PM84 GB00BL05NL38 

GB00BL05NR99 GB00BL05NN51 GB00BL05MW77 GB00BL05NC47 GB00BL05N791 

GB00BL05MZ09 GB00BL05MR25 GB00BL05MT49 GB00BL05MN86 GB00BL05MB64 

GB00BL05MS32 GB00BL05M728 GB00BL05LR59 GB00BL05L316 GB00BL05LQ43 

GB00BL05L530 GB00BL05LK80 GB00BL05LP36 GB00BL05LN12 GB00BL05L084 

GB00BL05KG79 GB00BL05KP60 GB00BL05KF62 GB00BL05KN47 GB00BL05KY51 

GB00BL05KH86 GB00BL05JH14 GB00BL05J047 GB00BL05JG07 GB00BL05JW64 

GB00BL05J153 GB00BL05JD75 GB00BL05K235 GB00BL05K342 GB00BL05K672 

GB00BL05JK43 GB00BL05HM27 GB00BL05HS88 GB00BL05GL45 GB00BL05HH73 

GB00BL05HD36 GB00BL05GZ80 GB00BL05H009 GB00BL05H777 GB00BL05GT21 

GB00BL05HC29 GB00BL05HG66 GB00BL05HB12 GB00BL05FY09 GB00BL05FM86 

GB00BL05G928 GB00BL05G704 GB00BL05FR32 GB00BL05G472 GB00BL05G811 

GB00BL05G589 GB00BL05F623 GB00BL05DS09 GB00BL05D685 GB00BL05DR91 

GB00BL05F177 GB00BL05D792 GB00BL05DV38 GB00BL05D461 GB00BL05D800 

GB00BL05D578 GB00BL05DC49 GB00BL05DF79 GB00BL05DT16 GB00BL05DB32 

GB00BL05F409 GB00BL05DD55 GB00BL05F060 GB00BL05CK57 GB00BL05CZ01 

GB00BL05CM71 GB00BL05CT41 GB00BL05D024 GB00BL05D248 GB00BL05D131 

GB00BL05C505 GB00BL05C943 GB00BL05C166 GB00BL05BY29 GB00BL059W65 

GB00BL05BB91 GB00BL05BV97 GB00BL059T37 GB00BL059V58 GB00BL05B085 

GB00BL05B424 GB00BL05BC09 GB00BL05BL99 GB00BL05BT75 GB00BL05B200 

GB00BL059K44 GB00BL059155 GB00BL059262 GB00BL059M67 GB00BL059G08 

GB00BL059B52 GB00BL059L50 GB00BL058181 GB00BL058W90 GB00BL058298 

GB00BL058R48 GB00BL058850 GB00BL058Y15 GB00BL057J98 GB00BL057Z56 

GB00BL057G67 GB00BL057S89 GB00BL057V19 GB00BL056X67 GB00BL056Z81 

GB00BL056V44 GB00BL057993 GB00BL056N69 GB00BL057886 GB00BL057449 

GB00BL056T22 GB00BL057555 GB00BL057118 GB00BL056S15 GB00BL057B13 

GB00BL056C54 GB00BL056B48 GB00BL056G92 GB00BL055Z17 GB00BL055M87 

GB00BL055C89 GB00BL055Y00 GB00BL055B72 GB00BL055T56 GB00BL055V78 

GB00BL054X28 GB00BL054R67 GB00BL055393 GB00BL054V04 GB00BL055401 

GB00BL054545 GB00BL054F46 GB00BL054099 GB00BL053W46 GB00BL054982 

GB00BL053Y69 GB00BL053L31 GB00BL053M48 GB00BL053F70 GB00BL053G87 

GB00BL053K24 GB00BL053133 GB00BL052Z02 GB00BL053794 GB00BL053026 

GB00BL053240 GB00BL053B33 GB00BL052P04 GB00BL052N89 GB00BL052G13 

GB00BL051Z37 GB00BL052C74 GB00BL051Q46 GB00BL052D81 GB00BL051T76 

GB00BL051G48 GB00BL051970 GB00BL051863 GB00BL051F31 GB00BL051319 

GB00BL050Q70 GB00BL051087 GB00BL050T02 GB00BL051426 GB00BL051533 
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GB00BL050M33 GB00BL050L26 GB00BL050H89 GB00BL050121 GB00BL04ZP80 

GB00BL04ZZ88 GB00BL04ZC51 GB00BL04Z699 GB00BL04YT53 GB00BL04YL77 

GB00BL04YJ55 GB00BL04YF18 GB00BL04XV01 GB00BL04XQ57 GB00BL04XX25 

GB00BL04XC12 GB00BL04X652 JE00BM8DHG93 GB00BL04X322 JE00BM8DH921 

GB00BL04X983 JE00BM8DHH01 JE00BM8DHJ25 JE00BM8DHK30 GB00BL04X090 

JE00BM8DH814 GB00BL04WY66 GB00BL04WN51 GB00BL04X546 JE00BM8DHD62 

GB00BL04WQ82 GB00BL04X215 JE00BM8DHF86 JE00BM8DHL47 GB00BL04W688 

GB00BL04W464 GB00BL04W571 GB00BL04WC47 GB00BL04W134 GB00BL04VK55 

GB00BL04VW77 GB00BL04VL62 GB00BL04W241 GB00BL04VX84 GB00BL04TP62 

GB00BL04V722 GB00BL04TS93 GB00BL04SZ95 GB00BL04T890 GB00BL04TG71 

GB00BL04TM32 GB00BL04V839 GB00BL04V615 GB00BL04T239 GB00BL04VC71 

GB00BL04T569 GB00BL04TV23 GB00BL04SF99 GB00BL04SG07 GB00BL04SQ05 

GB00BL04S157 GB00BL04SD75 GB00BL04SC68 GB00BL04RY14 GB00BL04RZ21 

GB00BL04SJ38 GB00BL04S710 GB00BL04RX07 GB00BL04S934 GB00BL04QV18 

GB00BL04RM91 GB00BL04QW25 GB00BL04QP57 GB00BL04RB86 GB00BL04R639 

GB00BL04R308 GB00BL04R746 GB00BL04RK77 GB00BL04RD01 GB00BL04R415 

GB00BL04RC93 GB00BL04R852 GB00BL04QN34 GB00BL04P922 GB00BL04Q664 

GB00BL04Q334 GB00BL04P369 GB00BL04P039 GB00BL04P708 GB00BL04Q888 

GB00BL04PW59 GB00BL04Q557 GB00BL04PH09 GB00BL04QF59 GB00BL04PL45 

GB00BL04Q771 GB00BL04Q441 GB00BL04Q227 GB00BL04PX66 GB00BL04PP82 

GB00BL04N984 GB00BL04NL05 GB00BL04NG51 GB00BL04N653 GB00BL04NT80 

GB00BL04NN29 GB00BL04NF45 GB00BL04NQ59 GB00BL04NC14 GB00BL04ND21 

GB00BL04MZ75 GB00BL04MP77 GB00BL04MY68 GB00BL04MW45 GB00BL04N216 

GB00BL04MQ84 GB00BL04M804 GB00BL04LY93 GB00BL04LQ10 GB00BL04M358 

GB00BL04LH29 GB00BL04M796 GB00BL04LK57 GB00BL04M911 GB00BL04MB32 

GB00BL04KX12 GB00BL04L509 GB00BL04LB66 GB00BL04KY29 GB00BL04L277 

GB00BL04L053 GB00BL04L723 GB00BL04L947 GB00BL04L830 GB00BL04LC73 

GB00BL04KM07 GB00BL04KP38 GB00BL04JP64 GB00BL04JZ62 GB00BL04JR88 

GB00BL04K428 GB00BL04K535 GB00BL04J784 GB00BL04JC36 GB00BL04JB29 

GB00BL04J891 GB00BL04HP25 GB00BL04HR49 GB00BL04HG34 GB00BL04HQ32 

GB00BL04HH41 GB00BL04HD03 GB00BL04G004 GB00BL04G665 GB00BL04GC21 

GB00BL04GM29 GB00BL04GV10 GB00BL04GB14 GB00BL04FM53 GB00BL04FX68 

GB00BL04FW51 GB00BL04F816 GB00BL04F923 GB00BL04DT82 GB00BL04DW12 

GB00BL04DL07 GB00BL04F360 GB00BL04DM14 GB00BL04F584 GB00BL04CB34 

GB00BL04D092 GB00BL04CZ77 GB00BL04CY60 GB00BL04CV30 GB00BL04C573 

GB00BL04C805 GB00BL04C466 GB00BL04C797 GB00BL04C680 GB00BL04BV64 

GB00BL04BM73 GB00BL04BB68 GB00BL04BP05 GB00BL049R81 GB00BL049P67 

GB00BL049K13 GB00BL04B278 GB00BL04B161 GB00BL04B385 GB00BL049Q74 

GB00BL049S98 GB00BL049B22 GB00BL048Y83 GB00BL049016 GB00BL048Z90 

GB00BL048W69 GB00BL048828 GB00BL048F94 GB00BL048711 GB00BL048604 

GB00BL048Q00 GB00BL048N78 GB00BL048935 GB00BL048489 GB00BL048P92 

GB00BL047Q35 GB00BL047M96 GB00BL047853 GB00BL047T65 GB00BL046W20 

GB00BL046L15 GB00BL046M22 GB00BL046K08 GB00BL046P52 GB00BL046442 

GB00BL046335 GB00BL046D31 GB00BL046996 GB00BL046B17 GB00BL045Y78 

GB00BL045Z85 GB00BL045Q94 GB00BL045R02 GB00BL045F89 GB00BL045X61 

GB00BL045B42 GB00BL045709 GB00BL045147 GB00BL044G22 GB00BL044T50 

GB00BL045030 GB00BL044V72 GB00BL044N98 GB00BL044736 GB00BL044397 

GB00BL043Y39 GB00BL044843 GB00BL044173 GB00BL044959 GB00BL043B02 

GB00BL043D26 GB00BL043217 GB00BL042T11 GB00BL043092 GB00BL042Z70 

GB00BL042R96 GB00BL043985 GB00BL043100 GB00BL042Y63 GB00BL041831 

GB00BL042573 GB00BL041L69 GB00BL042029 GB00BL041R22 GB00BL042805 

GB00BL041Q15 GB00BL041X81 GB00BL041G17 GB00BL042243 GB00BL041K52 

GB00BL041M76 GB00BL042J13 GB00BL041V67 GB00BL041N83 GB00BL042B37 

GB00BL041P08 GB00BL041T46 GB00BL041054 GB00BL03ZR71 GB00BL040Y24 
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GB00BL040866 GB00BL040312 GB00BL040759 GB00BL040429 GB00BL040H58 

GB00BL041500 GB00BL041161 GB00BL041278 GB00BL041385 GB00BL040643 

GB00BL040536 GB00BL041492 GB00BL040Z31 GB00BL040205 GB00BL03ZB12 

GB00BL03ZN34 GB00BL03ZJ97 GB00BL03Z998 GB00BL03ZC29 GB00BL03ZG66 

GB00BL03Z220 GB00BL03YW59 GB00BL03YY73 GB00BL03XW84 GB00BL03X845 

GB00BL03XF10 GB00BL03X738 GB00BL03XK62 GB00BL03YR07 GB00BL03Y033 

GB00BL03XB71 GB00BL03Y470 GB00BL03WS73 GB00BL03XR32 GB00BL03XG27 

GB00BL03YX66 GB00BL03YK38 GB00BL03YH09 GB00BL03XV77 GB00BL03XC88 

GB00BL03XH34 GB00BL03YT21 GB00BL03YL45 GB00BL03XX91 GB00BL03Y587 

GB00BL03XT55 GB00BL03XZ16 GB00BL03XJ57 GB00BL03XY09 GB00BL03YG91 

GB00BL03YV43 GB00BL03TB93 GB00BL03TR53 GB00BL03TW07 GB00BL03TD18 

GB00BL03TV99 GB00BL03V799 GB00BL03VC49 GB00BL03V138 GB00BL03TT77 

GB00BL03VD55 GB00BL03TX14 GB00BL03V807 GB00BL03TN16 GB00BL03V021 

GB00BL03TQ47 GB00BL03TP30 GB00BL03TF32 GB00BL03T751 GB00BL03T538 

GB00BL03T421 GB00BL03SR88 GB00BL03T868 GB00BL03T207 GB00BL03T314 

GB00BL03T975 GB00BL03SL27 GB00BL03SJ05 GB00BL03RZ97 GB00BL03S340 

GB00BL03S019 GB00BL03RS21 GB00BL03RT38 GB00BL03RV59 GB00BL03RH16 

GB00BL03RC60 GB00BL03QY16 GB00BL03RG09 GB00BL03R714 GB00BL03R375 

GB00BL03QQ32 GB00BL03Q856 GB00BL03R938 GB00BL03QW91 GB00BL03QN01 

GB00BL03NZ18 GB00BL03PG68 GB00BL03PQ66 GB00BL03PX34 GB00BL03P775 

GB00BL03NY01 GB00BL03PT97 GB00BL03PB14 GB00BL03PP59 GB00BL03ND97 

GB00BL03NF12 GB00BL03N739 GB00BL03NC80 GB00BL03NN95 GB00BL03MX29 

GB00BL03N176 GB00BL03ML07 GB00BL03MG53 GB00BL03M988 GB00BL03MB09 

GB00BL03LV30 GB00BL03LY60 GB00BL03LX53 GB00BL03M103 GB00BL03L915 

GB00BL03KK59 GB00BL03L683 GB00BL03L352 GB00BL03KR29 GB00BL03KM73 

GB00BL03KB68 GB00BL03L790 GB00BL03L469 GB00BL03L808 GB00BL03L576 

GB00BL03L139 GB00BL03JS62 GB00BL03JT79 GB00BL03K057 GB00BL03JN18 

GB00BL03JM01 GB00BL03JF34 GB00BL03JP32 GB00BL03JL93 GB00BL03HQ09 

GB00BL03HW68 GB00BL03HX75 GB00BL03H483 GB00BL03H152 GB00BL03H269 

GB00BL03GZ25 GB00BL03GJ66 GB00BL03GY18 GB00BL03GW93 GB00BL03GT64 

GB00BL03GH43 GB00BL03G188 GB00BL03FG60 GB00BL03FM21 GB00BL03FT99 

GB00BL03FQ68 GB00BL03FJ91 GB00BL03F669 GB00BL03F990 GB00BL03DF14 

GB00BL03F222 GB00BL03DR36 GB00BL03DS43 GB00BL03DT59 GB00BL03F008 

GB00BL03F115 GB00BL03DJ51 GB00BL03CV07 GB00BL03CW14 GB00BL03CR60 

GB00BL03CK91 GB00BL03C211 GB00BL03C989 GB00BL03BQ88 GB00BL03BJ12 

GB00BL03B809 GB00BL03B130 GB00BL039Y27 GB00BL039T73 GB00BL039K80 

GB00BL039M05 GB00BL039N12 GB00BL039L97 GB00BL039F38 GB00BL039D14 

GB00BL039421 GB00BL039207 GB00BL039C07 GB00BL039B99 GB00BL038V21 

GB00BL038Z68 GB00BL038W38 GB00BL038S91 GB00BL037C66 GB00BL037482 

GB00BL037821 GB00BL037938 GB00BL036G30 GB00BL036N07 GB00BL036294 

GB00BL036K75 GB00BL036T68 GB00BL036R45 GB00BL037268 GB00BL036526 

GB00BL035S86 GB00BL035999 GB00BL035C27 GB00BL034S12 GB00BL035338 

GB00BL034Z88 GB00BL034C51 GB00BL033T53 GB00BL033M84 GB00BL033J55 

GB00BL033846 GB00BL033D93 GB00BL033739 GB00BL032Z49 GB00BL033622 

GB00BL033515 GB00BL032988 GB00BL032G59 GB00BL031X59 GB00BL032541 

GB00BL032095 GB00BL031F77 GB00BL031M45 GB00BL031S07 GB00BL031B30 

GB00BL031G84 GB00BL030W77 GB00BL02X698 GB00BL030G10 GB00BL02XM53 

GB00BL030D88 GB00BL02XH01 GB00BL02XK30 GB00BL02XP84 GB00BL02ZR49 

GB00BL02XJ25 GB00BL030Y91 GB00BL02ZK79 GB00BL030Z09 GB00BL02YP59 

GB00BL02XY75 GB00BL030X84 GB00BL02X367 GB00BL02WG29 GB00BL02WC80 

GB00BL02W955 GB00BL02VD23 GB00BL02TW73 GB00BL02TY97 GB00BL02T944 

GB00BL02TL68 GB00BL02TB60 GB00BL02S425 GB00BL02SV91 GB00BL02SF34 

GB00BL02T381 GB00BL02SD10 GB00BL02T506 GB00BL02SB95 GB00BL02SY23 

GB00BL02T498 GB00BL02S755 GB00BL02RT05 GB00BL02RX41 GB00BL02RW34 
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GB00BL02Q718 GB00BL02QB55 GB00BL02QR16 GB00BL02R906 GB00BL02QS23 

GB00BL02R898 GB00BL02QT30 GB00BL02RF68 GB00BL02PD05 GB00BL02PN03 

GB00BL02PK71 GB00BL02NX60 GB00BL02NG95 GB00BL02NH03 GB00BL02N368 

GB00BL02ND64 GB00BL02MY03 GB00BL02MX95 GB00BL02MS43 GB00BL02MZ10 

GB00BL02MG21 GB00BL02ML73 GB00BL02LQ53 GB00BL02LR60 GB00BL02L107 

GB00BL02KY62 GB00BL02L099 GB00BL02JC79 GB00BL02JH25 GB00BL02JV68 

GB00BL02JB62 GB00BL02JS30 GB00BL02J507 GB00BL02JP09 GB00BL02JM77 

GB00BL02J614 GB00BL02JL60 GB00BL02JK53 GB00BL02JQ16 GB00BL02JJ49 

GB00BL02HG77 GB00BL02H121 GB00BL02H238 GB00BL02GL55 GB00BL02GQ01 

GB00BL02GK49 GB00BL02GB57 GB00BL02GC64 GB00BL02GR18 GB00BL02GM62 

GB00BL02G602 GB00BL02FQ36 GB00BL02G826 GB00BL02FM97 GB00BL02G594 

GB00BL02G719 GB00BL02DL41 GB00BL02DF80 GB00BL02DM57 GB00BL02DD66 

GB00BL02D039 GB00BL02D369 GB00BL02D476 GB00BL02CY05 GB00BL02D146 

GB00BL02C627 GB00BL02C064 GB00BL02CM82 GB00BL02BP49 GB00BL02C288 

GB00BL02CD91 GB00BL029505 GB00BL029X87 GB00BL029R28 GB00BL029059 

GB00BL029P04 GB00BL029497 GB00BL029Q11 GB00BL02B322 GB00BL02BC10 

GB00BL02B215 GB00BL02B876 GB00BL029273 GB00BL028H54 GB00BL027D42 

GB00BL027Z61 GB00BL028G48 GB00BL027C35 GB00BL028Y20 GB00BL028317 

GB00BL028B92 GB00BL028N15 GB00BL028861 GB00BL028W06 GB00BL028Z37 

GB00BL028K83 GB00BL028X13 GB00BL028531 GB00BL028P39 GB00BL028M08 

GB00BL028648 GB00BL028Q46 GB00BL028978 GB00BL028200 GB00BL028754 

GB00BL026K44 GB00BL027566 GB00BL026L50 GB00BL026Y89 GB00BL027780 

GB00BL026Q06 GB00BL027897 GB00BL026N74 GB00BL026R13 GB00BL026378 

GB00BL026824 GB00BL026261 GB00BL025R48 GB00BL026F90 GB00BL026485 

GB00BL026592 GB00BL026D76 GB00BL025N00 GB00BL024P58 GB00BL025G33 

GB00BL024662 GB00BL023X67 GB00BL024449 GB00BL023F85 GB00BL023K39 

GB00BL023698 GB00BL022Y00 GB00BL022W85 GB00BL023474 GB00BL023037 

GB00BL022X92 GB00BL022P19 GB00BL022N94 GB00BL022J58 GB00BL022L70 

GB00BL022M87 GB00BL023367 GB00BL022Q26 GB00BL022Z17 GB00BL01ZM60 

GB00BL022179 GB00BL021G52 GB00BL022625 GB00BL01Z711 GB00BL021K98 

GB00BL020579 GB00BL01ZJ32 GB00BL01ZX75 GB00BL01ZP91 GB00BL01ZK47 

GB00BL021R67 GB00BL020V39 GB00BL020F70 GB00BL020355 GB00BL020X52 

GB00BL01ZG01 GB00BL022D96 GB00BL01Z265 GB00BL022C89 GB00BL01ZH18 

GB00BL022849 GB00BL01ZB55 GB00BL021X28 GB00BL022732 GB00BL020P78 

GB00BL01ZZ99 GB00BL01YV86 GB00BL020Q85 GB00BL021P44 GB00BL021D22 

GB00BL020B33 GB00BL01YM95 GB00BL01YL88 GB00BL01YG36 GB00BL01YN03 

GB00BL01YF29 GB00BL01YH43 GB00BL01Y292 GB00BL01YB80 GB00BL01Y524 

GB00BL01YD05 GB00BL01YC97 GB00BL01Y631 GB00BL01XT99 GB00BL01XH77 

GB00BL01XC23 GB00BL01XD30 GB00BL01X336 GB00BL01X229 GB00BL01XF53 

GB00BL01XJ91 GB00BL01X559 GB00BL01X773 GB00BL01X880 GB00BL01WW53 

GB00BL01WX60 GB00BL01WT25 GB00BL01W031 GB00BL01VJ51 GB00BL01VM80 

GB00BL01VZ10 GB00BL01WR01 GB00BL01W692 GB00BL01W361 GB00BL01W254 

GB00BL01WS18 GB00BL01W700 GB00BL01VV71 GB00BL01VD99 GB00BL01T912 

GB00BL01TV34 GB00BL01T029 GB00BL01TS05 GB00BL01T805 GB00BL01T797 

GB00BL01T359 GB00BL01T136 GB00BL01TK29 GB00BL01TW41 GB00BL01T573 

GB00BL01TR97 GB00BL01TP73 GB00BL01TH99 GB00BL01T466 GB00BL01TL36 

GB00BL01SW75 GB00BL01V629 GB00BL01TJ14 GB00BL01TT12 GB00BL01T243 

GB00BL01SB62 GB00BL01S724 GB00BL01SF01 GB00BL01SJ49 GB00BL01S617 

GB00BL01RZ32 GB00BL01S385 GB00BL01RS64 GB00BL01RC05 GB00BL01RF36 

GB00BL01RN10 GB00BL01RB97 GB00BL01R536 GB00BL01QJ09 GB00BL01QH84 

GB00BL01QB23 GB00BL01QF60 GB00BL01PW60 GB00BL01PX77 GB00BL01PY84 

GB00BL01PR18 GB00BL01PD71 GB00BL01PF95 GB00BL01P597 GB00BL01P373 

GB00BL01P712 GB00BL01PL55 GB00BL01PG03 GB00BL01PC64 GB00BL01P936 

GB00BL01NN30 GB00BL01NJ93 GB00BL01NZ51 GB00BL01NG62 GB00BL01NK09 
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GB00BL01NR77 GB00BL01NL16 GB00BL01NB18 GB00BL01NC25 GB00BL01N774 

GB00BL01N444 GB00BL01MY79 GB00BL01MV49 GB00BL01N220 GB00BL01MQ95 

GB00BL01MR03 GB00BL01N337 GB00BL01MC59 GB00BL01MB43 GB00BL01M818 

GB00BL01M925 GB00BL01LL75 GB00BL01LP14 GB00BL01LQ21 GB00BL01LR38 

GB00BL01LG23 GB00BL01LD91 GB00BL01L067 GB00BL01J467 GB00BL01L398 

GB00BL01JN51 GB00BL01JR99 GB00BL01FX79 GB00BL01L281 GB00BL01DP55 

GB00BL01L950 GB00BL01KX23 GB00BL01HP36 GB00BL01LC84 GB00BL01HX10 

GB00BL01HQ43 GB00BL01DQ62 GB00BL01FB59 GB00BL01GZ68 GB00BL01FQ03 

GB00BL01KQ55 GB00BL01KN25 GB00BL01G018 GB00BL01F150 GB00BL01GM30 

GB00BL01GK16 GB00BL01J681 GB00BL01HJ75 GB00BL01J806 GB00BL01F713 

GB00BL01K879 GB00BL01JP75 GB00BL01DN32 GB00BL01KY30 GB00BL01HD14 

GB00BL01FF97 GB00BL01L620 GB00BL01DT93 GB00BL01KW16 GB00BL01KV09 

GB00BL01JM45 GB00BL01FH12 GB00BL01KR62 GB00BL01HH51 GB00BL01F481 

GB00BL01J913 GB00BL01GN47 GB00BL01J574 GB00BL01HB99 GB00BL01HV95 

GB00BL01FC66 GB00BL01J798 GB00BL01HF38 GB00BL01L513 GB00BL01KP49 

GB00BL01DY47 GB00BL01DK01 GB00BL01HW03 GB00BL01FR10 GB00BL01L737 

GB00BL01J137 GB00BL01JV36 GB00BL01KT86 GB00BL01F598 GB00BL01H867 

GB00BL01DC27 GB00BL01D445 GB00BL01DJ95 GB00BL01D551 GB00BL01DG64 

GB00BL01DB10 GB00BL01DH71 GB00BL01DF57 GB00BL01DD34 GB00BL01CR05 

GB00BL01CW57 GB00BL01BT53 GB00BL01BH32 GB00BL019K27 GB00BL019H97 

GB00BL019688 GB00BL019464 GB00BL019795 GB00BL018J47 GB00BL019134 

GB00BL018276 GB00BL017X16 GB00BL017W09 GB00BL017T79 GB00BL017V91 

GB00BL017R55 GB00BL017G41 GB00BL017J71 GB00BL017H57 GB00BL017N18 

GB00BL017Q49 GB00BL017P32 GB00BL017K86 GB00BL017427 GB00BL016W34 

GB00BL016Z64 GB00BL017203 GB00BL016Y57 GB00BL016T05 GB00BL017310 

GB00BL017195 GB00BL017088 GB00BL017534 GB00BL016Q73 GB00BL016N43 

GB00BL016G75 GB00BL016C38 GB00BL016346 GB00BL016890 GB00BL016908 

GB00BL016569 GB00BL016452 GB00BL016783 GB00BL016D45 GB00BL015Q09 

GB00BL015M60 GB00BL015N77 GB00BL015J32 GB00BL015W68 GB00BL016015 

GB00BL015H18 GB00BL015P91 GB00BL015K47 GB00BL016122 GB00BL014Y18 

GB00BL015B55 GB00BL015488 GB00BL015595 GB00BL015157 GB00BL015371 

GB00BL014W93 GB00BL014747 GB00BL014184 GB00BL014K71 GB00BL014V86 

GB00BL014S57 GB00BL014M95 GB00BL014309 GB00BL013M21 GB00BL013K07 

GB00BL013442 GB00BL013889 GB00BL013996 GB00BL00X072 GB00BL00WX38 

GB00BL012477 GB00BL011G21 GB00BL00X296 GB00BL011V71 GB00BL00X858 

GB00BL010M16 GB00BL011172 GB00BL00Z564 GB00BL00X528 GB00BL011Z10 

GB00BL011F14 GB00BL010W14 GB00BL00Y591 GB00BL00Y716 GB00BL011Y03 

GB00BL011Q29 GB00BL00YV53 GB00BL00Y153 GB00BL011K66 GB00BL00ZL21 

GB00BL00ZN45 GB00BL012691 GB00BL00Z671 GB00BL012C57 GB00BL00YR18 

GB00BL011958 GB00BL00XB82 GB00BL010T84 GB00BL010R60 GB00BL012816 

GB00BL00YN79 GB00BL011D99 GB00BL00WR77 GB00BL011J51 GB00BL00Z127 

GB00BL010S77 GB00BL00XX03 GB00BL00Z788 GB00BL00XL80 GB00BL00Z010 

GB00BL00X635 GB00BL00YK49 GB00BL010109 GB00BL00ZM38 GB00BL00ZF60 

GB00BL011P12 GB00BL00XG38 GB00BL010Y38 GB00BL010984 GB00BL00XM97 

GB00BL011B75 GB00BL00YW60 GB00BL00ZQ75 GB00BL00XK73 GB00BL00WJ93 

GB00BL00W116 GB00BL00VV49 GB00BL00W009 GB00BL00VY79 GB00BL00VS10 

GB00BL00V704 GB00BL00VK34 GB00BL00VP88 GB00BL00VH05 GB00BL00V589 

GB00BL00VN64 GB00BL00VQ95 GB00BL00V035 GB00BL00VJ29 GB00BL00VG97 

GB00BL00VR03 GB00BL00VL41 GB00BL00VM57 GB00BL00TX25 GB00BL00T765 

GB00BL00T104 GB00BL00MP55 GB00BL00N297 GB00BL00N305 GB00BL00MW23 

GB00BL00MH71 GB00BL00MY47 GB00BL00MR79 GB00BL00N529 GB00BL00N412 

GB00BL00N180 GB00BL00MC27 GB00BL00MD34 GB00BL00M885 GB00BL00LG99 

GB00BL00LN66 GB00BL00L705 GB00BL00LX64 GB00BL00LR05 GB00BL00M000 

GB00BL00LY71 GB00BL00LH07 GB00BL00LL43 GB00BL00LM59 GB00BL00LB45 
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GB00BL00LD68 GB00BL00KX99 GB00BL00KT53 GB00BL00KY07 GB00BL00KW82 

GB00BL00KZ14 GB00BL00L473 GB00BL00L143 GB00BL00KS47 GB00BL00L036 

GB00BL00L366 GB00BL00KF18 GB00BL00K178 GB00BL00K731 GB00BL00KJ55 

GB00BL00KH32 GB00BL00K285 GB00BL00KK60 JE00BMWWLG05 GB00BL00JJ82 

GB00BL00HL64 GB00BL00HB66 GB00BL00HH29 GB00BL00HR27 GB00BL00J436 

GB00BL00HW79 GB00BL00HJ43 GB00BL00HK57 GB00BL00HZ01 GB00BL00HY93 

GB00BL00GP38 GB00BL00GT75 GB00BL00GQ45 GB00BL00GF30 GB00BL00GJ77 

GB00BL00GN14 GB00BL00GK82 GB00BL00FV23 GB00BL00FG71 GB00BL00FS93 

GB00BL00FT01 GB00BL00F566 GB00BL00FY53 GB00BL00DW99 GB00BL00DY14 

GB00BL00DX07 GB00BL00DV82 GB00BL00CQ64 GB00BL00CK03 GB00BL00D181 

GB00BL00CX32 GB00BL00CH73 GB00BL00BT21 GB00BL00B698 GB00BL00C332 

GB00BL00BS14 GB00BL009K94 GB00BL007279 GB00BL008798 GB00BL007162 

GB00BL007F02 GB00BL007725 GB00BL005Y50 GB00BL007B63 GB00BL008574 

GB00BL006H50 GB00BL006K89 GB00BL006198 GB00BL006X19 GB00BL006N11 

GB00BL007M78 GB00BL007X83 GB00BL006M04 GB00BL006Y26 GB00BL007D87 

GB00BL006P35 GB00BL006S65 GB00BL005Z67 GB00BL006206 GB00BL007493 

GB00BL007501 GB00BL006420 GB00BL006T72 GB00BL006C06 GB00BL006F37 

GB00BL006B98 GB00BL006Z33 GB00BL007H26 GB00BL007N85 GB00BL006537 

GB00BL006867 GB00BL008C46 GB00BL007832 GB00BL006W02 GB00BL007C70 

GB00BL007J40 GB00BL006J74 GB00BL006081 GB00BL006G44 GB00BL007386 

GB00BL007Y90 GB00BL005X44 GB00BL006V94 GB00BL005W37 GB00BL007K54 

GB00BL006L96 GB00BL007P00 GB00BL005P69 GB00BL005S90 GB00BL005V20 

GB00BL005R83 GB00BL005N46 GB00BL005T08 GB00BL005F61 GB00BL005J00 

GB00BL005Q76 GB00BL005K15 GB00BL004M63 GB00BL005893 GB00BL005679 

GB00BL005455 GB00BL004H11 GB00BL004N70 GB00BL005B24 GB00BL004S26 

GB00BL005C31 GB00BL004R19 GB00BL004607 GB00BL003L81 GB00BL002Z52 

GB00BL002Y46 GB00BL002R78 GB00BL003070 GB00BL002M24 GB00BL002P54 

GB00BL002G63 GB00BL003526 GB00BL003633 GB00BL002Q61 GB00BL003187 

GB00BL000X98 GB00BL002338 GB00BL000Z13 GB00BL000S46 GB00BL001033 

GB00BL000R39 GB00BL000W81 GB00BL001694 GB00BL000K69 GB00BL002882 

GB00BL001470 GB00BL000N90 GB00BL000V74 GB00BL001Q96 GB00BL001256 

GB00BL000P15 GB00BL001J20 GB00BL001C50 GB00BL000G24 GB00BL001819 

GB00BL000M83 GB00BL000282 GB00BL000068 GB00BKZZZQ09 GB00BKZZZS23 

GB00BL000407 GB00BKZZYN03 GB00BKZZZD79 GB00BKZZZ824 GB00BKZZZ261 

GB00BKZZZ048 GB00BKZZZ378 GB00BKZZXS82 GB00BKZZY298 GB00BKZZXK07 

GB00BKZZXZ59 GB00BKZZYH43 GB00BKZZXC23 GB00BKZZXB16 GB00BKZZXX36 

GB00BKZZXD30 GB00BKZZXY43 GB00BKZZY413 GB00BKZZY520 GB00BKZZY306 

GB00BKZZXW29 GB00BKZZY074 GB00BKZZX993 GB00BKZZXN38 GB00BKZZSW75 

GB00BKZZX555 GB00BKZZX779 GB00BKZZTV34 GB00BKZZW813 GB00BKZZVP12 

GB00BKZZWX60 GB00BKZZW581 GB00BKZZVK66 GB00BKZZWN62 GB00BKZZW698 

GB00BKZZVQ29 GB00BKZZV518 GB00BKZZWM55 GB00BKZZWL49 GB00BKZZWP86 

GB00BKZZV625 GB00BKZZT801 GB00BKZZTS05 GB00BKZZV401 GB00BKZZWR01 

GB00BKZZTM43 GB00BKZZVJ51 GB00BKZZW250 GB00BKZZT355 GB00BKZZTK29 

GB00BKZZWW53 GB00BKZZTL36 GB00BKZZWS18 GB00BKZZW037 GB00BKZZW920 

GB00BKZZVL73 GB00BKZZTG82 GB00BKZZW144 GB00BKZZWJ27 GB00BKZZVM80 

GB00BKZZVN97 GB00BKZZTH99 GB00BKZZWC57 GB00BKZZVW88 GB00BKZZTD51 

GB00BKZZWG95 GB00BKZZWK32 GB00BKZZT132 GB00BKZZWD64 GB00BKZZTN59 

GB00BKZZWY77 GB00BKZZSY99 GB00BKZZT025 GB00BKZZV062 GB00BKZZVV71 

GB00BKZZTP73 GB00BKZZWF88 GB00BKZZV179 GB00BKZZTJ14 GB00BKZZWQ93 

GB00BKZZST47 GB00BKZZRR57 GB00BKZZRL95 GB00BKZZRC05 GB00BKZZRH59 

GB00BKZZSS30 GB00BKZZS506 GB00BKZZQK14 GB00BKZZQD47 GB00BKZZQX43 

GB00BKZZQM38 GB00BKZZQ906 GB00BKZZR649 GB00BKZZQF60 GB00BKZZQY59 

GB00BKZZR086 GB00BKZZRB97 GB00BKZZPG03 GB00BKZZPL55 GB00BKZZPH10 

GB00BKZZPK49 GB00BKZZPJ34 GB00BKZZP049 GB00BKZZMG97 GB00BKZZM145 
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GB00BKZZNG62 GB00BKZZL170 GB00BKZZKZ47 GB00BKZZL733 GB00BKZZMS10 

GB00BKZZMB43 GB00BKZZN994 GB00BKZZLZ12 GB00BKZZL626 GB00BKZZN770 

GB00BKZZLX97 GB00BKZZMJ29 GB00BKZZLS45 GB00BKZZL063 GB00BKZZLW80 

GB00BKZZKG57 GB00BKZZJP75 GB00BKZZKM18 GB00BKZZK875 GB00BKZZJF77 

GB00BKZZHF38 GB00BKZZH319 GB00BKZZKH64 GB00BKZZGZ68 GB00BKZZHJ75 

GB00BKZZH194 GB00BKZZH426 GB00BKZZJN51 GB00BKZZJM45 GB00BKZZHN12 

GB00BKZZKL01 GB00BKZZK982 GB00BKZZH202 GB00BKZZHD14 GB00BKZZJH91 

GB00BKZZHH51 GB00BKZZH087 GB00BKZZJ802 GB00BKZZHK80 GB00BKZZHG45 

GB00BKZZJD53 GB00BKZZK768 GB00BKZZHC07 GB00BKZZJG84 GB00BKZZJJ16 

GB00BKZZF719 GB00BKZZG238 GB00BKZZFS27 GB00BKZZDZ53 GB00BKZZG451 

GB00BKZZFG05 GB00BKZZG345 GB00BKZZF156 GB00BKZZFV55 GB00BKZZFZ93 

GB00BKZZG568 GB00BKZZFT34 GB00BKZZFD73 GB00BKZZF263 GB00BKZZG782 

GB00BKZZF040 GB00BKZZG899 GB00BKZZFY86 GB00BKZZF370 GB00BKZZG675 

GB00BKZZFW62 GB00BKZZF487 GB00BKZZFJ36 GB00BKZZFK41 GB00BKZZG121 

GB00BKZZG014 GB00BKZZG907 GB00BKZZFX79 GB00BKZZF826 GB00BKZZF594 

GB00BKZZF933 GB00BKZZB171 GB00BKZZ9V38 GB00BKZZBS47 GB00BKZZ8V62 

GB00BKZZ9W45 GB00BKZZ8R27 GB00BKZZDV16 GB00BKZZBV75 GB00BKZZ8W79 

GB00BKZZDW23 GB00BKZZ8T41 GB00BKZZ9Q84 GB00BKZZ9134 GB00BKZZ9910 

GB00BKZZ9C49 GB00BKZZ9Z75 GB00BKZZDX30 GB00BKZZCS12 GB00BKZZBQ23 

GB00BKZZ9R91 GB00BKZZ9241 GB00BKZZDS86 GB00BKZZ9F79 GB00BKZZBD93 

GB00BKZZBL77 GB00BKZZBR30 GB00BKZZ8X86 GB00BKZZ9571 GB00BKZZ9Y68 

GB00BKZZBH32 GB00BKZZ9T16 GB00BKZZBN91 GB00BKZZCQ97 GB00BKZZDY47 

GB00BKZZ9B32 GB00BKZZBT53 GB00BKZZ9027 GB00BKZZDR79 GB00BKZZ8Y93 

GB00BKZZBF18 GB00BKZZDT93 GB00BKZZ8Q10 GB00BKZZBM84 GB00BKZZ8383 

GB00BKZZBP16 GB00BKZZB064 GB00BKZZ8K57 GB00BKZZ9S09 GB00BKZZ5J38 

GB00BKZZ5X71 GB00BKZZ6L25 GB00BKZZ5Q05 GB00BKZZ6122 GB00BKZZ5827 

GB00BKZZ7195 GB00BKZZ5C68 GB00BKZZ7088 GB00BKZZ7203 GB00BKZZ4R47 

GB00BKZZ5G07 GB00BKZZ5371 GB00BKZZ4D01 GB00BKZZ4B86 GB00BKZZ4747 

GB00BKZZ4291 GB00BKZZ4630 GB00BKZZ4960 GB00BKZZ4F25 GB00BKZZ4C93 

GB00BKZZ4G32 GB00BKZZ3N34 GB00BKZZ4523 GB00BKZZ4853 GB00BKZYQP36 

GB00BKZYRH27 GB00BKZYS806 GB00BKZYSV36 GB00BKZYS913 GB00BKZYSC47 

GB00BKZYTH66 GB00BKZYTM10 GB00BKZYSW43 GB00BKZYTK95 GB00BKZYM882 

GB00BKZYLD68 GB00BKZYSB30 GB00BKZYQR59 GB00BKZYSK21 GB00BKZYSX59 

GB00BKZYRZ09 GB00BKZYT549 GB00BKZYSM45 GB00BKZYRC71 GB00BKZYTL03 

GB00BKZYS798 GB00BKZYRB64 GB00BKZYS244 GB00BKZYSY66 GB00BKZZ2B47 

GB00BKZYSJ16 GB00BKZZ2L45 GB00BKZYNN07 GB00BKZYRD88 GB00BKZYNP21 

GB00BKZYSL38 GB00BKZYR949 GB00BKZYND09 GB00BKZYRG10 GB00BKZYPC32 

GB00BKZYT986 GB00BKZYNM99 GB00BKZZ2K38 GB00BKZYRX84 GB00BKZYTJ80 

GB00BKZYT879 GB00BKZYT655 GB00BKZYS681 GB00BKZYT762 GB00BKZZ2253 

GB00BKZZ2360 GB00BKZYRY91 GB00BKZYRW77 GB00BKZYJ102 GB00BKZYGT75 

GB00BKZYJ987 GB00BKZYGF30 GB00BKZYGS68 GB00BKZYHG12 JE00BLH0QQ73 

JE00BLH0LQ29 JE00BLH0M588 JE00BLH0LR36 JE00BLH0LP12 JE00BLH0M927 

JE00BLH0QT05 JE00BLH0M695 JE00BLH0LS43 JE00BLH0M703 JE00BLH0QR80 

JE00BLH0LT59 JE00BLH0M810 JE00BLH0QS97 JE00BLH0QV27 GB00BKZYCD36 

GB00BKZYCC29 GB00BKZY8Z79 GB00BKZY8X55 GB00BKZY6420 GB00BKZY6081 

GB00BKZY5893 GB00BKZY5455 GB00BKZY7L68 GB00BKZY7386 GB00BKZY7279 

GB00BKZY5J07 GB00BKZY7T45 GB00BKZY8574 GB00BKZY7S38 GB00BKZY8M41 

GB00BKZY4938 GB00BKZY4Y82 GB00BKZY5125 GB00BG649C25 GB00BG649002 

GB00BG648R03 GB00BG648251 GB00BG648V49 GB00BG648S10 GB00BG647402 

GB00BG647063 GB00BG646J88 GB00BG646B03 GB00BG646K93 GB00BG646875 

GB00BG646982 GB00BG646L01 GB00BG645G82 GB00BG645H99 GB00BG645J14 

GB00BG644052 GB00BG644946 GB00BG642B23 GB00BG642F60 GB00BG640K73 

GB00BG640639 GB00BG641595 GB00BG640969 GB00BG640308 GB00BG63WR52 

GB00BG63WF31 GB00BG63WK83 GB00BG63WG48 GB00BG63WJ78 GB00BG63WH54 
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GB00BG63TD04 GB00BG63RT24 GB00BG63N832 GB00BG63MT78 GB00BG63LS96 

GB00BG63MQ48 GB00BG63L232 GB00BG63KP90 GB00BG63JK72 GB00BG63G067 

GB00BG63G406 GB00BG63FN24 GB00BG63DP08 GB00BG63D833 GB00BG63D726 

GB00BG63DB61 GB00BG63D619 GB00BG63CR56 GB00BG63D940 GB00BG63BQ74 

GB00BG637W58 GB00BG638C28 GB00BG638P56 GB00BG637V42 GB00BG639292 

GB00BG639K76 GB00BG638112 GB00BG638229 GB00BG638T94 GB00BG637817 

GB00BG635T89 GB00BG636H33 GB00BG634Q83 GB00BG633P02 GB00BG633M70 

GB00BG634D54 GB00BG633725 GB00BG631W39 GB00BG631V22 GB00BG631G70 

GB00BG631X46 GB00BG62WB69 GB00BG62WR20 GB00BG62WP06 GB00BG62WK50 

GB00BG62WN81 GB00BG62WM74 GB00BG62VJ70 GB00BG62V191 GB00BG62T591 

GB00BG62TX76 GB00BG62TW69 GB00BG62SN04 GB00BG62SP28 GB00BG62S411 

GB00BG62R009 GB00BG62QD65 GB00BG62MN83 GB00BG62M505 JE00BL4PPN54 

JE00BL4PPM48 GB00BG62LW00 JE00BL4PPL31 GB00BG62L424 GB00BG62KP67 

GB00BG62KW35 GB00BG62HL17 GB00BG62GZ87 GB00BG62FT52 GB00BG62H117 

GB00BG62FX98 GB00BG62GY70 GB00BG62FQ22 GB00BG62FR39 GB00BG62FP15 

GB00BG62DM44 GB00BG629W66 GB00BG62BC06 GB00BG627T97 GB00BG627B14 

GB00BG627P59 GB00BG626T23 GB00BG625W86 GB00BG625Z18 GB00BG626034 

GB00BG626F86 GB00BG625C80 GB00BG625R34 GB00BG623Z77 JE00BK9PZF59 

GB00BG622X88 JE00BK9PZG66 GB00BG623D57 JE00BK9PZH73 GB00BG622F07 

GB00BG621977 GB00BG621191 GB00BG621753 GB00BG61ZY78 GB00BG61Z921 

GB00BG61XR61 GB00BG61VV67 GB00BG61SP94 GB00BG61SX78 GB00BG61SB58 

GB00BG61R183 GB00BG61PH06 GB00BG61Q771 GB00BG61PT28 GB00BG61NJ89 

GB00BG61MR98 GB00BG61N653 GB00BG61N760 GB00BG61MY65 GB00BG61M572 

GB00BG61MZ72 GB00BG61MT13 GB00BG61N091 GB00BG61MM44 GB00BG61N547 

GB00BG61ML37 GB00BG61MQ81 GB00BG61LZ08 GB00BG61K865 GB00BG61K311 

GB00BG61JM31 GB00BG61JP61 GB00BG61JN48 GB00BG61HR46 GB00BG61HM90 

GB00BG61J016 GB00BG61K204 GB00BG61JK17 GB00BG61GV17 GB00BG61GD35 

GB00BG61FQ98 GB00BG61FP81 GB00BG61FJ22 GB00BG61FH08 GB00BG61FN67 

GB00BG61FR06 GB00BG61CZ74 GB00BG61DL04 GB00BG61CP76 GB00BG61BZ00 

GB00BG61BH28 GB00BG61CM46 GB00BG61CJ17 GB00BG618601 GB00BG617H44 

GB00BG616T90 GB00BG615Z85 GB00BG616G61 GB00BG614X96 GB00BG614402 

GB00BG614170 GB00BG613875 GB00BG612687 GB00BG60XN90 GB00BG60WS70 

GB00BG60X514 GB00BG60V468 GB00BG60TM06 GB00BG60NQ24 GB00BG60PH72 

GB00BG60PC28 GB00BG60LG85 GB00BG60GK78 GB00BG60H152 GB00BG60GW90 

GB00BG60GN00 GB00BG60H046 GB00BG60GM92 GB00BG60G527 GB00BG60GX08 

GB00BG60GV83 GB00BG60GL85 GB00BG60H269 GB00BG60GP24 GB00BG60GT61 

GB00BG60GJ63 GB00BG60H483 GB00BG60GQ31 GB00BG60F339 GB00BG60D847 

GB00BG60D623 GB00BG60D730 GB00BG60C542 GB00BG609D14 GB00BG609F38 

GB00BG609C07 GB00BG606T68 GB00BG606L82 GB00BG606C91 GB00BG604R05 

GB00BG604Y71 GB00BG604J21 GB00BG604G99 GB00BG604692 GB00BG603P16 

GB00BG603Z14 GB00BG600948 GB00BG5ZZ843 GB00BG5ZZW84 GB00BG5ZZ736 

GB00BG5ZYH68 GB00BG5ZXT16 GB00BG5ZWX86 GB00BG5ZWY93 GB00BG5ZXR91 

GB00BG5ZWL64 GB00BG5ZW832 GB00BG5ZW162 GB00BG5ZWF05 GB00BG5ZW493 

GB00BG5ZWC73 GB00BG5ZW725 JE00BJ9K7G86 GB00BG5ZV313 JE00BJ9K7R91 

JE00BJ9K7F79 JE00BJ9K7D55 JE00BJ9K7C49 JE00BJ9K7H93 JE00BKC93J41 

JE00BKC94N51 GB00BG5ZT267 GB00BG5ZSL86 GB00BG5ZSS55 GB00BG5ZT150 

GB00BG5ZT820 GB00BG5ZT713 GB00BG5ZT937 GB00BG5ZTB53 GB00BG5ZSR49 

GB00BG5ZPS41 GB00BG5ZQB49 GB00BG5ZQ925 GB00BG5ZQD62 GB00BG5ZQ701 

GB00BG5ZQF86 GB00BG5ZQ818 GB00BG5ZN468 GB00BG5ZNG88 GB00BG5ZNF71 

GB00BG5ZNJ10 GB00BG5ZN682 GB00BG5ZNC41 GB00BG5ZN575 GB00BG5ZLR53 

GB00BG5ZLZ38 GB00BG5ZMB68 GB00BG5ZMD82 GB00BG5ZLW07 GB00BG5ZLD18 

GB00BG5ZL645 GB00BG5ZKH80 GB00BG5ZHN38 GB00BG5ZGL49 GB00BG5ZFN97 

GB00BG5ZFP12 GB00BG5ZDW49 GB00BG5ZCF09 GB00BG5ZC503 GB00BG5ZC271 

GB00BG5ZC388 GB00BG5ZBT79 GB00BG5ZB083 GB00BG5Z9Y87 JE00BK5XN602 
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JE00BK5XN487 JE00BK5XN719 GB00BG5Z7P56 GB00BG5Z8631 GB00BG5Z5W83 

GB00BG5Z6585 GB00BG5Z5P17 GB00BG5Z3V37 GB00BG5Z1Q44 GB00BG5Z1T74 

GB00BG5YYG29 GB00BG5YTH82 GB00BG5YTZ64 GB00BG5YSX75 GB00BG5YT567 

GB00BG5YSD79 GB00BG5YSK47 GB00BG5YQD30 GB00BG5YQV12 GB00BG5YQ886 

GB00BG5YQ225 GB00BG5YPM55 GB00BG5YNJ86 GB00BG5YPS18 JE00BJ7HNG31 

JE00BJ7HNH48 JE00BJ7HND00 JE00BJ7H8F78 JE00BJ7H8575 JE00BJ7HNC92 

JE00BJ7H8468 JE00BJ7HNF24 JE00BJ7J2K65 JE00BJ7J2L72 JE00BJ7J2J50 

JE00BJ7H8351 GB00BG5YKV91 GB00BG5YKS62 GB00BG5YK970 GB00BG5YDF41 

JE00BJ0L0X89 JE00BJ0L0S37 JE00BJ0L0V65 JE00BJ326Q39 JE00BJ0L0T44 

JE00BJ0L0Y96 JE00BJ326R46 JE00BJ0L0W72 JE00BJ326T69 JE00BJ0L0Z04 

JE00BJ326859 JE00BJ326V81 GB00BG5YC688 GB00BG5YCK29 GB00BG5YC464 

GB00BG5YCM43 GB00BG5YC795 GB00BG5Y7W92 JE00BJT1P456 GB00BG5Y6Y42 

JE00BJT1NK70 GB00BG5Y6K06 JE00BJT1P126 JE00BJT1NY17 GB00BG5Y6X35 

JE00BJT1P563 GB00BG5Y6669 GB00BG5Y2J11 GB00BG5Y2916 GB00BG5Y2353 

GB00BG5Y1M74 GB00BG5Y1T44 GB00BG5Y0F33 GB00BG5Y0Y22 GB00BG5Y1058 

GB00BG5XXQ29 GB00BG5XY361 GB00BG5XXW88 GB00BG5XWX21 GB00BG5XW761 

GB00BG5XWD25 GB00BG5XS678 GB00BG5XRX77 GB00BG5XQ300 GB00BG5XQ748 

GB00BG5XQ524 GB00BG5XHX79 GB00BG5XHT34 GB00BG5XHS27 GB00BG5XH820 

GB00BG5XGJ60 GB00BG5XG525 GB00BG5XDW82 GB00BG5XDD93 GB00BG5XDL77 

GB00BG5XFL18 GB00BG5XFB10 GB00BG5XDS47 GB00BG5XDY07 GB00BG5XDP16 

GB00BG5XDC86 GB00BG5XF667 GB00BG5XFC27 GB00BG5XCF43 GB00BG5X9X18 

GB00BG5X9Y25 GB00BG5X8120 GB00BG5X8013 GB00BG5X4B43 GB00BG5X4J29 

GB00BG5X3G23 GB00BG5X4F80 GB00BG5X0X82 GB00BG5WZQ36 GB00BG5WZM97 

GB00BG5WZH45 GB00BG5WYT91 GB00BG5WZX03 GB00BG5X0945 GB00BG5WZW95 

GB00BG5WZ527 GB00BG5WZL80 GB00BG5WW623 GB00BG5WWQ21 GB00BG5WXK34 

GB00BG5WW730 GB00BG5WVN25 GB00BG5WVX23 GB00BG5WVQ55 GB00BG5WVZ47 

GB00BG5WVD27 GB00BG5WV104 GB00BG5WV435 GB00BG5WSZ34 GB00BG5WSX10 

GB00BG5WSF38 GB00BG5WSP36 GB00BG5WRS91 GB00BG5WR565 GB00BG5WQ930 

GB00BG5WL097 GB00BG5WJ943 GB00BG5WJ836 GB00BG5WHY53 GB00BG5WHX47 

GB00BG5WHV23 GB00BG5WFM91 GB00BG5WFQ30 GB00BG5WF529 GB00BG5WFS53 

GB00BG5WF305 GB00BG5W9R26 GB00BG5W9P02 GB00BG5W8758 GB00BG5W8D15 

GB00BG5W8204 GB00BG5W8H52 GB00BG5W7123 GB00BG5W8G46 GB00BG5W7909 

GB00BG5W8C08 GB00BG5W8428 GB00BG5W8B90 GB00BG5W5747 GB00BG5W6C67 

GB00BG5W6711 GB00BG5W6042 GB00BG5W6265 GB00BG5W6K42 GB00BG5W5Q39 

GB00BG5W6S28 GB00BG5W5853 GB00BG5W6M65 GB00BG5W6604 GB00BG5W6J37 

GB00BG5W5T69 GB00BG5W5N08 GB00BG5W5P22 GB00BG5W5960 GB00BG5W5V81 

GB00BG5W2405 GB00BG5W2843 GB00BG5W1L04 GB00BG5W1J81 GB00BG5VYV80 

GB00BG5VYX05 GB00BG5VYW97 GB00BG5VYG30 GB00BG5VYM99 GB00BG5VYL82 

GB00BG5VV064 GB00BG5VTT16 GB00BG5VV171 GB00BG5VV288 GB00BG5VQH88 

GB00BG5VQ239 GB00BG5VQ122 GB00BG5VMS14 GB00BG5VMW59 GB00BG5VKS73 

GB00BG5VKD21 GB00BG5VF042 GB00BG5V9Q86 GB00BG5V8M73 GB00BG5V8V64 

GB00BG5V8T43 GB00BG5V6P64 GB00BG5V6L27 GB00BG5V6D43 GB00BG5V6S95 

GB00BG5V6G73 GB00BG5V5821 GB00BG5V4Y16 GB00BG5V0Z43 GB00BG5V0X29 

GB00BG5V1846 GB00BG5V1D97 GB00BG5V1952 GB00BG5TYS97 GB00BG5TWR41 

GB00BG5TWQ34 GB00BG5TTD91 GB00BG5TR579 GB00BG5TPQ41 GB00BG5TQF01 

GB00BG5TMZ27 GB00BG5TH794 GB00BG5TH687 GB00BG5THC47 GB00BG5TH463 

GB00BG5TH802 GB00BG5THB30 GB00BG5TDG05 GB00BG5TDF97 GB00BG5TBT93 

GB00BG5T9173 GB00BG5T8X25 GB00BG5T8548 GB00BG5T5K80 GB00BG5T4Y51 

GB00BG5T5S66 GB00BG5T2418 GB00BG5SZP09 GB00BG5SZM77 GB00BG5SYQ41 

GB00BG5SYR57 GB00BG5SYM03 GB00BW6RWJ15 GB00BW6RW795 GB00BW6RVS31 

GB00BW6RVX83 GB00BW6RVN85 GB00BW6RTK17 GB00BW6RQZ54 GB00BW6RP252 

GB00BW6RLF04 GB00BW6RHL85 GB00BW6RHP24 GB00BW6RHX08 GB00BW6RG558 

GB00BW6RFQ90 GB00BW6RDZ42 GB00BW6RG665 GB00BW6RFC54 GB00BW6RCD56 

GB00BW6R9X42 GB00BW6R7183 GB00BW6R4L74 GB00BW6R4B76 GB00BW6R1H24 
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GB00BW6R0D11 GB00BW6R0M02 GB00BW6QZS87 GB00BW6QY363 GB00BW6QY470 

GB00BW6QX282 GB00BW6QVM46 GB00BW6QTS69 GB00BW6QTV98 GB00BW6QTQ46 

GB00BW6QTR52 GB00BW6QV914 GB00BW6QTT76 GB00BW6QNL70 GB00BW6QNP19 

GB00BW6QNN94 GB00BW6QNQ26 GB00BW6QMD22 GB00BW6QM988 GB00BW6QLY69 
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GB00BVZZ8X59 GB00BVZZ8V36 GB00BVZZ8T14 GB00BVZZ8M45 GB00BVZZ8W43 

GB00BVZZ8J16 GB00BVZZ9099 GB00BVZZ7499 GB00BVZZ7G10 GB00BVZZ7C71 

GB00BVZZ7945 GB00BVZZ7F03 GB00BVZZ7D88 GB00BVZZ7838 GB00BVZZ7B64 

GB00BVZZ6W03 GB00BVZZ6X10 GB00BVZZ5121 GB00BVZZ4W62 GB00BVZZ5014 

GB00BVZZ5345 GB00BVZZ5238 GB00BVZZ4Y86 GB00BVZZ4Z93 GB00BVZZ4T34 

GB00BVZZ4X79 GB00BVZZ4H12 GB00BVZZ3X05 GB00BVZZ0Y07 GB00BVZYXD79 

GB00BVZYWQ34 GB00BVZYWL88 GB00BVZYW961 GB00BVZYPZ32 GB00BVZYPS64 

GB00BVZYPL95 GB00BVZYN481 GB00BVZYMN05 GB00BVZYLW21 GB00BVZYJS47 

GB00BVZYJT53 GB00BVZYJ067 GB00BVZYHJ16 GB00BVZYDW62 GB00BVZYDS27 

GB00BVZY9629 GB00BVZY9736 GB00BVZY9F12 GB00BVZY8431 GB00BVZY3H16 

GB00BVZY1V10 GB00BVZY1H75 GB00BVZXYX18 GB00BVZXYV93 GB00BVZXTY71 

GB00BVZXT589 GB00BVZXTC51 GB00BVZXS623 GB00BVZXRS71 GB00BVZXRZ49 

GB00BVZXRT88 GB00BVZXN897 GB00BVZXN905 GB00BVZXN780 GB00BVZXHH68 

GB00BVZXGG86 GB00BVZXGD55 GB00BVZXGF79 GB00BVZXDT01 GB00BVZXDR86 

GB00BVZXDV23 GB00BVZXCT36 GB00BVZXBK77 GB00BVZXBM91 GB00BVZXBG32 

GB00BVZXBC93 GB00BVZXBF25 GB00BVZXBL84 GB00BVZXB413 GB00BVZXBN09 

GB00BVZX8P13 GB00BVZX8D90 GB00BVZX8C83 GB00BVZX8408 GB00BVZX7Y39 

GB00BVZX8515 GB00BVZX7G56 GB00BVZX7D26 GB00BVZX6Z70 GB00BVZX7C19 
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GB00BVZX3565 GB00BVZX3K13 GB00BVZX3F69 GB00BVZX2L54 GB00BVZX2K48 

GB00BVZX1V87 GB00BVZX2J33 GB00BVZX2F94 GB00BVZX1T65 GB00BVZX1R42 

GB00BVZX2G02 GB00BVZX2N78 GB00BVZX2H19 GB00BVZX2M61 GB00BVZX1S58 

GB00BVZX1W94 GB00BVZX1296 GB00BVZWZ919 GB00BVZWZF77 GB00BVZWZ687 

GB00BVZWZD53 GB00BVZWZ356 GB00BVZWZC47 GB00BVZWZ802 GB00BVZWZ794 

GB00BVZWZB30 GB00BVZWYN86 GB00BVZWV603 GB00BVZWTN34 GB00BVZWV488 

GB00BVZWTZ55 GB00BVZWTP57 GB00BVZWTS88 GB00BVZWPD55 GB00BVZWPJ18 

GB00BVZWP795 GB00BVZWND16 GB00BVZWML25 GB00BVZWMQ79 GB00BVZWMG71 

GB00BVZWLV57 GB00BVZWKC93 GB00BVZWL596 GB00BVZWDZ38 GB00BVZW9001 

GB00BVZW9779 GB00BVZW9449 GB00BVZW9225 GB00BVZW9332 GB00BVZW9662 

GB00BVZW9555 GB00BVZW9886 GB00BVZW9118 GB00BVZW8Z88 GB00BVZWDR53 

GB00BVZW8144 GB00BVZW3J75 GB00BVZWD312 GB00BVZWHR34 GB00BVZWY946 

GB00BVZWDG49 GB00BVZW4H27 GB00BVZW4507 GB00BVZWD205 GB00BVZWY508 

GB00BVZXDC34 GB00BVZVZQ59 GB00BVZW2T09 GB00BVZVW751 GB00BVZVYF79 

GB00BVZW7H32 GB00BVZVTX09 GB00BVZWNF30 GB00BVZVYG86 GB00BVZW1V55 

GB00BVZVTZ23 GB00BVZVTY16 GB00BVZVW199 GB00BVZVW082 GB00BVZVW207 

GB00BVZVXS34 GB00BVZVXR27 GB00BVZVRY75 GB00BVZVXQ10 GB00BVZVTC95 

GB00BVZVRM53 GB00BVZVPL07 GB00BVZVD389 GB00BVZVD058 GB00BVZVCT79 

GB00BVZW0968 GB00BVZVKT38 GB00BVZVGL73 GB00BVZVCN18 GB00BVZVCR55 

GB00BVZXDB27 GB00BVZVPT82 GB00BVZVHJ27 GB00BVZVKS21 GB00BVZVCP32 

GB00BVZVH257 GB00BVZVFP47 GB00BVZVC191 GB00BVZVC084 GB00BVZV9D02 

GB00BVZV8H74 GB00BVZV6F11 GB00BVZV6065 GB00BVZTZY79 GB00BVZVJW93 

GB00BVZTXG57 GB00BVZV0480 GB00BVZV0597 GB00BVZTWJ14 GB00BVZTWL36 

GB00BVZV2W06 GB00BVZTWH99 GB00BVZV0605 GB00BVZTS712 GB00BVZTSB59 

GB00BVZTS829 GB00BVZTVD86 GB00BVZTSD73 GB00BVZTS266 GB00BVZTRF23 

GB00BVZTSF97 GB00BVZTT231 GB00BVZTSH12 GB00BVZTSC66 GB00BVZTS936 

GB00BVZTTQ77 GB00BVZTRZ29 GB00BVZTS605 GB00BVZTT454 GB00BVZV9K78 

GB00BVZTRY12 GB00BVZTVL60 GB00BVZTT348 GB00BVZTR078 GB00BVZTR185 

GB00BVZTQD34 GB00BVZTQN32 GB00BVZTVB62 GB00BVZTQL18 GB00BVZTRK75 

GB00BVZTPF82 GB00BVZTPC51 GB00BVZTR300 GB00BVZTTC32 GB00BVZTPD68 

GB00BVZTP254 GB00BVZTP585 GB00BVZTP148 GB00BVZTP031 GB00BVZTP692 

GB00BVZTS597 GB00BVZTNB05 GB00BVZTN762 GB00BVZVJC97  
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